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This standard establishes

military equipment to be

compartments of fixed wing

FOREWORD

general design and performance requirements for

air transported in or airdropped from the cargo

aircraft. The standard covers the three USAF prime

mission cargo aircraft (C-130, C-141B, and C-5) as well as the cargo aircraft

in the long range international segment

(B-747), DC-10, B-707, and DC-8).

of the Civil Reserve Air Fleet

The structural and dimensional criteria

for other cargo aircraft are documented in specific manuals for each aircraft.
%

The format of this document incorporates the basic standard containing general

and detail requirements with associated verification criteria, and administra-
. tive information. Two appendices supplement the basic standard. Appendix A,

User Handbook for MIL-STD-1791, contains the rationale, guidance, and lessons

learned for both the detail requirements and verification criteria. Appendix

B, Air Transportability Design Information, consists of multiple sections.

The first section presents general info~ation on the military aircraft

features and limits, restraint criteria and applications, and unit load device
design. The next three sections present C-130, C-141B, and C-5 structural and

dimensional criteria and cargo item considerations. The last section covers

load planning for the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRA.F)(TO-1-C-XXX-9). For

other military aircraft, refer to that aircraft’s dash 9 loading manual. For

other commercial aircraft, refer to the specific aircraft weight and balance

manual.

@ A particularly useful feature of Appendix A is a matrix showing’design

requirements appropriate to various types of cargo item configurations. It is

intended as a guide for the user in determining which criteria should be con-

sidered for a particular design situation. User comments are solicited in an

effort to improve this feature.

. . .
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1. SCOPE

1.1 Ceneral. This standard covers general design and performance require-

ments of military equipment for internal air transport in military prime

mission cargo aircraft and the long range international segment of the Civil

Reserve Air Fleet (CRAP). This standard also contains general design and per-

formance requirements for military equipment to be airdropped from Air Force

cargo aircraft. The complete air transportability and airdrop requirements

for an item of equipment not specified herein shall be specified in the indi-

vidual equipment specification.

1.2 Applicability. The requirements and tests contained in this standard

apply to the internal air transportability and airdrop aspects of all items

intended for aerial delivery in CRAP or USAF aircraft. They represent the

minimum acceptable transportability and airdrop features. When it is known

that the equipment will require features that are more restrictive then those

stated herein, the more stringent features will be specified in the individual

equipment specification.

1.3 Deviations

1.3.1 Design improve~nt.. Any projected design that will improve perform-
ancee, safety, or reliability or reduce life cycle and end item cost through

deviations from this standard, or where the requirements of this standard

result in a compromise of the item for the sake of air transportability or

●
airdrop, shall be brought to the attention of the procuring activity for con-
sideration.

2. EEFBBEECED DOCUMBMTS

2.1 Government documents

2.1.1 Specifications, standards, and handbooks. Unless otherwise specified,

the following specifications, standards, and handbooks of the issue listed in

that issue of the Department of Defense-Index of Specifications and Standards

(DODISS) specified in the solicitation form a part of this standard to the

extent specified herein.

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-T-25959 Tie Down, Cargo, Aircraft

MIL-T-27260 Tie Down, Cargo, Aircraft, CCU-1/B

MIL-P-27443 Pallets, Cargo, Aircraft, Type HCU-6/E, HCU-12/E, and

HCU-10/C

MIL-N-27444 Net, Cargo Tiedown, Pallets HCU-7/E, HCU-15/C, HCU-11/C,

and HCU-16/C

1
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STANDARDS

Military

MIL-STD-129 Marking for Shipment

MIL-STD-209 Slinging and Tiedown

and Storage

Provisions for Lifting and Tying

Down-Miiitary Equipment

llIL-sTD-331 Fuze and Fuze Components, Environmental and Performance

Tests for

MIL-STD-669 Loading Environment and Related Requirements for

Platform Rigged Airdrop Material

MIL-STD-81O Environmental Test Methods and Engineering Guidelines

MIL-STD-814 Requirements for Tiedown, Suspension and Extraction

Provisions on Military Materiel for Airdrop

2.1.2 Other Govermnt docaments, drawings, ●nd pablicationa. The following

other Government documents, drawings, and publications form a part of this

standard to the extent specified herein.

Air Force Regulations

AFR 76-2 Airlift Planning Factors

Joint Regulations

AFR 71-4/ Preparation of Hazardous Materials for Military

TM38-250/ Air Shipment

NAVSUP PUB 505/

MCO P4030.19/

DLAM 4145.3

AR 70-44/ DOD Engineering for Transportability

OPNAVINST 4600.22B/

AFR 80-18/

MCO 4610.14C/

DLAR 4500.25

AFLCR 800-29/ Policies and Procedures for Hazardous Materials

AFSCR 800-29/ Package Certification

DARCC?4-R700-103/

NAVMATINST 4030.llA/

DLAR 4145.37

AFR 76-38/

AR 59-8

Department of Defense (DOD) Common User Airlift

Transportation

● ✎
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Joint Regulations

e

.4

AFR 71-4/ Preparation of Hazardous Materials for Military Air

TM38-250/ Shipment

NAVSUP PUB 505/

MCO P4030.19/

DLAM 4145.3

AR 70-44/ DOD Engineering for Transportability

OPNAVINST 4600.22B/

AFR 80-18/

MCO 4610.14C/

DLAR 4500.25

AFLCR 800-29/

Policies and Procedures for Hazardous Materials

AFSCR 800-29/

Package Certification

DARCOM-R 700-103/

NAVMATINST 4030.llA/

DLAR 4145.37

Code of Federal Regulations

Title 49

Parts 100-199 Code of Federal Regulations

Field Manuals/Technical Orders

.
FM-lo-5ol/

TO 13C7-1-11 Airdrop of Supplies and Equipment: Rigging Containers

International StandardizationAgreements

ASCC 44/21 Air Standard Criteria for the Design of Equipment

Required to be Air Transported or Airdropped from Fixed

Wing and Rotary Wing Transport Aircraft

NATO STANAG

3548TN Tiedown Fittings on Air Transported and Airdropped

Equipment and Cargo Internally by Fixed Wing Aircraft

(Copies of specifications, 8tandards, handbooks, drawing8, publications, and

other Government document8 required by contractor in connection with specific

acquisition functions should be obtained from the contracting activity or as

directed by the contracting activity.)
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Federal Aviation Regulation

FAR, Part 25 Airworthiness Standards: Transport Category

Airplanes

Code of Federal Regulations

Title 49,

Parts 100-199 Code of Federal Regulations

Field Manuals/Technical Orders

FM-10-501/ Airdrop of Supplies and Equipment:

TO 13C7-1-11 Rigging Containers

(Copies of specifications, standards, handbooks, drawingaa a~d+publicat~ons
required by contractors in connection with specific acquisition functions

should be obtained from the contracting activity or as directed by the

contracting officer.)

2.2 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict between the text of this

standard and the references cited herein, the text of this standard shall take

precedence.

3.

3.1

air

3.2

3.3

Aerial delivery. The act or process of delivering cargo or personnel by

transport or airdrop.

Air Cergo. Any goods or material shipped or consigned by air.

Airdrop. Delivery of personnel or cargo from aircraft in flight. Five

curre~hods of airdrop are free drop, low velocity drop, high velocity

drop, staged drop, and low altitude parachute extraction.

3.4 Airdrop item. The equipment in its reduced configuration for airdrop,

including external or internal loads such as fuel, ammunition, field gear, or

rations.

3.5 Airdrop might. The weight of the airdrop item.

3.6 Air tremportability test loading ●gency (ATTLA). An agency of the

US Air Force established to serve as the focal point for all air transporta-

bility tests and clearance of items of equipment for movement on USAF cargo

aircraft and the long-range international segment of the Civil Reserve Air

Fleet (CRAP).

3.7 Air treesport. Delivery of personnel or cargo from point to point in

which the cargo is delivered by airlanding.

3.8 Air trenoportable. Denotes equipment and cargo items which can be

carried in an aircraft with not more than minor dismantling and reassembling

within the capabilities of user units.
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3.9 Air transportability problem item. b item of equipment in its proposed

shipping configuration which, because of its size, weight, fragile or heza~

doua characteristics, or lack of adequate means for handling or tie-down, or

requirement for special support equipment, may be denied transport aboard

US Air Force prime mission cargo aircraft or the long-range international

segment of the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF). An item will be considered

as a potential problem item when its design requirement includes transport-’

ability in such aircraft and the item exceeds any one of the air mode or

general conditions imposed by Paragraph A-9, Joint Regulation AR 7044/

OPNAVINST 4600.22B/AFR80-18/MCO4610.14C/DLAR4500.25.

3.10 ASD. The Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) is one of the product

divisi= under Air Force Systems Command (AFSC). The prime mission ofA8D i8

the initial development and acquisition of new weapons systems and supporting

equipment.

3.11 Bulk cargo. General cargo capable of being stacked on the floor of an

aircraft.

3.12 Buttock line (butt line, BL). The distance from the centerline of the
aircraft measured In znches In an outboard direction. RBL or LBL is used to

designate right and left hand side of aircraft when facing forward from aft

end of the airplane.

3.13 Civil Rese-e Air Fleet (CRAP). A group of commercial transport
aircraft with crews, which IS allocated in time of emergency, under the
emergency war plan, for exclusive use by DOD to augment the MAC fleet.

3.14 Clearance limits. The dimensions beyond which the size of, or projec-

tion on, a shipment may not extend in order to clear obstructions which

restrict the handling or transportation of such shipment. Such limits may be

actual or prescribed by law or regulation.

3.15 Deploymerit. The movement of strategic or tactical aircraft end units to

an overseas location. This includes emergency movements, scheduled rotations
of aircraft from CONUS bases to overseas bases, and related exercises.

3.16 Door bundles. An A-7A or A-21 container load which is airdropped by
pushing it out of the paratroop door.

3.17 Extraction provision. An integral fitting on the item used for attach-

ing the extraction system.

3.18 Extraction ratio. The ratio of

gross rigged weight.

3.19 Extraction system. A system used

in flight.

the average extraction force to the

to withdraw the item from an aircraft
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3.20 463L. The common designation for a family of air cargo handling equip-

ment. =e 463L system consists of separate, but interdependent, equipment

familiee, including terminals, on-board aircraft cargo handling systems,

ground handling equipment and pallets and nets. The pallets with nets are
used as a unitization module and are loaded into the aircraft on roller con-

veyora. A 463L equipped aircraft has roller conveyor assemblies and restraint

rails with integral locks. A pallet/net assembly ie secured into the
aircraft by these locks.

3.21 Field manaal (FH). The Army version of the Air Force technical order.

3.22 ?msclage station (FUS STA). Any longitudinal point in the aircraft

designated in inches from a fixed reference point.

3.23 C-force. The resultant force exerted on an object by a gravity or by

reacti~cceleration or deceleration. G is an acceleration ratio (a/g) of

the item’s acceleration (a) to the acceleration of gravity (g). When

multiplied by an item’s weight the ratio gives the force experienced by the

item due to acceleration/deceleration. Also called G.

3.24 Cross rigged weight. The airdrop weight plus the weight of all airdrop

rigging.

a. Low Velocity Airdrop: Gross rigged weight is approximately equal to

1200 + 1.125 x airdrop weight (lb].

b. LAFES: Gross rigged weight equals 2350 + 1.04 x airdrop weight (lb).

3.2S Eaaardoaa material. A substance or materiel which has been determined

and designated by the Secretary of Transportation and/or the services to be

capable of posing an unreasonable risk to health, safety, and property when

transported. Included are explosives, articles such as flammable liquids and

solids~ and other dangerous oxidizing materials, corrosive materials,

compressed gases, poisons and irritating materials, etiologic agente and

radioactive materials. (See provisions of Title 49 of the Code of Federal
Regulations and AFR 71-4/TM 38-250/NAVSUP PUB 505/MCo P4030.19/DLAM 4145.3

for a complete listing of hazardous materials and certification requirements.)

3.26 Rigiivelocity ●irdrop. A method of airdrop in which the stabilized rate

of descent is between 35 ft/sec and free drop velocity.

3.27 Item extraction. The extraction system is attached directly to the

airdrop item. Extraction provisions are required.

3.28 K-loader. Operational term for cargo loading vehicles used by the DOD.

These vehicles are part of the 463L materials handling system. The number

designation in front of the K (kips) represents the usual approximate working

capacity of the vehicle, in 1000-lb units. For example, a 25K-loader would

have a capacity of 25,000 lb.

*

3.29 L4mit load. The maximum working force to which the provision will be

subjected under normal conditions.
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● 3.30 Low ●ltitude parachute extraction system (LAPES). A method of airdrop

using parachute extraction from an aircraft flying no higher than 10 feet

above the ground.

3.31 Low velocity ●irdrop. A method of airdrop in which the stabilized rate

of descent does not exceed 35 ft/sec.

3.32 Low velocity platform ●irdrop. A type of low velocity airdrop in which

an airdrop platform is used.

3.33 Military Airlift Comnd (MAC). A unified command of the US Air Force
which operates a fleet of transport aircraft for both strategic and tactical

support of DOD. In addition to military aircraft, MAC operates civilian

aircraft under charter, contract, or lease.

3.34 Owtsized cargo. Outsized cargo exceeds the capabilities of C-141B

aircraft and requires use of C-5.

3.35 overhang. The distance, measured along the road surface between the

centerline of the extreme end axles and the end of a vehicle. In airdrop, the

distance, measured horizontally, from the end of the airdrop platform to the

end of the airdrop item when the item is longer than the platform. In both

cases there can be a front and rear overhang.

3.36 Oversize cargo. Oversize cargo is a single item that exceeds the usable
dimensions of a 3L pallet (104 in. length x 84 in. width x 96 in. height for
military aircraft).

3.37 Pallet. A simple unit load device used for consolidation of cargom

for efficient handling. Within the Air Force, pallets fall into two basic

groups:

a. Warehouse pallet. Cenerally a wood pallet 40 x 48 x 6 in., weighin8

75 to 100 lb, with a load capacity of 2000 lb.

b. 463L pallet. The pallet used within the military air cargo handling

system and is also compatible with commercial air cargo systems.

3.38 Platform. A unit load device similar to the pallet; however it is spe-

cifically deai{gnedfor airdrop. It is 108 in. wide with lengthe 8enerally

ranging from 8 to 32 ft, in 4-ft increments.

3.39 Platform extraction. The extraction system is attached to the platform.

No extraction provisions are needed on the airdrop item.

3.40 Planform loading. The rigged weight of a load divided by the maximum

projected area of the rigged item.

3.41 Projection. The distance, measured along the road surface between the

first vehicle axle to crest the aircraft ramp hinge and the extreme end of the

loaded vehicle. See appendix B, figure 4 for illustration of standard dimen-

sional terminology used throughout this standard. Note that the first axle

to crest the ramp hinge may not be the fir~t axle to negotiate the hinge

depending on the degree of articulation of the axles.

7
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3.42 Ramp bmndle. Items packed in an A-7A cargo sling or an A-21, A-22, or

A-23 fabric cargo bag with the energy dissipator and may have a plywood skid

on the bottom of the container.

3.43 Ramp erect. The crest of the ramp is the point where the inclined ramp

joins the aircraft cargo floor at the hinge line. It is the critical point
with respect to underside clearances of items being loaded from the ground up

the aircraft ramp.
,:,-

3.44 Recovery parachute system. A system used to retard and stabilize the
descent of an airdropped Item.

3.45 fi~ed item. The airdrop item including all airdrop rigging equipment.

3.46 s&Ule Special Assignment Airlift Mission. Prepare and submit

DOD Form 1249 in accordance with APR 76-38/AR 59-8.

3.47 8hori~. Shoring is a material used to distribute a load over a larger

area. Thus it is possible to carry a load with a higher weight concentration

than normally would be allowed. Both plywood and dimension lumber are com-

monly used for shoring purposes.

a. Approach shoring (step-up shoring). Approach shoring is used to
reduce the ramp angle that a vehicle must traverse during aircraft on/

offloading. Reduction of the ramp angle becomes necessary to avoid inter-

ference problems where there are minimal underside, overhead, or overhang

clearances. Approach shoring requires large amounts of lumber and is not an

acceptable alternative to designing to have adequate clearances.

b. Floor protection shoring. Shoring that is required to protect the

aircraft remps and cargo compartment floor from damage during on/ offloading

and flight of tracked vehicles or vehicles with wheels that have lugs, cleatss

studs, metal rolling surfaces or small diameters.

c. Parking shoring. Shoring that is required under the wheels or tracks

of vehicular cargo to distribute loads.

d. Rolling shoring. Shoring that is required to distribute weight on the
cargo floor during on/offloading.

e. Sleeper shoring. Sleeper shoring is used to prevent the movement of a

vehicle due to gust and flight manuever load conditions where tires or suspen-

sion @yStem cannot withstand these loads without failure or depression

producing slack in tiedown devicee. This type of shoring is placed between

the aircraft floor and a structural part of the vehicle such as the frame.

3.48 Strategic airltft. That airlift which can be applied to effect a

strategic advantage and is characterized by the continuous or sustained air

movement of unite, personnel, and logistic support between the CONUS and

overseas areas and between area commands. Strategic airlift forces will,

when required for augmentation of tactical airlift forces, effect delivery

of forces into objective areas employing airdrop or airland delivery as far

forward as the tactical situation permits.

8
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3.50 Suspended weight. The rigged weight minus

parachute system.
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3.51 Suspension prowision. An integral fitting on the item for attaching the

recovery parachute system.

3.52 Tactical ●irlift. The means by which personnel, supplies, and equipment
are delivered by air on a sustained, selective, or emergency basis tO

dispersed sites at any level of conflict throughout a wide spectrum of
climate, terrain, and conditions of combat. Air Force tactical airlift forces

enhance the battlefield mobility of the Army in ground combat operations by

providing a capability to airland or airdrop combat elements and providing

these forces with sustained logistical support.

3.53 Technical order (TO). An AF publication that gives specific technical
directives and information with respect to the inspection, storage, operation,

modification, and maintenance of given AF items and equipent.

3.54 Test Ioadin&. A trial aircraft loading of an item(s) being evaluated

for air transportabilitycertification. Test loadings are normally limited to

cases where the characteristics of items are such that analytical means alone

are judged insufficient to determine an item’s air transport eligibility.

Because of the expense and manpower involved test loadinga are normally only

performed on ATTLA recommendation with the approval and support of MAC.

Generally test loadings require the development and documentation of special

procedures for handling and/or restraint.

3.55 Tiedown device. Chains or straps with their associated attaching

hardware used to restrain cargo by being connected between the item tiedown

provisions and the platform or aircraft floor.

3.56 Tiedewn fitti~. Ring type cargo restraint fittings which are part of

the aircraft floor.

3.57 Tiedown provision. An integral fitting or part of en item for

restraining the item to an airdrop platform or the aircraft floor using
tiedown devices.

3.58 Transportability report. A report submitted on a transportability

problem item during development/acquisition with all information necessary

for a comprehendive transportability review. The report identifies
transportability characteristics of proposed, newly designed, modified or

off-the-shelf items and components thereof and will contain, to the extent

available and pertinent, the information contained in paragraph A-n of
appendix A and figure B-1, Joint Regulation AR 7044/OPNAVINST 4600.22B/APR

80-18/MCO 4610.14C/DLAR 4500.25, DOD Engineering for Transportability.

3.59 Transportability review. An evaluation of the transportability

characterzstlcs of an equipment item or its components to assess its ability

to be transported by the mode(s) of transportation specified in the materiel

requirements documents.
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3.60 Trea4w ay. The high strength areas of the aircraft cargo floor specifi-

cally designed to support vehicle loads. Refer to appendix B for treadway
location and strength.

3.61 Ultkate atreagth. The maximum force which a provision must withstand
before breaking failure occurs.

3.62 Unitizd load. Aseembly, into a single load,ofmore than one packageof one
or more different line items of supply in such a manner that the load can be

moved in an unbroken state from source to distribution point or user as far

forward in the supply system as practical. It is concerned with container-
ization, palletization, and transportability of supplies with compatible pro-

perties normally handled by materials handling equipment.

3.63 Validatiea Ioadiq. A loading performed at the time of an item’s first

planned shipment to verify handling and tiedown procedures. Validation load-

ings are recommended when an item is judged by the ATTLA to be air transport-

able, but where circumstances exist which make close observation advisable

during loading for first shipment. Validation loadings normally verify that

standard handling and restraint procedures can be applied to the item.

3.64 W*terline (UL). The vertical reference distance for an aircraft
measured xn utches from a fixed point.

3.65 Yield strength. The force at which a provision exhibits a permanent

deformation or set of 0.002 inch per inch, in the direction of force

application.

4. REQUXRIUIMTfl

4.1 scope. The requirements stated in this section represent those areas

which must be considered when designing items that will be air delivered in

fixed wing cargo aircraft. Because of’differences in the physical charac-

teristics of items to be shipped, and the aircraft used to transport them, not

all requirements will apply in every case. While some overlap of requirements

may exist, this standard attempts to categorize the information presented by

air transport topics versus airdrop topics. Requirements will be developed

only for those military and CRAP aircraft whose prime mission is or would be

cargo transport. Uhere aerial delivery in other cargo aircraft is antici-

pated, contact the ATTL4 for design criteria and guidance. In general,

similar geometry and structural considerations apply to all aircraft.

Discrete differences between aircraft are dependent on the specific structural

design involved.

Cm@iance with the requirements of this standard constitutes a portion of the

DQM Engineering for Transportability program. Joint regulation AR 70-44/

Ol?%l@?INST4500.22B/AFR 80-18/MCO- 4610.14c/DLAR 4500.25 designates the

transportability agencies, promulgates policy, assigns responsibilities, and

outlines procedures for conducting this program within the Army, Navy,

Air Force, Marine Corps, and Defense Logistics Agency. NOTE: This joint

regulation requires early submission of data packages to the ATTLA for air

transportability engineering review. The regulation details proper procedural

and item data requirements. Information for obtaining assistance and advice

on ●ir transport and airdrop matters is contained in section 6 herein.
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0 4.2 Air transport requirements. This section presents those design require-

ments applicable to cargo items intended to be delivered point-to-point by

conventional airlift modes. Because of the differences in the characteristics

of items to be shipped and the aircraft used to transport them, not all

requirements will apply in every case. A matrix has been developed (see

appendix A, table I) to aid the designer in determining which requirements

apply to specific load types. Requirements pertinent to all modes of standard

airdrop delivery are addressed in 4.3 through 4.3.6.1.

4.2.1 Item size ●nd configuration. The design of items shall be such that

they can be loaded aboard aircraft in their operational configuration whenever

possible. To the extent possible, the design goal should be to qualify items

for-aerial delivery under the most restrictive combination of requirements.

When necessary, sectionalization or partial disassembly of items may be per-

formed as a means of achieving this goal, however, care must be taken not to

exceed the user’s organic capability to reassemble the item within a specified

time period under field conditions. The dimensional and structural character-
istics of candidate transport aircraft which establish the item design limits

are summarized in the appendix for each aircraft.

4.2.1.1 Cargo compartment clearances. Equipment and cargo in its shipping

configuration shall be sized such that it can be on/offloaded and air

delivered without causing damage to the aircraft structure or to the

equipment/cargo being,delivered. Equipment and cargo to be air transported

shall be designed such that a minimum clearance-between the top/sides of the

● equipment and aircraft interior is maintained at all times during loading and

flight. The design of such equipment shall conform to the clearance para-

meters specified in the appendix for the aircraft being considered.

4.2.1.2 Projection limits. Vehicles and other wheeled cargo items which are

to be loaded from the ground up the inclined aircraft ramp shall be loaded

without use of approach shoring while maintaining the cargo compartment

clearances of 4.2.1.1. Item height, overhang, and projection limits are

established by the Cargo Projection Limits and the Vehicle Projection Limits

charts shown in appendix B.

4.2.1.3 Vehicle overhan~. Item design should minimize front and rear

overhang and maximize ground clearance. Overhang should be limited such
that interference between the item and the ramp o; ground is avoided during

inclined ramp loading procedures. Vehicles which are to be loaded from the

ground up the inclined aircraft ramp shall be loaded without the use of

approach shoring while maintaining clearance at the ground as well as at the

ramp. Vehicle wheelbase, overhang, and ground clearance limitations are

established by the Loading Overhang Limits charts presented in appendix B.

4.2.1.4 RamP creatin~. Wheeled/tracked vehicles and other cargo to be loaded
from the ground must be able to negotiate the crest of the aircraft inclined

ramp without damage to the aircraft or the cargo item. In addition to meeting

the requirements of 4.2.4.5, wheeled/tracked vehicles and other cargo items to

be loaded from the ground up the inclined aircraft ramp shall be able to nego-

tiate the crest formed by the ramp and aircraft cargo floor with the cargo

● floor at its highest position above ground level.
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4.2.1.5 -rgeney ●ccess. The configuration and location of equipment and

cargo secured in military aircraft.for air transport or airdrop shall be such

that a crew member wearing flight gear may pass from the front to the rear of

the aircraft. On military aircraft without walkways (C-141B and C-5 have

walk-ways) in the cargo compartment, a minimum clear space on the left-hand
side of the aircraft, when facing forward, of 14 inches wide by 72 inches high

or 30 inches wide by 48 inches high, shall be maintained at all times. On

aircraft with walkways, these areas shall be kept free of all cargo to allow

paeeage of crew members. Emergency access requirements for CRAP aircraft

shall be satisfied in accordance with Federal Aviation Regulation, Part 25.

4.2.1.6 Mlletiaed cargo. Where equipment can be air delivered secured to a

pallet that locks into an integral aircraft rail system, the entire unit load

shall meet the requirements of-4.2.3.2. Where such equipment can be secured

to the pallet with MIL-N-27444 nets and straps, the equipment need not meet

the requirements of 4.2.3.2. All other equipment shall be provided with

tiedown provisions in accordance with 4.2.3.1. In all cases, palletized loads

shall not exceed aircraft roller load limits specified in appendix B.

4.2.1.7 Containers/shelters, ●nd vans. Where equipment can be secured within

an enclosed container/8helter or van. the entire unit load shall meet the

requirements of 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.5.2. ‘Where palletization is used as a means
of loading such containerized cargo, the additional requirements of 4.2.1.6
shall apply. Where other loading or placement configurations are used, the

appropriate requirements (i.e., axle/wheel loads, tongue loads, floor loads,

etc.) for that configuration shall be observed.

4.2.1.8 463L system capatibility. Equipment that is to be transported on its

own base or which Incorporates an integral pallet base shall be designed to be

compatible with the 463L air cargo handling system. Smaller items which can

be palletized should be designed to take maximum advantage of the weight and

cube capability of the HCU-6/E pallet. Equipment which can be air transported

on its own base or on an integral pallet base Shall be designed to meet the

following:

a. The pallet/base side lip shall be designed to and meet the require-

ments of MIL-P-27443.

b. Unless otherwise specified in the order or contract, the bottom of the

pallet/base ehall be capable of traversing all types of aircraft and cargo

loader roller conveyors aa shown in appendix B, figure 5.

c. The unit load shall withstand all loadings as imposed by all sets of

roller conveyors unless particular sets are specified.

-..

d. ~e pallet width for the C-130, C-141B, and C-5 aircraft shall be

108 ~~/8xnche8.
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4.2.1.9 Special tools ●nd transportability equipment . The need for special-

ized tools and ground support equipment to prepare and load/offload cargo

items shall be avoided to the maximu extent consistent-with mission require-

ments. Where such tools/equipment are required, the type and quantity ohall

be identified and reported to the procuring activity or program office. Use

of special tools and support equipment shall not degrade the user’s mission

capability, involve equipment not normally available at the deployment site,

or compromise the safety of operating personnel.

4.2.2 Item handling provisions. To facilitate handling, the equipment shall

be as compact and lightweight as practical; however, reliability and maintain-,-
ability shall not be substantially impaired in meeting this “requirement.Any

projected design compromise for the sake of air transportability ‘shall be

brought to the attention of the procuring activity. It shall be possible to

load the equipment into the aircraft and readily position the equi~ent

without damage to the aircraft structure using a minimum amount of handling”

equipment.

4.2.2.1 Materials handling equipment (HEE) reqaimments. Whenever possible,

item design shall incorporate features which permit on/offloading without the

use of materials handling equipment other than that normally a part of the

aircraft equipment such as ramps and winch. Provisions for winching shall

include attachment points which will permit a straight ahead pulling force.

Where MHE is required to assist in item disassembly/assembly and loading, it

must be within the organic capability of the using unit to make the item

operationally ready within the specified time and manpower constraints.

4.2.2.2 Shoring requirements. The use of any type of shoring shallbe

avoided to the maximum extent consistent with mission requirements. To the

extent that such design does not compromise performance, items shall incor-

porate features which enhance their handling characteristics so that they can

be on/offloaded without the use of shoring.

4.2.3 Item reotraint provisions. The equipawmt Shall be capable of being
restrained against and withstanding without loss of serviceability, f0rCe8

imposed by aircraft flight and maneuvering operations. All cargo items,

except cargo loaded on HCU-6/E pallets and restrained by MIL-N-27444 nets,

shall meet the applicable requirements of 4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.2, and 4.2.3.3.

4.2.3.1 Tiedown provision.. Equipment shall be provided with not less than

four tiedown provisions which can adequately restrain the equipment when sub-

jected to the accelerations specified in 4.2.3.2. The tiedown provisions will

accommodate both ends of MIL-T-25959 and MIL-T-27260 tiedown device8 and shall

be marked in accordance with 4.2.7. The tiedown provisions shall be capable of

accepting the maximum number of tiedown devices as required by the tiedown

grid pattern. These tiedown provisions shall be suitable for use in conjunc-

tion with the tiedown provisions on the aircraft floor, which in general, have

a capacity of 10,000 pounds and are placed on 20-inch centers and on the C-5,

25,000 pounds at 40-inch centers. -

Unless specified in the order or contract, a proposed tiedown grid pattern

shall be provided for either C-130 or C-141 aircraft.
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4.2.3.2 Eeatraint criteria. Cargo items in their shipping configuration
shall be capable of being restrained to and withstanding, without 10s8 of

serviceability, the following forces applied statically and independently:

Direction Load Factor

up 2.0 G (3.7 G for nuclear cargo)

Down 4.5 G

CargO items in their shipping configuration 8hall be capable of being

restrained to and withstanding, without loss of structural integrity$ the

following acceleration~ applied statically and independently:

Direction Load Factor

Forward 3.0 G

Aft 1.5 G

Lateral 1.5 G

For the three conditions above, internal equipment need not remain service-

able. Refer to 4.2.5.1 for other serviceability requirements in this area.

(1.0 is the acceleration due to gravity; all directions are relative to the

aircraft.)

a. The equipment Shall also be able to withstand the following changes in

velocity (A V) of the aircraft floor within 0.1 second without loss of ser-

viceability.

Direction ~

up 10.0 ft/sec (15.2 ft/sec for
nuclear cargo)

Down 11.5 ft/sec

Cargo items in their shipping configuration shall be capable of being

restrained to and withstanding, without loss of structural integrity$ the

following changes in velocity within .1 sec applied independently:

Direction &

Forward 10.0 ft/8ec

Aft 5.0 ft/sec

Lateral 5.0 ft/8ec

For the three conditions above, internal equipment need not remain service-

able. Refer to 4.2.5.1 for other serviceability requirement in this area.

The final velocity must be held long enough for an adequate cargo response to

the input.
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b. When equipment is of such size or configuration that it can be loaded

into cargo aircraft with either end facing forward (i.e., a truck that can be

driven forward and backed into the aircraft), the highest load factor shall

apply both fore and aft. When the loading direction is fixed or specified,

only the forward requirement shall apply in the forward direction and only the

aft requirement shall apply in the rearward direction.

c. Vehicles and other equipment shall be capable of withstanding, without
loss of serviceability, the above mentioned vertical downward load factor

imposed on their wheels, suspension systems, or support.

d. If an item is designated for airdrop: (1) the 3 g load factor shall
be applied both fore and aft, and (2) the rigged item shall not exceed the

aircraft restraint rail capability to with8tand the load factors in this

paragraph.

e. Other non-MAC operated aircraft may require higher levels of

restraint. Refer to the specific aircraft loading manual.

4.2.3.3 Accompanying Ioada. Where a requirement exists for equipment to be

air transported while carrying or having attached to itself additional equip-

ment or cargo, the entire unit load shall meet the requirements of 4.2.3.2.

Accompanying loads shall not exceed the cross-country payload capability of

the vehicle or its equivalent (see 4.2.4.6). Where the air delivered load is

different from the general load capacity of the vehicle, the allowable load

shall be marked in accordance with 4.2.7. The additional equipment shall be
independently tested to insure restraint to the main item of equipment.

4.2.4 Item weight limitm. When in its shipping configuration, item gross

weight and weight distribution shall meet the requirements of the following

subparagraphs as appropriate to the type of item under consideration.

4.2.4.1 Gross wight/center of gravity. The gross weight of items in their

shipping configuration shall not exceed the aircraft limits specified in

AFR 76-2 for the mission/aircraft combination under consideration. Where

design flexibility permits, the center of gravity of cargo items should

correspond with the geometric center as closely as possible. In all cases,

the center of gravity shall be determined and marked on the item in accordance

with 4.2.7.

4.2.4.2 Aircraft compartment limits. In addition to the requirements of
4.2.4.1, cargo items shall not impose loads in any compartment in excess of

the values shown in the compartment load limit charts for the aircraft under

consideration. Both loading and flight limits must be observed and items

occupying more than one compartment must be selectively located so they do not

overload any compartment.

4.2.4.3 Aircraft roller conveyor limits. Palletized/platform loads and items

having integral bases which contact the aircraft 463L roller conveyor system

shall not impose loading or flight forces on the roller system which exceed
aircraft roller or conveyor load limits. These limits are influenced by the

contact pattern as well as compartment floor strength considerations and are

addressed in appendix B.
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4.2.4.4 Aircraft floor/ramp loading limits

4.2.4.4.1 Concentrated loadm. Loads impo8ed by cargo items over relatively

small areas of the cargo floor/r~p shall not exceed the concentrated load

pressures shown in appendix B. In addition, spacing between load concen-
trations shall be no less than that specified for the candidate aircraft.

4.2.4.4.2 Linear loads. In addition to the requirements of 4.2.4.4.1, cargo
items in their shipping configuration shall not impose a running load in

excess of the linear floor/ramp loading limits for the zone and compartment as

shown in the appendix for the aircraft concerned.

4.2.4.4.3 Tongue loads, Loads imposed on the aircraft floor/ramp by vehicle

tongues 8hall not exceed the maximum load limit, when specified, or the con-
centrated load limits of 4.2.4.4.1.

4.2.4.4.4 Axle loads and axle spacing linits. Vehicle axle loads shall
not exceed the aircraft zone and compartment load limits at the appropriate

axle spacings shown in appendix B. Both flight and loading limits must be
observed.

4.2.4.4.5 Wheel/tire loads. In addition to the requirements of 4.2.4.4.4,

vehicles and other wheeled cargo shall not impose pneumatic tire loads or

steel/hard rubber wheel loads in excess of the aircraft zone and compartment

limitations for both flight and loading conditions. In addition, pneumatic

tires shall not be loaded beyond their rated capacity at the selected infla-

tion pressure. Tires with a solid inner (run flat) core are restricted to the

hard rubber wheel floor limitations.

4.2;4.4.6 Treadvay/noa-treadvay loads. Equipment shall be designed to uti-

lize the higher strength treadway sections of the aircraft floor/ramp whenever

such design does not impair item performance. In all cases, loads imposed by

such equipment shall not exceed limit loads for the aircraft zone and compart-

ment under both loading and flight conditions.

4.2.4.4.7 Shoring limitations. Use of wood shoring for relief of overload

conditions shall be avoided to the maximum extent possible. The design of all

equipment which imposes unacceptable floor loadings under flight conditions
shall incorporate integral devices to function as sleeper shoring. Normally

such devices will not function to relieve excess on/offload forces.

4.2.4.5 Ramp hinge lbits. In addition to the requirements of 4.2.1.4, cargo

items designed to be loaded from the ground up the inclined aircraft ramp

shall not impose cresting loads in excess of the ramp hinge limits shown in

appendix B.

4.2.4.6 Vehicle saspemaion limits. In addition to the requirements of
4.2.3.3, wheeled vehicles shall nat impose forces on their suspension systems

which exceed the military tactical (cross-country) rated capacity of the

System or its commercial equivalent.
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4.2.5 Flight indaced en~ironment

4.2.5.1 Shock and vibration. Cargo items shall be deeigned or configured for

transport to withstand, without loss of performance or serviceability, the

shock- and vibration environment encounte~ed in aircraft flight and ‘g-round

maneuvering operations or during cargo on/offloading.

4.2.5.2 Repid decompression. Cargo items shall be designed with pressure
relief devices or shall be so configured for air shipment as to prevent any

part from becoming a projectile in the event of catastrophic 10S8 of aircraft

cabin pressure.

4.2.6 Special handling

4.2.6.1 Eazardous uterials. Where equipment is capable of carrying or

having attached to itself hazardous materials, the containment or -packaging

of these materials shall meet the requirements of AFR 71-4/TM 38-250/

NAVSUP PUB 505/MCO P4030.19/and DLAM 4145.3, or Title 49, Parts 100-199,

Code of Federal Regulations. The containment, packaging, or other preparation
of these materials shall be performed and certified such that they do not

jeopardize the safety of cargo handlers, flight crews, or the aircraft. .

4.2.6.2 In-flight requirements. Where cargo items require maintenance of

●
special in-fllght conditions such as venting of hazardous materials, auxiliary

power, or controlled cargo compartment temperatures, their design shall

incorporate the necessary hardware to interface properly with the aircraft

installed facilities.

4.2.7 Iiarkin

+

Equipment shall be marked in accordance with the provisions

of MIL-STD- 2 and MIL-STD-209, as appropriate, to provide the information

necessary to facilitate loading and restraining the item in the aircraft.

Unless otherwise specified, the marking shall be stenciled in en appropriate

location or provided on the vehicle data plate. Marking shall include at

least the following:

4.2.7.1 Tiedown provision.. Tiedown attachments or fittings shall be iden-

tified, and the allowable load shall be indicated, and a representative

tiedown grid pattern shall be proposed for aircraft as defined in the order or
contract. If no aircraft is defined in the order or contract, the tiedown

grid pattern shall be proposed for both the C-130 and C-141B aircraft. l!hie

does not apply to equipment that meets the requirements of 4.2.1.6.

4.2.7.2 Shipping weight and center-of-gravity location. !lheshipping weight

of the equipment in an am transportable condition shall be marked in a

conspicuous location. The center-of-gravity along each axis influencing the

❑ethod of loading and tiedown shall be marked on the item.

4.2.7.3 Eoisting fittings. When equipment or cargo is to be hoisted onto an

aircraft or onto a pallet or platform, the hoi$ting fittings shall be iden-

●
tified and the required hoisting capacity marked. The locations where

forklifts may be applied shall be identified.
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4.2.7.4 Other markings. Other markings shall be provided to cover the fol-

lowing, where applicable:

a. Instructions for retraction of wheels or casters to provide greater

bearing surface or clearance.

b. Installation of special struts or braces to meet flight loads.

c* Orientation in aircraft when critical.

d. Instruction for epecial eervicing or other preparation for air

shipment.

e. Other precautions to be observed during on/offloading and flight.

4.3 Airdrop reqairemnte. The item being developed for airdrop shall comply

with the followlng detailed requirements for the epecified etandard mode(e) of

airdrop.

4.3.1 Air transport emironment. The airdrop item ehall comply with the air
transportability requirements in 4.2.3.2, 4.2.3.3, 4.2.4.3, 4.2.5, and 4.2.6.

4.3.2 Item provieioaa

4.3.2.1 Tiedown Prowisioms. The item ehall be provided with tiedown pro-

viaions In accordance nth the requirement for airdrop in MIL-STD-814,

paragraph 5.1.

4.3.2.2 Extraction provision. The item shall be provided with extraction

provision(s) m accordance with requirement for airdrop in MIL-STD-814,

paragraph 5.3.

4.3.2.3 Item suspension provisions. The item ehall be provided with suepen-

sion provisions in accordance with the requirements for airdrop in

MIL-STD-814, paragraph 5.2.

4.3.2.4 Emergency aft restraint provioiono. The item shall be provided with

emergency aft reetraint provieione in accordance with requirements in

MIL-STD-814, paragraph 5.6.

4.3.3 Item weight

4.3.3.1 Door bundle weight. The item euepended weight shall not exceed

500 pounds.

4.3.3.2 Ramp handle weight. The item suepended weight ehall not exceed

2200 pounds. The total weight of the rigged item ehall not exceed 1500 pounds

when the C-130 ramp bundle delivery eyetem ie to be ueed.

4.3.3.3 Low velocity platform ●irdrop weight. The item rigged weight ehall

not exceed 35,000 pounde.

4.3.3.4 LAPES weight. The item rigged weight ehall not exceed 35,000 pounde.
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4.3.4 Dimensional limits

4.3.4.1 Door bundle diwnsiomal liuts. The rigged door
shall not exceed 48 inches length by 30 inches width by

including the attached recovery parachute system.

4.3.4.2 Ramp bundles dimensional limits

bundle dimensions

66 inches height,

4.3.4.2.1 Container delivery system dimensional limits. The item shall not

exceed 53.5 inches in width, 96 inches in length and 83 inches in rigged

height.

4.3.4.2.2 C-130 bundle delivery system dimensional limits

4.3.4.2.2.1 A-7A ●nd A-21 containers dimensional limits. The rigged item

shall not exceed 27 inches in length, 42 inches in width, and 48 inches in

height.

4.3.4.2.2.2 A-22 containers dimensional limits. The rigged item shall not

exceed 96 inchee In length, 53.5 inches in width, and 48 inches in height.

4.3.4.3 Low velocity platform ●irdrop dimensional limits

4.3.4.3.1 Length. The length of the airdrop-configured item shall be capable

●
of being rigged on a standard low velocity airdrop platform. The overhang

beyond the ends of the platform shall not extend below an imaginary plane

extending up from the lower edge of the platform at an angle of 30 degreee

from the horizontal. The extent of the overhang.shall allow the rigged item

to exit the aircraft without item or aircraft damage, with an exit velocity of

20 ft/sec from the C-130 aircraft, and 1A G acceleration for the c-141

aircraft. Normal overhang is up to 36 inches.

4.3.4.3 Lov velocity platform ●irdrop dimensional limits

4.3.4.3.1 +ength. The length of the airdrop-configured item shall be capable

of being rigged on a standard low velocity airdrop platform. The overhang

beyond the ends of the platform shall not extend below an imaginary plane

extending up from the lower edge of the platform at an angle of 30 degrees

from the horizontal. The extent of the overhang shall allow the rigged item

to exit the aircraft without item or aircraft damage, with an exit velocity of

20 ft/eec from the C-130 aircraft, and 1/4G acceleration for the C-141

aircraft. Normal overhang is up to 36 inches.

4.3.4.3.2 Width

4.3.4.3.2.1 C-130 ●ircraft ●irdrop width.

shall not exceed 108 inches.

4.3.4.3.2.2 C-141 ●ircraft ●irdrop width.

shall not exceed 115 inches. The maximum

vertical pla’neshall not exceed 10,200 square

The width of the airdrop item

The width of the airdrop item

projected area in the lateral

inches.
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4.3.4.3.3 ~eight. The longitudinal profile of the rigged item shall not

exceed 100 Inches for all points aft of the center of gravity. Forward of the

center of gravity, the rigged height shall not exceed the height profile

jettison limits in appendix B.

4.3.4.4 LAPES dimensional limits. The LAPES dimensional limits are same as

the C-130 aircraft low velocity airdrop dimensional limits in 4.3.4.3.

4.3.5 Planform loading. The planform loading of the rigged item shall not be

less than the following limits:

Minimum Planform Loading

Mode (lb/ft2)

Door Bundle 28

Ramp Bundle 28

Low Velocity Platform Airdrop 35

LAPES 35

4.3.6 Impact survivability. The airdrop item shall be capable of with-
standing the deceleration forces imposed by ground impact of the rigged item

and thereafter comply with the performance requirements of the applicable end

item specification. Deceleration forces are documented in MIL-STD-669,

paragraph 5.4, for low velocity airdrop.

4.3.7 Airdrop of ~nition/explooivea. To preclude any possibility of

damage to the aircraft or injury to the aircrew, the fragmentation or blast

area for ammunition/explosive items shall be sufficiently less than the

distance between any possible detonation point and the aircraft.

4.3.7.1 LAPES of rnanition/explosives. Items shall be capable of

withstanding the malfunctioning drop simulation test in MIL-STD-331, Test 117,

for the following conditions:

Item oriented nose up

Item oriented nose down

Item oriented horizontally

The explosives and ammunition shall not detonate, deflagrate, or function

during or immediately after test.

5. VBRIFMATIOI!N

!$.1 scope verification. This paragraph does not require verification.

5.2 Air tremsport verification

!$.2.1 Itam size and configuration verification. Compliance with the require-

ments of 4.2.1 shall be -t when It can be shown by measurement, engineering

analysis~ validation loading, or formal test loading that the item in its

shipping configuration satisfies the appropriate requirements of subparagraph

4.2.1.1 through 4.2.1.9. Reference to table I at the end of this appendix

will provide guidance as to which requirements apply to specific load types.
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5.2.1.1 Cargo compartment clearances verification. The requirements of

4.2.1.1 shall be met when it has been shown by measurement, engineering

analysis, validation loading or formal test loading that the item in it~

shipping configuration satisfies the overhead and side clearance criteria

specified in appendix B.

5.2.1.2 Projection limits verification. The requirements of 4.2.1.2 shall

be met when it can be demonstrated that the item can be ground-loaded up the

aircraft ramp. Successful loading shall consist of maintenance of cargo-to-

aircraft clearances during loading and positioning for restraint without the

use of approach shoring. Verification may be accomplished by measurement,

engineering analysis, validation loading or formal test loading.

5.2.1.3 Vehicle overhang verification. Conformance with 4.2.1.3 shall be met
when it can be shown that the vehicle can be ground-loaded up the aircraft

ramp without striking either the ramp or the ground. Approach shoring shall

not be used to assist the loading process. Compliance may be shown by

measurement, engineering analysis, validation loading, or formal test loading.

5.2.1.4 ltamp cresting verification. Dual verifications must be met to

totally satisfy the requirements of 4.2.1.4. The ramp hinge limit require-

ments of 4.2.4.5 must be met concurrently with the clearance requirements of

4.2.1.4. The verification for 4.2.4.5 requirements are addressed in 4.2.4.5.

Compliance with the requirements of 4.2.1.4 shall be met when it can be shown

by measurement, engineering analysis, validation loading or formal test

loading that the vehicle can be loaded from the ground without striking the

ramp hinge. Approach shoring will not be used to assist the loading process.

5.2.1.5 Emergency acceaa verification. The requirements of 4.2.1.5 shall be

met when the height and width of the clear areas, with the cargo restrained

in position aboard the aircraft, equals or exceeds the values shown in

appendix B, figure 42 or Federal Aviation Regulation, Part 25. An alternate

method of verification involves a demonstration that a flight crewmember in

appropriate gear can negotiate passage from front to rear of the aircraft with

the cargo restrained in-flight position.

5.2.1.6 Palletieed cargo verification.

met when engineering analysis or actual

satisfies all restraint criteria and

The requirements of 4.2.1.6 shall be

testing shows that the restraint load

that the load in its palletized

configuration does not exceed roller load limits for the aircraft ~oncerned.

Where MIL-N-27444 nets cannot be used to provide item restraint, the analysis

or testing must verify the adequacy of the attachment devices under the worst

case tiedown pattern(s) using MIL-T-25959 or MIL-T-27260 tiedown devices.

The MIL-T-27260 tiedown devices are qualified at their rated capacities and

need not be further tested to satisfy the requirements of 4.2.1.6.

5.2.1.7 Containers/shelter. and ram verification. Multiple requirements

❑ust be met to show compliance with 4.2.1.7. The nature of the load con-

figuration determines whi~h of several requirements apply in a given instance.

All loads must conform to the verification procedures of 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.5.2. -

Where the containers/shelters or vans are palletized for loading and flight,

the additional verification of 5.2.1.6 also applies.
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S.2.1.8 463L system compatibility verification. Compliance with the require-

ment in 4.2.1.8 shall be verified by methods appropriate to the particular

design involved. Where such design incorporates features of the 463L pallet,

verification in accordance with section 4 or MIL-P-27443 is required. Al1

cargo items shall meet the verification criteria of 5.2.3.2. For skidded

loads and loads having less than full width bases, it shall be shown that such

loads can traverse the roller conveyors of the specified aircraft and appro-

priate ground handling equipment. Analytical proof baaed on roller conveyor
capabilities and dimensions is the preferred method of verification. Valida-

tion or test loadings may be required depending on the specific design

involved. The ATTLA will make the determination of need for such loadings.

5.2.1.9 Special tools and transportability eqaipment verification. Demon-
stration Of acceptance DrOCedUre8 and elamed times shall be used as the. . .
verification criteria for this requirement. Acceptable procedures shall be

specified by the user/program office based on mission requirements. Where

such procedures impact on aircraft loading/unloading or flight safety they

shall have the concurrence of the ATTLA. Acceptance of procedures includes

acceptance of the type and quantity of special tools and equipment required to

perform the procedure.

5.2.2 Itam handling provisions rerificatione The nature of the requirements

imposed by 4.2.2 does not lend them to strict objective verification. ‘There

are no absolute standards to be met, but rather design goals to be approached

within the framework of mission requirements. It is important that during

item development the designer consider certain factors unique to the military

operational environment. Such considerations must include operating in very

austere conditions, frequent lack of adequate support equipment, the need for

rapid aircraft turnaround times, especially in combat areas, and human engi-

neering factors including the skill level of personnel operating the equipment

during on/offloading. Acceptability of handling provisions is frequently

based on factors similar to those in 5.2.1.9.

5.2.2.1 MM! requirwnts verification. This requirement shall be satiefied

when actual on/offloading under simulated mission conditions shows that

procedures and elapsed times meet the criteria established by the user/program

office for the item/mission scenario. Concurrence of the ATTLA shall be

necessary where the methods and/or equipment used impact on aircraft/personnel

safety during loading or flight.

5.2.2.2 Shoring requirements Verification. Compliance with 4.2.2.2 require-

ments shall be determined on a case-by-case basis by the ATTLA. Compliance

shall be considered achieved when it has been shown that all reasonable

efforts to design out the need for approach/rolling shoring have been

exhausted.

-.,

5.2.3 Item restraint provision verification. Compliance with 4.2.3 require-

ments shall be considered to be met when the appropriate requirements of

4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.3 are complied with.
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● 5.2.3.1 Tiedown provisions verification. The requirements of 4.2.3.1 shall

be met when it can be shown by engineering analysis or actual test that the

proposed tiedown provisions are adequate in strength, location, size, and

number to accept the required MIL-T-25959 and MIL-’T-2726Otiedown devices to

provide the item restraint called out in 4.2.3.2.

5.2.3.2 Restraint criteria ~erification. Compliance with the requirements of
4.2.3.2 shall be assured when it can be demonstrated by engineering analysis

or actual test that the item in its shipping configuration and restrained as

it would be for flight can be subjected to the stated static and dynamic loads

without loss of structural integrity of the item or without incurring damage

to the aircraft. If loss of structural integrity occurs or if any parts of

the item become projectiles, it shall be sufficient to cause rejection of the

load for airlift. If loss of function/serviceabilityoccurs during verifica-

tion of the vertical up or vertical down restraint criteria requirement, it

shall be sufficient to cause rejection of the load for airlift. For palle-

tized items in which the item is restrained to the pallet, the item center of

gravity location shall be verified by analysis or test. Where a vehicle does

not have a cross-country weight rating and its weight or axle/suspension
loading exceeds 80 percent of its highway gross vehicle rating, test or com-

pS@te analysis is required to verify that the item can withstand the downward

load factor.

5.2.3.3 Accompanying loada verification. The requirements of 4.2.3.3 shall

●
be verified in accordance nth the provisions of 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.7, if

appropriate.

5.2.4 Item weight limits verification. Compliance with the verification

procedures of each of the appropriate subparagraphs, 5.2.4.1 through 5.2.4.6,

shall show compliance with this requirement.

5.2.4.1 Gross weight/center of gravity verification. Compliance with this

requirement shall be verified by comparison of item weight, aircraft and

mission scenario with the appropriate payload-range data. The acceptability
of item center of gravity shall be verified by measurement or analysis and

comparison with the CG limit data. Marking shall be considered satisfactory

when it meets the requirements of 4.2.7.

5.2.4.2 Aircraft compartment limits verification. Verification of this

requirement shall be by comparison of each load point with the appropriate

compartment load limit chart. The requirement is satisfied if no load exceeds

any compartment limit either during loading or in flight.

5.2.4.3 Aircraft roller conveyor limits verification. Compliance with this

requirement may be shown by analysis for loads exhibiting uniform force

distribution properties. For complex loads which exhibit non-uniform loading,

instrumented tests may be required if the load concentrations approach the

limiting values for the aircraft roller system or if a coplanar attitude

between load and roller system cannot be maintained during loading/offloading.

●
Using initial analysis, if the rigged airdrop item’s weight transmits a load-

ing of 1000 pounds per linear (longitudinal)

dissipating material over the contact area,
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instrumented roller test bed mounted on a concrete slab is required. Sets of

roller load measurements for each roller under the rigged airdrop shall be

recorded. Sufficient sets of data shall be recorded to establish a 0.90 prob-

ability that at least 95 percent of the distribution from which this set of

roller load samples was taken will be less than the determined value for each

individual roller. Where there are items similar to previously qualified

iterns, and less critical in loading, analy6is will suffice. Testing is

normally conducted by the Government.

5.2.4.4 Aircraft floorlrenp loeding limits verification

S.2.4.4.1 Concentrated Ioeda verification. The requirements of 4.2.4.4.1

shall be satisfied when it can be shown by measurement or analysis that the

actual load pressure values do not exceed the limit load data contained in

appendix B.

5.2.4.4.2 Linear loada verification. Paragraph 4.2.4.4.2 requirements shall
be satisfied when it can be shown by measurement or analysis that the item in

its shipping configuration does not impose running loads in excess of limit

load values shown in appendix B.

5.2.4.4.3 ~0~ loads verification. Compliance with the requirements of

4.2.4.4.3 shall be met when, with the vehicle in its shipping configurations

the tongue load imposed on the aircraft floor does not exceed either the maxi-

mum load specified in appendix B or the requirements of 4.2.4.4.1.

5.2.4.4.4 Axle loads end axle spacing limits verification. To assure verifi-
cation of the requirements of 4.2.4.4.4 requires simultaneous satisfaction of

axle load limits and axle spacing limits as defined in appendix B. Compliance

with these requirements shall exist when no axle loads exceed the limits and

the appropriate minimum axle spacing requirements are met. Failure to meet

either criteria shall be cause for load rejection.

5.2.4.4.5 Wheel/tire loade verification. Compliance with 4.2.4.4.5 require-

ments must be verified by comparing pneumatic tire loads or hard rubber/steel

wheel loads of the item in its shipping configuration with the corresponding

limit load values in appendix B. Items with tire/wheel loads that exceed the

values shown in appendix B or are loaded beyond the manufacturer’s recommended

rated capacity shall be rejected.

5.2.4.4.6 Treadway/non-treedway loads verification. The requirements of

4.2.4.4.6 shall be satisfied when it can be shown by analysis or measurement

that the item, in its shipping configuration (including shoring when used)

does not impose loads on the treadway/non-treadway sections of the aircraft

floor/ramp in excess of the values shown in appendix B. Where the item

imposes a load on both treadway and non-treadway sections, loads in excess of

the value for the non-treadway area shall be cause for rejection. Failure to

meet aircraft compartment limits for both loading and flight conditions shall

also be cause for item rejection.
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5.2.4.4.7 Shoring limitatioaa werifketion. This requirement shall be con-

sidered to be satisfied when analysis of the floor/ramp loada imposed by the

integral sleeper shoring devices shows that the previous overload condition

without their use has been relieved.

5.2.4.5 Ramp hiage limits verification. The requirements of 4.2.4.5 shall be

met when it can be shown by analysls or measurement that the maximum load

imposed by an item in its shipping configuration at the moment it crests the

aircraft ramp does not exceed the limit value for the aircraft as shown in

appendix B.

5.2.4.6 Vehicle suspension limits verification. This requirement hae been

met when the gross vehicle weight of the vehicle has been determined to be

equal to or less than the published cross-country/tacticalrated value or the

ATTLA-determined value for those vehicles which do not have cross-country/

tactical ratings.

5.2.5 Flight indaced environment verification

5.2.5.1 Shock end vibration verification. This requirement shall be met when

analysis, demonstration, or formal testing of the items in their shipping
configuration shows compliance with the requirements for shock and vibration

testing of MIL-STD-81O, Environmental Test Methods. In addition, cargo with

●
suspension frequencymodes between zero and 20 Hz must have sufficient damping

verified by test, analysis, or demonstration.

5.2.5.2 Rapid decompression verification. Compliance with this requirement

shall be verified by analysis or formal testing which confirms that the test

item can withstand an internal pressure differential of 8.3 pai developed in

0.5 sec or less without any part of the item becoming a missile.

5.2.6 Special handling verification

5.2.6.1 Eezardoas materials verification. This requirement shall be met when
the hazardous item(s) have been certified as meeting packaging requirements by

the issuance of a DD Form 1387-2, Special Handling Data/Certification, by a

qualified certifier.

5.2.6.2 In-flight reqairewnts verification. Compliance with this require-

ment shall be verified on an lndlvldual case basis by inspection of item hard-
ware to assure compatibility with aircraft facilities in use at the time the

airlift requirement exists.

5.2.7 Marking verification. Compliance with the requirements of 4.2.7 and

subparagraphs 4.2.7.1 through 4.2.7.4 shall be verified by inspection of

markings and comparison with the standards set forth in MIL-STD-129 or

MIL-STD-209, as appropriate.

5.3 Airdrop verification

5.3.1 Air tranaport enviroaumt werificatiom. Compliance with the require-

ments of 4.4.1 shall be in accordance with the verification requirements in

5.2.3.2, 5.2.3.3, 5.2.4.3, ‘5.2.5,and 5.2.6.
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5.3.2 Item provisions verification

5.3.2.1 Tiedown provisions verification. Compliance with the requirements of

4.3.2.1 shall be determined as follows. Provisions shall be identified.

Measurements of the provisions’ required dimensions within an acceptable

accuracy shall be made. Analysis of the provision’s capability, e.g., limit

load and ultimate loads shall be provided for the required range of loadings.

Analysis shall include the strength of the attachment. Results of static pull

tests of the provisions attached to the item to the limit load can be sub-

mitted in lieu of analysis. Line of force for the static pull tests shall be

applied at the most critical condition within the required range of applied

forces. Where provisions are attached to the main item by welds, the

integrity of the welds shall be verified by non-destructive testing or static

pull tests to the limit load as described above.

5.3.2.2 Extraction provision verification. Compliance with requirements of

4.3.2.2 shall be determined as follows. Provisions shall be identified.

Measurements of the provision’s required dimensions within an acceptable

accuracy shall be made.

The provision attached to the item shall be subjected to a static test load

equivalent to 1.4 times the limit load requirement within :5 degrees of hori-

zontal. Results of static testing on vehicles with the same attachment of the

same type of provision and the equivalent item structural capability can be

submitted in-lieu of actual testing. However, where provisions are attached

by welds, the integrity of the welds shall be verified by non-destructive

testing or static pull tests to the limit load as described above.

5.3.2.3 Item suspension provision verification. Compliance with the require-

ment of 4.3.2.3, Item Suspension Provision, shall be in accordance with the

same verification requirements in 5.3.2.1 with the exception that the static

pull test shall be to a minimum of 1.25 times the limit load.

5.3.2.4 Emergency aft restraint provisions verification. compliance with the

requirements of 4.3.2.4 shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-814, paragraph

5.7.5.

5.3.3 Item veight verification

5.3.3.1 Door bundle wight verification. Compliance with the requirements of

4.3.3.1 shall be determined by measurement of the item’s suspended weight on

certified scales.

5.3.3.2 Ramp bundle weight verification. Compliance with 4.3.3.2 shall be

determined by measurement of the rigged or suspended item on certified scales.

5.3.3.3 LOW velocity platform airdrop weight verification. Compliance with

requirement 4.3.3.3 shall be determined by measurement of the item airdrop

weight on certified scales.

5.3.3.4 LAPES weight verification. Compliance with requirement 4.3.3.4 shall

be in accordance with the same verification requirements as in 5.3.3.3.
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5.3.4 Dimensional limits verification

5.3.4.1 Door buudle dimensional limits verification. Compliance with

requirement 4.3.4.1 shall be determined by rigging the item in accordance with

FM 10-501/TO 13C7-1-11 and measuring the rigged item height, width and length.
,.

5.3.4.2 Ramp bundles
:/

5.3.4.2.1 Container delivery system dimensional limits verification. Compli-

ance with requirement 4.3.4.2.1 shall be determined by rigging the item in

accordance with procedure in FM 10-501/TO 13C7-1-11 and measuring the rigged

width, length, and height.

5.3.4.2.2 C-130 bundle delivery sy8tem-dimensional limits verification

5.3.4.2.2.1 A-7A and A-21 container dimensional limits verification. Compli-

ance with requirement 4.3.4.2.2.1 shall be determined by rigging the item in

accordance with procedures in FM 10-501/TO 13C7-1-11 and measuring the rigged

height, width and length.

5.3.4.2.2.2 A-22 container dimensional limitirverification. Compliance with

requirement 4.3.4.2.2.2 shall be in accordance with the same verification

requirements as in 5.3.4.2.2.1.

5.3.4.3 Low velocity platform ●irdrop dimensional limits verification

5.3.4.3.1 Length verification. Compliance with requirement 4.3.4.3.1 shall

be determined as follows. The item shall be rigged on a standard size

airdrop platform. When there is overhang, the angle between the horizontal

plane at the lower edge of the platform and the bottom of the overhang shall

be measured. The extent (distance) of overhang shall be measured. When the

overhang extends beyond 36 inches, an analysis of the dynamics of the ejection

of the rigged item under the conditions in this requirement shall be provided

insuring the feasibility that the rigged item can safely exit the aircraft. A

confirmation airdrop test shall be satisfactorily conducted by the Government

under the required parameters without aircraft or item damage.

5.3.4.3.2 Width verification

5.3.4.3.2.1 C-130 aircraft airdrop width verification.

requirement 4.3.4.3.2.1 shall be determined by measurement

in the airdrop configuration.

5.3.4.3.2.2 C-141 aircraft airdrop width verification.

requirement 4.3.4.3.2.2 shall be determined by measurement

Compliance with

of the item width

Compliance with

of the item width

in-the airdrop configuration, and by calculation of the projected area in the

lateral vertical plane of the rigged item. If the width exceeds 108 inches,

an analysis shall be provided insuring the feasibility that the rigged item

width can safely exit the aircraft and a confirmation airdrop test shall be

conducted by the Government under the required parameters without incurring

aircraft or item damage.
— ..
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5.3.4.3.3 Meight verification. Compliance with 4.3.4.3.3 shall be

determined by measuring the maximum height of the item in its rigged con-

figuration. The measurements are to be made from the bottom of the platform

for longitudinal locations of the rigged item.

5.3.4.4, LAPES dimensional limits verification. Compliance with requirement

4.3.4.4 ‘shallbe in accordance with the verification of 5.3.4.3 for the C-130

aircraft.

5.3.5 P’lanformloading verification. Compliance with requirement 4.3.5 shall

be determined by measuring or computing the largest projected area of the

rigged item, by measuring the rigged weight, and by computing the planform

loading.

5.3.6 Impact eurvivabi,lityverification. A simulated airdrop impact teat

detailed herein will establish the capability of the item to withstand the

deceleration force and the above performance requirements for low velocity

airdrop and IAPES. Compliance with requirement 4.3.6 shall not affect the

compliance with requirements in 4.2.4.3 and 4.3.4. The requirement of

surviving a 28.5 foot per second ground impact velocity specified in this

requirement will be attained when the rigged item is free-dropped from a

height of 12.7 feet. This height shall be measured from the lowest point on

the bottom of the skid or airdrop platform upon which this item is rigged and

the impact surface. The test shall be conducted using a concrete impact

trurface. The platform or skid must be approximately parallel to the impact

surface prior to drop, and impact the ground at an angle from the horizontal

of not greater than 2.5 degreee in any direction for the results to be valid.

The item, after impact, shall meet the performance requirements of the appli-

cable end item specification.

5.3.7 Airdrop of ~ition/explo* iveo verification. Compliance with

requirement 4.3.7 shall be determined by providing an analysis of the
fragmentation/blast area insuring there is no possible hazard to the aircrews

and aircraft. The analysis should consider the following:

Type of aircraft

Standard airdrop altitude

Standard airdrop airspeed

Complete malfunction of the parachute subsystem

Ground impact velocity of at least 150 feet per second

Detonation or function upon impact

Separation distance required between detonation point

preclude any possibility of damage/injury from fragmentation

and aircraft to

or blast.
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● 5.3.7.1 LAPES of ananition/explos ives werifieation. Compliance

requirement 4.3.7.1 shall be determned by conducting the malfunction

simulation tests in MIL-STD-331, Test 117 for the following conditions.

Item oriented nose up

Item oriented nose down

Item oriented horizontally

The explosives and ammunition shall not detonate, deflagrate or function

result of the airdrop test.

6. EOTES

with

drop

aaa

6.1 Data reqaireunts. When this standard is used in an acquisition which

incorporates a DD Form 1423, Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL), the data

requirements identified below shall be delivered a.sspecified by an approved

Data Item Description (DD Form 1664) and delivered in accordance with the

approved DCRL incorporated into the contract. When the provisions of the

DoD FAR clause on data requirements (currently DoD FAR Supplement 52.227-7031)

are invoked and the DD Form 1423 is not used, the data specified below shall

be delivered by the contractor in accordance with the contract or purchase

order requirements. Deliverable data required by this standard is cited in

the following paragraphs.

Data Requirement &plicable
Paragraph No. Title DID No. Options

(Data item descriptions related to this standard, and identified in section 6,

will be approved and listed as such in DoD 500.19-L, Vol. II, AMSDL. Copies
of data item descriptions required by the contractors in connection with

specific acquisition functions should be obtained from the Naval Publications

and Forms Center or as directed by the contractingofficer.)

6.2 Item characteristic data submission. Under the provisions of joint
regulation AFR 80-18, Items which can be considered transportability problem
items, i.e., those items which exceed any one of the conditions of paragraph

A-9e of the regulation, must be referred to the ATTLA for air transportability

evaluation and certification, if appropriate. The earliest possible sub-

mission of item characteristic data is essential to avoid design concepts

which ❑ay result in denial of air transport certification or require expen-

sive, time-consuming modifications.
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6.3 International standardization ●greements. Certain provisions of this

standard are the subject of international standardization agreement

(ASCC AIR STD 44/21 and NATO STANAG 3548TN). When amendment, revision, or

cancellation of this standard is proposed which will modify the international

agreement concerned, the preparing activity will take appropriate action

through international standardization channels including departmental

standardization offices to change the agreement or make other appropriate

accommodations.

6.4 Eeaponaible engineering office. The office responsible for development

and technical maintenance of this standard is ASD/ENECA, WriEht-Pattereon APB

OE 45433; AUTOVON 785-6039, Commercial (513) 255-6039. &e b&ic standard and

appendix A are subject to the review and coordination process. Appendix B

shall remain the sole responsibility of the REO and shall not be subject to

the standard review and coordination procedures. Any information obtained

relating to Government contracts muet be obtained through contracting

officers.

Custodian:

Air Force - 11

Preparing activity:

Air Force - 11

Project No. 151O-FOO9
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APPEMDIX A

DESIGNING FOR IWTRRHAL ARRIAL DELIVRRY

IU FIXXD WIWG AIRCRAFT

HAEDBOOK FOR

10. SCOPE

10.1 Scope. This appendix provides rationale, background criteria, guidance,

lessons learned and instructions necessary to tailor sections 4 and 5 of the

basic standard (MIL-STD-1791) for a specific application.

10.2 Purpose. Thie appendix provides information to assist product designers

and the Government procuring activity in the use of MIL-STD-1791.

10.3 Use. This appendix is designed to assist the project engineer in

applyi~MIL-STD-1791.

10.4 Format

●
10.4.1 Requirement/verification identity. Section 30 of this appendix

parallels sections 4 and 5 of the basic standard. Paragraph titles and

numbering are in the same sequence. Section 30 provides each requirement

(section 4) and associated verification (standard test method or test proce-

dure) (section 5) as stated in the basic standard. Both the requirement and

the verification have sections for rationale, guidance, and lessons learned.

10.4.2 Requirement/verification package.

been so arranged that the requirement

complete package to permit addition to,

a single requirement. A requirement is

verification.

Section 30 of this appendix has

and associated verification is a

or deletion from, the criteria as

not specified without an associated

10.5 Responsible engineering office. The responsible engineering office

(REO) for this appendix is ASD/ENECA, Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-6503.

The individuals ~o have been assigned the ‘responsibility for this handbook

are Mr. Thomas Gardner, (Air Transport) and Mr. Patrick O’Brien (Airdrop),

ASD/ENECA, Wright-Patterson APB OH 45433-6503, Autovon 785-6039, commercial

(513) 255-6039.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMR19TS

20.1 References. The documents referenced in this appendix are not intended

to be applied contractually. Their primary purpose is to provide background

information for the Government engineers responsible for developing the most

appropriate performance values (filling in the blanks) for the requirements

contained in the specification proper.
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20.2 Avoidance of tiering. Should it be determined that the references

contained in this appendix are necessary in writing an RFP or building a

contract, exce88ive tiering shall be avoided by calling out only those

portions of the reference which have direct applicability. It is a goal of

the Department of Defense that the practice of referencing documents

entirety be eliminated in order to reduce the tiering effect.

20.3 Government doc~nts

Technical Orders

TO lC-130A-9 Cargo Loading Manual, USAF Series C-130A,

C-130B, C-130D, C-130E, C-130H, HC-130H,

HC-103P, LC-130H Airplanes, USCG Serie6

Airplanee

in their

RC-130A,

HC-130N,

HC-130B

Test Reports

ASD-TR-73-17 Final Report - Air Cargo Restraint Criteria

ASD-TR-76-30 Cargo Aircraft and Spacecraft Forward Restraint

Criteria

AFFDL-TR-74-144 C-5A Cargo Deck Low-Frequency Vibration Environment

TRADOC TRMS Final Joint US Army/US Air Force Test Report on the

8-FO-164/ C-130 Bundle Delivery System (WEDGE)

MAC Project

11-18-77

Field Manuals/Technical Orders

FM 10-512/ Airdrop of Supplies and Equipment: Rigging Typical

TO 13C7-1-8 Supply Loads

FM 10-553/ Airdrop of Supplies and Equipment: Rigging

TO 13C7-18-41 Ammunition

Air Standardization Coordination Committee (ASCC)

AIR STD 44/21 Air Standard Criteria for the Design of Equipment

Required to be Air Transported or Airdropped from

Fixed Wing and Rotary Wing Transport Aircraft

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

STANAG 3548TN Tiedown Fittings on Air Transported and Airdropped

EquipmenE and Cargo Internally by Fixed Wing Aircraft
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30. REQUIEEMEHTS AMD VERIFICATIOIIS

4.1 scope. The requirements stated in this section represent those areas

which must be considered when designing.items that will be air delivered in

fixed wing cargo aircraft. Because of differences in the physicalJcharac-

teristics of items to be shipped, and the aircraft used to transport them, not

all requirements will apply in every case. While some overlap of requirements

may exist, this standard attempts to categorize the information presented by

air transport topics versus airdrop topics. Requirements will be developed

only for those military and CRAP aircraft whose prime mission is or would be

cargo transport. Where aerial delivery in other cargo aircraft is antici-

pated, contact the ATTLA for design criteria and guidance. In general,

similar geometry and structural considerations apply to all aircraft.

Discrete differences between aircraft are dependent on the specific structural

design involved.

Compliance with the requirements of this standard constitutes a portion of the

DOD Engineering for Transportability program. Joint regulation AR 70-44/

OPNAVINST 4500.22B/AFR 80-18/MCO 4610.14C/DIAR 4500.25 designates the

transportability agencies, promulgates policy, assigns responsibilities, and

outlines procedures for conducting this program within the Army, Navy,

Air Force, Marine Corps, and Defense Logistics Agency; This joint regulation

requires early submission of data packages to the ATTLA for air transport-

●
ability engineering review. The regulation detail proper procedural and item
data requiremetns. Information on obtaining assistance and advice on air

transport and airdrop matters is contained in section 6.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (401)

The information presented in this document is limited by practical considera-

tions to those aircraft which have the greatest potential for transporting

military cargo. The majority of air transport needs and all airdrop require-

ments have historically been satisfied by the three USAF prime mission cargo

aircraft, the C-130, C-141B, and C-5. Because the CRAP fleet augments

Air Force airlift capabilities, information regarding the most probable cargo

hauling CRAF aircraft is also included. Most of the requirements presented
are based directly on structural design limits specified by the aircraft manu-

facturer. Others are based on experience in transporting a wide range of

equipment items.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

In general, air transport and airdrop design requirements are based on the

aircraft in which these operations are to be carried out. Thus, item design

is satisfactory only when all pertinent criteria for each candidate aircraft

are met. The criteria to be satisfied depend on the nature of the item to be

air delivered. Not all criteria apply in all cases.
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As an aid to the designer, a matrix of design criteria vs load type is pre-

sented at the end of this appendix. While every effort has been made to

insure that the matrix is both comprehensive and accurate, unique situations

often occur which may not be reflected irithe table. Therefore, the matrix

ehould be considered as an aid only.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Addressing aerial delivery requirements early in the design stage can be help-

ful in identifying and resolving problem areas with the maximum lead time and

at lowest cost. Contact with the Air Transportability Test Loading Agency

(ATTLA) in accordance with the procedures established in joint regulation

APR 80-18/AR 70-44/oPNAvINsT 4600.22B/MCO 461O.14C DLAR/4500.25, “DOD

Engineering for Transportability,” is encouraged to obtain assistance in iden-

tifying problem areas and potential solutions.

Good design practice leads to the maximum flexibility in the use of airlift

resources. Where such design does not impair item mission requirements, item

design should incorporate features which satisfy the most restrictive com-

bination of criteria for those aircraft which are potential carriers. Thus,

the non-availability of a particular aircraft does not eliminate the possibi-

lity of airlifting the item.

5.1 scope verification. This paragraph doee not require verification.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.1)

The information presented in 4.1 is of a general nature. It ef3aentiallygives

guidance which, experience has shown, can be beneficial in reducing the poten-

tial for “designed in” aerial delivery problems.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

Not applicable.

4.2 Air traneport requirements. This section presents those design require-

ments applicable to cargo items intended to be delivered point-to-point by

conventional airlift modes. Because of the differences in the characteristics

of items to be shipped and the aircraft used to transport them, not all

requirements will apply in every case. A matrix has been developed (see

appendix A, table 1) to aid the designer in determining which requirements

apply to specific load types. Requirements pertinent to all modes of standard

airdrop delivery are addressed in 4.3 through 4.3.6.1.
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4.2.1 Item size and configuration. The design of items shall be such that
they can be loaded aboard aircraft in their operational configuration whenever

possible. To the extent possible, the design goal should be-to qualify items

for aerial delivery under the most restrictive combination of requirements.

When necessary, sectionalization or partial diaasaembly of items may be per-

formed aa a means of achieving this goal, however, care must be taken not to

exceed the ueer’a organic capability to reassemble the item within a specified

time period under field conditions. The dimensional and structural character-

iatica of candidate tranaport aircraft which establish the item design limits

are summarized in the appendix for each aircraft.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.1)

The objective of this requirement is to influence equipment design, consistent

with operational needs, to enhance the item’s aerial delivery characteristics.

Airlift reaourcea are limited and using them most effectively is mandatory,

particularly in contingency situation. Several design considerations impact

the efficient use of both aircraft and personnel:

a. Equipment designed to be transported in its operational configuration

eliminates the need for time-consuming sectionalization or partial

dieas8embly.

b. Operational equipment can generally be on/offloaded with fewer

problems and less need for supporting equipment.

c. Items whose design satisfies the “worst caae” or most restrictive

combinations of criteria have the greatest chance of being transported in

periods of airlift shortfall. Thi8 results from the item having physical

characteristics compatible with the widest range of available aircraft.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

All cargo aircraft have structural limitation which affect the size and con-

figuration of cargo items which can be safely loaded and air delivered.

Limitation common to these aircraft include axle loads, axle spacing, roller

conveyor loads, bulk cargo linear loading8, cargo compartment zone weight

limits, and ramp crest angles, among other8. The magnitude of the8e limits

can vary widely between aircraft due to both aircraft design and operational

factor8. By designing equipment to the moat restrictive combination of cri-

teria, the chances of air delivering the item are greatly improved because the

item will be eligible for movement in the wide8t po8sible range of available

aircraft.

Reference to the appendices for the aircraft under consideration will provide

the full range of data for each specific limiting factor. To insure the maxi-
mum flexibility in the uae of airlift resources, equipment design should be
baaed on the appropriate combination of the most restrictive criteria. For

example, ramp cresting is most critical at the maximum ramp angle. This angle

changes continuously during loading depending on aircraft cargo floor height

●
which is a function of the on-board fuel and cargo load. Design should be

based on the maximum possible floor height becau8e all other floor locations

will be leas critical. The maximum axle flight load for the C-130 is.
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13,000 pounds at a 48-inch axle spacing, while the maximum for the C-141B is

10,000 pounds for standard size tires. Both of these cases assume a two-wheel

axle configuration. Where a four-wheel axle (standard size tires) configura-

tion is involved, a 20,000-pound axle limit applies in the C-141B at the

required increase in axle spacing. Unlike the C-141B, the C-130 axle load

limit is not increased by having more than two wheels. However, use of wide

pa8ed tiree in lieu of standard eize tires allows a 20,000 pound axle with a

two-wheel configuration. Linear loading limite, applicable to tracked

vehiclee, eleeper ehored loade, or bulk cargo 10ad8, aleo vary widely depend-

ing on aircraft. Maximums vary from 36,000 pounde in a 40-inch length for the

C-5A, to 6,000 pounde per linear foot for treadway loade in the C-130 to

3,000 pounde per linear foot for the C-141B treadway.

The examplee cited are not intended to be comprehensive. They are meant to

illustrate the nature and complexity of the load limits which must be con-

sidered. It ie important to recognize the relationehipe exieting between

load8 and their dietribution. Thie will ineure that aircraft structural

Iimite are not exceeded and that flexibility of airlift operation is maxi-

mized becau8e iterns are compatible with the wideet range of available

aircraft.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Item eizing and configuration ehould be

ence factore in mind:

a. Iteme specifically deeigned to

configuration often require no epecial

Thi8 ie particularly important where

established with the following experi-

be air delivered in their operational

eupport equipment for on/offloading.
the8e operation are carried out in

austere Iocatione where the availability of any eupport equipment is likely to

be marginal.

b. Where item functional requirements prevent deeigning to the condition

of a. above, deeign alternative should coneider use of item

sectionalization and/or reduction technique. Caution muet be exercieed where

sectionalization or reduction is implemented to aseure that tool and eupport

equi~ent requirement are within the organic capability of the ueing organi-

zation or are built into the items to be air delivered.

c. Only two auxiliary rampe are normally carried aboard military cargo

aircraft. Where item design incorporates a tricycle wheel configuration, a

fabricated auxiliary ramp must be provided to accommodate the centerline

wheele during on/offloading. Centerline axles muet not exceed axle loads for

nontreadway application.

d. The use of shoring should be avoided whenever poesible. Wood ehoring

ie very often unavailable in remote locatione and ite use is time-coneuming ae

well as labor-inteneive. Mo8t importantly, each pound of ehoring ueed reducee

the aircraft payload by an equal amount. Support devicee, deeigned to be an

integral part of the equipment, can eometimee modify the need for ehoring.

Strategically positioned auxiliary landing geare, for inetance, can eliminate

the need for sleeper 8horing.

e. Each aircraft hae ite unique structural limitation. Deeigning equip-

ment for airlift in the emalleet aircraft will not neceeearily qualify the

item for airlift in larger aircraft. Design should be based on the most

restrictive combination of aircraft limite.
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5.2 Air tram port verification

5.2.1 Item size and &figuration verification. Compliance with the require-
ments of 4.2.1 shall be met when It can be shown by measurement, engineering

analysis, validation loading, or formal test loading that the item in its

shipping configuration satisfies the appropriate requirements of subparagraph

4.2.1.1 through 4.2.1.9. Reference to table I at the end.of this appendix

will provide guidance as to which requirements apply to specific load typae.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1)

Verification of these requirements can usually be accomplished through analy-

sis of equipment dimensional and weight data. Comparison of the equipment in

its shipping configuration with the characteristic loading envelope of the

aircraft involved is the least costly and quickest method of determining the

aerial delivery eligibility. Where critical clearances exist, or special

loading equipment/procedures are involved, a validation or tegt loading may be

required to verify the acceptability of-the item for aerial delivery. This

method of verification should be minimized because of the high cost of men-

power and airlift resources required.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Though some latitude is permissible in the configuration of equipment in order

to facilitate an item’s air transport eligibility, extreme care must be ezer-

cised so that unacceptable limitations are not imposed by certain configura-

tions. While every reasonable effort should be made to ensure the air

transportability of an item, the capability of the using unit to make the item

operationally ready in the field is often the limiting factor. Special tools

and sophisticated support equipment necessary for handling and reassembling

the item will probably not be available at most overseas sites. The manpower

necessary to perform these operations is also a major factor which must be

considered. A third element of major importance is the time required to

achieve operational readiness for the item after aerial delivery.

The data shown in the appendices for the particular aircraft provide the

necessary information to assist the designer to set acceptable limits on item
configuration. A review of the limiting factors for the various aircraft

reveals a variation in aircraft structural capability which must be recognized

in the design process.

Such factors as linear loading limits and axle weights vary widely bet-en

aircraft. Good design practice is that which satisfies the most restrictive

combination of requirements. This will assure that the item is eligible for

aerial delivery in the

probability of the item

maximum number of available aircraft and enhance. the

being airlifted.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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4.2.1.1 Cargo e-partment clearances. Equipment and cargo in its shipping
configuratIon shall be 81Zed such that it can be on/offloaded and air

deliv&ed without causing damage to the aircraft structure or to the

equipment/cargo being delivered. Equipment and cargo to be air transported

shall be designed such that a minimum clearance between the top/sides of the

equipment and aircraft interior is maintained at all times during loading and

flight. The design of such equipment shall conform to the clearance para-

meters specified in the appendix for the aircraft being considered.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.1.1)

The purpose of this requirement is to prevent damage to the aircraft during

item on/offloading and ground or flight operation of the aircraft. The size

and lack of precise handling capability of many equipment items results in

poor maneuverability characteristics. Loading items into an aircraft requiree

sufficient clearance to allow for the difficulty of accurately maneuvering the

item into and within the aircraft. Items restrained on-board aircraft will be

subjected to accelerations during both ground and flight operations. These

accelerations will result in movement of the item relative to the aircraft.

Thi8 movement can be caused by deflection of the aircraft, deflection of tie-

dowu chains or straps, deflection of the item itself, or any combination of

these conditions.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The clearance available during loading influence$ both the amount of time

neceaaary to load an item and the skill level required of the loading crew.

The minimum clearance between the item and the aircraft structure during

ground maneuvering and flight operations is influenced by the loading on

tiedown devices, cargo item, and aircraft structure. These loads cause

deflections to varying degrees and in varying directions. Nylon -bbing

tiedowns, for example, can elongate up to 20 percent under full load condi-

tions. Full loading occurs only rarely. However, large deflections coupled

with minimal clearances could result in the movement of an item to impact the

aircraft structure. The dimensions shown in the appendices represent the

cargo deeign limits for items to be transported in the designated aircraft.

Theee values are derived by reducing the baeic rectangular box size of the

aircraft cargo compartment to account for the required overhead and eide

clearances. The C-5 has an irregular cargo compartment cross section which

can be deecribed aa a rectangle topped by a trapezoid whose base is common

with the upper long side of the rectangle. Height dimensions are measured

from the load surface of the aircraft floor and do not include any provision

for 463L pallets, roller conveyors, or shoring.

Designing to these limits will insure that items will meet the aircraft dimen-

sional criteria for straight-in loading. Other aspects of air transport-

●bility, such as ramp cresting, projection clearances, axle and wheel loadsj

and floor and roller loading must be addressed separately to assure compliance

with all requirements. Existing equipment which exceed these design limits

may still be eligible for air transportability certification. However, a

detailed review of the item’s physical characteristics must be accomplished

before &his determination can be made. Special equipment and/or procedures

may be tiquired to permit air transport of certain equipment.
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The dimensions of the Air Force prime mission cargo aircraft (C-130, C-141B,

and C-5) and the long range international segment of the Civil Reserve Air

Fleet (CRAP) are contained in appendix B.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Equipment on-board the aircraft can decrea8e the available clearance for
loading cargo items. The following situations should be considered:

a. If equipment is to be loaded on the roller conveyor system, the value

for the cargo compartment height should be reduced by the height of the

rollers and pallet, if used.

b. The C-130 rail restraint system is not removable from the aircraft and

may limit available loading space.

5.2.1.1 Cargo c~partrnnt clearances verification. The requirements of

4.2.1.1 shall be met when it has been shown by measurement, engineering

analysis, validation loading or formal test loading that the item in its

shipping configuration satisfies the overhead and side clearance criteria

specified in appendix B.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1.1)

The preferred method of verifying this requirement is by engineering analyaie

of the physical characteristics of the item. Experience has shown that this

is the fasteet, least costly procedure and can be used in the majority of

cases. Where an item has such critical characteristics that analytical

methods cannot positively determine if the item can be safely loaded and

delivered, an actual test loading of the item may be necessary. Such loadings

are the basis for the determination and formal documentation of loading end

restraint procedures. Test loadings are expensive and are utilized only when

absolutely necessary. Exceeding these limits does not necessarily prevent the

item from being air delivered. However, such a situation does require a more

critical analysis, often requires an expensive and time consuming test

loading, and may require unusual loading procedures, the use of auxiliary
support equipment, and highly skilled loading crews.

Cargo carried in an aircraft will be loaded by (1) straight-in loading wer

the horizontally positioned ramp from a truck or cargo loader, or (2) ramp

loaded from the ground using the auxiliary loading ramps. Straight-in loading

presents fewer cargo-aircraft interference problems, but requires ground sup-

port equipment which may not be readily available, particularly at austere

off-load sites. Ramp loading, while less restrictive from a support equipwmt

standpoint, is more critical with respect to cargo-aircraft interference.

Appendix B presents pictorial and graphic data on cargo compartment clearance

and cargo-aircraft interference parameters. All load profiles must conform to

dimensional envelope constraints. Additional limitations must be considered

for ramp loaded i~ems. These

overhang, loading overhang and

the dimensions and operational

considerations include ramp cresting, parking

projection limitations. Detailed knowledge of

characteristics of equipment items is required
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to determine the acceptability of an item for aerial delivery by use of the

appendix B data.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

The determination of an item~s dimensional acceptability for aerial delivery

is made by comparing the item in its shipping configuration with the aircraft

dimensional data presented in the appendices to this document. The data

presented in these appendices represent design limits which, if not exceeded,

should assure that the item can be transported in the aircraft under

consideration.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

The dimensional acceptability of an item must be determined with the item in

its shipping configuration. In addition to the dimensions of the item itself,
consideration must be given to any cargo compartment space taken up by such

ancillary items as shoring, pallets, roller conveyors, if these are required.

Partial disassembly of equipment to meet the cargo compartment dimensional

limits is an acceptable option only when the following conditions are met:

a. The item’s reduced configuration must be such that it can be made

operationally ready under field conditions within the specified mission ready

,responsetime using only the unit’s organic capability.

b. The item in its reduced shipping configuration must not require the

use of on/offloading support equipment which would not be available at the

field cite.

4.2.1.2 Projection Limit*. Vehicles and other wheeled cargo items which are
to be loaded from the ground up the inclined aircraft ramp shall be loaded

without use of approach shoring while maintaining the cargo compartment

clearance of 4.2.1.1. Item height, overhang, and projection limits are

established by the Cargo Projection Limits and the Vehicle Projection Limits

charts shown in appendix B.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.1.2)

Mission requirements often necessitate loading general cargo and wheeled/

tracked vehicles from the ground by winching or driving them directly into the

aircraft cargo compartment. Any item loaded in this manner must be designed

so that its height and length do not cause the item to contact the upper

structural members of the aircraft or the undercarriage to contact the ramp

crest area as shown in appendix B, figure 3. In addition, the item should not

contact the ground.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The allowable item projection is determined by two factors: (1) the height of

the load, and (2) the height of the cargo compartment floor at the hinge line

of the ramp. The allowable projection is measured from the centerline of the

r-p hinge.
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of vehicles/wheeled

cargo whose inclined ramp l~ading may- approach a projection limit. The

Vehicle Projection Charts for each aircraft present height-projection limits

for wheeled vehicles being on-loaded from the ground using the aircraft ramps.

These charts give the critical vehicle height-projection values to determine

the suitability of loading a given vehicle by this procedure. Vehicles should

be backed into the aircraft whenever possible.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Loading vehicles in the aircraft with their aft end facing forward permits

more rapid offload. This is particularly important when offloading occurs in
combat areas.

5.2.1.2 Projection limits ~erification. The requirements of 4.2.1.2 shall
be met when it can be demonstrated that the item can be ground-loaded up the

aircraft ramp. Successful loading shall consist of maintenance of ~argo-to-

aircraft clearances during loading and positioning for restraint without the

use of approach shoring. Verification may be accomplished by measurement,

engineering analysis, validation loading or formal test loading.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1.2)

● Whenever possible, satisfaction of this requirement should be verified by
comparing the item’s critical dimensions with the limiting values shown on the

appropriate charts for the aircraft involved. This is the fastest and least
costly method of verification.

Alternate methods of establishing conformance with this requirement are

(1) a demonstration loading using a scale mock-up of the aircraft ramp and
cargo compartment envelope, (2) a formal test loading involving the actual

aircraft, or (3) a validation loading to occur at the time of the first actual

airlift of the item.

Experience has shown that the analysis method of verification can be applied

in most cases. Formal teat loadings are required only in extremely critical
aituationa and must be recommended aa neceaaary by the ATTLA before they will

be approved. Validation loadinga at the time of first shipment are commonly

used to eatabliah loading qualification without incurring the cost involved

in a formal test loading.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Each chart haa instructions to aid the designer in determining analytically if

a proposed design or actual item qualifies for ground loading up the aircraft
ramp. In some casea, the item’s critical dimensions may so closely approach

the limiting values that an analytical judgment may not be possible. In all
cases, the final determination of an item’s certification in this requirement

●
area resta with the ATTLA, who will determine if any form of loading demon-

stration ia required.
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VERIFICATION IXSSONS LEARNED

Because of the scale involved, graphical determination of an item’s up-the-
ramp loadability cannot be made with extreme precision.

Except for very critical items, formal test loading is seldom needed to

determine an item’s qualifications.

4.2.1.3 Vehicle overhang. Item design should minimize front and rear
overhang and maxlmlze ground clearance. Overhang should be limited such

that interference between the item and the ramp or ground is avoided during

inclined ramp loading procedures. Vehicles which are to be loaded from the

ground up the inclined aircraft ramp shall be loaded without the use of

approach shoring while maintaining clearance at the ground as well as at the

ramp. Vehicle wheelbase, overhang, and ground clearance limitations are

established by the Loading Overhang Limits charts presented in appendix B.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.1.3)

Vehicles which have structures extending long distances past the front or rear

axles may have difficulty in loading up the inclined ramp from the ground.

This is especially critical on vehicles which have low ground clearance. The

potential problem involves interference between the overhanging portion of the

vehicle and either the aircraft ramp or the ground (see appendix B, figure 3).

The Loading Overhang Limit charts for each aircraft present the relationship

bet~en the design factors pertinent to this situation. Item design should be

based on the assumption that the aircraft floor is at its maximum height.

A eecondary overhang consideration involves the efficient use of the aircraft

cargo compartment. By parking a vehicle near the aft end of the compartment,

a Portion of the vehicle overhang may project into the area above the ramp

provided it does not extend ao far aft that it contacts the ramp in its

retracted position. The Parking Overhang Limit chart shows the relationship

between vehicle overhang and vehicle floor clearance.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

See guidance for 4.2.1.2.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

See lessons learned for 4.2.1.2.
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5.2.1.3 Vehicle o~erhang verification. Conformance with 4.2.1.3 shall be nwt
when it can be shown that the vehicle can be ground-loaded up the aircraft

ramp without striking either the ramp or the ground. Approach shoring shall

not be used to assist the loading process. Compliance may be shown by

measurement, engineering analysis, validation loading, or formal test loading.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1.3)

See rationale for 5.2.1.2.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

See guidance for 5.2.1.2.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

See lessons learned for 5.2.1.2.

4.2.1.4 -P cresting. Wheeled/tracked vehicles and other cargo to be loaded

from the ground must be able to negotiate the crest of the aircraft inclined

ramp without damage to the aircraft or the cargo item. In addition to umeting

the requirements of 4.2.4.5, wheeled/tracked vehicles and other cargo items to

be loaded from the ground up the inclined aircraft ramp shall be able to nego- 1
tiate the crest fo&ed by ‘the ramp and aircraft cargo floor with the cargo

e
floor at its highest position above ground level.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.1.4)

The most critical vehicle-to-etructure clearance situation often occurs when

the vehicle crests the ramp at the hinge line. This situation is more acute

for vehicles having low ground clearances and long wheel bases. The Ramp

Crest Limit charts in the appendices for each aircraft show the relationship

between the vehicle ~eelbase, vehicle ground clearance, and aircraft cargo

floor height. Aircraft cargo floor height is only predictable within a given

range because of the variable factora affecting it. Therefore, item design

should always be based on wrst case conditions; i.e., with the cargo floor at

its maximum height.

REQUIRENEN’TGUIDANCE

The Ramp Crest Limit charts are baaed on a vehicle having ita maximum ground

clearance at mid-wheelbase. While this is the case with many vehicles, it is

becoming increasingly more common that vehicles such as vans are being
designed with auxiliary equipment stowed beneath the structural framework.

In these cases the critical ground clearance may not be at mid-wheelbase. In

general, the closer the minimum ground clearance is located to the wheels, the
less of a problem ramp cresting becomes.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED
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5.2.1.4 Ramp cresting verification. Dual verifications must be met to

totally satisfy the requirements of 4.2.1.4. The ramp hinge limit require-

ments of 4.2.4.5 must be met concurrently with the clearance requirements of

4.2.1.4. The verification for 4.2.4.5 requirements are addressed in 4.2.4.5.

Compliance with the requirements of 4.2.1.4 shall be met when it can be shown

by measurement, engineering analysis, validation loading or formal test

loading that the vehicle can be loaded from the ground without striking the

ramp hinge. Approach shoring will not be used to assist the loading process.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1.4)

See rationale for 5.2.1.2.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

In addition to the guidance of 5.2.1.2, it should

Ramp Cresting

occurring at

this must be

rmnp creating

Limit ~harts are based on ‘thevehicle

be remembered that the

maximum ground clearance

mid-wheelbase. Where this location differs from the mid-point,

considered in analytically determining if the vehicle meets the

requirements.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

In addition to the lessons learned of 5.2.1.2, experience has shown the closer

the minimum ground clearance point is to the wheels, the less of a problem
ramp cresting becomes.

4.2.1.5 Wrgeney ●cceoa. The configuration and location of equipment and

cargo secured in military aircraft for air transport or airdrop shall be such

that a crew member wearing flight gear may pass from the front to the rear of

the aircraft. On military aircraft without walkways (C-141B and C-5 have

walk-ways) in the cargo compartment, a minimum clear space on the left-hand

side of the aircraft, when facing forward, of 14 inches wide by 72 inches high

or 30 inches wide by 48 inches high, shall be maintained at all times. On

aircraft with Walkway8, these areas Shall be kept free of all cargo to allow

passage of crew members. Emergency access requirements for CRAF aircraft

shall be satisfied in accordance with Federal Aviation Regulation, Part 25.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE {4.2.1.5)

On military aircraft, a requirement exists for an aisle in the cargo compart-

ment for crew transit from the flight station to the rear of the aircraft for

fire fighting, checking and resecuring loads, and scanning engines or landing

gear. Certain aircraft~ such as the C-141B and C-5 have walkways. While

these welkway6 satisfy this requirement, they must be kept clear at all times

of cargo or protrusions. On aircraft such as the C-130, a minimum clear space

on the left-hand side tien facing forward must exist at all times.

REQUIREMENT GUIDMCE

Appendix IJ$ figure 42 shows a cross-section of the C-130 fuselage and high-

light two clear space options relative to the cargo compartment envelope.
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Safety aisle “A” is 14 inches wide by 72 inches high, while eafety aisle

“B” is 30 inches wide by 48 inches high. Experience has shown that the “A”

space will permit a crew member to walk with a slight crouch through the cargo

compartment. Similarly, the “B” space is adequate to allow a crew member to
crawl atop the cargo. The clear spaces are shown in the extreme upper left

position of the cargo envelope. This utilizes the maximum cargo widths and

heights in this area while still accommodating a walking or crawling men.

Other locations of the clear spaces may be acceptable, as are combinations of

walkways and crawlways, as long as a continuous passageway exists on the left

side of the aircraft. In designing to meet these criteria, remember that the

basic requirement is for a man wearing a parachute to be able to get from the

forward end of the aircraft to the rear troop doors.

5.2.1.5 Emergency acceas verification. The requirements of 4.2.1.5 shall be
met when the height and width of the clear areas, with the cargo restrained

in po8ition aboard the aircraft, equals or exceeds the values shown in

appendix B, figure 42 or Federal Aviation Regulation, Part 25. An alternate
method of verification involves a demonstration that a flight crewmember in

appropriate gear can negotiate passage from front to rear of the aircraft”with

the cargo restrained in flight position.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1.5)

In the majority of cases, knowledge of the item’s dimensions is adequate to

make a determination of the acceptability of the clear space. This is the

quickest and least costly method of verification. Where complex load configu-

rations are involved, or where multiple units comprise the load, a demon-

stration of crew member

manpower involved, this

possible.

access may be

verification

necessary. Because of the time and

method should be avoided whenever

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

The configuration of cargo loads seldom will present a uniform rectangular

aisleway. Judgement mus~ be used in many caees in evaluating the a~cep-

tability of a load where clear spaces vary from the requirement criteria.

Many individual items must be evaluated in the absence of knowledge of the

total aircraft load configuration. The overall load configuration can have an

impact on clear space available at an individual item location. Experience

has shown, however, that sufficient flexibility in load planning generally

exists such that, if an individual item meets access criteria, it can be

located in the overall load without adversely affecting the emergency access

path. The ATTLA is available to provide advice in this area.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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4.2.1.6 Palletized cargo. Where equipment can be air delivered secured to a

pallet that locks into an integral aircraft rail system, the entire unit load

shall meet the requirements of 4.2.3.2. Where such equipment can be secured

to the pallet with MIL-N-27444 nets and straps, the equipment need not meet

the requirements of 4.2.3.2. All other equipment shall be provided with

tiedown provisions in accordance with 4.2.3.1. In all cases, palletized loads
shall not exceed aircraft roller load limits specified in appendix B.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.1.6)

The standard 463L pallet can be used as a baee on which to position and
restrain a unitized load of general cargo as well as larger cargo items such

as vehicles. The 463L pallet is described in appendix B, 30.1.7.4.1.

When locked into an integral military aircraft rail system, the 463L pallet,

and ita companion MIL-N-27444 nets and straps, constitutes a system capable of

restraining a uniformly distributed 10,000-pound load of general cargo against

the acceleration forces of 4.2.3.2. General cargo conforming to the load

configuration of MIL-N-27444 and restrained by the 463L pallet/net system

meets all air transportability restraint criteria.

Where the nature of the load is such that it cannot be restrained to the 463L

pallet with MIL-N-27444 nets, specifically tailored tiedown procedures using

adequate attachment points and MIL-T-25959 or MIL-T-27260 tiedown devices must

be used.

463L pallets are load-limited in two respects. First, concentrated loads on

the surface of these devices can cause puncturing of the pallet skin.
Secondly, loads carried by these devices are transmitted to and reacted by the

aircraft rollers which also have structural limits. Thus, the cargo must not

impose loads which exceed either the roller limits shown in appendix B or the

pallet puncture load limits of 250 pounds per square inch (psi).

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

To determine if a palletized object is suitable for air transport, it is

necessary to compute the loads which will be imposed on the rollers of the

aircraft under consideration. This loading ie a function of the object’s

contact length on the pallet which determines the number of roller statione

contacted. Appendix B, figure 43 provides guidance in this area.

Two important considerations must be kept in mind when determining the accep-

tability of pallet loads. First , no load spreading capability is assumed to

exist with the 463L pallet. Therefore, to determine the longitudinal roller

loads for palletized cargo, use only the object’s actual contact length per

longitudinal contact station on the pallet. If load spreading is necessary

to meet roller load limits, wood shoring may be used employing the principle

of geometric weight distribution. Refer to appendix B, 30.1.3 for details on

the use of shoring. The second factor is the number of roller conveyors

(longitudinal trays of rollers) contacted. Differing roller load limits apply

depending on the number of conveyors under load.
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appendix B.

5.2.1.6 Palletized cargo verification. The requirements of 4.2.1.6 shall be
met when engineering analysis or actual testing shows that the restraint load

satisfies all restraint criteria and that the load in its palletized con-

figuration does not exceed roller load limits for the aircraft concerned.

Where MIL-N-27444 nets cannot be used to provide item restraint, the analysis

or testing must verify the adequacy of the attachment devices under the worst

case tiedown pattern(s) using MIL-T-25959 or MIL-T-27260 tiedown devices.

The MIL-T-27260 tiedown devices are qualified at their rated capacities and

need not be further tested to satisfy the requirements of 4.2.1.6.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1.6)

Except where complex weight distributions are involved, analytical means have

proved adequate to verify the acceptability of palletized loads. In those

cases where complex loading exists, instrumented tests may be necessary to
assure that the forces imposed on the roller system or the pallets themselves

do not exceed established limits.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

The basic data required to compute the loads on the aircraft roller system are

the dimensions of the base of the cargo item and the item’s might distribu-

tion. Both footprint pressure and load placement on the pallet must be con-

sidered. Footprint pressure must not exceed 250 psi. Load placement directly

affects the loading imposed on the rollers. Analysis will permit determina-

tion of the number of roller conveyors under load as well as the number of

roller stations contacted.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.1.7 Containers/shelters, ●nd vans. Where equipment can be secured within

an enclosed container/shelter or van, the entire unit load shall meet the

requirements of 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.5.2. Where palletization is used as a means

of loading such containerized cargo, the additional requirements of 4.2.1.6

shall apply. Where other loading or placement configurations are used, the

appropriate requirements (i.e., axle/wheel loads, tongue loads, floor loads,

etc.) for that configuration shall be observed.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.1.7)

The use of large commercial containers for the transport of general cargo is

increasing rapidly. Additionally, shelters designed to container standards
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are being used to house equipment for use as field test and repair facilities.

These containers and shelters are designed to international standards which

are based principally on forces experienced in the surface mode of transport.

As a result, very few of these containers/shelters possess the inherent

strength to provide the required air transport cargo restraint except in the

vertical downward direction. Vans of all descriptions are also used for simi-

lar functions and probably possess even less restraint capability than the

containere/shelters.

General cargo and other equipment items which can be transported in these

devices are subjected to the same acceleration forces as the containing

device. Restraint of the containing device itself does not necessarily assure

adequate restraint of the cargo items. Unless these cargo items are indepen-

dently restrained to appropriate levels, they become damaged under the

influence of flight loads or may, at the extreme, deform the container walls

and cause damage to the aircraft. It is this extreme case which the restraint

criteria seeks to prevent.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The primary structural components of containers and shelters are the floor

structure, the upper and lower longitudinal side rails, the upper and lower

end rails, and the four vertical corner posts. These components form the

framework of the container and provide the basic strength to the container.

The walls, door, and roof structures are of variable and considerably reduced

strength which is dependent on design and materials of construction. Thus,

internal cargo restraint must be applied in such a way that the load path

terminates at the floor, corner posts, or side or end rails.

External restraint methods, while meeting the safety of flight requirements,

are leas desirable from several standpoints. Such procedures do not constrain

the cargo within the container. Thus, cargo damage may result from flight

loads even though no aircraft damage is sustained. Additionally, these proce-

dures are cumbersome to apply, usually require resources which may not always

be available without preplanning, and are time and labor intensive.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

!5.2.1.7 Containers/shelter. and vans verification. Multiple requirements

must be met to show conmliance with 4.2.1.7. The nature of the load con-.
figuration determines which of several requirements apply in a given instance.
All loads muet conform to the verification procedures of 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.5.2.

Where the containers/shelters or vans are palletized for loading and flight,

the additional verification of 5.2.1.6 also applies.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1.7)
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For most loads, knowledge of the load geometry and weight distribution will

permit analytical verification of this requirement.

urations may require physical testing to determine the

roller system.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Complex load config-

loads imposed on the

Roller load limits vary yidely between aircraft. In order to assure interc-

hangeability of palletized loads between aircraft, where other factors permit

this flexibility, it is necessary to verify that such loads meet the most

restrictive of the aircraft criteria. Both the longitudinal roller contact

length and the number of lateral rollers contacted are factors which must be

acceptable when two or more lateral rollers are contacted. If shoring is

required to meet load restrictions, the geometric weight distribution prin-

ciple applies to the shoring only. The 463L pallet is assumed to exhibit no

load spreading capability. Both puncture load limits and roller load criteria

must be satiafied to qualify palletized loads for airlift.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.1.8 463L #ystem capatibilit~. Equipment that is to be transported on its
own base or which Incorporates an integral pallet base shall be designed to be

compatible with the 463L air cargo handling system. Smaller items which can

be palletized should be designed to take maximum advantage of the waight end

cube capability of the HCU-6/E pallet. Equipment which can be air transported

on its own base or on an integral pallet base shall be designed to meet the

following:

a. The pallet/base side lip shall be designed to and meet the require-

ments of MIL-P-27443.

b. Unlesb otherwise specified in the order or contract, the bottom of the

pallet/base shall be capable of traversing all types of aircraft and cargo
loader roller conveyors as shown in appendix B, figure 5.

c. The unit load shall withstand all loadings as imDOSed by all sets of

roller conveyors unless particular

d. The pallet width for the

108 +
-!/8

inches.

REQUIREMENT

.
sets are speci~ied. -

C-130, C-141B, and C-5 aircraft shall be

RATIONALB (4.2.1.8)

Often it is advantageous and, in some cases, necessary to design equipent for _ _

air transport with an integral base or Dallet. The interface with the aircraft

system requires special -

design must be designed

handling equipment roller

‘design cons~derations. The integral base/pallet

to be compatible with the aircraft and materiala

conveyor systems, but depending upon the specific
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equipment design, it may or may not be compatible with the aircraft guide

rails and restraint lock systems. A design which incorporates 463L system

compatibility offers increased potential for aerial delivery. At the same

time it imposes different requirements which must be satisfied.

REQUIRIWENT GUIDANCE

A flat bottom is highly desirable, but is only required in the areas and

directions where the pallet will contact the rollers and/or ball casters of

the aircraft and materials handling equipment. Skids may be used on pallet or

equipment bottoms if they are located and sized to mate with the roller con-

veyor systems and are strong enough to withstand the flight load requirements.

The pallet/base must also be capable of withstanding the forces created by the

item teetering on a single set of rollers.

Equipment with an integral base/pallet that must mate with the aircraft guide

rail and restraint lock system must have a lip along the side that interfaces

with the aircraft systems. Refer to appendix B, figure 26 for illustration of
aircraft rail/pallet interface. Equipment/pallets that do not mate with the
aircraft reetraint lock system must have tiedown provisions in accordance with

4.3.3.1 so that it can be secured in the aircraft to the required restraint

levels by meana of approved tiedown devices.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

For efficient use of the aircraft, the basefpallet should lock into the

aircraft rail system. This will permit the equipment to be secured to the

pallet for the required restraint and then the pallet/equipment assembly can

be locked into the aircraft to the required restraint level. However, long

(exceeding 30 feet) and/or heavy (exceeding 30,000 pounds) equipment items are

difficult to align with the aircraft guide rail system.

Load distribution between the pallet and the roller conveyor systems is criti-

cal in the design of specialized pallets and/or integral base designs. Skids

and flat bottom pallets must have continuous strength in the areas that inter-

face with the roller conveyor systems. Sometimes, due to misalignment between

cargo loaders and the aircraft, the roller conveyor systems are not coplanar;

therefore, a pallet/base can contact only a single set of rollers during the

transition or cresting process.

The underside of the pallet or skid base must be as flat as p088ible and

supported adequately to avoid a “washboard” or “wavy” shape while traversing

the roller system. In addition, there should be no sharp edges, diacontinui-

ties, or projections which could damage the rollers. The leading and trailing

edges of the pallet or 8kid8 should be beveled at a 45 degree angle or be

rounded to ease the transition as the edge moves onto the rollers.
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5.2.1.8 463L system compatibility verification. Compliance with the require-

ment in 4.2.1.8 shall be verified by methods appropriate to the particular

design involved. Where such design incorporates-featuresof the 463L pallet,

verification in accordance with section 4 or MIL-P-27443 ia required. All

cargo items shall meet the verification criteria of 5.2.3.2. For skidded

loads and loads having less than full width bases it shall be shown that such

loads can traverse the roller conveyors of the specified aircraft and appro-

priate ground handling equipment. Analytical proof based on roller conveyor

capabilities and dimensions is the preferred method of verification. Valida-

tion or test loadings may be required depending on the specific design

involved. The ATTLA will make the determination of need for such loadinga.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1.8)

The method of requirements verification depends to a large extent on the final

item configuration. For instance, with a full pallet base, compliance with

the appropriate MIL-P-27443 requirements is adequate verification for this

requirement. In other designs, analysis of the item from both dimensional and

structural standpoints may be all that is required to prove acceptability.

Where large or heavy items or otherwise complex loading situations are

involved, formal test loadings or other demonstration techniques may be

required.

●
VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

As in all verification procedures, the method chosen should be the simplest

one which will provide assurance that the requirements have been ‘met.

Judgement as to the proper procedure must be made on a case-by-case basis.

The assistance of the ATTL4 is available to both the program office and the

designer to determine the feasibility of proposed designs and appropriate

verification procedures. In many cases, the experience the AITLA has had with

similar designs may prove valuable in avoiding problem areas and may improve

item characteristics. The earliest possible contact with the ATTLA is

advised.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LMRNED

The increasing emphasis on on/offloading items with minimal MHE has made this

requirement more generally applicable. Where the base/pallet is fully com-

patible with the 463L roller conveyor system (including restraint provisions),

the entire unit load should be structurally capable of being restrained by the

rail restraint devices.

Unless the base of the item can be maintained coplanar with the surface of the

aircraft and MHE rollers during on/offloading, roller overloading and possible

failure may result. Intensive consideration of the method of handling the item

during onloffloading should be a part of any decision process relative to 463L

system compatibility.

●
On/offloading conditions at remote sites should always be considered to be

the limiting factor in judging the acceptability of items in terms of 463L

compatibility.
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4.2.1.9 Spatial tools ●nd transportability eqaipment. The need for special-

ized tools and ground support equipment to prepare and loadjoffload cargo

items shall be avoided to the maximum extent consistent with mission require-

ment. Where such tools/equipment are required, the type and quantity shall
be identified and reported to the procuring activity or program office. Use

of special tools and support equipment shall not degrade the user’s mission

capability, involve equipment not normally available at the deployment site,
or compromise the safety of operating personnel.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.1.9)

In most caees, items requiring aerial delivery capabilities are destined for

rapid deployment in austere environments. Under these conditions little, if
any, support equipment is likely to be available to assist in offloading

reassembly operations. Additionally, mission readines8 requirements may not

allow time for any but minor item reassembly operations. Special tools, even

those which are small and easily carried with the item, represent a major

problem in remote areas if replacement is needed because of loss or damage.

While total avoidance of special tools may not be possible, requiring their

use must be minimized.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Item design should be tailored to permit loading and air movement of the item

in its operational configuration whenever possible. This not only eliminates

the time and effort to prepare the item for transport at the origin and

restore it to operational readiness at the destination, but also eliminates

the need for supporting equipment and special tools at both locations. The

designer should keep in mind that field conditions are vastly different than

shop conditions both in terms of manpower and facilities availability. Design

should be predicated on the worst case situation which is the combat field

environmentto While air transport of items in their operational configuration

is a desired goal, many situations exist where this cannot be accomplished. In

these cases every effort should be made to eliminate the need for extensive

item modification to make it ready for aerial delivery. In many cases program

requirements may limit the amount of time and resources available to prepare

the item for operation once it is delivered to the user.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

The more special tools and equipment necessary to support an item, the

greater the potential for malfunction and loss of use of that item.

Mission requirements often severely 1imit the allowable time to make

equipment operationally ready from its air transport configuration. A factor

which is easily overlooked is that combat field conditions can considerably

extend the time required to perform a given operation.
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5.2.1.9 Special tools and transportability equipment verification. Demon-

stration of acceptance procedures and elapsed times shall be used as the

verification criteria for this requirement. Acceptable procedures shall be

specified by the user/program office based on mission requirements. Where

such procedures impact on aircraft loading/unloading or flight safety they

shall have the concurrence of the ATTLA. Acceptance of procedures includes

acceptance of the type and quantity of special tools and equipment required to

perform the procedure.

●

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.1.9)

Verification of the acceptability of proposed procedures is seldom entirely

objective. However, because mission-ready status can be defined in terms of

elapsed time from aircraft offload, these criteria are reasonable to estab-

lish if make-ready procedures are satisfactory. The acceptability of special
tools and equipment is often a matter of subjective judgment. Guidelines must

be established by the program office on a case by case basis. comparison

of the characteristics of the special tools/equipment with the established

criteria shall be the determinant of whether these items are acceptable.

VERIFICATION GUIDMCE

Where this requirement applies, the program office responsible for the equip-

●
ment development will specify acceptance criteria. Planning factors for

various operational scenarios will determine the allowable time and other

conditions for making the equipment ready for use once it is air delivered to

the user. The skill level of the personnel readying the equipment must be

considered in verifying the satisfaction of this requirement. In most casea
these personnel will be unskilled and unfamiliar with the items requiring

assembly/disassembly.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

Demonstrations to prove the acceptability of proposed epecial tools and proce-

dures may not be representative of actual user circumstances. Care should be

taken to make demonstrations as realistic as possible. Factors which must be

considered include the user’s skill level, training, familiarity with both

equipment and procedures, and the physical and environmental conditions under

which the operations must take place.

4.2.2 Item handling provisions. To facilitate handling, the equipment shall

be as compact and lightweight as practical; however, reliability and maintain-
ability shall not be substantially impaired in meeting this requirement. Any

projected design compromise for the sake of air transportability shall be

brought to the attention of the procuring activity. It shall be possible to

load the equipment into the aircraft and readily position the equipment

without damage to the aircraft structure using a minimum smount of handling

equipment.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.2)
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The basis for this requirement is the limited availability of airlift

resources, support equipment, and highly skilled loading personnel. As with

any transport vehicle, cargo aircraft are only productive when moving payload.

Item handling characteristics can greatly affect aircraft turnaround time.

When an item can be loaded and unloaded quickly, increased aircraft produc-

tivity can be achieved by decreasing turnaround time.

The importance of item handling characteristic is increased when support

equipment and manpower requirements are considered. Use of specialized hand-

ling equipment should be avoided because this establishes the need for such

equipment at both on/offload and offload sites. While this special equipment

may be available in the CONUS, it very likely would not be on hand at remote

overseas sites. Reliance on such equipment could result in the necessity to

use scarce airlift resources to transport special handling equipment silong

with the item it supports.

The degree of skill necessary to load an item usually varies directly with

the difficulty of maneuvering the item. The manueverability of an item is

a factor not only of handling characteristics but of size, weight, and

configuration.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Awareness of the limitations on the availability of cargo handling equipment

and skilled loading personnel is a key element in good item design for aerial
delivery. Experience has shown that many items incorporate self-limiting
handling characteristics because logistics supportability requirements were

not integrated with functional requirements during the item design phase. In

many cases, design modifications to enhance aerial delivery characteristics

would not have adversely affected the item’s functional characteristics. It

should be emphasized~ however, that item design which facilitates handling at

the expense of mission capability and performance 8hould be avoided.

Support equipnent availability differs greatly between CONUS bases and those

overseas, particularly tho8e in remote locations. The de8ign should assume

that only minimal equipment will be available to load and position items in

aircraft. Additionally, it should be assumed that highly skilled loading

crews will not be available. Because of the high probability of the8e circum-

stances occurring, equipment design should incorporate features which will

permit Bafe ground loading and positioning of the item within the aircraft

with the use of common handling equipment and unskilled personnel. The safety

of personnel and equipment must be the primary concern.

Equipment design should incorporate as many weight and space saving features

a8 practical. This will enhance the item’s handling characteristic as well

aa improve aircraft utilization through higher density loading. Weight reduc-

tion may be accomplished through the use of advanced structural concepts

and/or engineering materials. Use of sectionalization or reduction techniques

may be helpful in overcoming weight or space limitations. Use of these tech-

nique8 must not adversely affect mission capability or readiness response

time.

● ✍
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● ✌✎
Loading equipment from the ground is a preferred method because it generally

requires a minimum of support equipment. It is important to remember that

this method involves moving the equipment up relatively steep, narrow ramps

into an enclosed space where clearances often are minimal. The handling

characteristics

does the skill

configurations

maneuverability

of the item become extremely important in this situation as

of the operator. Articulated vehicles and those with tracked

are particularly critical because of their relatively poor

characteristics.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

An item’s handling characteristics have a significant effect on efficient

aircraft utilization and the need for support equipment and personnel.

Lessons learned which should be considered in this area include the following:

a. The earlier in the acquisition cycle that air transport requirements

are identified, the better are the chances of being able to design items to

satisfy both operational and aerial delivery criteria.

b. An item’s handling characteristics can sometimes be improved by using

sectionalization or reduction techniques. The extent to which these procedures

can be employed is limited by the user’s organic capability to make the item

mission

c.

it does

item if

mance.

program

ready within the allowable time period.

While it may seem self-evident, an important thing to remember is that

little good to de8ign the maximum transportability featurea into an

those features materially degrade the item’s required mission perfor-

Propoaed item designs should be brought to the attention of the

office for an evaluation of handling features for their impact on item

performance.

d. Mobile equipment design should stress handling features which permit

loading from ground level using unskilled operators and not requiring ground

support equipment. Such equipment is not likely to be available at remote

sites and would possibly require additional airlift support to position at the

required site. A chronic shortage of skilled personnel exists and is particu-

larly acute in periods of high airlift demand. However, the feasibility of

handling items with minimal handling equipment must be established.

5.2.2 Item handling provisions verification. The nature of the requirements

imposed by 4.2.2 does not lend them to strict objective verification. Tltere

are no absolute standards to be met, but rather design goals to be approached

within the framework of mission requirements. It is important that during

item development the designer consider certain factors unique to the military

operational environment. Such considerations must include operating in very

austere conditions, frequent lack of adequate support equipment, the need for

rapid aircraft turnaround times, especially in combat areas, and human engi-

neering factors including the skill level of personnel operating the equipment

during on/offloading. Acceptability of handling provisions is frequently “ “-

based on factors similar to those in 5.2.1.9.
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VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.2)

Certain factors affecting an item’s handling characteristics can only be

subjectively evaluated. Weight savings and compactness, for instance, are not

absolutes but are often subject to changing technology. The product improve-

ment evaluation process can often be useful in identifying weight and cube

reduction possibilities which may exist in the prototype design.

The handling characteristics of equipment items can very often be evaluated in

simple level-ground maneuverability tests. It is important to remember that

loading from ground level involves several additional complicating factors.

These include backing up narrow ramps into a limited clearance compartment

under marginal visibility conditions. A simple mock-up of the aircraft ramp

and cargo ‘compartment can be a useful device to assist in the evaluation of

the handling characteristics of the more critical items.

The ultimate verification procedure is, of course, a test loading using an

actual aircraft. Because of the costs involved, this procedure should be used

only when it can be thoroughly justified.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Analytical verification of an item’s handling characteristics is the pre-

ferred method, but this may not always be feasible because of the subjective

factors involved. For the more common classes of equipment, such as construc-

tion equipment, the handling characteristics are well enough known that
judgments regarding their loading can be made with a relatively high level of
confidence.

Handling characteristics becane more of a factor where maneuverability limita-

tions are coupled with limited clearances between the item and the aircraft.

This combination of factore is further complicated by the skill level of

equipment operators. A highly qualified operator would be capable of loading

a vehicle under critical circumstances, whereas an average operator might not

be able to do so. It should be assumed when verifying handling capability

that operators of average skill or lower will be used in actual aircraft

loading functions.

The level ground handling performance of many vehicles gives a good indication

of their loading handling characteristics. A simple mock-up of the aircraft

ramp and cargo compartment envelope may be helpful in proving the loadability

of more critical items without the exp~nse of

relatively few extremely critical items, a

Because of high manpower and equipment costs,

as a last resort.

VERIFICATION LESSONS

a-nactual-test ioading. For th~

test loading may be required.

test loading should be used only

LEARNED

Vehicles should have handling characteristics which will permit loading by

backing up the ramp into the aircraft. This may involve more loading time at

the origin but permits rapid offloading at the destination, which is often in

a hostile environment.
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4.2.2.1 Materials handling equipeent (MEE) reqmiremento. Whenever possible,

item design shall incorporate features which permit on/offloading without the

use of materials handling equipment other than that normally a part of the

aircraft equipment such as ramps and winch. Provisions for winching shall

include attachment points which will permit a straight ahead pulling force.

Where MIDIis required to assist in item disassembly/assembly and loading, it

must be within the organic capability of the using unit to make the item.

operationally ready within the specified time and manpower constraints.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.2.1)

The less reliance on supporting MHE, the greater the ability to load/offload

items even in the austere environments in which many operations must take

place. In many cases, the required MHE will not be available at the destina-

tion unless it also is air transported to the offload site. This not only

delays the offloading of the item, but denies valuable aircraft space to other

airlift cargo. A straight ahead winch pulling force is important because it

keeps the vehicle tracking straight during on/offloading, minimizing steering

corrections and the potential for item or aircraft damage.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

With the trend to procurement of commercial, off-the-shelf equipment, less

●
latitude is available in the area of wheeled and tracked vehicles to exercise

design judgment to implement this requirement. However, these factors should

be recognized in the source selection process end every effort should be made

to avoid items with inherent transportability problems. More design freedom

exists in the area of initial item design. This is a particularly important

time for consideration of this and all air transportability requirements for

two reasons. First, within item functional limits, the design has not been

frozen and may still accommodate features which enhance the item’s handling

characteristics. Second, initial item design is often perpetuated through

extended use of the item or with the basic item modified to function in other

mission roles. This means that designed-in problems are perpetuated if they
are permitted in the initial design.

REQUIREMENT IXSSONS LEARNED

Most standard containers and shelters can be loaded with the aircraft cargo

winch from the ground if they have mobilizers attached. This also has the

advantage of providing ground mobility. One disadvantage is that the mobilizer

sets require approximately 10 additional feet of cargo floor for storage. In

this mode, containers/shelters need not be placed on pallet trains and loaded

into the aircraft from K-loaders.

Many instances can be cited ,wherevehicles fully qualified for air transport

have been progressively modified to the point where they no longer can be

handled without supporting MHE. While these modifications may not prevent the

vehicles from being air transported, they severely restrict the on/offloading

options.
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One of the greatest problems in designing handling provision of items is the

failure to recognize the degree to which an item’s maneuverability is limited

by narrow aircraft ramps and small interior clearances. Generally only small

directional corrections can be made because of these restrictions.

For items with runners, skids, or flat bottoms designed to be compatible with

the 463L roller system, the following lessons apply:

a. For efficient use of the aircraft, the base/pallet should lock into

the aircraft rail system. This will permit the equipment to be secured to the

pallet for the required restraint and then the pallet/equipment assembly can

be locked into the aircraft to the required restraint level. However, some

long (exceeding 30 feet) and/or heavy (exceeding 30,000 pounds) equipment

items are difficult to align with the aircraft guide rail system.

b. Load distribution between the pallet and the roller conveyor systems

is critical in the design of specialized pallets and/or integral base designs.

Skids and flat bottom pallets must have continuous strength in the areas that

interface with the roller conveyor systems. Sometimes, due to misalignment

between cargo loaders and the aircraft, the roller conveyor systems are not

coplanar; therefore, a pallet/base can contact only a single set of rollers

during the transition or cresting process.

c. The underside of the pallet or skid base must be as flat as possible

and supported adequately to avoid a “washboard’! or “wavy” shape while
traversing the roller system. In addition, there should be no sharp edges,

discontinuities, or projections which could damage the rollers. The leading

and trailing edges of the pallet or skids should be beveled at a 45-degree

angle or rounded to ease the transition as the edge moves onto the rollers.

5.2.2.1 IfEE requirements verification. This requirement shall be satisfied

when actual on/offloading under simulated mission conditions shows that

procedures and elapsed times meet the criteria established by the user/program

office for the item/mission scenario. Concurrence of the ATTLA shall be

necessary where the methods and/or equipment used impact on aircraft/personnel

safety during loading or flight.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.2.1)

Experience has shown that analytical methods of verifying this requirement can

be effectively used in many cases. However, where sophisticated handling

features are employed, actual demonstration of the item’s capabilities is the

preferred method of verification. This not only verifies the acceptability of

the

ful

To

item’s features, but also identifies the procedures necessary for success-

handling.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

the extent possible, analytical verification should be used because it is

faster and the-least costly.- The ATTLA, as final approval authority, has the

expertise to provide assistance in this area. Handling demonstrations, using
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a mock-up of the aircraft ramps and cargo ‘compartmentenvelope, are the next

desirable option. Test loading using an actual aircraft should be resorted to

only after all other options have been thoroughly investigated. Test load-

ings, while providing an abaolute check of an item’s handling characterietic8,

are very expensive and require ATTLA approval before being performed.

VERIFICATION I&SSONS LEARNED

Historically, early consideration of air transport, supported by accurate
technical data for on/offloading analysis, has eliminated the requirement for

actual test loading in all but a few special cases.

4.2.2.2 Shoring requirements. The use of any type of shoring shall be

avoided to the maximum extent consistent with mission requirements. To the

extent that such design does not compromise performance, items shall incor-

porate features which enhance their handling characteristics so that they can

be on/offloaded without the use of shoring.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.2.2)

The use of wood shoring is disadvantageous for a number of reaeons. Each

●
pound of shoring reduces aircraft payload by a similar amount. Shoring use is

time consuming, which increaaes loading time and decreases loading clearance,

which in turn restricts the dimensions of the item to be airlifted. Often,

suitable shoring may not be available at the loading site, particularly at

remote sites.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Shoring should be considered an expedient to be used only when all other prac-

tical methods of meeting handling requirements have been exhausted. It should

never be considered a substitute for prudent planning or adequate design.

Approach shoring it3most frequently required becau8e of problem8 involving

projection (see 4.2.1.2), overhang (see 4.2.1.3), or ramp cresting (see
4.2.1.4). Addressing these potential problems early in the de8ign pha8e and

consulting with the ATTLA for advice often results in practical solutione to

these problems. Floor protective shoring is used principally to protect the

aircraft floor from damage due to 8teel whee18, lug8, cleat8 and stud8, etc.

In many cases there is no practical way to avoid certain of the8e features in

item design. Floor protective shoring becomes a necessity in these situa-

tions. Rolling shoring is used to provide a means of accommodating unit floor

or ramp overloads during the loading process only. This again is an expedient

to be used only when all practical methods of designing around a problem have

been exhausted. It is important to recognize that, although shoring decrea8es

psi and plf loading, it does not permit these load limitsito be exceeded.

Axle load allowable are not affected.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

I

The weight of the shoring used becomes, in effect, a part of the weight of the

item because it must be considered a part of the load imposed on the aircraft.
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Tires have tread which effectively reduces contact area. In case of construc-

tion and rough terrain vehicles, this reduction can be significant. The

shoring thickness must be at least one-half of the tire groove width.

Shoring reduces the usable cargo compartment height. Care must be taken that

its use does not create a clearance problem.

The aircraft has only two ramps. Where an item has a centerline wheel,

approach shoring will be required to function also as a third ramp.

5.2.2.2 Shoring reqaireaents ~erification. Compliance with 4.2.2.2 require-

ments shall be determined on a case-by-case basis by the ATTLA. Compliance

shall be considered achieved when it has been shown that all reasonable

efforts to design out the need for approach/rolling shoring have been

exhausted.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.2.2)

In almost all cases analysis can be used to verify the adequacy of shoring.

This determination is made from knowledge of the physical characteristics of

the item and the shoring combined with geometric considerations. Certain

situations, generally involving heavy, complex items and the need for approach

shoring, may require a demonstration or test loading to verify that all

factors have been met.

VERIFICATION CUIDANCE

Appendix B, figure 12 shows the load spreading effect of shoring. It is

important to note that, although shoring reduces the cargo psi and plf

loading, it does not allow these aircraft limits to be exceeded. Axle load

allowable are not affected. Using the geometric weight distribution estima-
tion technique, knowledge of the amount of the load and its contact area is

all that is necessary to compute the load distribution effect of the shoring.

Comparison of the calculated load value with the limit load for the particular

aircraft will determine acceptability of the shoring. Approach or “step-up”

shoring primarily serves to decrease the ramp angle making it possible to load

certain items which would otherwise have cresting, projection, or overhang

problems. Acceptability of approach shoring can be shown by analysis in many

cases. In more complex loading situations it may be necessary to perform a

demonstration or test loading during which the exact configuration of the

shoring is established and documented.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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4.2.3 Item restraint provisions. The equipment shall be capable of being

restrained against and withstanding without loss of serviceability, force.

imposed by aircraft flight and m&euvering operations. All car~o item.,

except cargo loaded on HCU-6/E pallets and restrained by NIL-N-27444 nets,

shall meet the applicable requirements of 4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.2, and 4.2.3.3.

5.2.3 Item restraint provision verification. Compliance with 4.2.3 require-

ments shall be considered to be met when the appropriate requirements of

4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.3 are complied with.

4.2.3.1 Tiedown provision.. Equipment shall be provided with not less than
four tiedown provisions which can adequately restrain the equipnent when sub-

jected to the accelerations specified in 4.2.3.2. The tiedown provisions will

accommodate both ends of MIL-T-25959 and MIL-T-27260 tiedown devices and shall

be marked in accordance with 4.2.7. The tiedown provisions shall be capable

of accepting the maximum number of tiedown devices as required by the tiedown

grid pattern. These tiedown provisions shall be suitable for use in conjunc-

tion with the tiedown provisions on the aircraft floor, which in general, have

a capacity of 10,000 pounds and are placed on 20-inch centers and on the C-S,

25,000 pounds at 40-inch centers.

Unless specified in the order or contract, a proposed tiedown grid pattern
shall be provided for either C-130 or C-141 aircraft.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.3.1)

Any item of equipment must have a suitable number of tiedown provisions to

allow restraint to the aircraft, using available, on-board tiedown devices.

Three such devices--Type CGU-1/B for nylon straps and Types MB-1 and MB-2 for

chaine--are currently in use. These devices are described in appendix B,

30.1.6.4.3. Any tiedown provision should be designed to allow either end of

the tiedown device to be used. The other end of the device is secured to a

tiedown filling in the aircraft floor. In general, the aircraft has a tiedown

point grid pattern on 20-inch (0.51 m) centers. Most tiedown fittinge have a

rated strength of 10,000 pounds (4,536 kg.). A few have a capacity of
25,000 pounds (11,340 kg). The C-5A has 25,000 pound attachment points on
40-inch centers.

Because all loads are reacted at the tiedown provisions, these must be of

sufficient size and strength to accept the number and type of tiedown devices

necessary to meet fore, aft, lateral, and vertical upward restraint criteria

of 4.2.3.2. For most items, at least four tiedown provisions are necessary

to restrain an item along its three principal geometric axes. The tiedown

provisions must be sized to accept at least two tiedown devicee oriented at

90 degrees to each other or a eingle device of sufficient strength and
properly positioned to accept the equivalent resultant load of the dual chain

configuration.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Tiedown provisions are usually considered to be specifically designed for the

purpose. Such items as lifting and tiedown rings and clevises are camnonly
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used as tiedown provisions. However, tiedown provisions which naturally

result from item configuration are acceptable for use provided their strength

is adequate to provide the required restraint. Examples of such tiedown

provisions are vehicle frames, axles and crossmembers, pintle hooks, and

cut-outs or other openings in structural members.

All vehicles must be restrained by using tiedown provisions on the frame.

However, up to one-half of the tiedown devices may be attached to the vehicle

axles. The designer must insure that the through structure to the axles can

withstand the loads when the vehicle is secured in this manner.

Since a load can move in any direction, at least four tiedowns 90 degrees

(1.57 radians) apart must be secured to an item. The total number is deter-

mined by the weight of the item. However, all tiedown provisions should,

whenever possible, be symmetrical to allow even loading. The tiedown provi-

sions may be designed to accommodate as many tiedown devices as necessary to

achieve Che required restraint. MIL-STD-209 provides design information on

tiedown provision.s.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

The following items must be taken into consideration when determining tiedown

proviaione type and quantity:

a. When computing the number of tiedown provisions, consider restraint

capability degradation incurred when applying tiedown devices at an angle.

b. If possible, position tiedown provisions around the horizontal peri-

phery of.the equipmena. A160, locate these points so that they are accessible

to the equipment on the aircraft. If the equipment needs servicing during

flight$ the tiedown provisions should be located so as not to block these

areas.

The following items must be Laken into consideration when determining the

number and type of tiedown devices:

a. Do not intermix chain and webbing tiedowns. Use either all chains or

all webbing. The difference in elongation between the two types of tiedowns

creates unsymmetrical loading and increases the potential for restraint device

overload and failure.

b. Selection of tiedown devices should be baeed on the appropriate

strength rating to provide adequate restraint with the minimum number of

devices.

c. Tiedown device strength rating must not exceed the strength rating of

available tiedown fittings or points of attachment to the cargo.

d. Use steel tiedown devices on heavy objects which have attachment lugs

or a hard surface for the chains to go around.
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e. Attach tiedowns in a symmetrical pattern by using corresponding

fittings on each eide of the cargo floor centerline.

5.2.3.1 Tiedown provisions verification. The requirements of 4.2.3.1 shall

be met when it can be shown by engineering analysis or actual test that the

proposed tiedown provisions are adequate in strength, location, size, and

number to accept the required MIL-T-25959 and MIL-T-27260 tiedown devices to

provide the item restraint called out in 4.2.3.2.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.3.1)

The complete restraint system consists of tiedown provisions on the item,

CGU-1/B, MB-1, and MB-2 tiedown devices and cargo floor tiedown fittings

and receptacles. All components except the tiedown provisions on the items

have previously been qualified at their rated capacities. The number and

strength of the tiedown provisions is the only remaining unknown requiring

verification.

Verification of these requirements can be accomplished in two ways. Proof of

capability can be determined through engineering analysis with the knowledge

of tiedown pattern geometry and materials characterietica. Because tiedown

patterns may change due to aircraft differences, equi~ent availability, and

aircraft load characteristics, proof of capability must be predicated on

●
“worst case” condition.g. The second method of proof is actual testing of the

tiedown provisions by subjecting them to appropriate “worst case” loads and

angles of application.

The analytical method of verification is preferred because it is generally

less costly and time consuming.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Tiedown provisions on items should be located such that the lines of action of

the attached tiedown devices intersect, if possible, above the cargo center of

gravity as shown in appendix B, figure 16. Such an arrangement reduces the

tendency of an item to overturn when subjected to combined upward and side

loads.

The point of attachment of a tiedown device to a cargo unit must be substan-

tial enough to withstand the loads for which the cargo unit is being re-

strained. A tiedown device must not be attached to just any convenient

protrusion on a cargo unit without due consideration of the protrusion’s

strength.

The angle of application of tiedown devices affects the restraint capability

of that device. The rated capacity of a tiedown device applies only in pure

tension. Most cargo units are restrained by tiedown devices angled from the

attachment points to the floor.tiedown fittings. This has the advantage of

having one tiedown device provide restraint in more than one plane, but at a

●
reduced restraint level dependent on the angle of the line of action. Thus,

the resultant forces applied concurrently in each principal plane must not

exceed the rated capacity of the tiedown device or the tiedown provisions,

whichever is less.

i
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VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.3.2 Re8traint criteria. Cargo items in their shipping configuration
shall be capable of being restrained to and withstanding, without loss of

serviceability, the following forces applied statically and independently:

Direction Load Factor

up 2.0 G (3.7 G for nuclear cargo)
Down 4.5 G

Cargo items in their shipping configuration shall be capable of being
restrained to and withstanding, without loss of structural integrity~ the

following acceleration applied statically and independently:

Direction Load Factor

Forward 3.0 G

Aft 1.5 G

Lateral 1.5 G

For the three conditions above, internal equipment need not remain service-
able. Refer to 4.2.5.1 for other serviceability requirements in this area.

(1.0 is the acceleration due to gravity; all directions are relative to the
aircraft.)

a. The equipment shall also be able to withstand the following changes in

velocity (A V) of the aircraft floor within 0.1 second without loss of ser-

viceability.

Direction AV

up 10.0 ft/sec (15.2 ft/sec for

nuclear cargo)
Down 11.5 ft/sec

Cargo items in their shipping configuration shall be capable of being

restrained to and withstanding, without loss of structural integrity, the

following changes in velocity within .1 sec applied independently:

Direction AV

Forward 10.0 ft/sec

Aft 5.0 ft/sec

Lateral 5.0 ft/sec

For the three conditions above, internal equipment need not remain service-

able. Refer to 4.2.5.1 for other serviceability requirements in this area.

‘.

..

The final velocity must be held long enough for an adequate cargo response to

the input.
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b. When equipment is of such eize or configuration that it cm be loaded

into cargo aircraft with either end facing forward (i.e., a truck that can be

driven forward and backed into the aircraft), the highest load factor atmll

apply both fore and aft. When the loading direction is fixed or specified,

only the forward requirement shall apply in the forward direction and only the

aft requirement shall apply in the rearward direction.

c. Vehicles and other equipment shall be capable of withstanding, without

loss of serviceability, the above mentioned vertical downward load factor

imposed on their wheels, suspension systems, or support.

d. If an item is designated for airdrop: (1) the 3 g load factor shall

be applied both fore and aft, and (2) the rigged item shall not exceed the

aircraft restraint rail capability to withstand the load factors in this

paragraph.

e. Other non-MAC operated aircraft may require higher levels of

restraint. Refer to the specific aircraft loading manual.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.3.2)

The restraint criteria in current use have resulted from a structured evolu-

tion. During this process, safety of flight considerations have been care-

fully balanced against operational considerations. The result is a set of

criteria which provide a high probability of safety under expected flight

conditions and, at the same time, impose reasonable operational requirements.

The restraint levels specified are based on a statistical analysis of cargo

aircraft accident data coupled with years of successful cargo flight

experience at reduced restraint levels.

Both static and dynamic conditions are required due to the nature of the

actual air transport environment (i.e., the factors arrived at are derived

from maneuver, gust, and crash loads). The change in velocity within a

8pecified time is designed to give latitude for verification of the dynamic

conditions by testing.

The item may be rigged oriented in either direction for airdrop depending upon

mission and mode of airdrop. Therefore, the item should be capable of

withstanding the higher longitudinal load factor in both directions. An

airdrop platform rigged item, when locked into the aircraft restraint rails,

can be restrained to the load factors required in this paragraph. However,

the aircraft restraint rails (specifically the vertical lips) on the C-130 and

C-141 aircraft were designed to provide the required restraint based upon the

center of gravity being restricted to specific locations on the airdrop

platform.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The following factors should be considered when designing equipment to meet

the specific restraint criteria:

a. When equipnent is of such size or configuration that it can be loaded

into cargo aircraft with either end facing forward (i.e., a truck that can be

driven forward or backed into the aircraft), the highest load factor shall

apply both fore and aft. Uhen the loading direction is fixed or specified,

the 3 g requirement shall apply in the forward direction and the aft load fac-

tor requirement 8hall apply in the rearward direction.

b. Vehicles and other equipment shall be capable of withstanding, without
loss of serviceability, a minimum the above vertical downward load factor

imposed on their wheels, suspension systems, or support.

c. Figure 1 provides the airdrop platform center of gravity limits for

the C-130 and C-141 aircraft. The center of gravity limit of 190 and 209

inches from the forward end of the airdrop platform for the C-130 and C-141

aircraft, respectively, ie an airdrop requirement. These two limits are the

distance from the end of the vertical restraint lip on the aircraft rail.ato

the aft end of the ramp, and the requirement is established to insure the

rigged item can initiate rotation as the center of gravity passes over the end

of the ramp without the airdrop platform contacting the aircraft rail vertical

restraint lip under a jettison condition.

d. MIL-STD-209 provides criteria for attachment (tiedown) provisions on

the item which can interface with aircraft tiedowns’ strength and physical
dimensions.

e. The proc~ring agency may wish to levy load requirements in excess of

those stated herein due to other mission requirements.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

The amount of restraint afforded by a tiedown (strap, chains, etc.) in a

specific direction will be less than the capacity of the tiedown due to the

angle at which the tiedown is attached.

Wheeled vehicles are usually self-limiting in their ability to withstand

vertical downward forces. The limiting factor is the ability of the suspen-

sion system and wheels to resist down loads without failure that would cause

aircraft damage. For this reason, suspension loads are limited to the

vehicle’s cross-country rated load or its equivalent commercial rating. Where

this rating is exceeded for flight, but not for loading, devices should be

incorporated in the design of the vehicle to limit the load experienced by the

suspension system to safe levels.

Vehicles with only a commercial highway gross vehicle weight rating are

generally limited to 80 percent of the highway gross vehicle rating and

80 percent of the individual highway axle/suspension rating. Analysis or

teat would be required to upgrade the vehicle weight above 80 percent of the

highway rating.
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~
The M-149 water trailer was not designed to withstand the air transport load

factors with a full complement of water in

required to attempt to qualify the trailer in

The forward restraint criteria wae lowered

Refer to ASD TR-73-17, Final Report - Air

1973, and ASD TR-76-30, Cargo Aircraft and ~pacecraft Forward Re-straint

Criteria.

the tank. Evaluations are now

this configuration.

from 4 g to 3 g in July 1974.

Cargo Restraint Criteria, APril

5.2.3.2 Restraint criteria verification. Compliance with the requirements of
4.2.3.2 Shall be aaeured when it can be demonstrated by engineering analysis

or actual test that the item in its shipping configuration and restrained es

it would be for flight can be subjected to the stated static and dynamic loads

without loss of structural integrity of the item or without incurring damage

to the aircraft. If 10ss of structural integrity occurs or if any parts of

the item become projectiles, it shall be sufficient to cause rejection of the

load for airlift. If 10s.8of function/serviceabilityoccurs during verifica-

tion of the vertical up or vertical down restraint criteria requirement, it

shall be sufficient to cause rejection of the load for airlift. For palle-

tized items in which the item is restrained to the pallet, the item center of

gravity location shall be verified by analysis or test. Where a vehicle does

not have a croaa-country weight rating and its weight or axle/suspension

loading exceeds 80 percent of its highway gross vehicle rating, test or

complete analysis is required to verify that the item can withstand the down-

0

ward load factor.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.3.2)

Items are restrained to the aircraft either by tiedown to the aircraft floor or

restrained to a pallet which in turn is locked in the aircraft rail system

floor.

Standard aircraft and airdrop tiedowns, and aircraft rail locks and tiedown

fittings, do not require verification. Therefore, only restraint criteria
verification of the item in its aerial delivery configuration and its

attaching (tiedown) provisions is required. The item center of gravity is

restricted as described in 3.2.3.2 guidance to insure that palletized load can

be restrained to the load factors described by the requirement. Verification

of the rigged item center of gravity location is required. Analysie or test

will suffice for determining the location.

VERIFICATION CIJIDANCE

a. Analysis normally will suffice in verification of the item to

withstand the load factors in all directions. When fluids are carried, the

analysis should include the effects of the fluid. Testing is the preferred

method of verification of a vehicular item’s capability to withstand the down-

ward load factors when the weight is above the 80 percent of the gross highway

weight rating. However, a complete analysis of the axle/suspension and
vehicle is an acceptable substitute.

o

I
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b. For the dynamic vertical up and down load conditions, the vehicle must

be oriented as in the aircraft since the velocity change accounts for 3.0 G

(up) and 3.5 G (down) respectively. The intent of this requirement is to have

the cargo under a 1 G static condition, then subjected to the dynamic

loadinga.

c. If testing ia used for the dynamic verification, an acceptable rate of

onset prior to the beginning of the 0.1 second measurement is 20 A/see or

greater, where A is the appropriate load factor of 4.2.3.2. Similar ratea for

decay are also acceptable.

If a drop test is accomplished to verify the dynamic down load requirement,

the change in velocity is changed from 11.50 ft/sec to 14.50 ft/sec. This is

because a 1 G 8tatic load was not present on the suspension during the drop

teat.

d. The change in velocity during a test can be measured directly or can

be derived from an acceleration trace. The change in velocity requirement

opens up additional methods of complying with the dynamic aspect of the

restraint requirement.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

Not only must the basic item be restrained to the criteria specified, but all

components of the basic item must be as well. Further amplification of this
point is made in 3.2.3.3.

The Commercial Utility Cargo Vehicle (CUCV) exceeded the 80 percent commercial

highway gross weight criteria. The vehicle was successfully tested at its

commercial highway gross weight by placing each wheel of the vehicle on four

individual instrumented hydraulic rams which, in being activated simultane-

ously, applied the required load factors to the vehicle.

4.2.3.3 keompamy ing loads. Where a requirement exists for equipment to be

air transported while carrying or having attached to itself additional equip-

ment m cargo, the entire unit load shall meet the requirements of 4.2.3.2.

Accompanying loads 8hall not exceed the ‘cro6e-countrypayload capability of

the vehicle or its equivalent (see 4.2.4.6). Where the air delivered load is

different from the general load capacity of the vehicle, the allowable load

8hall be marked in accordance with 4.2.7. The additional equipment shall be

independently te8ted to insure restraint to the main item of equipment.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.3.3)

In many cargo aircraft the available cargo compartment volume is effectively

filled before the weight carrying capability of the aircraft is reached. This

i6 particularly true where high volume-to-weight ratio items such as vehicles

are involved. In an effort to more effectively utilize the aircraft payload

capability, it is often practical to use the load compartment of vehicles to

carry additional cargo. This would be an obvious example of an item with an

accompanying load.
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More subtle examples of accompanying loads are situations involving certain

vehicles whose design incorporates components which can become dise~aged

under flight load conditions. An example is the truck-mounted crane. me

crane is mounted on the truck chassis using a large diameter kingpin with w

provisions to prevent the kingpin from becoming disengaged during vertical

accelerations.

Because accompanying loads are subjected to all the same acceleration forces

as the basic item, they must be independently restrained to the same levele.

The regtraint criteria to be met are shown in 4.2.3.2.

Because it is impractical to tie down individual components of items such as

trucks or helicopters, these components should be designed with sufficient

inherent strength to withstand the acceleration forces of 4.2.3.2. The entire

vehicle, including any additional cargo, must be fully restrained at it# groae

transported weight. Loose items such as those listed below should have provi-

sions to be secured to the frame of the vehicle:

a. Spare wheels, tools and tool boxes, towing chains, pinch bars, etc.

b. Bulldozer blades and push arms.

c. Cranes or booms on wrecking trucks, etc.

d. Dump truck bodies and other hydraulic or mechanical lift mechanisms.

e. Machines and tools in shop trucks, shelters, and containers.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Where accompanying loads are involved in the shipping configuration of am

item, the following factors must be considered. First, where equipment can

carry additional load or is moved in a configuration where its weight is

increased, the restraint system must be developed at the highest possible

gross waight. Second, all loose loads or equipment components which ●re not

inherently restrained to withstand the acceleration loads of 4.2.3.2 must be

separately restrained to these levels. Third, the additional loads placed on
vehicles must not cause the vehicle to exceed its cross-country sight rating,

axle load limits, or other air transportabilitycriteria.

The common method of restraining accompanying loads is to tie them down to 8

structurally sound member of the principal item such as a vehicle frame. If

this mode is used, restraint design can be based on the waight of the accom-

panying load. The principal item must be restrained to the maximum weight of

the item plus the accompanying load. If the principal item and the acc~

panying load are each restrained to the aircraft floor, restraint design can

be based on the highest weight of each load. All requirements of 4.2.3.1 must

be complied with.

REQUIREMENT IJ3SSONSLEARNED
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5.2.3.3 Aecumpanyhg loads verification. The requirements of 4.2.3.3 shall
be verified in accordance mth the provisions of 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.7, if

appropriate.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.3.3)

The restraint criteria in current use have resulted from a structured evolu-

tion. During this process, safety of flight considerations have been care-

fully balanced egainat operational considerations. The result is a set of

criteria which provide a high probability of safety under expected flight

conditions and, at the same time, impose reasonable operational requirements.

The restraint levels specified are based on a statistical analysis of cargo

aircraft accident data coupled with years of successful cargo flight

experience at reduced restraint levels.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Because the accompanying load is generally secured to the basic vehicle or

item rather than the aircraft floor, it will be necessary to determine that

the attachment points on both the load and the carrying structure are adequate

in accordance with the provisions of 4.2.3.1. Where the accompanying load is

restrained to the aircraft floor, only the load attachment points need be

verified for compliance.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.4 Item weight limits. When in its shipping configuration, item gross

weight and weight distribution shall meet the requirements of the following

subparagraphs as appropriate to the type of item under consideration.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4)

In general, the allowable cargo capacity is dependent on the aircraft floor
strength, which varies from one location to another and is dependent on

aircraft structural design. Variations in item design impose different types

of loads on the aircraft structure. These aircraft structural limits are

treated in detail in appendix B. In addition to unique aircraft structure

loading, item weight end center-of-gravity affects aircraft weight and balance

considerations as well as aircraft operational range.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

See guidance for the specific requirement.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

See lea80ns learned for the specific requirement.
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5.2.4 Item weight limits verification. Compliance with the verification
procedures of each of the appropriate subparagraphs, 5.2.4.1 through 5.2.4.6,

shall show compliance with this requirement.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4)

See rationale for the specific requirement.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

See guidance for the specific requirement.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

See lessons learned for the specific requirement.

4.2.4.1 Gross weight/center of gravity. The gross weight of items in their’

shipping configuration shall not exceed the aircraft limits specified in

~R 76-2 for the mission/aircraft combination under consideration. Where

design flexibility permits, the center of gravity of cargo items should

correspond with the geometric center as closely as possible. In all cases,

the center of gravity shall be determined and marked on the item in accordance

with 4.2.7.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4.1)

Assuming all other load parameters are met, the maximum single item weight

which can be carried in an aircraft is dependent on its payload-distance

characteristics. Without considering the other factors which influence range,

the heavier the payload, the shorter the range. In all cases there is a maxi-

mum payload which cannot be exceeded under any circumstances. The aircraft

center of gravity (CG) is the point around which the aircraft will balance.

The flight performance of the aircraft is dependent on the location of this

point which can vary within limits. If the CG is outside this limit the

aircraft cannot be flown. The aircraft CG is affected by the location of each

individual item CG. In most cases the location of an item’s CG is the natural

result of its configuration. A preferred location is at or near the 8eometric

center of the item.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Payload-distance information is presented in AFR 76-2. Center of gravity
limit data are presented in the appendix for each aircraft. Use of these

curves will determine if proposed loads will meet these requirements. The

ability to tailor CG is, admittedly, limited. However, this factor should be

recognized in item design. The areas which may provide the greatest potential

for doing this are selective location of accompanying loads and CG shifts re-

sulting from item reconfiguration to meet weight or dimensional restrictions.

I
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

People tend to associate CG with the geometric center of items. For this

reason it is important to assure adequate marking of CG location so that air-

craft CG may be computed accurately. An advantage of a central CG location is

that it offers more flexible loading options.

5.2.4.1 Gross ~ightjceater of gravity verification. Compliance with this

requirement shall be verified by comparison of item weight$ aircraft and

miesion scenario with the appropriate payload-range data. -The acceptability

of item center of gravity shall be verified by measurement or analysis and

comparison with the CG limit data. Marking shall be considered satisfactory

when it meets the requirements of 4.2.7.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.1)

@Mpari80n of the physical characteristics of candidate items with the

established aircraft limit data is the most effective method of verifying this

requirement. These data have been developed by the aircraft manufacturer and

represent safe operating limits. Marking requirements are generally verified
by inspection.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

The analysis by comparison of known physical characteristics with established

criteria is a straigh&-forward matter. Determination of the item’s center of

gravity and that of the total load CG may be made using Appendix B, 30.1.2.10

for methodology.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.4.2 Aircraft compartment limits. In addition to the requirements of

4.2.4.1, cargo items shall not impose loads in any compartment in excess of

the values shown in the compartment load limit charts for the aircraft under

consideration. Both loading and flight limits must be observed and items

occupying more than one compartment must be selectively located so they do not

overload any compartment.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4s2.4.2)

The structural characteristics of the aircraft are such that multiple loading

restrictions apply and must be simultaneously satisfied. These restrictions,

though varying in specific nature, are imposed by aircraft design requirements

to ●soure a specified aircraft capability over a given service life. The

aircraft compartment limits and those requirements stated in the following

subparagraphs are designed to assure maintenance of aircraft serviceability

and safety of flight wer the design life of the aircraft.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

This requirement is concerned with the total load imposed on an aircraft

compartment. The load limits apply regardless of the type of load, i.e.,

distributed, concentrated, linear, roller, etc. Meeting this requirement is ●

necessary, but not sufficient, condition for airlift acceptability. All

appropriate weight limit requirements must be satisfied simultaneously.

During on/offloading operations, all compartments have a strength equivalent

to the strongest compartment under flight conditions. This permits moving
items across lower strength areas to position them for flight.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS IJMRNED

The lower flight load limits are designed to provide a margin of safety to

allow for dynamic flight-induced loadings.

Frequently compartment load limits are not exceeded, but other types of
loadings, such as plf loading, tire loads, and axle loads are outside limits.

In many cases item design can be modified to satisfy these loading require-

ments. Shoring should be considered only after all other methods of solutiom

have been investigated. Early contact with the ATTLA is recommended for

advice and guidance.

e 5.2.4.2 Aircraft compartment limite verificatba. Verification of this

requirement shall be by comparison of each load point with the appropriate

compartment load limit chart. The requirement is satisfied if no load exceeds .

any compartment limit either during loading or in flight.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.2)

Verification of this requirement by comparison of item load imposing charac-

teristics with the compartment limits has been shown to be a cost effective

method of determining compliance.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Verification that this particular requirement has been met does not constitute

complete satisfaction of all appropriate requirements for a particular item.

All other applicable load limits must also be satisfied. I
VERIFICATION LESSONS UARNED
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4.2.4.3 Aircraft roller conveyor limits. Palletized/platform loads and items

having integral baeee which contact the aircraft 463L roller conveyor system

ehall not impoee loading or flight forces on the roller syetem which exceed

aircraft roller or conveyor load limits. These limits are influenced by the

contact pattern as well ae compartment floor etrength considerations and are

addreased in appendix B.

REQUIREMENT

Thie requirement ie established to

Iimite are not exceeded for the

RATIONALE (4.2.4.3)

ensure that the aircraft roller conveyor

most severe flight or loading condition

expected for that particular aircraft. The aircraft in-flight roller limits

were eetabliehed by rating the rollere based upon an ultimate in-flight load

factor for the particular aircraft. The ultimate load factor for the C-141 is

6.6 g and for the C-5 aircraft is 6.15 g. Additional limits ensure that load8

impoeed on the roller do not exceed the cargo compartment floor limits. These

Limite are normally established by dividing the longitudinal floor loading

limits by the longitudinal distance between the rollers. These requirement

were established by the aircraft manufacturer.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Each aircraft has a specific procedure for determining limits on the rollers.

In all caeee, however, the determination of roller loading is accomplished by

analyeis using the item’e contact with the rollere or pallet/platform, and the
contact location with reepect to the roller location8. Hcu-6/E (463L)

pallete, airdrop platforme, and energy dissipating material do not provide any

load spreading. Thie premiee generally applies to special baeee, runnere, and

ekids for iteme 80 equipped unless the design specifically providee for load

epreading. Load contact patterns ehould be designed to provide the best load

distribution; longitudinal load distribution ie generally much preferred to

lateral distribution. Note that for items rigged for airdrop, the energy

diaeipating material 8tack8 are primarily arranged for impact survivability

(refer to 3.5) and that come stacks or eection of stacks may not transfer
loade to the rollers.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Load8 moving on/off the aircraft roller conveyor syetem must be kept coplanar

with the roller eurface to prevent exceesive forces from being applied to

individual rollere.

The load distribution between iteme basee, skids, or runners and the roller

conveyor ie critical in the deeign of theee item-to-roller interfacing

devices. Theee devicee must have continuous strength in the areas that inter-

face with the roller conveyor syetem to prevent damage to the rollers or the

item base.

Because of the variable roller conveyor spacing between the different aircraft

and the cargo loadere (K-loaders), make sure item runners and ekids are wide

eno~h to operate on all intended aircraft and loader roller systems. In the

C-59 the teeter rollere are a different width than the basic roller.

a
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●
The arrangement of energy dissipating material on airdrop items is critical

to the loads imposed upon the aircraft floor. The requirement of 4.3.6 will

assist in determining the required amount of energy dissipating material.

There are a number of vehicles certified for airdrop from the C-130 aircraft

which are not certified from the C-141B because of the different roller limits

in the aircraft.

A pallet stop on the C-130 A/A32H-4A rail prevents positioning the rigged item

forward of FS 262. A pallet stop on the C-141 aircraft rail prevents posi-

tioning the rigged item forward of FS 322.

5.2.4.3 Aircraft roller conweyor limits ~erification. Compliance with this

requirement may be shown by analysis for loads exhibiting uniform force
distribution properties. For-complex loads which exhibit non-%tiform loading,
instrumented tests may be required if the load concentrations approach the

limiting values for the aircraft roller system or if a coplanar attitude

between load and roller system cannot be maintained during loading/offloading.

Using initial analysis, if the rigged airdrop item’s weight transmits a load-

ing of 1000 pounds per linear (longitudinal) foot or above through the energy

dissipating material over the contact area, a test of a r,iggeditem on an

●
instrumented roller test bed mounted on a concrete slab is required. sets of

roller load measurements for each roller under the rigged airdrop shall be

recorded. Sufficient sets of data shall be recorded to establish a 0.90 prob-

ability that at least 95 percent of the distribution from which this set of

roller load samples was taken will be less than the determined value for each

individual roller. Where there are items similar to previously qualified

items, and less critical in loading, analysis will suffice. Testing is

normally conducted by the Government.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.3)

Experience has shown that most air transport loads are adequately distributed

so that the forces imposed on the roller systems are well within limits.

Under these conditions, it is sufficient to satisfy this requirement to

compare calculated load values against the limit values for the aircraft under

consideration. Complex items often exhibit non-uniformly distributed load

patterns. Analytical verification of compliance with this requirement i.

still the preferred method because of cost and time considerations involved in

instrumented roller testing. However, such tests are acceptable in all cases

and may, in fact, be necessary where loading/unloading involves possible
non-coplanar orientation of the load with respect to the roller surface.

VERIFICATION CUIDANCE

I

Past investigations (see les80ns learned) have concluded that apparent uniform

loading on the top of the energy dissipating material for rigged airdrop items

o

does not transmit uniform loading to the aircraft rollers. There has been no

acceptable standard analytical method for determining rigged airdrop roller

loadings because of the complex structural analysis of the load, platform

roller8 and aircraft 8h8pe, and deformations and the dimensional variations of
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all of these components. Testing of every developed item would be cost pro-

hibitive, though testing is required for analytical loadings approaching the

required aircraft limits. This verification delineates between items where

the rigged item must be tested and where analysis will suffice. The

1000-pound criteria was selected based upon very limited data and will be

updated as more samples are acquired. Testing using a concrete slab in lieu

of the aircraft floor is allowed because of the cost and the need to remove an

aircraft from the operational fleet in order to accomplish the test. Past

instrumented tests have shown that roller loads will vary considerably by

rolling the rigged item into the test area, taking a reading, rolling the

rigged item out and back in again and taking a second reading. Therefore, a

statistical analysis of the roller load measurements is required to insure

that there is a very high probability that the roller loads are within a given

upper limit. To further reduce test requirements, similar items that are less

critical in loading do not require tests, even if the item exceeds the prelim-

inary analysis of 1000 pounds, and then only an analysis would be required.

Note, the more severe conditions of airdrop; i.e., extraction and tipoff,

require a more accurate verification than air transport.

There are ao permanent C-130 or C-5 instrumented roller test beds constructed.

A C-141 instrumented roller test bed is located at USA Natick Research and

Development Center, Natick MA 01760. Data from a C-141 instrumented roller

test bed have been used in evaluating airdrop rigged item loadings on lateral

rows of rollers for the C-130 aircraft.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

Excessive roller loads and possible damage to both rollers and the item base

can result from the impact of the edge of skids, runners, and special bases on

the roller as the base device rides up and over the roller. A beveled edge

similar to that on the 463L pallet should overcome this potential problem.

Te8ting conducted on an instrumented roller test bed, with an apparent

Unifonaly loaded airdrop test weight~ concluded that the loads transmitted to

the aircraft rollers were mot uniformly distributed. Reference Report on the

Testing of the C-141 Roller Conveyor System, Report No 379 and 386, by Brooks

& Perkins, Incorporated, Contract No F33657-69-0927.

4.2.4.4 Aircraft floor/ramp Ioadiag Iimita

4.2.4.4.1 Cexcemtrate& loads. Loads imposed by cargo items over relatively
mall areas of the cargo loor/ramp shall not exceed the concentrated load

pressures shown in appendix B. In addition, spacing between load concen-

trations shall be no less than that specified for the candidate aircraft.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4.4.1)

Thie requirement is imposed to assure that the puncture/crushing limits of the

aircraft floor are not exceeded by the imposition of concentrated loads (see

section 3 definitions).
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

To determine if the concentrated loading exceeds the limit value for en

aircraft, it is necessary to determine the weight of the item and the area of

contact of the load with the floor. If the limiting value is exceeded, check

shoring requirements to see if the spreading effect will bring th~ loading

within an acceptable level.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

If shoring is used to spread a load, the weight of the shoring must be con-

sidered as a part of the weight when computing psi loading values.

In general, it is better to overcome excessive concentrated loadings through

item design than to use shoring. The use of shoring aggravates the weight

problem (see above para) and imposes the requirement for shoring to be

available at all loading sites.

5.2.4.4 Aircraft floor/ramp loadimg limits verification

5.2.4.4.1 Concentrated loads verification.
shall be satlsfled when It can be shown by

actual load pressure values do not exceed-

appendix B.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE

The requirements of 4.2.4.4.1
measurement or analysis that the

the limit load data contained in

(5.2.4.4.1)

This method is the most cost-effective procedure for

this requirement.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

See guidance for 4.2.4.4.1.

verifying compliance with

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

When using shoring, the weight added will increase by approximately 2 pounde

per board foot for construction grade lumber. The weight will be higher for

hardwood lumber.

4.2.4.4.2 Linear loads. In addition to the requirements of 4.2.4.4.1, cargo

items in their shipping configuration shall not impose a running load in

excess of the linear floor/ramp loading limits for the acme end compartment as

shown in the appendix for the aircraft concerned.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4.4.2)

Linear loading imposes bending forces on the aircraft fuselage structure.

Limits on these forces have been established by the aircraft manufacturers- -

● consistent with mission requirements and aircraft service life. Linear

loading forces must be restricted simultaneously with other forceo.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Determine linear loading by dividing the weight (in pounds) of the item by its

projected length (in feet) which results in a pounds per linear foot value.

Comparison of this value with the limit value for a given aircraft determines

if this criterion has been met. While the bending force is independent of the

length of contact between the item and the floor, contact length is a factor

in p8i/psf loadings &ich must be simultaneously satisfied.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

It io possible to 8ati8fy linear loading requirements and at the same time

exceed p8i/p8f loading limit8. The8e puncture/crushing loads are determined
by the item’s contact area while linear loading is dependent on projected

length.

5.2.4.4.2 Linear loads verification. Paragraph 4.2.4.4.2 requirements shall

be 8atisfied when it can be shown by measurement or analysis that the item in

it8 8hipping configuration does not impose running loads in excess of limit

load value8 shown in appendix B.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.4.4.2)

See rationale for 5.2.4.4.1.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

See guidance for 5.2.4.4.1.

VERIFICATION IZSSONS LEARNED

See lessons learned for 5.2.4.4.1.

4.2.4.4.3 TOnjJU8loada. Load8 impo8ed on the aircraft floor/ramp by vehicle

tongues shall not exceed the maximum load limit, when specified, or the con-

centrated load limits of 4.2.4.4.1.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4.4.3)

Towed wheeled vehicle8 impose a tongue load on the aircraft floor when in

poeition for flight. This load must be limited to prevent crushing or punc-

turing the aircraft floor, particularly under the influence of gust and flight

maneuver load8.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Depending’on aircraft design, either a psi loading limit or a combination

p8i/maximum load limit i8 impo8ed. Xnowledge of the tongue load and bearing

area are sufficient data to calculate p8i values. Comparison with aircraft

limit value8 will determine compliance with this requirement.

:

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED
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See lessons learned for 4.2.4.4.1.

5.2.4.4.3 Tongue loads verification. Compliance with the requirements of

4.2.4.4.3 shall be met when, with the vehicle in its shipping configuration,

the tongue load imposed on the aircraft floor does not exceed either the maxi-

mum load specified in appendix B or the requirements of 4.2.4.4.1.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.4.3)

See rationale for 5.2.4.4.1.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

See guidance for 5.2.4.4.1.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

See lessons learned for 5.2.4.4.1.

4.2.4.4.4 Axle loads ●nd axle spacing limits. Vehicle axle loads shall

not exceed the aircraft zone and compartment load limits at the appropriate

axle epacing8 shown in appendix B. Both flight and loading limits must be

ob8erved.
—

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4.4.4)

Vehicle axle loads impose bending forces on the aircraft fuselage.

spacing requirements are set to assure that forces are distributed so

major fuselage structural members do not experience overload conditions.

Axle

that

Both

l&its are sit by the airframe manufacturer-based on design utilization of the

aircraft over a epecified service life. Item loading limits are equal to or

higher than flight limits because no gust or flight maneuver forces are secon-

darily imposed during the loading/unloading process. Thus, in mme instances

it may be possible to load an out-of-limit axle if provision can be made

through the use of shoring or other means to bring the axle within flight

limits once the vehicle is on-board the aircraft.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Appendix B specifies the axle load and axle spacing limits. Knowledge of the ~

axle configuration (number of wheels per axle). axle weight and spacing will

permit determination of the acceptability of the vehicle for loading and

flight. The number of wheels per axle may become the limiting factor rather

than the axle weight per se. In the C-141B aircraft, for instance, a two

wheeled axle can support a maximum of 15,000 pounds (with shoring), whereas

the maximum axle load is 20,000 pounds. In order to utilize this maximum

weight, a four-wheel axle configuration would be necessary or two two-wheel

axles spaced at least four feet apart.

I
REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

●
Axle loads and wheel loads must be satisfied simultaneously. Often axle/wheel I
configuration

criteria (see

.
will be such that the wheel load becomes the more restrictive

4.2.4.4.5).
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It is important to insure that, where the axle/wheel configuration permits

a given load, the tires are of the appropriate load-bearing range so that tire

failure will not occur under either loading or flight conditions. Use of a
better grade tire than required for operational purposes may prove to be cost

effective if exten8ive precaution need otherwise be taken in order to airlift

the vehicle.

5.2.4.4.4 Axle load8 and axle spacing limits verification. To a88ure verifi-

cation of the requirement of 4.2.4.4.4 require8 simultaneous satisfaction of

axle load limit8 and axle 8pacing limits as defined in appendix B. Compliance

with these requirements shall exist when no axle loads exceed the limits and

the appropriate

either criteria

Experience ha8

minimum axle 8pacing requirements are met. Failure to meet

shall be cause for load rejection.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.4.4)

shown that thi8 requirement can generally be verified by
comparison of axle/wheel configurations, axle loads, and axle spacing with

aircraft limit data. Analy8i8 may be required for loading procedures which

involve ramp cre_stingwhere axle loads may be instantaneously transferred with

po8aible overloads resulting.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Comparison of the vehicle physical characteri8tic8 with the limit data pre-

sented in the appendix B is the initial 8tep in the verification process. This

eetabli8hes if the vehicle can be loaded 8traight in acros8 the horizontally

positioned ramp. Loading from the ground up the inclined ramp involve8

creating at the hinge line. Without sufficient axle articulation, axle load8

can shift at the crest point and cause an overloaded condition to exi8t until

all axle8 are supported by the aircraft floor. If this condition exists the

ATTLA 8hould be contacted immediately for advice.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.4.4.5 Uheelltire loads. In addition to the requirements of 4.2.4.4.4,

vehicles and other ~eeled cargo shall not impose pneumatic tire loads or

8teel/hard rubber wheel load8 in exce88 of the aircraft zone and compartment

limitation for both -flight and loading conditions. In addition, pneumatic

tires shall not @~o.aded beyond their rated capacity at the selected infla-

tion pre88uree Tire8 with a solid inner (run flat) core are limited to the

hard rubber wheel floor limitations.

REQUIREMENT RATIOFMLE (4.2.4.4.5)

Pneumatic tire8 impo8e a cru8hing load on the aircraft floor. Steel wheels,

in theory, provide only line contact with the 8upporting area. Slight flexi-

bility of both floor and wheel makes the contact a ribbon rather than a line,
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but the weight on a steel wheel is still concentrated. Solid rubber wheels

also often concentrate the load on a small area. Because steel and solid

rubber wheels are essentially unyielding, high concentrated loads can easily

be developed. A second consideration applies to pneumatic tires. Tires

loaded beyond their rated capacity are subject to failure. Tires filled with

a core material no longer spread the load under flight conditions as well ae

pneumatic tires due to smaller tire deflections.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Appendix B presents data for pneumatic tires as well as charts for steel and

hard rubber wheels. Direct comparison of the loads and physical dimensions of

the steel/hard rubber wheels with the appropriate limit data from the charts
will indicate acceptabilityof the theels at shipment load values. Tire loads

should not only fall within limits imposed by the aircraft manufacturer and

shown in tables for each aircraft, but should also adhere to tire manufac-

turers’ load limits as =11. If it can be verified that the core filled tires

adequately distribute the load for the load factors in 4.2.3.2, relief from

this requirement is possible.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Tires have tread which effectively reduces contact area.

●
In cases of

construction and rough terrain vehicles this reduction can be significant. To

insure full floor contact, shoring equal in thickness to at least one-half of
the tire groove width will be used. For example, if the tire has a groove

between tread of two inches, any 8horing u8ed must have a thickness of at

least one inch.

For C-130 and C-141B aircraft, pneumatic tires having an air pressure in

exces8 of 100 psi must be considered as hard rubber wheels end treated

accordingly.

Tire pressure will be maintained within the manufacturer’s operating pressure

range. At pres8ures lower than this, a danger ex8ists that the tire-to-rim

8eal may be broken with the possibility of sudden tire failure and damage,to

the aircraft.

5.2.4.4.5 Ubeel/tire Ioade verification. Compliance with 4.2.4.4.5 require-

ments must be verified by comparing pneumatic tire loads or hard rubber/steel

wheel loads of the item in its shipping configuration with the corresponding

limit load values in appendix B. Item8 with tire/wheel loads that exceed the

values shown in appendix B or are loaded beyond the manufacturer’s recommended

rated capacity 8hall be rejected.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.4.5)

The method of verifying compliance with this requirement by direct comparison

● of loads and tire/wheel characteristics with published limit data is both

adequate and co8t effective.
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VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

See guidance for 4.2.4.4.5.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

For the C-130 and C-141B aircraft, pneumatic tires having an air preseure in
excess of 100 psi must be considered hard rubber wheels and verification of

acceptability must be based on these criteria.

4.2.4.4.6 Treadvay/nou-treadway lode. Equipment shall be designed to uti-

lize the higher strength treadway sections of the aircraft floor/ramp whenever

such

such

ment

design does not impair item performance. In all cases, loads imposed by

equipment shall not exceed limit loads for the aircraft zone and compart-

under both loading and flight conditions.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4.4.6)

C-130 and C-141B aircraft have specially designed high strength cargoThe

floor sections known as treadways. The entire floor of the C-5A is high

strength and no specific treadway areas apply in this aircraft. The treadways

are designed to accept greater loads and thus more effectively utilize the

weight carrying capability of the aircraft. The width of the treadways makes

them ideal for carrying a wide range of vehicles.

REQUIIUMENT GUIDANCE

The location and dimensions of the treadways in the C-130 and C-141B are shown

in plan views of the cargo compartments: appendix B, figure 44 and 30.3.1.4

respectively. While the entire floor of the C-5A can be considered of tread-

way strength, some differences between centerline loading and side-by-side

loading of vehicles must be observed. Appendix B, figure 95 applies to the

C-5 limits. Load values applicable to treadwaye and non-treadways are found

in tabular data for each aircraft.

Treadway loads must be symmetrical about the aircraft centerline. Loads that

extend beyond the treadways must be considered for limit purposes as being

entirely on non-treadway surfaces.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED
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5.2.4.4.6 Treadway/non-treadway loads verification. The requirements of
4.2.4.4.6 shall be satlsfled when It can be shown by analysis or measurement

that the item, in its shipping configuration (incl~ding ‘shoring when used)

does not impo8e loads on the treadway/non-treadway sections of the aircraft

floor/ramp in excess of the values shown in appendix B. Where the item

imposes a load on both treadway and non-treadway sections, loads in excess of

the value for the non-treadway area shall be cause for rejection. Failure to

meet aircraft compartment limits for both loading and flight condition shall

also be cause for item rejection.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.4.6)

The verification procedure is the simplest one which experience has shown will

produce adequate proof of compliance.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Comparison of the dimensions of the item’s load bearing surfaces in contact

with the cargo floor with the available treadway will show if the entire

contact area lies within the treadway confines. If it does and the load

imposed does not exceed treadway criteria, the load is satisfactory. If a

portion of the load contact surface lies outside the treadway area, the entire

load must be considered to be on the non-treadway portion of the cargo floor

and nontreadway values apply. The C-5A does not have a special treadway area;

instead, the entire floor is considered of uniform high strength.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.4.4.7

conditions

equipment

Shoring l~itations. Use of wood shoring for relief of overload

shall be avoided to the maximum extent possible. The design of all

which imposes unacceptable floor loadings under flight conditions

shall incorporate.integral devices to function as sleeper shoring. Normally

such devices will not function to relieve excess on/offload forces.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4.4.7)

Wood shoring provides a means of overcoming certain loading situations which

might otherwise prevent an item from being airlifted. However, the use of

shoring presents additional problems, such as cost, weight, increased loading

time and availability at all loading sites. Too often shoring is viewed as a

substitute for good design, when it should be used only when all other options

have been exhausted. Item design should incorporate features which effec-

tively eliminate the need for shoring with the possible exception of minimal

floor protective shoring.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

●
..

One of the largest requirements for shoring results from the need for sleeper

shoring. Sleeper shoring is used to prevent movement of a vehicle due to gust
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load or flight maneuver load conditions where the tires or suspension system

cannot withstand G loads without failure or depression producing slack in

tiedown devices. This can cause a whipping action on the tiedown device with

potential failure. A tire or suspension failure could result in aircraft

floor damage. This type of shoring is placed between the aircraft floor and a

structural part of the vehicle, such as the frame or axles.

In many cases, adjustable devices can be made an add-on or integral part of

the item to function as sleeper shoring and limit the item’s movement under

flight conditions. With appropriate design, the only shoring which would then

be required would be protective floor shoring under the base of the device.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

All shoring must be provided by the shipper. In CONUS operations this can be

enough of a problem$ but in remote overseas locations such shoring is almost

impossible to find. An integral device would always be with the item.

One of the biggest problems in airlift is aircraft turnaround time. The use

of shoring is labor intensive and time consuming. An integral device would

permit rapid application of the sleeper shoring principle.

5.2.4.4.7 Shoring limitations verification. This requirement shall be con-
sidered to be satisfied when analysis of the floor/ramp loads imposed by the
integral sleeper shoring devices 8hows that the previous overload condition

without their use has been relieved.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.4.7)

If an item has an inherent flight overload problem which the use of sleeper

shoring can relieve, such an item is a candidate for a design modification to

overcome or reduce this problem. The measure of the effectiveness of such a
device is to determine if it is at least equivalent functionally to the

shoring necessary to relieve the problem. This can most easily be verified by

load analysis to determine that the device or modification does cause the item

to meet the criteria which it previously failed to meet.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

The function of sleeper shoring is to limit the vertical downward travel of an

item under flight load conditions and to spread floor loads to an acceptable

level. In many situations, this function can be accomplished through item

modification either by redesign of the item structure or the addition of a

device to perform the function of the shoring. When it has been established

that a problem exists and its magnitude has been established, the extent of

redesign or modification can be estimated. The appropriate solution should

involve minimum changes which will provide the inherent capability to meet

load criteria without the extensive use’of shoring.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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4.2.4.5 Ramp hinge limits. In addition to the requirements of 4.2.1.4, cargo
items designed to be loaded from the ground up the inclined aircraft ramp

shall not impose cresting loads in excess of the ramp hinge limits shown in

appendix B.

The design

ramp hinge

entering or

crest loads.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4.5)

characteristics of the various aircraft limit the ability of the

to withstand loads imposed as items crest the ramp-hinge line

exiting the aircraft. This varies by aircraft and applies only to

This requirement limits the

moment the item crests the

REQUIREMENT GUIDMCE

maximum load the ramp hinge can withstand at the

hinge line. This limit applies to axle loads as

well as linear loads and refer-sto the instantaneous-loading that occurs at

the moment of cresting.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

● Where the action angle of bogie axles is less than the crest angle there ~11

be a point during loading when the bogie axle load will shift to a einale

axle. Under these conditions a hinge overload can easily occur.

The C-130 hinge can withstand any total load as long aa linear loading cri-

teria are not exceeded. This does not apply to axle loads.

5.2.4.5 -p hinge limits verification. The requirements of 4.2.4.5 shall be

met when It can be shown by analysls or measurement that the maximum load
imposed by an item in its shipping configuration at the moment it crests the

aircraft ramp does not exceed the limit value for the aircraft as shown in

appendix B.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.5)

Experience has shown that thi8 requirement can be verified by analysis with

the knowledge of the applicable load and the action angle of articulating

members. Measurements and formal testing may be necessary if complex loading

patterns are known or suspected.

VERIFICATION GUIDMCE

Verification can be accomplished by determining that the cresting loads do not

exceed the aircraft limit levels. Simple comparison of loads with limit values

o

is sufficient in most cases. Where bogie axles are involved and the possibi-

lity exists that load shifting at the crest point may occur, analysia must be

performed to assure that the resultant loading does not overstress the hinge.

If more complex loading situations are involved, consult the AT’SLAas soon as

possible for guidance.
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4.2.4.6 Vehicle suspeumion limits. In addition to the requirements of
4.2.3.3, wheeled vehicles shall not impose forces on their suspension systems

which exceed the military tactical (cross-country) rated capacity of the

system or its commercial equivalent.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.4.6)

Military vehicles previously had two gross vehicle weight ratings. One rating

was for highway service and the second was for cross-country (off highway)

operation. The highway rating was essentially an overload condition which was

permitted for operations on improved roads under mild shock and vibration

conditions. The cross-country rating provided load carrying capability based

on vehicle design for rough terrain operation where severe sho~k and vibration

environments are encountered. Experience showed that operating vehicles at

the highway rated capacity resulted in excessive maintenance costs and reduced

vehicle life. Consequently, the Army now has a single vehicle load rating

(tactical rating) at which the cross-country rating is equal to the highway

rating; however, the vehicle speed is limited.

The cross-country scenario most closely approximates the environment a vehicle

experiences in an aircraft under gust and flight maneuver loads. Experience

has shown that military vehicles can be safely airlifted at gross weights not

exceeding the croes-country rating.

Commercial vehicles do not have a similar rating. Because their gross vehicle

weight rating is essentially an improved road rating, it is not satisfactory

as an airlift criteria. Consult with the ATTLA for guidance on the weight

carrying capacity of commercial vehicles.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

A military vehicle which has an established tactical/cross-country rating can

be carried eafely in all aircraft at gross vehicle weights (GVWS) not

exceeding this value provided all other aircraft limitations are met. The

ATTLA will determine the acceptable GVW of all other vehicles including all

commercial vehicles.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Commercial vehicles generally have lighter duty suspension systems than mili-

tary vehicles which are designed for more rugged service environments.

This not only means that they are more subject to failure under flight load

conditions with a high potential for aircraft damage, but they are also more

prone to uncontrolled random movement which places greater stresses on tiedown

devices.

Commercial vehicles are increasingly being used for military applications.

Because these vehicles are not designed to have the inherent ruggedness the

military environment requires, it would be prudent to procure these vehicles
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e
with as rugged a suspension package as possible. The initial cost can be
recovered many times over through the increased capability of the vehicle and

reduced problems associated with aerial delivery. An option is to include load

bearing stabilizing devices which function as sleeper shoring (see 4.2.4.4.7).

The earliest possible contact with the ATTLA is advised when commercial
vehicles are being considered for use. This can often result in problem
avoidance.

5.2.4.6 Vehicle suspension limits ~erification. This requirement has been

met when the gross vehicle eight of the vehicle ha8 been determined to be

equal to or less than the published cross-country/tactical rated value or the

ATTLA-determined value for those vehicles which do not have cross-country/

tactical ratings.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.4.6)

Assurance that the actual GVW does not exceed the published value or that

determined by cognizant authority is sufficient verification for this require-

ment. Maximum GVW values are set at levels which will assure safe loading and

flight for the vehicles.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

e Cross-country/tactical ratings are shown in the field manual or technical

order for each military vehicle. Where no cross-countryl tactical rating for

a vehicle has been established, 80 percent of the manufacturer’s GVW rating

shall be used to determine the maximum airlift weight of a vehicle. In addi-

tion, the C.G. of the vehicle shall be so located that no axle weight exceeds

80 percent of its maximum rated capacity.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.5 Flight induced environment

4.2.5.1 Shock and vibration. Cargo items shall be designed or configured for

transport to withstand, without loss of performance or serviceability, the

shock and vibration environment encountered in aircraft flight and ground

maneuvering operations or during cargo on/offloading.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.5.1)

This requirement is imposed to assure that functional damage to the item due

to the flight environment is avoided to the maximum extent. Only the designer

has knowledge of the structural ruggedness of the item and what shock and

o

vibration levels the unprotected item can tolerate and still function satis-

factorily. The purpose of this requirement is to make the designer aware of

the airlift operations shock and vibration environment so that necessary

protective measures can be applied to the item.

1 I
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This requirement is

item may experience

protection against

problems. Another

function properly.

item designer would

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

intended to define the shock and vibration environment an

during onloffloading and flight. Failure to provide item

these potential conditions could cause safety of flight

adverse effect expected would be failure of the item to

With knowledge of the shock and vibration environment, the

work with packaging personnel to assure item protection.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory Technical Report 74-144 (AD BO03792),

C-5A Cargo Deck Low-Frequency Vibration Environment, February 1975 (limited

access) provides data on levels of vibration - induced accelerations

experienced on the flight deck during all phases of C-5A aircraft operations.

5.2.5 Flight induced environment verification

5.2.5.1 Shock ●nd vibration verification. This requirement shall be met when

analysis, demonstration, or formal testing of the items in their shipping

configuration shows compliance with the requirements for shock and vibration

testing of MIL-STD-810, Environmental Test Methods. In addition, cargo with

suspension frequencymodes between zero and 20 Hz must have sufficient damping

verified by test, analysis, or demonstration.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.5.1)

This standard establishes uniform environmental test methods for determining

the resistance of equipment to the effects of natural and induced environments

peculiar to military operations. It provides environmental test methods in

order to obtain, as much as possible, reproducible test results.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

MIL-STD-81O Method No 514.3 for Vibration and Method No 516.3 for Shock are

the appropriate test methods to determine compliance with the serviceability/

performance portion of this requirement.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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@
4.2.5.2 Rapid decompression. Cargo items shall be designed with pressure

relief devices or shall be so configured for air shipment as to prevent any

part from becoming a projectile in the event of catastrophic leas of aircraft

cabin pressure.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.5.2)

The shipment of cargo by air presents a special potential problem not encoun-

tered during surface tran8port. That is the problem of rapid or explosive
decompression of the cargo compartment. The three USAF prime mission cargo

aircraft have automatically controlled cargo compartment pressurization

systems which maintain compartment pressure at approximately 8.3 psi differen-

tial above outside air pressure when at flight altitude.. If extremely rapid

pressure loss should occur due to aircraft structural failure, it is possible

that sealed items could explode under the influence of reduced external

pressure. Parts of these items could become projectiles endangering crew

members as well as the aircraft.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

This problem is associated principally with well sealed containers which

enclose large volumes of air such as vans, 1S0 containers, and shelters

configured as shops, repair, and test facilities, etc. The effects of rapid

e

decompression on the item can be mitigated by providing for controlled

breathing to accommodate air flow due to pressure changes or the Uee of
devices to permit safe relief of an 8.3 psi pressure build-up within 0.5 sec.

The intent of this requirement is to assure that this potential problem is

considered in item design and provisions made to accommodate rapid decom-

pression if the item will be adversely affected by it.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Most commercial vans, containers, and shelters are designed for surface move-

ment where rapid decompression is not a factor. When such containers are used

for military purposes where airlift is anticipated, provisions for attenuation

of the potential damage due to decompressionmust be made.

Some cO~erCial containers are designed to permit air to enter/exit the
interior due to pressure change8. In general these passages are not designed

to accommodate rapid decompression.

5.2.5.2 Rapid decompression verification. Compliance with this requirement

shall be verified by analysis or formal testing which confirms that the teat

item can withstand an internal pressure differential of 8.3 psi developed in

0.5 sec or less without any part of the item becoming a missile.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.5.2)

The inherent design features and ruggedness of some items may be sufficient to

m

withstand the effects of rapid decompression without modification. Where it

can be shown by engineering analysis that this is the case, such analytical
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proof shall be adequate to verify compliance with this requirement. The

alternative is dynamic testing of the item in its 8hipping configuration under

the worst case conditions stated above and inspection of the item to determine
no parts have become a missile.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Where it can be shown analytically, using accepted engineering practices, that

the subject item can withstand rapid decompression under the conditions of

5.2.5.2, this shall constitute compliance with the requirements of 4.2.5.2.

In all other cases formal testing shall be accomplished to verify compliance.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.6 Special handlin~

4.2.6.1 Hazardous materials. Where equipment is capable of carrying or

having attached to itself hazardous materials, the containment or packaging

of these materials shall meet the requirements of AFR 71-4/TM 38-250/

NAVSUP PUB 505/MCO P4030.19/and DLAM 4145.3, or Title 49, Parts 100-199,

Code of Federal Regulations: The containment, packaging, or other preparation

of these materials shall be performed and certified such that they do not

jeopardize the safety of cargo handlers, flight crews, or the aircraft.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.6.1)

Certain materials which make up components of equipment items, are used in

support of equipment operations, or can be carried aboard equipment as an

accompanying load represent potential safety hazards to flight personnel and

aircraft. In order to reduce the risk of air transporting these materials to

an acceptable level, consistent with operational needs, specific preparation

procedures have been developed. These required procedures and the conditions

governing. their application are detailed in Joint Service Publication

AFR 71-4/TM 38-250/NAvsuP PUB 505/MCO P4030.19/DLAM4145.3.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

All pertinent requirements of AFR 71-4 must be met in air transportability

situations. Detailed information regarding procedures to be followed for each

hazard is provided in this publication. No deviations from these procedures

are acceptable unless specifically authorized by official waiver.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED
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●
5.2.6 Special handling verification

5.2.6.1 Hazardous materials verification. This requirement shall be met when

the hazardous item(s) have been certified as meeting packaging requirements by
the issuance of a DD Form 1387-2, Special Handling Data/Certification, by a

qualified certifier.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.6.1)

Because of the complex nature of and potential danger in hazardous materials,

verification of their proper preparation for air shipment must be accomplished

by personnel qualified under the provisions of APR 71-4. Normally, special-

ists familiar with specific items will prepare them for shipment and certify

that they meet the requirements for air transport. The advantage of this is

that such specialists are more knowledgeable about the characteristics of the

item and its potentially hazardous elements. Of primary importance are the

qualifications of the certifying personnel to assure that the required air

transport safety standards have been met. Air terminal personnel, also quali-

fied under AFR 71-4 standards, will inspect the load prior to its acceptance

for air transport, thus providing a secondary check on the unit’s proper

preparation for shipment.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

e

This requirement has been met when a qualified certifier attests to the ade-

quacy of hazardous materials preparation by executing DD Form 1387-2, Special

Handling Data/Certification. The provisions of AFR 71-4 pertinent to the

hazard must be complied with unless an official deviation/waiver is obtained.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

Lessons learned to be added as acquired.

4.2.6.2 In-flight requirements. Where cargo

special in-flight conditions such as venting of
items require maintenance of
hazardous materials, auxiliary

power, or controlled cargo compartment ‘temperatures, their design shall

incorporate the neceaaary hardware to interface properly with the aircraft

installed facilities.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.6.2)

Most cargo can be air transported without any special facilities being

required to maintain item condition or characteristics. However, certain

special loads do require in-flight utilities such as venting facilities, power

sources, or controlled cargo compartment temperatures. When these require-

ments exist, it is the responsibilityof the program office to assure that the

necessary, interfacing hardware is a part of the item’s configuration.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

In appendix B there is a separate section for each cargo aircraft which

provides general information about facilities available on each type aircraft.
If more 8pecific information is needed, contact the ATTLA.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.2.6.2 h-flight requirements verification. Compliance with this require-

ment shall be verified on an individual case basis by inspection of item hard-

ware to assure compatibility with aircraft facilities in use at the time the

airlift requirement exists.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.6.2)

This is the only practical way to verify compliance when you

aircraft equipment which is subject to random and unspecified

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

At the time the .svecificinformation about the aircraft’s

are dealing with

modification.

configuration is

obtained, information about interfacing hardware requirements will be

provided. Verification of compliance with this requirement is a matter of

inspecting the item interfacing hardware and comparing it with its mating

aircraft installed counterpart.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.2.7 14arki%. Equipment shall be marked in accordance with the provisions

of MIL-STD-129 and MIL-STD-209, as appropriate, to provide the information

necessary to facilitate loading and restraining the item in the aircraft.

Unless otherwise specified, the marking shall be stenciled in an appropriate

location or provided on the vehicle data plate. Marking shall include at

least the following:

4.2.7.1 Tiedown provisions. Tiedown attachments or fittings shall be iden-

tified, and the allowable load shall be indicated, and a representative

tiedown grid pattern shall be proposed for aircraft as defined in the order or

contract. If no aircraft is defined in the order or contract, the tiedown

grid pattern shall be proposed for both the C-130 and C-141B aircraft. This

does not apply to equipment that meets the requirements of 3.3.1.6.

4.2.7.2 Shipping waight and center-of-gravity location. The shipping weight

of the equxpment in an alr transportable condition shall be marked in a

conspicuous location. The center-of-gravity along each axis influencing the

method of loading and tiedown shall be marked on the item.
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4.2.7.3 Hoisting fittings. When equipment or cargo is to be hoisted onto an

aircraft or onto a pallet or “platform, the hoisting fittings shall be iden-

tified and the required hoisting capacity marked. The locations tiere

forklifts may be applied shall be identified.

4.2.7.4 Other markings. Other markings shall be provided to cover the fol-

lowing, where applicable:

a. Instructions for retraction of wheels or casters to provide greater

bearing surface or clearance.

b. Installation of special struts or braces to meet flight loads.

c. Orientations in aircraft when critical.

d. Instructions for epecial servicing or other preparation for air

shipment.

e. Other precautions to be observed during on/offloading and flight.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.2.7)

Adequate marking of items to be airlifted ie necessary to provide information

on loading techniques, weight, and balance data for positioning the item

within the aircraft and tiedown fitting data for determining restraint device

requirements. Special preparation or servicing instructions may be included

in the marking, as appropriate. By marking these data and instructions

permanently on the item, they are readily available at the time of loading and

will provide the necessary information to loading personnel to enable them

to safely load and restrain items with which they have had no previous

experience. Such data also eliminates questions regarding the capability of
equipment components because ratings are established by knowledgeable design

personnel.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Visual inspection of the item will verify compliance with the marking
requirement. Determination of the accuracy of the data displayed on the item

may be made by engineering analysis or actual test for such items as centers

of gravity and strength of tiedown and hoisting fittings. Instructional

markings can be verified by attempting the procedure and comparing actual

results with predicted results.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Where special instructions are required to prepare an item for air transport,

such instructions should be coordinated with the ATTLA to assure that the pro-

posed procedures are acceptable in all appropriate air transport situations.

Tiedown fittings and other attachment points must meet the strength, number,

and location criteria of 4.2.3.1.
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5.2.7 Marking verification. Compliance with the requirements of 4.2.7 and

subparagraphs 4.2.7.1 through 4.2.7.4 shall be verified by inspection of

markings and comparison with the standards set forth in MIL-STD-129 or
HIL-STD-209, as appropriate.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.2.7)

In general, verification can be performed through visual inspection of the

item markings. This alone does not insure the validity of the information

presented. However, verification of the hardware characteristics of the item

is required by other sections of this standard. Comparison of the markings
with these results will assure the accuracy of the markings. Where special

servicing or preparation is necessary to make the item ready for airlift,

certification of procedure acceptability based on analysis or actual demon-

stration is usually accomplished prior to final acceptance of the item.

Comparison of the validated procedure with the instructional markings will

serve a8 verification.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

The most difficult requirements to verify involve the special servicing and

preparation instructions. This is basically associated with the quality and

completeness of the instructions. The directions are usually written by

persons thoroughly familiar with the item, but must be used by persons who may
never have seen the item before. In these situations it is all too easy for
the writer to assume a higher level of user knowledge than actually exists.

This often results in directions which are incomplete or confusing to follow.

Use of the proposed instructions by unfamiliar personnel to accomplish the

procedure should determine the adequacy of the instructions. In many cases

this step is a contractual requirement tied to a maximum time permitted to

accomplish this.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3 Airdrop requirements. The item being developed for airdrop shall comply

with the followlng detailed requirements for the specified standard mode(s) of

airdrop.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3)

The item is subjected to different environments for airdrop versus air

transportability, and therefore there are specific airdrop requirements for

extraction, recovery and ground impact.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The airdrop requirements in this standard cover standard modes of airdrop

(i.e., door bundle, ramp bundle, low velocity platform airdrop, and LAPES)

from current cargo airdrop aircraft (i.e., C-130 and C-141). Adherence to the
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criteria in this section will allow a piece of equipment to be airdrop

certified for the required mode of airdrop using standard field airdrop

rigging equipment (e.g., airdrop platforms, force transfer devices, A-22 con-

tainers, etc.). If there is a requirement to use a nonstandard means of
airdropping a piece of equipment, recommend ASD/ENEcA WPAPB OH and USA Natick

Research and Development Center/STRNC-UAS be contacted to assist in developing

specific requirements.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.1 Air transport environment. The airdrop item shall comply with the air
transportability requirements in 4.2.3.2, 4.2.3.3, 4.2.4.3, 4.2.5, and 4.2.6.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.1)

See rationale for the requirements specified.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

See lessons learned for the requirements specified.

5.3 Airdrop verification

5.3.1 Air tranaport environment verification. Compliance with the require-
ments of 4.4.1 shall be in accordance with the verification requirements in

5.2.3.2, 5.2.3.3, 5.2.4.3, 5.2.5, and 5.2.6.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.1)

See rationale for 5.2.3.2, 5.2.3.3, 5.2.4.3, 5.2.5, and 5.2.6.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

See guidance for 5.2.3.2, 5.2.3.3, 5.2.4.3, 5.2.5, and 5.2.6.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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4.3.2 Item pro~iaions

4.3.2.1 Tiedown provisions. The item shall be provided with tiedown pro-
visiion8 In accordance with the requirements for airdrop in MIL-STD-814,

paragraph 5.1.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.2.1)

Tiedown provision are required when the item airdrop weight is 1170 pounds

or above. For an item that has an airdrop weight less than 1170 pounds, no

tiedown provisions are required. Current procedures for mass supply loads can

be utilized. For an item that has an airdrop weight of 1170 pounds or

greater, item tiedown provisions are required to restrain the item to the

airdrop platform during inflight, ejection, and recovery. Failure of tiedown

provisions could result in item separation from the airdrop platform and

thereby damage the aircraft and item and endanger the aircrew during inflight,

ejection, and recovery. The tiedown provisions must properly interface with

the standard tiedown strap assemblies. The requirements for numbers,

strength, and interface of tiedown provisions are provided in MIL-STD-814,

paragraph 5.1 and take into account inflight, ejection, and recovery loads.

Criteria in MIL-STD-814 implements international standards ASCC Air Standard

44/21 and NATO STANAG 3548TN.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

.

Tiedown provisions are required for low velocity platform airdrop or LAPES,

and when the airdrop weight is 1170 pounds or greater. The diameter and shape

of the tiedown provision affects the efficiency of the tiedown strap (webbing)

strength. Since tiedown provisions are used with chains (air transport) and

webbing straps (air drop), the provision hardness should be greater than

Rockwell “C”35 to prevent burring and gouging.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.2 Item provi8iono verification

5.3.2.1 Tiedown provisions verification. Compliance with the requirements of
4.3.2.1 shall be determined as follows. Provisions shall be identified.

Measuremkts of the provisions’ required dimensions within an acceptable

accuracy shall be made. Analysis of the provision’s capability, e.g., limit

load and ultimate loads shall be provided for the required range of loadings.

Analysis shall include the strength of the attachment. Results of static pull

tests of the provisions attached to the item to the limit load can be sub-

mitted in lieu of analysis. Line of force for the static pull tests shall be

applied at the most critical condition within the required range of applied

forces. Where provisions are attached to ,the main item by welds, the

integrity of the welds shall be verified by non-destructive testing or static

pull test8 to the limit load as described above.
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VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.2.1)

The provisions used for tiedowns must be identified to determine if adequate

numbers of provisions are provided. Measurements of the provi8ione are

required to check the manufacturing and assembly processes adherence to the

design criteria and to insure that the provisions will be compatible with

tiedown assemblies. Either an analysis or testing of the type of provi8ion is

required to insure that the provision can withstand the working or limit load,

and to check the manufacturing and assembly process adherence to the design

criteria. To minimize the number of pull tests required for verification, the

most critical loading for the full range of required loadings should be

applied to the tiedown provision.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

●
4.3.2.2 Extraction provision. The item shall be provided with extraction
provisions] in accordance with requirement for airdrop in MIL-STD-814,

paragraph 5.3.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.2.2)

Extraction provision(s) are required when there is a requirement for item

extraction or the item airdrop weight is 14,100”pounds or above for low

Velocity platform airdrop or 19,900 pounds or above for LAPES. For an item

chat has an airdrop weight less than 14,100 pounds, for low velocity platform

airdrop or 19,900 pounds or below for LAPES, no extraction provi8ion8 are
required. Current procedures for platform extraction can be utilized. The

extraction provision(s) must be capable of withstanding the maximum potential

extraction parachute force. Failure of an extraction provision could result
in damage to the recovery system, the item, and the aircraft, and endanger the

aircrew. The extraction provisions must be designed to properly interface

with standard extraction systems, including force-transfer devices. The
requirements for extraction provision(s) strength and interface are provided

in MIL-STD-814.,paragraph 5, and take into account the maximum potential

extraction parachute forces. Criteria in MIL-STD-814 implements international
standard ASCC Air Standard 44/21.

I

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Extraction provisions are required for low velocity platform airdrop when the

airdrop weight is greater or equal to 14,100 pounds and for LAPES when the I

airdrop weight is greater or equal to 19,900 pounds.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

On the early versions of the M-561, the extraction system was attached to the

vehicle bumper. Upon deployment of the extraction parachute, the bumper

attachment failed, premature force-transfer occurred, the recovery parachutes

deployed, the vehicle separated from the platform, and exited the aircraft.

The result was the loss of the vehicle and minor aircraft damage.

The M-551 Armored Reconnaissance Airborne Attack Vehicle (ARAAV) was rigged

for LAPRS item extraction using four extraction provisions, i.e., two towing

shackles and two lifting provisions. One extraction sling was attached to the

shackle and provision on one side, and the second extracion sling was attached

in a similar manner on the other side. Upon deployment of the extraction

parachutes, the towing shackle failed on one side. The extraction force was

thus transferred to only one side of the vehicle. Extraction was normal;

however, upon ground impact, the rigged load yawed due to the offset extrac-

tion force, causing the rigged vehicle to tumble. The airdrop platform was

damaged, and minor damage to the vehicle was incurred. Safety factors above

the limit load were not adequate.

5.3.2.2 Extraction provision verification. Compliance with requirements of

4.3.2.2 shall be determined as follows. Provisions shall be identified.

Measurements of the provision’s required dimensions within an acceptable

accuracy shall be made.

The provision attached to the item shall be subjected to a static test load

equivalent to 1.4 times the limit load requirement within +5 degrees of hori-

zontal. Results of static testing on vehicles with the sam= attachment of the

s-e type of provision and the equivalent item structural capability can be

submitted in lieu of actual testing. However, where provisions are attached

by welds, the integrity of the welds shall be verified by non-destructive

testing or static pull tests to the limit load as described above.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.2.2)

The provisions used for tiedowns must be identified to determine if adequate

numbers of provisions are provided. Measurements of the provisions are

required to check the manufacturing and assembly process adherence to the

design criteria and to insure that the provisions will be compatible with the

standard extraction force-transfer devices. In general, there is only one

extraction provision. Because of this fact, and the criticality of an extrac-

tion provision failure prior to the item exiting the aircraft, more stringent

verification has been required for the extraction provision than for the

tiedown provisions, although both the extraction provision and the set of

tiedown provisions have approximately the same extraction force transmitted

through them. The quality control on welds is important, and for that reason

verification of the actual weld strength is required.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Hot applicable.
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VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.2.3 Item suspension proviaioaa. The item shall be provided with suspen-

8ion provisions in accordance with the requirements for airdrop in

MIL-STD-814, paragraph 5.2.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.3.2.3)

Suspension provisions are required on all items that have an airdrop weight of
1170 pounds or greater. For an item that has an airdrop weight less than

1170 pounds, no suspension provisions are required. Current procedures for

rigging mass supply loads and other items using platform suspension can be

utilized. The au8pension provisions must be capable of withstanding the maxi-

mum potential recovery parachute(s) force. Failure of suspension provisions

could result in the loss of the item. The suspension provisions must be

designed to properly interface with standard recovery systems for low velocity

platform airdrop. The requirements for suspension provisions strength and

interface are provided in MIL-STD-814, paragraph 5.2, and take into account

the maximum recovery parachute forces. Criteria in MIL-STD-814 implements

international standard ASCC Air Standard 44/21.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Suspension provisions are required for low velocity platform airdrop when the

airdrop weight is 1170 pounds or greater. USA Natick Research and Development

Center, Natick, MA (STRNC-UAS) is the office of engineering responsibility for

recovery and suspension systems and can provide guidance if required.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.2.3 Item suspension provision verification. Cmpliance ~th the require-

ment of 4.3.2.3, Item Suspension Provision, shall be in accordance with the

same verification requirements in 5.3.2.1 with the exception that the static

pull test shall be to a minimum of 1.25 times the limit load.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.2:3)

See rationale in 5.3.2.1. The verification requirement for the pull test to

1.25 times the limit load is dictated by USA Natick R&D Center, Natick, MA

(STRNC-UAS).
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VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.2.4 Emergency aft restraint provisions. The item shall be provided with

emergency aft restraint provisions in accordance with requirements in

MIL-STD-814, 5.6.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.2.4)

A procedure for securing the rigged item to the aircraft cargo compartment is

required in case of a malfunctioned extraction parachute system. Upon securing

the rigged item, the loadmaster, going aft of the rigged item, cuts the

extraction line, thereby jettisoning the extraction system. This procedure is

used when the aircraft is capable of towing the extraction parachute.

Otherwise, the rigged item is jettisoned, as in the case of LAPES, for all

extraction parachute configurations and C-130 low velocity platform airdrop

for a cluster of two 28-foot extraction parachutes. The C-130 aircraft cannot

tow a cluster of two 28-foot extraction parachutes.

The total restraint through the provisions must be capable of withstanding the

towed extraction parachute drag force at the airdrop airspeed with adequate

confidence that the loadmaster can safely walk aft of the load. There are

standard operational procedures contained in the appropriate TO lC-XXX-9

loading manual for the number and type of aircraft tiedowns used for the

emergency condition. The size and number of provisions on the item must be

compatible with these operational procedures. The requirements for numbers,

strength and interface of these provisions are provided in MIL-STD-814,

paragraph 5.6 and take into account the maximum standard extraction parachute

force.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The emergency aft restraint provisions are required for low velocity platform

airdrop and when the airdrop weight is between 6045 and 30,000 pounds.

Lifting, suspension, towing, and tiedown provisions can be used in a dual role

as primary provisions and emergency aft restraint provisions since they are

used independently.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED
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5.3.2.4 Emergency aft restraint provision= verification. Compliance with the

requirements of 4.3.2.4 shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-814, paragraph

5.7.5.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.2.4)

Identification and measurement of the provisions are required to insure that

the provisions will be compatible with the number of tiedowns required.

Either an analysis or testing of the type of provision is required to insure

that the provision can withstand the working or limit load. Since a load-

master must walk between the load restrained by these restraint provisions

and a potentially inflated extraction parachute, the integrity of the welds is

paramount; therefore, there is more stringent verification requirement than
other methods of attaching the provisions. For items which are platform

extracted and in which the airdrop weight is less than 6045 pounds (i.e.,

8000 pounds rigged weight), there are standard operating procedures for

providing emergency aft restraint to the rigged item via the airdrop platform

regardless of which aircraft (C-130 or C-141) is used, and therefore, there is

no need for item provisions.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

In the past, item development programs have not considered emergency aft

restraint provisions and this was acceptable because the items were on the

lower end of the weight range, and tiedown, towing, and suspension provisions

always provided adequate points of attachment. However, the larger items now

being developed do not always have adequate emergency aft restraint provision

capability in these provisions.

4.3.3 Item weight

4.3.3.1 Door bundle weight. The item suspended weight shall not exceed
500 pounds.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.3.1)

This requirement is established to insure the rigged item remains intact

during the recovery phase. The recovery parachutes are designed for a maximum
of 500 pounds suspended load, and this criteria governs the maximum rigged

weight of a door bundle. The aircraft jump platform and the bundle container

are approaching their limit at 500 pounds.

REQUIREMENT GUIDMCE

●
The weight of the ancillary airdrop equipment minus

weight must be considered in determining the suspended

the recovery parachute

weight.

I
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.3 Item weight verification

5.3.3.1 Door bmndle weight verification. Compliance with the requirements of

4.3.3.1 shall be determined by measurement of the item’s suspended weight on

certified scales.
.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.3.1)

Preliminary data using computed suspended weight is acceptable for planning;

however, the item must be weighed on a scale prior to any airdrop test to

insure that the rigged configuration will be within the recovery parachute

capability, and to verify any computational suspended weight.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

The suspended weight is the rigged weight minus the recovery parachute system.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.3.2 handle weight. The item suspended weight shall not exceed

2200 pounds. The total weight of the rigged item shall not exceed 1500 pounds

when the C-130 ramp bundle delivery system is to be used.

REQ?JIRENENTRATIONALE (4.4.3.2)

The 2200-pound limit requirement is established to insure that the rigged item

remains intact during the recovery phase. The A-221A-23 container i.sdesigned

to withstand the maximum G-12 and 26-foot high velocity parachute forces which

are developed with a maximum suspended weight of 2200 pounds. This criteria

governs the maximum weight of a ramp bundle. The C-130 ramp bundle delivery

systam (WEDGE) requirement is established to insure that the rigged item can

be restrained to the aircraft airdrop kit for 0.5 g after in-flight restraint

has been removed and prior to airdrop release. The attachment of the release

plate to the bundle delivery system aircraft airdrop kit is the limiting

factor.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Ramp bundles include container delivery system (CDS), C-130 ramp bundle

delivery system (WEDGE), and over-the-ramp operations. For CDS and

over-the-ramp operations, the weight of the ancillary airdrop equipment minus

the recovery parachute weight must be considered in determining the suspended
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the weight of all

ancillary equipment, including the recovery parachute weight, must be con-

sidered in determining the rigged weight. Total cargo weight on the C-130

ramp bundle delivery system (WEDGE) is 3734 pounds.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

A maximum of 3734 pounds of cargo can be loaded on the C-130 bundle delivery

system because of the 5000-pound ramp limit and the 930-pound bundle delivery

system aircraft airdrop kit and 335 pounds of ancillary aircraft ramp cargo

handling system components.

5.3.3.2 Ramp bundle weight verification. Compliance with 4.3.3.2 shall be

determined by measurement of the rigged or suspended item on certified scales.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.3.2)

Preliminary data using computed rigged weight is acceptable for planning;

however, the item must be weighed on a certified scale prior to any airdrop

test or qualification to insure that rigged configuration will be within the

operating limits and to verify any computational rigged weights.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable,

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.3.3 Low velocity platform ●irdrop weight. The item rigged weight shall

not exceed 35,000 pounds.

REQUIREMENT WTIONALE (4.3.3.3)

The operational single-unit airdrop capability of the C-130 and C-141 aircraft

is 35,000 pounds gross rigged weight per the applicable TOIC-XXX-9 loading

manual. This limit was applied to the two aircraft because of the airframe

structural and stability and control capability under flight conditions and

operational pilot proficiencies.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The item should be designed to an airdrop weight not to exceed 30,000 pounds

to insure that the rigged weight does not exceed the airdrop aircraft single

unit airdrop limit. The remaining weight would consist of ancillary airdrop
equipment required to rig the item for airdrop. MIL-STD-814, table V,
provides weight of recovery parachutes for various airdrop weights. This
includes the Type II airdrop platform. If the Type V airdrop platform is
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required, further reduction in airdrop weight would be required due to the

heavier platform. The platform weight difference is 67 pounds per running

foot, Minimum reduction in operational configuration should be considered in

meeting the weight requirements so that the item is in a relatively opera-

tional or combat-ready condition.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.3.3 Low velocity platform ●irdrop weight verification. Compliance with

requirement 4.3.3.3 shal1 be determned by measurement of the item airdrop

weight on certified scales.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.3.3)

Preliminary data using computed airdrop weight is acceptable for planning,

however, the item must be weighed on a scale prior to any flight testing to

insure that the rigged configuration will be acceptable, and to verify the

computational airdrop weights.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Note, the airdrop weight is the weight of the item in its reduced configura-
tion for airdrop, including external and internal loads.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

Lessons learned to be added as acquired.

403.3.4 LA?BS uaight. The item rigged weight shall not exceed 35,000 pounds.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.3.4)

The operational single-unit LAPES airdrop capability of the C-130 aircraft

is 35,000 pounds gross rigged weight per the applicable TO lC-130A-9 loading

manual. This limit was applied to the C-130 because of the airframe struc-

tural and stability and control capability under flight conditions and opera-

tional pilot proficiency. In order not to exceed the 35,000 pounds, the

airdrop weight cannot exceed 33,000 pounds. The remaining weight would

consist of ancillary airdrop equipment required to rig the item, including the

A/R29H-l airdrop platform.

The gross rigged weight for LAPES differs from that for low velocity platform

airdrop because of the ground effect, higher extraction ratio, and the dif-

ferent usage rate. The airdrop weights for LAPES differ from those for low

velocity platform airdrop because of the

qumber of tiedown assemblies, and omission
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The item should be designed to an airdrop weight not to exceed 33,000 pounds

to insure that the rigged weight does not exceed the airdrop aircraft single

unit airdrop limit. The remaining weight would consist of ancillary airdrop

equipment required to rig the item for airdrop, including either the A/E29H-l

or Type V airdrop platform. Minimum reduction in operational configuration

should be considered in meeting the airdrop weight requirements so that the

item is in a relatively operational or combat ready condition.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.3.4 LAI%S weight verification. Compliance with requirement 4.3.3.4 shall
be in accordance with the same verification requirements as in 5.3.3.3*

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.3.4)

See rationale for 5.3.3.3.

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.4 Dimensional limitm

4.3.4.1 Door bundle dimensional limits. The rigged door bundle dimensions
shall not exceed 8 Inches length by SO inches width by 66 inches height,
including the attached recovery parachute system.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.4.1)

The C-130 and C-141 aircraft paratroop door dimensions are 36 inches by 72

inches. A minimum clearance of two inches is required on each side. On the

C-141, the paratroop door air deflector hinges extend two inches into the door

opening. The operational width limit of the door bundle is 30 inches to

insure compatibility with both aircraft. The length and height dimensional

limits are established together to provide clearance when sljding and rotating

the door bundle out the paratroop door. The length of the door bundle is also
limited because of the method of ejecting the door bundle. AS the door bundle _

●
is pushed out, the drag on the portion of the bundle extending beyond the

aircraft air deflector will yaw the bundle with the potential for jamuing the

door bundle against the door jams.
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Standard operating rigging procedures in PM 10-501/TO 13C7-1-11 require the
use of the standard parachutes and the additional material for high velocity

airdrop.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The height of the rigged item is affected by the fragility of the item, the

mode of airdrop (i.e., high- or low-velocity), and the 8ize of the airdrop

item. Refer to 4.3.6 for assistance in determining thickness of energy dissi-

pating material. The dimensions of the door bundle recovery parachute mounted

on top are:

Dimensions (inches)

Parachute (Length xwidth x height)

G-14 (low velocity) 16x15x13

12-ft ring slot (high velocity) 14XIOX5

Note: A 3/4-inch iskidboardand up to 12-inch thick energy dissipating

materials depending upon the fragility of the item, is normally included in

the maximum height dimension.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.4 Di-nsional limits verification

5:3.4.1 Door bmndle dimensional limits verification. Compliance with

requirement 4.3.4.1 ehall be determined by rigging the item in accordance with

PM 10-501/TO 13C7-1-11 and measuring the rigged item height, width and length.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.4.1)

Preliminary data using computed rigged dimensions are acceptable for planning;

however, the item must be measured prior to any flight testing to insure that

the rigged configuration will be acceptable, and to verify the computational

airdrop dimensions.

...

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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4.3.4.2 Ramp bundles dimensional limits

4.3.4.2.1 Container delivery system dimensional limits, The item shall not

exceed S3.5 inche8 in width, 96 inche8 in length and 83 inches in rigged

height.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.4.2.1)

The requirement is established to differentiate between the methods of

delivering bundle8 over the aircraft ramp and to provide the criteria for the

container delivery system (CDS). The 53.5-inch width limit was established

to insure that the rigged A-22 container can be positioned aside another A-22

container and allow both container8 to exit simultaneously and safely. The

53.5-inch width with a normal length approaches the physical limits of the

A-22 container. The C-130 aircraft minimum width opening for airdrop is

115.8 inches, while that for the C-141 aircraft i8 123.25 inche8. No studies

or tests have been conducted beyond the 53.5-inch width limit per container

with 8ide-by-side containers. Wider A-22 containers may require using a

single row of containers and thereby reduce the airlift capability of the

aircraft. The 96-inch length limit was established by current standard

rigging procedures. Presently, there are procedure8 for rigging items with

lengths up to 48 inches in a single A-22 container, and 96 inches in a double-

rigged A-22 container. No studies or tests have been conducted beyond

96 inches in length.

●
Different modes of airdrop 8hould be considered for

longer items.

The CDS dimensional limit8 requirement is established to insure that the

rigged item can be airdropped from the aircraft without damage to the item or

aircraft. The C-130 aircraft anchor cables are located 73.87 inches above

the top of the aircraft rollers, with the interference beginning at butt line

55.0 left and right. For both the C-130 and C-141 aircraft, the CDS gate

cutter system extends from the aircraft ceiling such that the bottom of the

gate cutter is 83 inches from the top of the rollers for three inches on

either 8ide of the centerline of the aircraft. Without these aircraft hard-

ware, the height could be raised to 100 inche8, which is generally the height

limit for low velocity platform airdrop and LAPES. The potentially higher
vertical.center of gravity of containers rigged above 83 inches would require
evaluation of container etability upon exiting the aircraft.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The height of the rigged item is affected by the fragility of the item, the

mode of airdrop (i.e., high- er low-velocity), and the 8ize of the airdrop
item. Refer to 4.3.6 for assistance in determining thickne88 of energy dissi-

pating material. The dimensions of ramp bundle recovery parachutes mounted on

top are:
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Dimensions (inches)

Parachute (Length xwidth x height)

G-12 (low velocity) 35x24x12

26-ft ring slot (high velocity) 20x17xI0

Note: A 3/4-inch skidboard and up to 12-inch (low velocity) and 18-inch (high

velocity) thick energy dissipating material, depending upon the fragility of

the item$ are normally included in the maximum height dimension.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.4.2 R-p bundles

S.3.4.2.1 Container delivery system dimensional limits verification. Compli-

ance with requirement 4.3.4.2.1 shall be determined by rigging the item in

accordance with procedure in FM 10-501/TO 13C7-1-11 and measuring the rigged

width, length, and height.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.4.2.1)

Preliminary data using computed rigged dimensions are acceptable for planning;

however, the rigged item’s length and width must be measured to insure that

the rigged item ia compatible with the CDS, and are within the limits of the

container.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.4.2.2 C-130 bundle delivery system dimensional limits

4.3.4.2.2.1 A-7A ●nd A-21 contaimera dimensional limits. The rigged item

@hall not exceed 27 Inches In length, 42 inches in width, and 48 inches in

height.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.4.2.2.1)

This requirement is established to insure that the rigged item can safely exit

the ●ircraft. There is a 104-inch wide by 50.25-inch height aircraft opening

with the aircraft in the bundle delivery system configuration. At a height of

26.5 inches

anchor line

above the top of the bundle delivery system conveyor,

cables extend 55 inches from the cargo compartment

.-,

the aircraft

centerline.
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The container limits for length and width are a result of standard container

rigging procedures rather than the aircraft limits. The height limit was

established during the bundle delivery system operational test and evaluation

(refer to TRADOC TRMS 8-FO-164/MAC Project 11-18-77 Final Report, July 1979
and November 1980.) to insure an acceptable clearance with the aft cargo door.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

See guidance for 4.3.4.1.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.4.2.2 C-130 bundle delivery system dimensional limits verification

5.3.4.2.2.1 A-7A ●nd A-21 container dimensional limits verification. Compli-

ance with req~lrement 4.3.4.2.2.1 shall be deternnned by rlggzng the item in

accordance with procedures in FM 10-501/TO 13C7-1-11 and measuring the rigged

height, width and length.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.4.2.2.1)

See rationale for 5.3.4.1.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.4.2.2.2 A-22 container dimensional li.mito. The rigged item shall not

exceed 96 inches in length, 53.5 inches in width, and 48 inches in height.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.4.2.2.2)

See 4.3.4.2.2.1 rationale, with the exception that the container length and

width limits are based upon the standard A-22 container procedures for CDS.

Refer to 4.3.4.2.1.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

See guidance for 4.3.4.2.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Four A-22 containers (48 x 48 x 48 inches each, including G-12D parachute)

were statically loaded on the C-130 rigged for bundle delivery. However, when

the ramp was closed, there was insufficient clearance to lock the anchor line

cables into the center supports for airdrop. Reference TRADOC TRMS

No 8-FO-164/MAC Project 11-18-77 Final Joint US Army/US Air Force Test Report

on the C-130 bundle delivery system (WEDGE).

5.3.4.2.2.2 A-22 container dimensional limits verification. Compliance with

requirement 4.3.4.2.2.2 shall be Xn accordance with the same verification

requirements as in 5.3.4.2.2.1.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.4.2.2.2)

Same rationale as 4.3.4.2.2.1 with the exception that the container length and

width limits are based upon the standard A-22 containers procedures for CDS.

Refer to 4.3.4.2.1.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.4.3 Low velocity platform airdrop dimensional limits

4.3.4.3.1 Length. The length of the airdrop-configured item shall be capable

of being rigged on a standard low velocity airdrop platform. The overhang

beyond the ends of the platform shall not extend below an imaginary plane

extending up from the lower edge of the platform at an angle of 30 degrees

from the horizontal. The extent of the overhang shall allow the rigged item

to exit the aircraft without item or aircraft damage, with an exit velocity of

20 ft/sec from the C-130 aircraft, and 1/4G acceleration for the C-141

aircraft. Normal overhang is up to 36 inches.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.4.3.1)

The standard size airdrop platforms for low velocity platform airdrop are 8,

12, 16, 20, 24, 28, or 32 feet in length. The requirement for overhang being

above a 30 degree plane from the horizontal is to insure that the rigged item

exits the aircraft under a jettison condition without damaging the item or the

aircraft ramp. The exit conditions were established by the aircraft con-

tractor baaed upon the airdrop conditions.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The minimum reduction in operational configuration should be considered in

❑eeting the airdrop length requirements so that the item is in a relatively

operational or combat-ready condition.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.4.3 Low velocity platform ●irdrop dimensional limits verification

5.3.4.3.1 Length verification. Compliance with requirement 4.3.4.3.1 shall

be determined as follows. The item shall be rigged on a standard size
airdrop platform. When there is overhang, the angle between the horizontal

plane at the lower edge of the platform and the bottom of the overhang shall

be measured. The extent (distance) of overhang shall be measured. When the

overhang extends beyond 36 inches, an analysis of the dynamics of the ejection

of the rigged item under the conditions in this requirement shall be provided

insuring the feasibility that the rigged item can safely exit the aircraft. A

confirmation airdrop test shall be satisfactorily conducted by the Government

under the required parameters without aircraft or item damage.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.4.3.1)

Preliminary data using computed rigged configurations are acceptable for

planning; however, the item must be measured prior to any flight “testingto

insure that the rigged configurations will be acceptable and to verify the

computational airdrop dimensions. Airdrop loads have been approved for

overhangs up to 36 inches. Extensions beyond 36 inches have not been investi-

gated; therefore an analysis is required to insure flight safety during the

extraction phase. In addition, an airdrop test is required to verify the

analysis.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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4.3.4.3.2 width

4.3.4.3.2.1 C-130 ●ircraft ●irdrop width. The width of the airdrop item

shall not exceed 108 inches.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.4.3.2.1)

This requirement is established to insure that the rigged load can safely exit

the C-130 aircraft within the width of the aft door opening. The minimum

width in the C-130 aircraft is 115.8 inches between the aerial delivery exten-

sion arms. A clearance of approximately four inches on each side of the rigged

item was established, resulting in the 108-inch width limit. This clearance

is based upon a potential of 0.5-inch tolerance between the aircraft rail and

airdrop platform, potential shifting of the item with respect to the platform,

and the difficulty of using the airdrop platform clevises for tiedown with

wide loads.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The item should be designed for a maximum of 108-inch

tion in operational configuration should be considered

width requirement so that the item is in a relatively

ready condition.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

width. Minimum reduc-

in meeting the airdrop

operational or combat-

5.3.4.3.2 Width verification

5.3.4.3.2.1 C-130 ●ircraft airdrop width verification. Compliance with

requirement 4.3.4.3.2.1 shall be determined by measurement of the item width

in the airdrop configuration.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.4.3.2.1)

Preliminary data using computed rigged dimensions are acceptable for planning;

however, the item in the airdrop configuration must be measured prior to

flight testing to insure that rigged configuration will be acceptable and to

verify the computed width. An analysis of wider than 108-inch items is

required to show that the rail/platform tolerance, potential shifting of the

item with respect to the platform, and the difficulty of using the airdrop

platform devices for tiedowns is not a problem in safely extracting the rigged

item from the aircraft. A confirmation airdrop test is required to verify

this analysis.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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4.3.4.3.2.2 c-141 aircraft ●irdrop width. The width of the airdrop item

shall not exceed 115 inches. The maximum projected area in the lateral

vertical plane shall not exceed 10,200 square inches.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.4.3.2.2)

This requirement is established to insure that the rigged load can safely exit

the C-141 aircraft within the width of the aft door opening. The minimum

width in the C-141 aircraft is 123.25 inches between the pressure bulkheads.

A clearance of approximately four inches on each side of the rigged item was

established, resulting in the 115-inch width limit. This clearance is based

upon a potential 0.5-inch tolerance between the aircraft rail and airdrop

platform, potential shifting of the loading with respect to the platform, and

the difficulty of using the airdrop platform clevises for tiedown with wide

loads. The maximum projected area of 10,200 square inches was established to

prevent damage to the aircraft petal doors due to the pressure differential

created by the extracted item when the airdrop airspeed is 150 KCAS.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The item width should be designed for a maximum of 108 inches. This will

assure compatibility with current airdrop load width and compatibility with

the C-130 aircraft maximum width also.

●
Minimum reduction in operational

configuration should be considered in meeting the airdrop width requirements

so that the item is in a relatively operational or combat-ready condition.

The maximum projected area includes the projected area of the airdrop item and

ancillary airdrop equipment such as recovery parachutes, airdrop platform,

energy dissipating materials, and accompanying load.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.4.3.2.2 C-MI ●ircraft ●irdrop width verification. Compliance with
requirement 4.3.4.3.2.2 shall be determined by measurement of the item width
in the airdrop configuration, and by calculation of the projected area in the

lateral vertical plane of the rigged item. If the width exceeds 108 inches,

an analysis shall be provided insuring the feasibility that the rigged item

width can safely exit the aircraft and a confirmation airdrop test shall be

conducted by the Government under the required parameters without incurring

aircraft or item damage.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.4.3.2.2)

Preliminary data using rigged width dimensions are acceptable for planning.

However, the item in the airdrop configuration must be measured prior to

flight testing to ensure that the rigged configuration will be acceptable and

o to verify the computed width. An analysis of wider than 108-inch items is

required to show that the rail/platform tolerance, potential shifting of the

item with respect to the platform, and the difficulty of using the airdrop
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platform clevia tiedowns is not a problem in safely extracting the rigged item

from the aircraft. A confirmation airdrop test conducted by the Government is

required to verify this analysis.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.4.3.3 Eeight. The longitudinal profile of the rigged item shall not

exceed 100 inches for all points aft of the center of gravity. Forward of the

centei of gravity, the rigged height shall not exceed the height profile

jettison limits in appendix B.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.4.3.3)

The requirement for 100 inches maximum height is established to insure that

the rigged item can safely exit the aircraft aft door under normal extraction

with a 1.4 g vertical gust. The requirement for the height profile jettison

limits insures that the item can safely exit under jettison or malfunctioned

extraction system conditions. The limit curve is based upon the M-551 Armored

Reconnaissance Airborne Assault Vehicle (ARAAV) with a radius of gyration of

the rigged item being 6.33 feet, the vertical center of gravity of the rigged

item being 55 inches, the rigged item exiting the aircraft at 20 ft/sec for

the C-130 aircraft, or 0.25 g acceleration for the C-141 aircraft, and the

aircraft experiencing a 1.4 g vertical gust, while maintaining a 5.375-inch

(C-130) or 7.5-inch (C-141) vertical clearance with the aircraft. These

criteria were developed by the aircraft contractor.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

In considering the height of the airdrop item, the height of the airdrop plat-

form, energy dissipating material, and recovery parachutes must be considered

in meeting the overall height limit. Refer to 4.4.6 for assistance in deter-

mining the height of the energy dissipating material. The Type 11 and

A/E29H-l (LAPES) airdrop platforms are 2.5 inches high for 104-inch width,

then the height is 4 1/32 inches high at the side rails, not including the

tiedown clevises. The Type V platform is 3.5 inches high acroas the entire

width, not including the tiedown clevises. MIL-STD-814, table V, provides

dimensions of recovery parachutes.

Minimum reduction in operational configuration should be considered in meeting

the airdrop height requirements so that the item is in a relatively opera-

tional or combat ready condition.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED
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5.3.4.3.3 Height verification. Compliance with 4.3.4.3.3 shall be

determined by measuring the maximum height of the item in its rigged con-

figuration. The measurements are to be made from the bottom of the platform

for longitudinal locations of the rigged item.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.4.3.3)

Preliminary data using computed rigged dimensions are acceptable for planning.

However, the item in the rigged configuration must be measured prior to any

flight testing to insure that the rigged configuration will be acceptable and

to verify the computed height.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Not applicable.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.4.4 LAPES dimensional limits. The LAPES dimensional limits are same as

the C-130 aircraft low velocity airdrop dimensional limits in 4.3.4.3.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.4.4)

Same rationale as in 4.3.4.3.1.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Standard LAPES platforms are 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 28-foot long A/E 29H-1 or

Type V airdrop platforms. The Type V airdrop platform is

than the A/E 29H-1 airdrop platform. There are no recovery

considered for LAPES.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

one inch thicker

parachutes to be

An item rigged for L4PES on an A/E29H-l airdrop platform cannot be loaded into

a C-141 aircraft because the height of the platform skids is greater than the

aircraft roller height.

5.3.4.4 LAP15Sdimensional limits verification. Compliance with requirement

4.3.4.4 shall be in accordance with the verification of 5.3.4.3 for the C-130

aircraft.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.4.4)

Same rationale as in 5.3.4.3.
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Not applicable.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.5 Planform loadiq. The planform loading of the rigged item shall not be
less than the following limits:

Minimum Planform Loading

Mode (lb/ft2)

Door Bundle 28

Ramp Bundle 28

Low Velocity Platform Airdrop 35
LAPES 35

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.5)

The planform loading requirement is established to insure that, -upon exiting

the aircraft, the aerodynamic force on the rigged item does not create a lift

force component capable of lifting the load with respect to the aircraft with

the potential for impacting the aircraft. Platform rigged items that are

extracted present a more favorable angle of attack to the air flow behind the

aircraft to create a lift force and, therefore, a more stringent limit has

been established. These criteria apply for airdrop airspeeds between 130 KIAS

and 150 KIAS which are the standard airdrop speeds.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The planform area is based upon the largest projected area of the rigged item.

For A-22 containers, the area formed by the height and the longest base dimen-

sion is usually the area used to calculate the minimum planform area. For low

velocity platform airdrop and LAPES, the area formed by the length and the

width is usually the area used to calculate the minimum planform area. Any

area formed by overhang must also be considered.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

In 1981, the minimum planform Ioadingfor door bundles and ramp bundles was

lowered from 35 lb/ft2 to 28 lb/ft2 (Reference ASD-ENEC-TM-81-2, Minimum Plan-

form Loading Test, Final Teat Report, March 1981.)

An M274, l/4-ton truck rigged on an airdrop platform impacted the empennage of

a USAF C-130

approxiniately

& airdrop of

a USCG C-130

approximately

aircraft during the extraction phase. The planform loading was

22 lb/ft2. Airspeed was approximately 130 KIAS.

an unknown item on an airdrop platform impacted the empennage of

aircraft during the extraction phase. The planform loading was

11.4 lb/ft2. Airspeed was approximately 130 KIAS.
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5.3.5 Planform loading verification. Compliance with
be determined by measuring or computing the largest

rigged item, by-measuring-the rigged weight, and-by

loading.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.5)

requirement 4.3.5 shall

projected area of the

computing the planform

Preliminary data using

However, the item rigged

Not applicable.

computed rigged weight are acceptable for planning.

weight is to be measured.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

4.3.6 Impact survivability. The airdrop item shall be capable of with-

standing the deceleration forces imposed by ground impact of the rigged item

and thereafter comply with the performance requirements of the applicable end

item specification. Deceleration forces are documented in MIL-STD-669,

paragraph 5.4, for low velocity airdrop.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.6)

This requirement is established to insure that the item can withstand the

deceleration forces during ground impact without damage to the item. This

requirement is based upon low velocity airdrop, upon the desired maximum

dissipater stack height of 12 inches, and upon the results of an investigation

of standard military vehicles. No formal criteria have been established for

deceleration forces that the item could be subjected to for high velocity

airdrop and for LAPES; however, the low velocity airdrop criteria are applied

for LAPES.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

The requirement for minimum number of stacks is for ease of rigging. The

location and size of the energy dissipating material affect the loading from

the weight of the airdrop item that is transmitted to the aircraft rollers.

In addition, the height of the stacks affects the height profile of the rigged

item. USA Natick Research and Development Center, Natick MA 01760

(STRNC-UAS), is the office of engineering responsibility for impact surviv-

ability and can provide further guidance if required.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

There are a few vehicles rigged for low velocity platform airdrop that could

o

be airdropped from the C-130 aircraft and survive ground impact. However,

they were not approved for the C-141 aircraft because of aircraft roller loads

being exceeded. Rearranging the energy dissipating material resulted in

airdrop qualification from both aircraft.
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5.3.6 Impact survivability verification. A simulated airdrop impact test

detailed herein will establish the capability of the item to withstand the

deceleration force and the above performance requirements for low velocity

airdrop and ZAPES. Compliance with requirement 4.3.6 shall not affect the

compliance with requirements in 4.2.4.3 and 4.3.4. The requirement of

surviving a 28.5 foot per second ground impact velocity specified in this

requirement will be attained when the rigged item is free-dropped from a
height of 12.7 feet. This height shall be measured from the lowest point on

the bottom of the skid or airdrop platform upon which this item is rigged and

the impact surface. The test shall be conducted using a concrete impact

surface. The platform or skid must be approximately parallel to the impact

surface prior to drop, and impact the ground at an angle from the horizontal

of not greater than 2.5 degrees in any direction for the results to be valid.

The item, after impact, shall meet the performance requirements of the appli-

cable end item specification.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.6)

The simulated airdrop impact test provides the best method of determining

impact survivability for the complex dynamic loadings which occur between the

item and the energy dissipator material. In addition, this type of test is

normally conducted by the Government prior to any airdrop test. Since the

type of testing is not costly, build-up tests at lower deceleration loadings

can be conducted for a conservative approach to verification.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

For low velocity airdrop and LAPES, this verification requirement is adequate.

There is no standard verification requirement for high velocity airdrop. USA

Natick Research and Development Center, Natick MA 01760 (STRNC-UAS), should be

contacted for verification requirements for this specific mode of airdrop.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

The use of low velocity platform impact survivability verification has proven

acceptable for items rigged for LAPES.

4.3.7 Airdrop of ~nition/exploaivea. To preclude any possibility of

damage to the aircraft or injury to the aircrew, the fragmentation or blast

area for ammunition/explosive items shall be sufficiently less than the

distance between any possible detonation point and the aircraft.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.7)

This requirement was established to insure that, if there is a malfunction of

the airdrop hardware during the airdrop, the resulting detonation or function

of the ammunition will not endanger the aircrew or damage the aircraft. This

requirement particularly applies to airdrop modes such as LAPES (5-15 feet

AGL), CDS (600 feet AGL), low velocity platform airdrop (1100-1500 feet AGL),

and door bundles (750 feet AGL).
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

-,

The requirement applies only when the rigged item contains explosives or
ammunition which will detonate or have solid or liquid propellant motor which
could function. The requirement applies to all modes of airdrop. Mditional

requirements (see 4.3.7.1) are required for LAPES. FM 533/TO 13C7-18-41

contains lists of ammunition or explosives already approved using high- and

low-velocity container (A-7A or A-22/A-23) airdrop. PM 10-512/TO 13C7-1-8

contains lists of ammunition or explosives already approved for low velocity

platform airdrop.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

5.3.7 Airdrop of ammunition/explosive* verification. Compliance with
requirement 4.3.7 shall be determined by providing an analysis of the

fragmentation/blast area insuring there is no possible hazard to the aircrews

and aircraft. The analysis should consider the following:

Type of aircraft

Standard airdrop altitude

Standard airdrop airspeed

Complete malfunction of the parachute subsystem

Ground impact velocity of at least 150 feet per second

Detonation or function upon impact

Separation distance

preclude any possibility

A joint agreement by the

required between detonation point and aircraft to

of damage/injury from fragmentation or blast.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (5.3.7)

Military Airlift Command (MAC) safety office and the

Aeronautical Systems Division in 1976 established this method of verification,

in approving items with ammunition or explosives for all modes of airdrop from

MAC cargo aircraft.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE “

Not applicable.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Verification by analysis has

tion or explosives that have

proven acceptable for all items containing ammuni-

been approved for airdrop.
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4.3.7.1 LAMS of ~nition/explosives. Items shall be capable of

withstanding the malfunctioning drop simulation test in MIL-STD-331, Test 117,

for the following conditions:

Item oriented nose up

Item oriented nose down

Item oriented horizontally

The explosives and ammunition shall not detonate, deflagrate, or function

during or immediately after test.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (4.3.7.1)

The proximity of the aircraft to the impact point necessitates more stringent

requirements for airdrop of ammunition/explosivesthan other modes of airdrop.

Impact forces per MIL-STD-331, Test 117, will not be transmitted to the load

during normal LAPES; however, a malfunction of the airdrop extraction system

could result in this magnitude of impact force.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

This requirement applies only when the rigged item contains explosives or

ammunition which will detonate or have solid or liquid propellant motors which

could function. FM 10-512/TO 13C7-1-8 contains lists of ammunition or explo-

sives already approved for LAPES.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

The Ml flame thrower ignition cylinder detonated upon ground impact during a

malfunction test causing an intensely hot fire. XM185 and XM186 signals

ignited upon ground impact during malfunction tests. An AT-HE M19 mine

ignited in a low order flash burn upon ground impact during malfunction tests.

An AP-M26 mine detonated upon ground impact during a malfunction test. The

result of these malfunction tests which were conducted to determine compliance

with MIL-STD-331, Test 117, resulted in these five items being disapproved for

LAPES.

5.3.7.1 LAPES of aa9anition/explosives verification. Compliance

requirement 4.3.7.1 shall be determined by conducting the malfunction

simulation tests in MIL-STD-331, Test 117 for the following conditions.

Item oriented nose up

Item oriented nose down

Xtem oriented horizontally

The explosives and ammunition shall not detonate, deflagrate or function

result of the airdrop test.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (5.3.7.1)

With

drop

as a

Testing is required for LAFES when item contains ammunition or explosives

because of proximity of the load upon ground impact to the position of the
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aircraft. This testing criteria was established by AFISC/SEV, AFSC/IGF and

MAC/IGFX during a LAPES Safety Meeting at Yuma Proving Ground on 18 and 19

November 1975. Satisfactory completion of bhis testing is required by

Military Airlift Command prior to conduct of LAPES from MAC C-130 aircraft for

items containing ammunition or explosives.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

Flight testing to verify this requirement is normally conducted by the

Government.

To attain the impact velocity, the items capable of being rigged in an A-7A or

A-22 container are so rigged with enough energy dissipator material for a low

velocity airdrop. The rigged item ia airdropped in a free-fall mode from at

least 600 feet above ground level.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

After satisfactorily completing the malfunction drop simulation tests, a load

of xM825, 155 mm projectiles were airdropped by LAPES. During the extraction

phase the attitude control bar, which was not properly secured, dropped to the
bottom of the platform. This configuration resulted in a negative pitch of

the platform. The rigged item impacted the ground at a 32 degree negative

●
angle. The projectiles did not function or leak. The malfunction te6ts pre-

viously conducted aasured the non-detonation or non-function for this type of

LAPES extraction malfunction.

40. DATA REQUIRPWNTS

When this standard is used in an acquisition requiring the delivery of data in

accordance with the contract requirements, the following Data Item

Descriptions should be considered.

Data Requirement Applicable

Paragraph No. Title DID No. Options

Report Tranaportability DI-L-2123

Problem Item

Transportability Report DI-L-3327A

Transportability DI-L-6148

Evaluation Plan/Report
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TABLE I. Typical loads vs requirements.
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—

x

— — — —

x

— —

x x x x x

~ERGENCY ACCESS x x x
—

x x x x x x 4.3.1.5

4.4.2.3.4*EMERGENCY AFT x

RESTRAINT PROVISIONS

4.4.2*EXTRACTION PROVISIONS x

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS x x

—

x x x x

—

x

—

x

—

x

.

4.3.6.1

4.4.1*
— — —

IMPACT SURVIVABILITY

* These requirements

4.4.6*

are for airdrop only.
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I. Typical loads vs requirements. - continued

-.

,

INTERNAL CARGO X
RESTRAINT

ITHJlGROSS WEIGHT/ x
CENTER OF GRAVITY

LINEAR LOADING

MARKING a

MHE REQUIREMENTS

OVERHANG

PLATFOR! OVERHANG x

PROJECTION

RAMP CRESTING

RAMP HINGE LIMITS

RAPID DEC(14PRESSION

RESTRAINT PROVISIONS x

ROLLER LIMITS

* These requirements

x

are for

x

x

x

—

x
—

—

x
—

x

-i

x

21

x

x

—

x
—

—

x
—

x

x

x

—

—

x

x

—

—

—

—

—

x

x

airdrop only.

x x

x x

x x

x x

x

x

x

x x

x

x

x x

x

—

x
—

x

x

—

—

—

x
—

x

x
—

x

x

x

x

x

—

x
—

x

—

—

—

—

—

x

x

—

x
—

x

x

x
—

—

x
—

x

x
—

x

x

4.3.3.2

4.4.1*

4.3.4.1

4.4.1*

4.3.4.4.2

4.3.7

4.3.1.9

4.3.2.1

4.3.1.3

4.4.4.3.1*

4.4.4.4.*

4.3.1.2

4.3.1.4

4.3.4.5

4.3.5.2

4.4.1*

4.3.3

4.3.3.1

4.3.3.2

4.4.2.1*

4.3.1.6

4.3.4.3

4.4.1*
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TABLE I. VP ical loads vs requirements. - continued

4.3.5.1

4.4.1*

4.3.2.2

4.3.4.4.7

SHOCK/VIBRATION x x xx xx x x x

SHORING REQUIR~ENTS x xx x x x

SLING/RECOVERY SYSTDl x

SUSPENSION PROVISIONS

SPECIAL HANDLING -

VENTING, ON-BOARD
POWER, REFRIGERATION

TONGUE LOADS x x x

TREADWAY/OFF-TREADWAY x x xx x xl

LOADING

VEHICLE SUSPENSION x x x

WEIGHT LIMITS x

WHEEL/TIRE LOADS x x x

WINCHING PROVISIONS x x x x x

4.4.2.3*

4.3.6

4.3.6.2

4.3.4.4.3

4.3.4.4.6

4.3.4.6

4.4.3*

4.3.4.4.5

4.3.2.1

. .

-.

* These requirements are for airdrop only.
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APPISUDIXB

TRANSPORTABILITY DESIGH lNPORIYATION

10.1 scope. This appendix provides general information on military aircraft

features and limitation, restraint criteria and applications, and unit load

device design necessary to apply aectiona 4 and 5 of the basic standard

(MIL-STD-1791) for a specific application.

10.2 Purpose. This appendix provides information to assist the product

designer and Government procuring activity in the use of MIL-STD-1791.

10.3 Use. This appendix is designed to provide design limits for items which

are in~uded to be air transported in the USAF prime ❑ission cargo aircraft

and the CRAP.

10.4 Forut. Thi8 appendix has five sections. The first section discusses

general aircraft limits in terms of dimensional, weight, and environmental

considerateions. In addition, the first section discusses cargo restraint

theory and application techniques and provides pallet, platform and ISO con-

●
tainer design information. The principles and concepts are general in nature

and apply to all military cargo aircraft. Descriptive text is freely supple-
mented with drawings, sketches, and examples to clarify important concepts.

The remaining four sections present specific design criteria for the C-130,

C-141, and C-5 military cargo aircraft and the long range international

segment of the CRAP.

10.5 Responsible engineering office. The responsible engineering office

(REO) for this appendix is ASD/ENECA, Wright-Patterson APB OH 45433-6503.

The individuals who have been assigned the responsibility for this appendix

are Mr. Thomas Gardner, (Air Transport) and Mr. Patrick O’Brien (Airdrop),

ASD/ENECA, Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-6503, Autovon 785-6039, commercial

(513) 255-6039.

20. RXPXXEHCED DOCTJHENTS

20.1 References. The documents referenced in this appendix are not intended

to be applied contractually. Their primary purpose is to provide background

information for the Government engineers responsible for developing the most

appropriate performance values (filling in the blanks) for the requirements

contained in the specification proper.

20.2 Avoidance of tierist~. Should it be determined that the references con-

tained in this appendix are necessary in writing an RFP or building a

contract, excessive tiering shall be avoided by calling out only those por-

tions of the reference which have direct applicability. It is a goal of the

9

Department of Defense that the practice of referencing documents in their

entirety be eliminated in order to reduce the tiering effect.
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20.3 Government documents

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-A-008865 Airplane Strength and Rigidity Miacellaneoue Loads

TECHNICAL ORDERS

T.O. 1-IB-40 Weight and Balance Data

T.O. lC-130-l Flight Manual, USAF Series C-130B, C-130E, and C-130H

Aircraft USCG Series HC-130B Aircraft

T.O. lC-141-l Flight Manual, USAF Series Aircraft AF33(657)-8835,

F09603-78-C-1473, C-141A and C-141B

20.4 Other publication.

American National Standards Institute

ANSI MH5.1.1 Closed Van Cargo Containers, Requirement for

(Application for copies should be addressed to the American National Standards
Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.)

Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

SAE AS 832 Air & Air/Surface (Intermodal) General Purpose Containers

(Application for copies should be addressed to the Society of Automotive

Engineers, Inc., 400 Commonwealth Drive, Warrendale, PA 15096.)

30.1 General ●ircraft criteria

30.1.1 Dimensional limits

30.1.1.1 Internal size. The internal dimensions provide a base to develop

actual working dimensions. The allowable working dimensions include room to
maneuver the cargo into the aircraft and movement of cargo during flight. TO

compensate for this, a general requirement exists that no cargo shall be with-

in 0.15 m (6 in.) of walls or ceiling of the aircraft during loading/unloading

or in fliRht. There are other structural items that can limit the aircraft

internal ;ize, but this 0.15 m (6 in.) is

sion. For example, normally an aircraft

than at the floor, yet the 0.15 m (6 in.)

rectangular box size of the compartment

entry door becomes the limiting factor.

0.15 m (6 in.) of door sides/top.

taken from a basic aircraft dimen-

is round and is wider at midlevel

limit ia calculated from the basic

(figure 2). On many aircraft the

Again, the load must not be within
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30.1.1.2 Safety ●isle. On military aircraft, a requirement exists for an
aisle in the cargo compartment for crew transit from the flight station to the

rear of the aircraft for firefighting, checking and resecuring loads, and

scanning engines or landing gear. Certain aircraft, such as the C-141 and
C-5, have walkways. These walkways satisfy this requirement. However, they

must be kept clear of cargo and/or protrusions at all times. On aircraft such

as the C-130, a minimum clear space on the left hand side when facing forward

of 0.36 m wide by 1:83 m high, or 0.76 m wide by 1.22 m high (14 in. wide by

72 in. high, or 30 in. wide by 48 in. high), must exist at all times. It is

possible to vary slightly from this criteria. For example, 0.41 m x 1.68 m
(16 x 66 in.) would be acceptable. However, the 0.36 m (14 in.) width must be

maintained. In designing to meet this criteria, remember the basic require-

ment that a man wearing a parachute must be able to get from the forward end

of the aircraft to the rear troop doors.

30.1.1.3 Ramps. Many Air Force aircraft are equipped with loading ramps,

allowing wheeled vehicles to be driven or pulled onto the aircraft directly

from the ground. Any item loaded in this manner must be designed so that its

height and length do not cause the,item to contact the upper structural mem-

bers of the aircraft or the undercarriage contact the ramp crest area as shown

in figure 3. Furthermore, the item should not contact the ground. Four cri-

tical points exist on this design limit, as indicated by the shaded areas. A

basic criteria would be a capability to negotiate a ramp angle of 0.26 rad

●
(15”), 6.56 m (20 ft) long. This would allow entry into all current Air Force

aircraft. A standard nomenclature of dimensional terms for loading clearances
for wheeled vehicles is illustrated in figure 4.

30.1.2 Weight limits

30.1.2.1 Ceaeral. In general, the

the aircraft floor strength, which

is dependent on aircraft structural

are treated in detail within each

appendix.

allowable cargo capacity is dependent on

varies from one location to another and

design. These floor strength variations

individual aircraft section within this

30.1.2.2 Floor loading. Floor loading is the loading of cargo, such as a

box, directly on the floor of an aircraft. Wheeled vehicles do not qualify as

this type of cargo. The floor loading limit for cargo is indicated in either

psi or psf and may vary from one part of the cargo compartment to another.

30.1.2.3 Treadways. This is a high strength area especially designed to sup-

port vehicle traffic. Make all efforts to keep the tires of the vehicles on

the treadway. If a tire is only partially on the treadway, you.must consider

the full weight as being off the treadway. Maximum allowable treadway limits

are provided in axle and individual wheel loads. Where only an axle limit is

provided, the wheel limit is one-half. If a vehicle has two single-wheel

axles on the same lateral line, they are considered a single axle.

30.1.2.4 lUontreadway●rea. The specific aircraft section within this appen-

0

dix also provides the axle loads for nontreadway areas. In some cases, where

the floor area between and outboard of the treadway are the same, only one

allowable load factor may be provided.
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30.1.2.5 Roller loads. Many aircraft are equipped with roller conveyor

systems capable of handling palletized loads and locking them directly into

the aircraft system. In addition to floor loading limits, roller load

allowable must not be exceeded. Three factors are: load per linear foot,

load per individual roller, and load per lateral row. A pallet or skids

integral to your design may be provided to traverse the rollers. Remember to

position the skids to match the various roller systems between aircraft and

materials handling equipment. For example, an item meeting requirements to

move on the C-130 roller system should also match the C-141 and C-5A as well

as various K loaders used to load these aircraft. When building a flat bottom

unit, the bottom should be as continuous as possible. The design should

incorporate longitudinal supports parallel to the aircraft roller system. Do

not use lateral supports, because the aircraft roller may penetrate the unsup-

ported area after passing a lateral support. See figure 5 for aircraft and

loader roller locations.

30.1.2.6 ~pll. Ramp allowable load limits for loading/unloading vary with

all cargo aircraft, and ramp loading positions for each aircraft vary also.
The overall strength of the auxiliary ramp equipment (hinge, pressure
streets, etc.) affects total ramp load capability. For example, the C-141

aircraft ramp hinge has a maximum single axle crest limit of 14,741 kg

(32,500 lb) in the ground loading configuration. The limit does not apply to
horizontal loading. For specific limiting criteria, refer to the specific
aircraft section within this appendix.

30.1.2.7 Compartment strength. All cargo aircraft are compartmentalized from

front to rear due to the structural design of the aircraft. Usually these

compartments have letter designations and run from one fuselage station to

another, including the ramp. Each fuselage station is given in inches,,

Compartment size can be computed from these fuselage station designations.

During loading/unloading operations, all compartments have equal strength

equivalent to the strongest compartment’s strength during flight conditions.

The strongest compartment is the area under the wings; however, total length

of this compartment varies between aircraft depending on performance and

mission. Thus, two allowable load charts are provided for each aircraft, one

for loading and another for flight.

30.1.2.8 Floor load. Figure 6 illustrates how to determine the floor load

(psi) that a vehicle equipped with pneumatic tires will exert on the cargo

compartment treadways.

30.1.2.9 Rigid Wheels. Steel wheels, in theory, provide only line contact

with the supporting area. Slight flexibility of both floor and wheel makes

the contact a ribbon rather than a line, but the weight on a steel wheel is

still concentrated. Solid rubber tires or tracks also concentrate the load on

a very small area. Vehicles with cleats or lugs must have planking thick

enough for them to sink into, and the load must be spread enough that the

limiting weight per square surface area on the vehicle treadways will not be

exceeded. Avoid steel wheels and gripping devices when designing items for

air transport.
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30.1.2.10 Center of gravity. The aircraft center of gravity (CG) is the

point around which the aircraft will balance. The flight performance of the

aircraft depends on the location of this point. If the CG is outside of

technical order limits, the aircraft cannot be flown. As fuel, oil, cargo,

and other weights are added, removed, or relocated within the aircraft, the

aircraft CG changes. The aircraft is designed to permit such CG changes, pro-

vided the CG location remains within certain specified limits. Longitudinal

CG of an item to be moved by air must be identified on each item of equipment

to be transported. The lateral CG of the equipment is sometimes called center

of balance. The lateral CG should be marked with a 25 by 76 mm (1 by 3 in.)

(contrasting color) stripe on both sides of the loaded equipment as described

in paragraph 5.4.25 of MIL-STD-129. Small cargo that can be placed on a 463L

pallet generally need not meet this requirement. Under certain conditions the

vertical CG of the item ie also required. Instructions for calculating these

CG of cargo are contained in this paragraph and 30.1.2.10.1. These instruc-

tions are limited to longitudinal and vertical CG. Lateral CG is computed

using the same method as for longitudinal CG. When mre than one unit com-

prises a load, it may be necessary to compute the entire aircraft load CG to

determine if that unit load can be moved on a single aircraft. For calcula-

tion of longitudinal CG cargo weights see figures 7 through 10.

30.1.2.10.1 Vertical CG. To determine the vertical CG:

●
a. Compute the longitudinal CG (X) as shown in 30.1.2.10. Place rear

axle or end of crate on scale. Raise front end of vehicle as shown in

figure 11. Read weight (W3) of rear axle or end of crate. Determine the

angle of the vehi~le frame or bottom surface of crate relative to the ground.

The vertical CG (y) is:

(W3L - WX)

7= +C
(W tan O)

30.1.3 Shorin~

30.1.3.1 General. Shoring is used to spread a load over a larger floor area

and thus pernnt carrying a load with a higher weight concentration than nor-

mally would be allowed. Shoring can make the difference between carrying and

not carrying a given load. The effectiveness of load-distributing shoring,

however, should not be exaggerated.

30.1.3.1.1 Shoring effect. In many cases it is physically impossible for

concentrated loads to meet load distribution requirements. Shoring can be

used to help distribute the load; however, all efforts should be made to avoid

this. In general, equipment designed for routine airlift should not require

shoring. For example, a vehicle may require slightly larger tires to meet

loading requirements. While an initial cost is incurred in using these larger

tires, the cost of shoring for every movement could exceed that of the larger

tie8. Further, the item may not be air transported due to lack of proper

a

shoring materials that must be supplied by the shipper. Shoring requirements
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result in longer loading and unloading times. The exact opposite applies if

an item is to be moved a very limited number of times, such as an item of

heavy machinery or on an emergency basis only. The use of shoring in this

case for movement can be cost effective. The use of shoring can be broken

down into two categories: (1) shoring used in loading the aircraft and

(2) shoring used during flight. Both of these follow the same general rules.

30.1.3.1.2 Weight distribution, The weight of a load resting on shoring is

not spread equally over the entire area of contact between the shoring and the

surface on which the shoring is resting. The area over which the weight is

spread will be less than the area of shoring and surface contact. In general,

shoring will increase the area over which a load is distributed to whatever

area is encompassed by extending a plane drawn downward and outward from the

peripheral line of contact of the load on the shoring, at an angle of

0.785 rad (45”), until it intersects the surface on which the shoring rests.

30.1.3.i.3 Geometric weight distribution. The effect of this geometric esti-

mation is illustrated in figure 12. Assume that the plank is 51.O mm (2 in.)

thick, and the box is 304 ~y 152 mu (12 by 6 in.). ‘The area of contact be-

tween the box and plank will be 304 x 152 um (12 by 6 in.), or 0.05 m2

(72 in.2). NOW, extend imaginary planes downward and outward from the edges

of the bottom of the box at angles of 0.785 rad (45”). Where these imaginary

planes intersect the cargo floor, the area of contact will be 254 by 406 -

(10 by 16 in.), or 0.103 m2 (160 in.2). In this example, the area of contact

has been more than doubled, but the increase will not always be so propor-

tionately great. What has happened is that the area over which the load has

been distributed has been enlarged by the addition of a border 51 mm (2 in.)

wide around the area of contact between the box and shoring. This border is

as wide as the shoring is thick.

30.1.3.1.4 Shoring distribution ●rea. The direct proportion between the

width of the border and the thickness of the shoring is generally applicable

to all shoring. Since the addition of area occurs only around the edge of the

area of contact, the larger the object shored, the smaller the proportion of

increase of contact area. Shoring 51 mm (2 in.) thick under a box 305 mm

(12 in.) square will increase the area of contact by 77 percent by adding

0.072 m2 (112 in.2 to the original 0.09 m2 (144 in.2). Shoring 51 mm (2 in.)

thick under a box 1.52 by 1.52 m (60 by 60 in.) will increase the area of

contact by only about 14 percent by adding only 0.32 m2 (496 in.2) to the

original 2.32 m2 (3600 in.2).

30.1.3.1.5 Footprint area increase. The spreading effect of simple shoring

is the same regardless of the shape of the area of contact. Figure 12 also

shows the “footprint” of a wheel with a pneumatic tire resting on the plank.

The shoring enlarges the area of weight distribution of the footprint by the

same directly proportionate shoring-thickness to area-increase rule, thereby

adding a 51 mm (2 in.) border. Assuming the original footprint to be 0.016 m2

(25 in.2), a 51 mm (2 in.) border addition would spread the load over an area

of 0.05 m2 (81 in.2). Although shoring allows psi limits to be exceeded, axle

load allowable are not affected.
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30.1.3.1.6 Floor load. Figure 6 illustrates how to determine the floor load

(psi) that a vehicle equipped with pneumatic tires will exert on the cargo

compartment treadways.

30.1.3.1.7 Tires. One additional consideration must be addressed when

viewing vehicles. Tires have tread which effectively reduces contact area.

In caae of construction and rough terrain vehicles, this reduction can be

significant. The shoring thickness must be a least one-half of the tire

groove width. For example, if the tire has a 51 mm (2 in.) groove between the

tire treads, any shoring used must have a depth of 25.4 mm (1 in.) to insure

full floor contact.

30.1,3.1.8 Rolling shoring. Rolling shoring is used on ramps and floor areas

over which a vehicle must roll when being loaded on the aircraft. The

majority of vehicles transported, such as those with pneumatic tires, do not

exceed unit floor and ramp load maximums. However, if they do, this method

can be used to allow loading provided the shored vehicle meets load require-

ments. This shoring is also used to protect the aircraft floor against

certain types of gripping devices. All track vehicles with metal cleats,

studs, or other gripping device8 that damage

(3/4 in.) shoring.

the floor require 19.1 mm

Track vehicles with serviceable rubber pads do not require

shoring provided the aircraft floor limitations are not exceeded. (Pad areas/

pressure points are only those pads directly under a weight supporting axle or

wheel and pad areas or cleats between these points will not be considered load

bearing points when computing contact pressure (psi) loading.) If contact

pressures dictate, additional shoring will be required. When determining the

contact area for the tracked vehicle, use only that area of the tracks or lugs

which lies under the supporting wheels of the vehicle and is actually helping

to support the load. Where rubber pada are used, the rubber pad area must

protrude beyond the steel track, so that no portion of the metal track con-

tacts the cargo floor.

30.1.3.1.9 Parking sheri~. Parking shoring is shoring required under the

wheels or tracks of vehicular cargo to distribute load andfor to protect the

aircraft cargo compartment floor from damage during flight. A vehicle that

requires rolling shoring will also require parking shoring. (See figure 13.)

Parking shoring is also used under vehicle components, such as towing tonguea,

bulldozer blade8, and loader buckets when these parts are lowered to the

aircraft floor for flight.

30.1.3.1.10 Bridge-type shoring. Becauae of the diminishing effects of

simple shoring on large objects and the resulting difficulty which may be

experienced in bringing a load with required limits, bridge-type shoring may

be employed to take advantage of the greater strength of the vehicle tread-

waya. As illustrated in figure 14, bridge-type shoring allows heavy cargo to

be placed between the treadways on heavy supporting beams which span the floor

between the treadways. For between-treadway loadings, bridge-type shoring on

treadways ie permissible when used in such a manner as not to overload tread-

way limitations. If bridge-type shoring is used beneath wheeled vehicles, use

the bulk cargo floor limits instead of the wheeled vehicle limits to determine

allowable floor pressure in psi.
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30.1.3.1.11 Approach shoring. Approach shoring is used to reduce the ramp

angle chat a vehicle must traverse during aircraft on/off-loading. Reduction

of the ramp angle becomes necessary to avoid interference problems where there

are minimal clearances underside (cresting), overhead (projection), and
overhang (ground or ramp contact). The shoring is placed in front of the ramp

to form a longer “approach ramp” with additional shoring placed under ramp as

shown in figure 15 or ‘tstepped-up” on top of the ramp. The ramp must be pro-

perly eupported during such operations. Approach shoring requires large

amounte of lumber and is not an acceptable alternative to designing to have

adequate clearances. Approach shoring is sometimes referred to as “step-up”

shoring as in figure 15.

30.1.3.1.12 Sleeper shoring. Sleeper shoring is used to prevent movement of

a vehicle due to gust load conditions, where the tires or suspension system

cannot withstand G loads without failure or depression-producing slack in

tiedown devices. This can cause a whipping action on the tiedown device with

potential failure. A tire failure could result in the wheel rim contacting

the aircraft floor and causing damage to the aircraft. This type of shoring

is placed between the aircraft floor and a structural part of the vehicle such

as the frame or axles. It can also be used between various parts of equipment

that are spring mounted to prevent their movement durjng flight.

30.1.4 Environment

30.1.4.1 General. The shipment of cargo and equipment by air presents a

special problem not encountered during surface movement. Fitting an item into
an aircraft or meeting certain tiedown provision can in some cases be equated

to loading a truck, ship, or rail car, but the factors outlined within this

section do not correlate with corresponding situations encountered in other

modes of transportation.

30.1.4.2 Pressure. The reduction in atmospheric pressure encountered in air

transport presents one condition which should receive substantial consider-

ation by the designer. The requirements listed herein are based on a maximum

flight altitude of 22,680 kg (50,000 ft). Therefore, it is possible that a

sealed container at this altitude will attain a differential pressure equal to

the pressure on the ground minus the atmospheric pressure at 22,680 kg

(50,000 ft). Current aircraft are pressurized at a maximum of 55 kPa (8 psi).

However, under certain unplanned conditions, decompression can occur because

of structural failure of the aircraft, such as the loss of a window or a

malfunction of the aircraft air conditioning system. Future cargo aircraft

may operate without pressurization. Both of these factors necessitate that

sealed containers be able to withstand an internal pressure of 103 kPa

(15 psi). Also, in certain packaging techniques, such as sealed plastic bags,

the bags will expand and may rupture. Particular care must be exercised to

assure that hazardous materials are maintained in confinement.

30.1.4.2.1 Differential pressure. For a perfectly sealed container, the dif-

ferential pressure can attain a value of about 90 kPa (13 psi) at a 22,680-kg

(50,000-ft) altitude. This does not take into consideration the temperature

of the air within the void space of the container. For example, consider a

sealed metal container of a volatile liquid that has been stored in the sun
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for a prolonged period of time. There will be an excessive internal pressure

due to the increased temperature within the container. Therefore, if this

container is put aboard an aircraft and transported within a short period of

time after its removal from storage, the resultant differential pressure in

flight will consist of the difference between the high internal pressure and

the decreased external pressure due to the reduced atmospheric pressure at the

flight altitude. Assure that any container with volatile fluids will contain

the maximum possible differential pressure without rupture.

30.1.4.2.2 Pressure vs temperature. Due to adjustment of the temperature

within the container to that of the cargo area of the aircraft, the effect of

the ground storage temperature will be minimized. Since this temperature

adjustment will

perature within

it is loaded on

under cover, 24

temperatures is

be relatively slow, it is a good practice to reduce the tem-

a container to that of the ambient air at ground level before

the aircraft. (This may be done by storing containers inside,

hr before flight.) Standard pressure at various altitudes and

shown in table II.

30.1.4.2.3 Glass bottles. Contrary to popular belief, tests have shown that

the reduced atmospheric pressure at altitudes has no effect that could result

in bursting glass bottles. However, due to the possibility of breakage by

undue rough handling, shipping volatile liquids in glass bottles should be

avoided, or the bottles should be overpacked in sealed metal containers.

30.1.4.2.4 Metal containers. Metal containers of the following types are

commonly air shipped and exhibit characteristics described as follows.

30.1.4.2.4.1 8crew cap cloaarea. Containers of this type are used to package

many flammable liquids. Tests have shown that this kind of closure will not

leak air at high altitudes provided the container has a relatively new gasket.

When a container has been in stock for a prolonged duration, the gasket, more

often than not, will have a permanent set (loss of resiliency), and air or

liquid leakage can result when transported by air. However, when gaskets have

been replaced, as required, and screw caps closed securely and properly, no

serious difficulty will result in the air tran~portation of a metal container

with a screw cap closure. This situation applies to most vehicle fuel tanks.

30.1.4.2.4.2 ?riction top cloaareo. Tests have shown that no difficulty will

result from using containers with friction top closures provided the contents

●re of a nonlubr-icating nature, such as paint or lacquer. When the contents

are of a lubricating nature, loosening of the closure and spillage of contents

can result; therefore, the closure on such containers will be secured by spot

soldering or the use of parcel post clips.

30.1,4.2.4.3 Drmu. Drums employing threaded, gasketed plugs present no

problem.

30.1.4t,2.4.4 Cylinders. Cylinders such as those used for compressed gases

present no problem. — ..
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TABLE II. Pressures and temperatures at altitude.

ACTUAL

ALTITUDE STANDARD COLD ATMOSPHERE

n

o

H%
3000

4000

u%

:E

9000

10Wo

11000

12000

13000

14000

15O(M

16000

17O(MI

18000

19000

200W

21000

22000

23000

24 O(NI

25000

26000

27000

280W

29000

:E

320W

33000

34000

35000

::

::

4ooal

41 W(J

42000

43000

Uo(m
45 Dal

46alo

47000

480W

49000

500W

STANDARD HOT ATMOSPHERE

NAXINUN TEblPERATURE

“F “c

103.0

;:;

91.9

88.2

84.5

80.8

77.1

73.4

69.7

66.0

62.3

58.6

54.9

51.2

47.5

43.8

41.0

36.4

32.7

29.0

25.3

21.6

17.9

142

10.5

6.8

3.1

-0.6

-4.3

-8.0

-11.7

-15.4

-19.1

-22.8

-26.5

-30.2

-33.9

-37.6

-41.3

-45.0

-44.5

-44.1

-43.8
-432
-42.1
42.3
-41.8
-41.4

40.9
-40.5

39.4

37.4

35.3

33.4

31.2

29.2

27.1

25.1

23.0

21.0

18.9

16.9

14.7

12.7

10.7

8.6

6.5

5.0

2.4

0.4

-1.7

-4.1

-6.4

-8.8

-10.1
-12.5
-14.8
-16.2
-18.1
-20.2
-22.2
-24.3

-26.3
-28.4
-30.4
-32.5
-34.5
-36.6
-38.6
-40.8
-42.8
-42.5
-42.3

-42.1
-41.8
-41.5
-41.3
-41.0
-40.8

-40.5
-40.3

PRESSURE

Psl

14.70

14.21

13.74

13.28

12.84

12.40

11.98

11.57

11.17

10.79

10.41

10.04

9.44

9.34

9.00

8.68

8.36

8.06

7.76

7.47

7.19

6.92

C65

6.40

6.15

5.91

5.68

5.45

5.24

5.02

4.82

4.62

4.43

4.26

4.07

3.90

3.73

3.57

3.42

3.28

3,12

2.98

2.85

2.73

2.60

2.49

2.38

228

2.18

2.08

1.99

UAXIWNTENPERATUftE

“F “c

-60.0

-45.0

-30.9

-15.0

-15.0

-15.0

-15.0

-15.0

-15.0

-15.0

-15.0

-18.9

-22.8

-26.7

-30.6

-34.4“

-38.3

-42.2

-46.1

-50.0

-53.9

-57.8

-61.7

-65.6

-69.4

-73.3

-77.2

-81.1

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-85.0

-89.0

-93.0

-97.0

-101.0

-105.0

-109.0

-113.0

-117.0

-51.1

-42.8

-34.9

-26.1

-26.1

-26.1

-26.1

-26.1

-26.1

-26.1

-26.1

-28.3

-30.4

-32.6

-34.7

-36.9

-39.1

-41.2

-43.5

-45.6

-47.7

-50.4

-58.1

-54.2

-56.3

-58.5

-60.7

-62.9

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-65.0

-67.2

-69.4

-71.7

-73,9

-76.1

-78.3

-80.6

-82.8

PRESSURE

Psl

14.70

13.98

13.42

12.85

12.32

11.81

11.33

10.86

10.41

9.98

9.57

9.12

8.78

8.41

8.06

7.71

7.37

7.05

6.74

6.44

6.15

5.87

5.60

5.34

5.09

4.85

4.62

4.40

4.18

3.98

3.78

3.60

3.42

3.25

3.09

2.94

2.80

2.67

2.53

2.41

2.29

2.18

2.07

1.97

1.88

1.78

1.69

1.60

1.52

1.44

1.37
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30.1.4.2.4.5 Hermetically sealed metal containers. These containers are

frequently used for shipping many chemical and ordnance items. Tests have

shown that properly - - -constructed container can withetand up to 103 kPa

(15 pei) internal preesure with bulging being the only noticeable effect.

Therefore, unless the container are poorly constructed, the reduced

atmospheric pressure of air ehipment on euch containers will not impo6e a

hazard to flight pereonnel or aircraft.

30.1.4.2.4.6 Vented systeu. When a container is to be transported open,

that is, not eealed, it ie eubject to changee in aircraft cabin pressure. In

the extreme caee, explosive decompreaeion can cause a preeeure drop of ae much

ae 8 pei in 0.5 second. Therefore, it ie eseential that the vessel be

designed with adequate vente to maintain a preesure differential (pressure

inside veeeel minus instantaneous cabin preseure) below that at which the

container will burst. Vente ehall be deeigned such that epillage of container

contents is avoided. In some cases, where hazardoue fumes could vaporize, an

open ve.seel can be vented overboard. See the epecific aircraft section within

thie appendix for detaile on overboard vente. In this case, the ineide

preseure of the veeeel will be equal to the outeide atmosphere. Thus, a

veeeel to be vented overboard must be deeigned to withstand a constant

preeeure differential of 8 pei.

30.1.4.2.5 Vaporization of liqaida. Reduced atmospheric preeeure affecte

the temperature at which liquide w1l boil. The meaeure of volatility of a

liquid (tendency to evaporate-) ie known ae vapor preseure. At ordinary-ground

level temperature, liquide euch ae ether, alcohol, etc. have a relatively

high vapor preseure and thus a low boiling point.

30.1.4.2.5.1 Boiling point. ltte liquid boiling point is defined as the

temperature at which the liquid vapor preseure juet exceeds the atmospheric

pressure. Reducing atmospheric pressure at a constant temperature will

increaee that fraction of the total pressure due to the preeence of the

liquid. Boiling will occur when the total preeeure equals the liquid vapor

preeeure at that temperature. Note that flight conditions present both lower

atmospheric pressures and generally lower temperature than found at ground

level.

30.1.4.2.5.2 Compartment tmperatare. If the temperature in the cargo com-

partment ie appreciably lower than the liquid temperature, the tendency for

boiling will be minimized. However, eince it wiil take ‘come time fo~ the

liquid temperature to stabilize iteelf, alwaye give consideration to the

hazard of boiling. Maintenance of the lowest poseible cargo compartment tem-

perature, ae well as maximum ventilation, ie not deeirable.

30.1.4.2.5.3 Container sealing. Since lower atmospheric preseure at a high

altitude will cause increased evaporation of highly volatile liquids, it is

important that container remain airtight at high-al-titudes. Test~ have shown

that meet container preeently used in the eurface shipment of dangerous

materiale will remain eealed at high altitudes if they are tightly closed,

have good gaskete, and are not dented or corroded, especially at the seams.

I
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The most critical part of the container is the gasket.

gaskets, especially paper or fiber gaskets (such as those

rectangular, screw cap cans) are prone to taking a “set” and

tive. Therefore, containers that have been on shelf storage

gaskets before they are offered for air shipment.

30.1.4.2.5.4 Volatile liquids. Some typical highly volatile

follows:

Acetone Ethyl alcohol

Many types of

used in l-gal,

are not effec-

should have new

liquids are as

Ammonium hydroxide Eth~l chloride

Amyl alcohol Formaldehyde

Benzene Methyl alcohol

Carbon disulfide Methyl ethyl ether

Ether Methyl ethyl keton

Ethyl acetate Propyl alcohol

30.1.4.2.6 Vehicle fuel systems. Vehicles currently being built must meet

air pollution standards that have resulted in sealed fuel systems. This can

present problems including collapse of fuel tank on descent.- Make provisions

for the fuel system to allow venting for air transport.

30.1.4.3 Tem*ratures. An estimate of the atmospheric temperature to be

encountered in air transport is shown in table II. The maximum and minimum

temperature encountered at various altitudes are shown. Note that in surface

transport, minimum temperatures may exist but are the exception rather than

the rule. Minimum atmospheric temperatures can be controlled, however, in

aircraft by using cabin heaters. Therefore, control of cargo compartment

temperatures can be exercised where the materials shipped are susceptible to

freezing. Maximum temperatures in air tranaport are lower than those encoun-

tered in surface transport and should not present any problems.

3Q.1.4.4 Vibration. Vibrations encountered in aircraft occur over a much

wider range of frequencies [0 to 0.9 MHZ (O to 18,000 cpm)] than

shipments [0 to 1.08 MHZ (O to 1500 cpm)l. The primary cause

regarding vibrations is their effect on the seals of glass and

tainers. In most caees aircraft vibration must be considered

mounted vehicle8.

in eurface

of concern

metal con-

for spring

30.1.4.4.1 @stainers. Container seals and integrity must be considered in

the normal vibrational environment encountered in flight. Teete have ehown

that high frequency vibration are little cauee for concern regarding ecrew

cap cloeuree. The precautions taken to prevent opening of screw-type closures

in surface ehipment are the came in air ehipment. However, high frequency

vibrations can cause “tin canning” or repeated flexing of flat metal eurfaces

of container with a poeeible fatiguing and opening of the eeame, reeulting in

the leakage of contente. To prevent thie, pack metal container to preeent a

tight, firm fit in the exterior shipping container. Thie is standard practice

for all type 8hipment8 and, therefore, doee not deviate from normal packaging

procedure.
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30.1.4.4.2 Vibration rangea. In general, equipment designed and packaged to

meet over-the-road conditions does not have to meet any special vibrational

requirement for air transport. Detail vibration rangee vary from one

aircraft to another; however, generalized frequency range charts have been

developed and can be found in MIL-STD-81O. For equipment that is extremely

sen8itive to vibration, it is recommended that actual test measurement be

made over simulated mis8ion flight condition.

30.1.4.5 Gust loads. During flight, load conditions are applied against the

aircraft by turbulence. The restraint of cargo in the up, down, and lateral

direction are required to prevent movement of cargo during this ’turbulence.

These load8 are uniformly distributed over any item of equipment. Details on

meeting these criteria are provided in 30.1.5.

30.1.5 Restraint criteria

30.1.5.1 Background. Restraint criteria are established to secure cargo for

the load8 which may be encountered by an aircraft in three general types of

condition8, These are:

a. Flight conditions. These criteria are based on the load factors en

aircraft may experience while performing various maneuvers, flying through

turbulence, or both, resulting in a combined effect.

a b. Takeoff and landing conditions. These criteria are based on the load

factors an aircraft ❑ay experience during takeoff, landing, braking, etc.

These load factors are predominately in the forward and aft directions.

However, the8e load factors are normally not significant when compared to the

Cra8h load factors discussed below.

c. Cra8h conditions. These criteria are based on the various load fac-

tors an aircraft may experience during any crash condition. These conditions

could produce load factors in one or more directions (longitudinal, vertical,

and lateral). The most predominant and significant of these load factore is

the forward (longitudinal) cra8h load factor. Forward crash load factors can

be generally grouped as follows: under 3 G, crash where damage is slight;

3 to 9 G, crash where the aircraft structure afford8 protection to the occu-

pants; 9 to approximately 20 G, crash which is considered the survivable

limit; and 20 G and above, which is considered a nonsurvivable crash.

30.1.5.2 Airfrrn/restraint system. To design to meet these crash loada and

to provide the proper restraining points, an understanding of crash survival

is required. There are generally two aspects to crash survival. One is

related to the airframe capability to remain intact, and the other is related

to the occupant/seat-8trength/restraint-system capability. Since the imposed

crash forces are dependent upon the velocity changes that occur and the re-

lated deceleration forces, it is possible to present the limits of structural/

restraint capability in these terms. Similarly, the range of occupant decel-

eration tolerances reaches beyond the point where initial injuries occur.

o
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~.1.5.2.l Human tolerance. The accelerated pace of research in the field of

human survival has revised the train of thought regarding human tolerance to

the airplane crash environment. The human is quite tolerant of the crash

environment and the survival rate should be higher. This fact poses a number

of new considerations for the airframe designer. Existing crash requirements

are decidedly concerned with occupant eafety and survival but only within the

framework of existing airframe strength. Relatively new research has shown
that survival potential can be greatly increased with minimal airframe wight

and cost penalties. ASD-TR-73-17 states that: “Death and severe injury can be

prevented in any crash unless it is violent enough to disintegrate the cabin

6tructure. Sound detail design in the cabin is the preventive. The tacit

assumption of the hopelessness of designing for crash survival gradually is

being replaced by the realization that the anatomy of man is rugged enough to

withstand impact greater than any which can be transmitted through the struc-

ture of a current airplane. ‘&e key to improving survival chancen is in

designing ,the tiedown of passengers and loose equipment up to the ultimate

load factor of the airframe. The report also notes that even though the

“airframe structure is stronger than the human body, it is also much heavier

and usually subjected to more pounds of decelerative force”. A deceleration

which is within human G tolerance will destroy an airplane. Higher crash

load human tolerance places a burden on the equipment designer to insure his

item ia built to meet the minimum crash considerations and at higher levels

provide special additional protection.

3@.1.5.2.2 Airframe strength. The interacting facets of crash survival,

cargo restralnt~ and structural design require further clarification. men

integrated, the couxoon denominator of the interacting facets becomes the crash

strength of the airframe. Qnce the protective “shell” provided by the

airframe ruptures or the occupiable volume is encroached, survivable con-

ditions rapidly deteriorate and efforts to improve survivability by improving

the restraint sy8tem become futile.

30.1.S.2.2.1 Crash factora. An absolute definition of airframe crash

strength is elusive. Many variables are involved. The strength level of a

current-day pressurized fuselage will tend to rupture when the longitudinal

acceleration buildup reaches an average 8 or 9 G level. Higher accelerations

can be tolerated if the duration is sufficiently short. Full-scale crash

tests of transport-type aircraft show average deceleration levels ranging from

5 to 9Gs. Much higher accelerations are experienced locally and can range

upward to about 40 Gs for durations of generally less than 0.2 sec. The

●ctual valuee depend in part on the impact velocity and impact angle. The

dynamite of the airframe contibute to the overall response and generally cause

the very high localized responses noted during instrumented crash tests.

3@.1.5.2.2.2 kceleration levels. The higher acceleration levels are

generally associated with the crew compartment near the nose and when combined

with the dynamic responee of the human body account for the 40 G crew seat

installation criteria. Accelerations are generally leas in the passenger

compartment and the criteria vary with the type of seat they are applied to;

a load of 16 to 20 Gs is the nominal installation level. Current criteria do

not associate these installation factors with a time duration; all specified

crash factors are applied statically.
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30.1.5.2.3 Restraint levels. The design strength requirements for fixed

equipment and tiedown fitting carry-through structure have been defined by the

average 8 or 9 G levels associated with the fuselage breaking strength since

the fuselage ceases to provide maximum occupant protection following rupture.

This acceleration level can be considered a8 a reasonable compromise, partly

because of the practical limit8 a880ciated with the re8traint of cargo for

occupant protection, but primarily for the following reason8: cargo i6 8eldOm

“rigidly” tied down a8 are 8eat8 and the relative motion of the cargo allows

the re8traint 8ystem to ab80rb the higher magnitude short duration loads;

cargo restraint system8 are generally more redundant in terms of connecting

load paths than are seat installation ; restrained cargo provide8 interference

for loo8e cargo; partial failuree in a cargo tiedown “chain” are not as direct

a threat as a partial seat failure would be to the occupant.

30.1.5.2.3.1 Restraint requirements. In light of recent finding8 concerning

human tolerance. MIL-A-008865 (USAF) ha8 been revised in the area of restraint

requirements fo~ miscellaneous- equipment and cargo tiedown hard points to be

consistent with Beat installation requirements. This was done to provide a

more equal measure of protection consistent with human tolerance. While the

magnitude of the revi8ed factors is approximate, it is desirable that the

requirements should be stipulated as a dynamic rather than a 8tatic require-

ment to be more consistent with the cra8h environment and the response of

restrained cargo to that environment.

30.1.5.2.3.2 Nonhazardous restraint require-nts. Structural specifications

also recognize circumstances when occupantE would not be in any direct danger

from loose equipment or cargo during a crash or their egress from the aircraft

prevented in an emergency. Therefore, the de8ign requirement for these item8

are considerably less. In thi8 case, the restraint requirements are 3 G

(2.0 G x 1.5 Factor of Safety) in the forward longitudinal direction. The 3 G

level provides reEtraint for airplane decelerations associated with maximum

braking combined with full thrust reversal, landing short, landing overruns,

8kidding off runways, tire blowouts and gear collapse. The 3 G level affords

protection to the airplane and the cargo by minimizing damage to both during

such emergencies.

30.1.5.3 Operational restraint. Operational restraint problem8 invariably

concern the level of restraint required for cargo tiedown because of the

inappropriate separation of two di8tinct requirements. One requirement is

airframe de8ign to provide a level of cra8h protection. The other is the

operational requirement to secure cargo to specified levels of re8traint. A

conflict arises when the maximum 8tructural de8i$n requirements are applied as

fixed operational cargo re8traint requirements. The two are compatible, but

they are not necessarily interchangeable under all circumstances. Operational

requirements can vary considerably depending on the cargo and the mission,

especially in combat , and they should not be stereotyped.
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30.1.5,3,1 Desigm requirements.

requirements have a basic concern

a. Providing a structural

commensurate with the occupants’

forces, and

Both operational and structural design

for occupant safety. The choice is between:

level of safety or measure of protection

ability to withstand the nonfatal physical

b. Providing a level of safety consistent with certain operational

requirements.

The8e choi.ce8 can result in equally unsatisfactory alternatives. Structural

requirements attempt to provide a reali8tic compromise by providing a cargo

tiedown strength level consistent with the basic airframe strength, but not

nece88arily consistent with the upper level of human tolerance. Similarly,

operational tiedown requirements are variable and the level of occupant safety

that can be provided i8 often mission dependent.

30.1.5.3.2 Bmtraimt rationale. In many instances, the using commands find

it ia impractical to tie cargo down to structural design limit8. Cargo

tiedown requirements sire tempered by definite operational limitations which

must be considered. For example, certain types of cargo are known to break

apart at very low G levels; the cargo may be so massive that impractical

amount8 of chain and cable would be required to restrain it to high G levels;

combat conditions may not allow time to secure cargo as positively as would

otherwi8e be de8ired; the cargo may cover the majority of the available

tiedown fitting8, leaving too few exposed for adequate restraint. As dif-

ficult as the operator’s problem is, the circumstances provide no direct

justification for the 8tructural de8igner to lower the design requirements

below a reasonable 8afe level. Adequate structure must be provided for occu-

pant 8afety for the many circumstances which do allow its use.

30.1.5.4 Restraint flexibility. Although in an engineering sense, an occu-

pant can be reasonably well protected and restrained to almost any G level

within human tolerance, there are operational circumstances which require

re8traint flexibility and appropriate options should be provided. For

example, many decisions arise that are of a tactical nature based upon imme-

diate circumstances. If ab801ute tiedown safety with respect to cargo cannot

be provided to pa88engers utilizing an available restraint sy8tem, it must be

recognized that in a crash environment the ri8k to passengers increases as the

level of restraint provided for the cargo decreases. If it is impractical or

impossible to re8train cargo to crash level loads, the additional risk must

either be accepted or the passengers should not be carried, or the passengers

can be 8eparated from the cargo by being seated behind the cargo, or the

flight must be postponed or delayed until better circumstances prevail. The

required operational flexibility can be a lea8t partially achieved by a cargo

re8traint net placed forward of all cargo with cargo restraint to a low level.

Thim net is used as an auxiliary restraint system to more reliably contain

cargo to a CG level or higher and prevent its forward movement into passenger8

or crew.
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30.1.5.4.1 Design factor. Another factor that allows use of low restaint

systems can be accomplished through aircraft design, By placing crew and

passengers above the cargo deck, as in the case of the C-5A, in a crash con-

dition cargo would move out the front of the aircraft but would not cause any

deaths.

30.1.6 Restraint techniques

30.1.6.1 Current criteria. The currently directed design criteria for

restraint of air transportable equipment are as follows:

a. Forward, 3 G

b. Aft, 1 1/2G

c. Lateral, 1 1/2G

d. Up, 2 G

e. Down, 4 1/2G

The directions are relative to the aircraft. When an item of equipment can be

placed in an aircraft in more than one direction, the highest restraint

requirement applies. For example, a truck that can be driven on or backed
into the aircraft must meet 3 G in both fore and aft directions.

30.1.6.1.1 Nuclear system. Restraint systems for nuclear

same as those llsted for general cargo with one exception.

factor is raised to 3.7 G.

30.1.6.1.2 Vehicl,es. Certain vehicles are so constructed

weapons are the

The upward load

that each major

component part must be tied down. An example is the truck-mounted crane. The

crane is mounted on the truck chassis using a large diameter kingpin, There

are no provisions to prevent the kingpin from becoming disengaged in vertical

accelerations, so both the truck chassis and the crane must be independently

designed to be secured to the aircraft. All major components of such vehicles

must be viewed in this respect. The entire vehicle including any additional

cargo must be fully restrained at its gross transported weight. Loose items

such as tool boxes and other cargo must have provisions to be secured to the

frame of the vehicle. me following is a typical list of items that fall

within this category:

a. All cargo in vehicles

b. Spare wheels

c. Stake panels on stake body trucks

d. Tools and tool box covers

e. Machines and tools in shop trucks

f. Dump truck bodies (hydraulic or mechanical lift mechanisms)
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g. Cranes or booms on wrecking trucks, etc.

h. Towing chains$ pinch bars, etc.

i. Bulldozer blades and blade attachment latches.

30.1.6.2 Applying restraint. The following rules and principles are appli-

cable in restraining air cargo.

30.1.6.2.1 Force loading. A force loading ie a uniform application of a

pressure against a body. The cargo must be designed to withstand the uniform

load as listed in 30.1-.6.1. For example, all c&ponents of a vehicle must be

secured to the next larger component or frame at the various G levels. In

most vehicles the transmission is secured by bolts vertically to the frame.

These bolts would have to hold it in place during a 4 1~ G downward load or in

a shear for fore, aft, or lateral loads. If the unit weighs 90.1 kg (200 lb),

the bolts would have tO meet a total vertical force of 408 kg (900 lb) and a

shear force of 272 kg (600 lb). These types of force loads are ❑et through

normal construction of the vehicle without any additional effort. However, in

certain cases, the equipment may require some additional design effort to meet

this criteria. Again, looking at the vehicle, the windshield may not meet the

3 G force without popping out. It ia impractical to tie down individual com-

ponents of an item (such a8 a truck or helicopter). Therefore, to simplify

the item tiedown, design for securing individual components.

30.1.6.2.2 Accompanying load. Where equipment can carry additional load or

ia moved in a configuration where its weight is increased, the restraint

system must be developed at the highest possible gross weight. Again,

vehicles provide an excellent example. A tank equipped for combat will have

fuel and ammunition. The tank must have provisions for securing the ammuni-

tion and total weight would have to be secured to the aircraft. This applies

to any load placed on or into a larger unit. The vehicle tie down provision

for additional cargo must meet the same provision as for the unit itself.

30.1.6.2.3 Palletiged cargo. The cargo compartment Iogistice restraint rails

and detents provide all the restraint necessary for cargo loaded on standard

463L pallets provided the cargo is attached to the pallet to meet the required

restraint criteria established for the aircraft loading configuration. If the

applicable nets are used to secure the load to the pallet, and if the load

does not exceed the rated load for the pallet when loaded and locked into

the airplane restraint rail system, then the palletized load is properly

restrained. When an item of equipment can be placed on a single pallet and

is always transported in this manner, that equipment does not need to meet

restraint and tiedown requirements. Small equipment that can be placed on a

pallet and secured by a net is not required to meet the restraint criteria by

itself. The pallet/net eystem provides the required restraint.

30.1.6.2.4 Fundamental principles. To restrain equipment, points of tiedown

must be provided. Since details of tying down each unit of cargo vary with

its bulk; weight, configuration,

airplane, location of each tiedown

to its design and configuration.

Poiitlon in the airplane, and type of

point on the cargo will also vary according

To properly design the tiedown points, a
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●
general knowledge of tiedown fundamental principles and their application can

provide the necessary guidance for the designer.

30.1.6.2.4.1 Tiedown strength. A fundamental principle of developing suf-

ficient strength of tiedon is that the strap, chain, or cable must lead off

in the general direction of the load to be restrained. This important point

is illustrated in figure 16.

30.1.6.2.4.2 Tiedown qmme tr~. Unsymmetrical tiedowns permit load distribu-

tion which may ultimately result in tiedown device failure. This failure

would result from the different load elongation rates of dissimilar materials

or of identical materials of different length. Any material subjected to a

tension load will elongate a given percentage of its length. Therefore, the

greater the length, the greater the potential amount of elongation. If two

tiedown devices of the same type and capacity are used to restrain a load in

a given direction and one tie is longer than the other, the longer tie, with
its greater elongation potential, will permit the shorter tie to assume the

majority of any load which may develop. If, as a result, the shorter tie

should be overstressed and fail, the longer tie would be subjected to the full

load and it too would probably fail.

30.1.6.2.4.3 Tiedovn unity. Although all materials elongate in direct

proportion to the applied load, different materials have different rates of

elongation. Nylon devices elongate more readily than steel and, under

tension, almost immediately permit the steel device to assume the majority

of the load.

30.1.6.2.5 Restraint anglea. Every tiedown device is rated to withstand a

force exerted along the tiedown device as shown in view 1 of figure 17. When

one end of the device is secured to a tiedown ring on the cargo floor, the

longitudinal force will not be exerted parallel to the length of the device

unless the device is attached to the cargo as shown in view 2. If attached as

shown in view 2, all the rated strength will be available to prevent the cargo

from moving in the direction of the longitudinal arrow. Because it is seldom

practical to fasten a tiedown device as shown in views 1 and 2, they are

usually attached at some point above the oargo floor as shown in view 3. When

attached in this manner, only part of the rated strength will be available to

prevent cargo longitudinal movement. Vertical restraint will be provided, but

no lateral restraint will be provided. A compromise position as shown in

view 4 generally provides restraint simultaneously in three direction:

forward, vertical and lateral. Aft restraint is obtained by attaching tiedown

devices symmetrically in pairs to the front of the cargo. However, when the

attachment point on the equipment is utilized to achieve restraint in more

than one direction as shown in view 4, that attachment point is required to

withstand the vector sum of the restraint forces in the vector direction,

acting independently.

30.1.6.3 Applying restraint. Tiedown devices attached to all types of cargo

generally follow similar patterns (as in figure 18) because of the tiedown

ring layout on the cargo floor and the restraint requirements. The following

are the rules to be c&plied

and. the tiedown rings on the

with when attaching ti~down devices to the cargo

compartment floor.
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30.1,6.3.1 Chains. Always compute the number of tiedown chains required.

Apply aft r-nt (tiedowns 1, 2, 5, and 6 in figure 18) in the opposite

direction but at the same angle as the forward restraint (tiedowns 3, 4, 7

and 8). Use the same attachment point (points A, B, C, and D) on the cargo

for attaching a forward and aft restraint chain if possible.

30.1.6.3.2 Fore aad ●ft restraint. Always attach an even number of tiedowm

(4 chains or 6 chains, etc.) in pairs as in figure 18 (1’ and 2, 3 and 4,

5 and 6, 7 and 8, etc.) for forward or for aft re~traint. Attach the tiedo~

chains in a symmetrical pattern by connecting to opposite fittings as in

Figure 18 (A opposite B, C opposite D, E opposite F) across the cargo floor

centerline.

30.1.6.3.3 Load CC. If the CG is remote from the geometric center of the

load as in figure 18, add an additional tiedown (tiedowns 9 and 10) on each

side of the load so that the CG will be between a pair of tiedowns.

30.1.6.3.4 Tiedown point*. All vehicles must be tied down using points on

the frame. However, up to half of the tiedowns may be attached to the vehicle

axles. The designer must insure that the through structure to the axles can

withstand the load factors when a vehicle is secured in this manner. Extreme

caution must be exercised in vehicle placement to insure that tiedown chains

or straps do not damage hydraulic or brake lines or electical cables.

Figure 19 shows some typical methods for attachment of tiedown chains to a

vehicle.

30.1.6.4 Turbulence effects. When vehicles are airlifted through turbulence

and any other violent motions, they are subject to extreme acceleration forces

that may allow pneumatic tires to compress, thus slackening tension on tiedown

chains. When this slack-chain condition exists, the release of tire compres-

sion occurring simultaneously with the cessation or reversal of the accelera-

tion force can result in the chain snapping taut on rebound and imposing

abnormally high loads on tiedown rings, devices, and cargo attachment points.

This same reaction may be experienced with vehicle springs flexing under like

conditions. Any special-purpose vehicle equipped with soft tires (low

pressure, c?ff-the-highway tire, wide base with less than 552 kPa (80 psi)

pressure for vehicles weighing over 9072 kg (20,000 lb) that are not designed

for highway travel may impose stress conditions on the airplane. However, it

is considered that vehicles ~ighing less than 9072 kg (20,000 lb) will not

exceed the ultimate (safety tolerance) rated capacity of present tiedown

equipment.

30.1.6.4.1 Bruieg ?ehicles. Use sleeper shoring to brace vehicles weighing

more than 9072 kg (20,000 lb) equipped with low pressure (soft) tires between

the floor of the airplane and- the vehicle chassis. When using sleepers,

perform the following:

a. Place bracing flush with the chassis.

bk Check that the allowable floor contact area pressure will not be

exceeded if the weight of the cargo rests entirely on the sleepers during the

turbulence.
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c. Secure sleepers so that the preset position will be maintained

throughout the flight.

30.1.6.4.2 Attachment point type and quantity. Any item of equipment must

have a suitable number of attachment points to allow restraint to the

aircraft. Any attachment point should be-designed to allow either end of the

tiedown device to be used (see 30.1.6.4.3). The other tiedown device end is

secured to the aircraft floor. In general, the aircraft has a tiedown grid

pattern on 0.51 m (20 in.) centers with a strength of 4536 kg (10,000 lb).

Tiedown points are also available at 11,340 kg (25,000 lb); see the particular

aircraft sections within this appendix for details. The following items must

be taken into consideration:

a. Since a load can move in any direction, at least four tiedowns,

1.57 rad (90’) apart, must be secured to an item. The total number is deter-

mined by the weight of the item. However, all attachment points should,

whenever possible, be symmetrical to allow even loading.

b. The attachment point may be designed to accommodate as many tiedown

devices as necessary to achieve the required restraint.

c. Chain and webbing tiedowns cannot be used to secure the same item.

●
d. If possible, position attachment points around the horizontal peri-

phery of the equipment. Also place these points so that they are accessible
to the equipment on the aircraft. If the equipment needs servicing during
flight, the attachment points should be located so as not to block these

areas.

e. Take into consideration vertical center of gravity of the equipment to

prevent tipping during the crash condition.

f. When computing the number of attachment points, take into considera-

tion losses through applying tiedowns at an angle.

30.1.6.4.3 Tiedown devices. The following is a list of tiedown devices used

by the Air Force on cargo aircraft. The designer should consider the devices

as described in items-c, d, and e as the- primary tiedowns used by the

Air Force. Designing to connect with these devices will allow tiedown on any

❑ilitary cargo aircraft.

The CGU-1/B (see figure 20) tiedown is a 6.1 m (20 ft) long nylon web

stra~” assembly rated at 2268 kg (5000 lb) (MIL-T-27260). The tiedown is

interchangeable with the old MC-1 tiedown since the design criteria is iden-

tical for each. The CGU-1/B tiedown is equipped with a ratchet hook at one

end with a handle that rotates 1.04 rad (60°) per ratchet, and moves 2.09 rad

(120°) to release the spool for letting out webbing. The spool has a capacity

sufficient to take up approximately 0.35 m (1 ft) of webbing after initial

tensioning.
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b. The MB-1 tiedowns (see figure 21) are similar in operation to the MB-2

tiedowns (see MIL-T-25959). Rated at 4536 kg (10,000 lb) capacity, the tie-

down has a hook or attachment to cargo floor tiedown fittings. These tiedowns

are used for all restraint in which 4536 kg (10,000 lb) capacity fittings can

be used to restrain airdrop loads. The chain is 2.7 m (9 ft) long.

c. The MB-2 tiedown (see figure 21) is rated at 11,340 kg (25,000 lb)

capacity (see MIL-T-25959). The MB-2 is similar to the old D-1, except for a

hook instead of jaws to attach to the tiedown fitting, and a quick-release

that permits detachment from the load regardless of chain tension. The chain

is 2.7 m (9 ft) long.

30.1.6.4.4 Tiedown devices type and quantity. Base determination of the

types and quantities of tiedown devices to be used in restraining cargo on the

following considerations:

a. Appropriate strength rating to afford adequate restraint with the

minimum number of tiedown devices.

b. Tiedowo device strength rating must not exceed strength rating of

available tiedown fittings or points of attachment to the cargo.

c. Tiedown device must be appropriate for the cargo to be restrained so

that neither the cargo nor the tiedo~ device will be

d. Use like types and lengths of tiedown devices

e. Attach tiedownti in a symmetrical pattern

fittings on each side of the cargo floor centerline.

damaged.

for a given item.

by using corresponding

f. Attach tiedown devices to the cargo and remove all slack so that any

tendency toward motion is immediately restrained.

g. Use nylon tiedown devices on crates, boxes, and other large units that

might crush easily.

h. Do not use nylon tiedown devices over sharp edges.

i. Use steel tiedown devices on heavy objects which have attachment lugs

or a hard surface for the chains to go around.

30.1.6.4.5 Tiedown pattern. Develop a tiedown configuration to check values

to determine if adequate restraint can be met. A typical tiedown pattern of a

D-6 tractor ia shown in figure 22.

30.1.7 Components and constraints

30.1.7.1 463L Air Cargo Syst-. The 463L system is an air cargo material

handling system developed by the Air Force for efficient cargo handling, both

on the ground and in the aircraft. This was the first system of its type

developed and has become the basis for many systems used by commercial
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airlines. The Air Force has updated the 463L system as necessary. The

consists of four separate but interdependent families of equipment.

families are described in the following paragraphs.

system

These

30.1.7.1.1 Terminals. The air cargo terminal is an intermediate point

through which cargo moves in the 463L material handling system. Each air

cargo terminal must have the capability to proce66 and maintain an efficient

and rapid flow of cargo at all times. Under emergency conditions, the ter-

minal must be able to expand its capability so that it will not become a

bottleneck in the material movement. Air cargo terminals vary in size and

configuration depending on location, existing terminal buildings, and cargo

volume. However, the function of each terminal is the same, i.e., to receive,

ship, process, document, label, and sort cargo for air shipment.

30.1.7.1.2 Cargo preparation family. The cargo preparation family provides

the material handling system with equipment which will enable palletization

and restraint of air tranaport cargo. Provisions have also been made for pro-

tective container6 for fre8h and frozen goods. The following item6 are iden-

tified within this family.

a. Pallets and nets. The variety of cargo aircraft active in the

❑ilitary and commercial fleet presents a complex problem when considering

aircraft loading door aizeE and locations and floor bed dimen6ione of 6tandard

●
loading vehicles. To meet this need, three sizes of logistic support pallets

(HCU-6/E, HCU-10/C, and HCU-12/E) and two sets of cargo restraint nets

(HCU-7/E and HCU-15/C for use with the HCU-6/E pallet and HCU-11/C and

HCU-16/C for use with HCU-10/C and HCU-12/E pallets) have been standardized.

b. Insulated food containers. These container6 will provide thermal

protection for periods of up to 20 hours without mechanical or chemical

refrigeration. The three sizes of insulated food containers are:

1.04 x 0.61 x 1.14 m,zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA272 kg capacity, CHU-37B

(41 x 24 x45 in., 600 lb)

1.27 x 1.04 x 1.14 m, 680 kg capacity, CNU-38B

(50 x 41 x 45 in., 1500 lb)

2.1 x 1.27 x 1.14 m, 1360 kg capacity, CHU-39B

(82 x 50 x45 in., 3000 lb)

With an inside/out6ide temperature differential of 55.6”c (1OO”F), the maximum

interior temperature change will be 11.2°C (20”F) for the small and medium-

sized containers and 5.6*c (lO°F) for the large container. These containers

are modular in dimension for placement on either the 2.74 x 2.24 m

(108 x 88 in.) or 1.37 x 2.24 m (54 x 88 in.) logistic pallets.

c. Master size insulated food container. These waterproof master size

containers [2.11 x 2.4 x 1.78 m (83 x 96 x 70 ,in.)] are designed to maintain

the temperature of preconditioned loads of temperature-sensitive cargo. One

container uses the entire 2.74 x 2.24 m (108 x 88 in.) pallet, making possible

●
— unit loads of 1814 to 4536 kg (4000 to 10,000 lb). Mobile externally

attached, 1OO-V AC refrigeration units are available for maintaining tem-

perature over extended period8.
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d. Pallet coupling devices. When cargo is too large to be placed on one

2.74 x 224 m (108 x 88 in.) pallet, two or more pallets (up to a maximum of

five) may be joined together. A 51-mm (2-in.) spacer is required between

pallets to ensure the married pallets will mate with the aircraft restraint

locks. The national stock number for the current cargo coupler is NSN

1670-01-061-0990 CT.

30.1.7.1.3 Cargo ground handling family. This family is concerned with the

movement of palletlzed cargo between the air cargo terminal and the aircraft.

The family is made up of mobile loading equipment of various types and sizes

which have been designed to provide the versatility and efficiency required to

effectively Ioadfunload various type8 of aircraft. In addition, each is

capable of being air transported to remote sites in emergency situations. The

elements of this family are:

a. Truck, Aircraft Cargo Loading/Unloading, 18,144 kg (40,000 lb)

Capacity, A/S32H-6. The common name is 40K loader. This truck is used at

major command terminals for mechanized loading, unloading, and ground trans-

port of air cargo while servicing low and high floor aircraft. The capability

exists to handle palletized cargo and skidded and wheeled loads in a method

resulting in minimum aircraft turnaround time.

b. Truck, Aircraft Cargo Loading/.Unloading, 11,340 kg (25,000 lb)

Capability, A/S32H-5. The common name is 25K loader. This truck is a light-

weight, air transportable vehicle for use at intermediate class terminals to

load and unload low and high floor cargo aircraft.

c. Truck, Aircraft Cargo Loading/Unloading, 11,340 kg (25,000 lb)

Capability, A/S32?i-19. The common name is 25K tactical air cargo (TAC)

loader. This is an air transportable aircraft cargo transporter and loader

designed for rough terrain use at forward bases as well as at established

bases. (See figure 23.)

d. Truck, Lift, Fork, 4536 kg (10,000 lb) Capacity A/S32H-10. The common

name is 10K forklift. This truck is used at air freight terminals to pick up,

stack, transport, load, and unload cargo while servicing low and high floor

aircraft. It is intended to handle the loaded 2.74 x 2.24 m (108 x 88 in.)

pallet.

e. Truck, Lift, Fork, 2722 kg (6000 lb) Capacity, A/S32H-7. The common

name is 6K forklift. This truck is used in the same manner as the 10K

forklift; however, it is intended for handling the 1.37 x 2.24 m (54 x 88 in.)

pallet.

f. Truck, Lift, Fork, 1814 kg (4000 lb) Capacity. The common name is 4K

forklift. This truck is used at the air cargo terminal for handling items

which are too heavy or bulky to be transported manually. This truck is also

used where efficiency of operation will be increased.
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Truck, Lift, Fork (Heavy Duty Forklift), 4536 kg (10,000 lb) Capacity,

Hyst~~ Model P1OOA-48-AF. The common name is heavy duty forklift. This

vehicle is a commercial, heavy duty forklift truck which may be air trans-

ported and is Buitable for use on all but soft or muddy terrain.

h. Truck, Lift, Fork (Rough Terrain Truck), 2722 kg “(6000 lb) Capacity,

A/S32H-13. The common name is rough terrain forklift. This truck is commer-

cially developed possessing characteristics for operation on semi-rough

terrain. As part of the 463L system it is utilized by commands for rough

terrain operations. This truck will handle a fully loaded 1.37 x 2.24 m

(54 x88 in.) pallet.

.
. Truck, Lift, Fork (Adverse Terrain), 4536 kg (10,000 lb) Capacity,

Eucl~d Model 72-20, A/S32H-15. The common nsme is AT forklift. This is a

commercially developed, diesel engine, 4-wheel drive, adverse terrain forklift

truck. This truck can be air transported and is used in forward combat zones.

Its heavy duty nature has also made this forklift desirable for use at

existing bases.

j= Trailer, Aircraft Cargo Loading/Unloading, AlH32H-6. The common name

is palletized cargo trailer. The palletized cargo trailer is designed to

handle and provide mobility for one 2.74 x 2.24 m (108 x 88 in.) pallet or two

1.37 x 2.24 m (54 x 88 in.) pallets inside air terminals and on the parking

ramp during aircraft loading operations.

k. Pallet Trailer Spotter Tractor, Type BCU-6/E. This is a battery

powered tractor used to maneuver palletized cargo trailers within air cargo

terminals.

1. Kit, Flatbed, Trailer, Standard M270 Flatbed Trailer. The standard

M270 flatbed trailers with conveyor kit installed can be used for loading and

unloading palletized cargo. This semitrailer has a 18,144 kg (40,000 lb)

capacity for highway use or 10,886 kg (24,000 lb) capacity for cross-country

use.

30.1.7.1.4 Aircraft systems famil~. The aircraft systems family provides the

463L system with the capability to rapidly load, offload, and restrain cargo

in transport-type aircraft. This encompasses all equipment and components

actually installed or placed in the aircraft for specific cargo handling and

restraint. The 463L compatible aircraft handling systems for the C-130,

C-141 , and C-5 are described in the aircraft specific sections of this

appendix.

30.1.7.1.5 Interrelationship. The entire system revolves around the 463L

pallet (2.24 x 2.74 m (88 x 108 in.), HCU-6/E) and the use of roller conveyor

systems. The equipment is designed to load and secure this unit. ‘i’he

designer can also use this system to effectively move other cargo; e.g., he

could use the automatic locking system to secure pallet components used to

build special platforms. Both the aircraft and ground families are discussed

in this section.
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30.1.7.2 Aircraft installed system. The system on board each aircraft is

dependent an type and mission requirements. An aircraft with an airdrop

mission will have an aft door while an aircraft that has the alternate

logiatice mieaion may have a side or front door. Basically, each aircraft

equipped with the 463L system has a roller conveyor system that enables cargo

to be eaeily rolled into the aircraft. The system has a rail that guides the

pallet and is equipped with detents to lock the pallets in place. To convert

the deck into a flat loading eurface for vehicles, the rollers are either con-

nected in sections for easy removal or mounted in trays that can be reversed.

30.1.7.2.1 Side Io&ding aircraft . When designing equipment for movement on

side loading a~rcraft, consider the 1.57 rad (90”) change of direction of

that equipment to allow loading. These aircraft are primarily loaded with

pallets. Vehicles and other equipment are usually palletized. The basic

loading method is to move the pallet into an aircraft and then change direc-

tion by 1.57 rad (90”) on a transfer pad. This pad is a gridwork of 25.4 mm

(1 in.) diameter steel balls on 127 mm (5 in.) centers. (See figure 24.) Any

item with ita own base that can be carried on these aircraft must be designed

to move over these transfer pads without any deformation or damage to the base

(MIL-P-27443) . If a vehicle is to be driven on the aircraft, it must have

sufficient turning radius to maneuver into the aircraft. The available

turning space is further reduced by curvature of the aircraft fuselage, as

shown in figure 25. Side loading cargo aircraft are originally designed

primarily for passenger service and do not provide the most suitable cargo

handling system. Commercial freight aircraft generally fall into this cate-

gory; however, the door size and aircraft system will vary on the same type of

aircraft owned by different airlines. Refer to the CRAP section within this

appendix for additional details.

30.1.7.2.2 Aft loading ●ircraft. An ancillary ❑ission of Air Force cargo

aircraft is an airdrop of supplies under combat conditions. This mission has

resulted in the need for an aft door to allow extraction of the load during

flight. This has resulted in special design of the roller/rail system to

perform this mission. The combination of the logistics and airdrop needs in

designing the aircraft has resulted in a system allowing the designer leeway

in placing loads into the aircraft. It also results in a more rugged system

due to more severe conditions that are incurred during airdrop. Some aircraft

such as the C-5, also have the capability to accept loads through a forward

door; this aircraft uses the same type of rail system. The same basic system

is used in the primary USAF cargo aircraft (C-130, C-141, and C-5) and is

described in general terms.

30.1.7.2.2.1 Rail restraint system. Both vertical and lateral restraint for

pallet and platform loads is provided by the conveyor frame assembly rails as

shown in

port for

vialed by

controls

provided

figure 26. The rollers on the aircraft floor provide vertical sup-

the loaded pallets or platforms. Forward and aft restraint is pro-

mechanical detent locks in the conveyor rail assemblies. Two sets of

actuate the locking and release mechanisms. One set of controls is

for each side of the assembly as shown in figure 27. The positive

control can be operated to (1) engage and lock all positive detent latches

sequentially, starting at the forward-most latch, (2) unlock and disengage

all positive detent latches simultaneously, (3) unlock and disengage all
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positive detent latches sequentially, starting at the aft-most latch, and

(4) retain detents in an unlocked position until relocked. For example, each

positive detent on the C-130 aircraft, when engaged, i.scapable of providing a

restraining force of 9090 kg (20,000 lb) forward and 4540 kg (10,000 lb) aft.

When unlocked, latch detents will retract into the rail due to aft movement of

the platform. Each pressure detent latch has a constant forward restraining

force of 9090 mkg (20,000 lb) and a variable aft restraining force of 114 to

1820 kg (250 to 4000 lb). The pressure latch detente ‘tirespring loaded. When

the pressure latchea alone are engaged, the pallet or platform is restrained

in the aft direction an anount equal to the force preset in the spring. An

adjusting bolt and an indicator are provided on each latch to adjust for the

desired spring tension. The latch assemblies are provided with a bypass

mechanism to bypass any malfunctioning latch. Positive latches which are

engaged and locked cannot be bypassed. However, to facilitate the loading of

pallets and platforms, the inboard flange part of the aft sections of the rail

system is flush with the inboard rail surfaces which ar”e fitted with manually

operated, retractable flanges to provide vertical restraint after loading.

The major disadvantages of this system are:

a. Nonuniform distribution of the load on the top surface of the platform

results in unequal loading of the rollers. In general, the inboard rollers

support most of the load. However, the platform undersides and the aircraft

floor are not perfectly flat and the rollers are not perfectly round, directly

contributing to the loading problem.

b. Individually, the detent locks are very precise and perform satisfac-
torily. However, when more than one lock is engaged, unequal loading of the

locks occurs due to the tolerance buildup in the pallet detent spacing.

The systems between aircraft are extremely similar. The main difference is

the strength of detents. Another feature of the system is the ability to

remove the rollers and in some cases the rails to provide a flat floor. This

clear area varies from one aircraft type to another.

30.1.7.3 Ground cargo handling equipment. To a degree, a large part of this

equipment is similar to the aircraft rail system. The loaders are equipped

with roller conveyors and locking systems to allow movement on and off the

loader into the aircraft. Figure 23 shows the typical configuration of a

loader. The loader is capable of carrying both pallets and platforms and has

an adjustable deck elevation to meet the various aircraft. Another main item

of equipment is the 4536 kg (10,000 lb) forklift capable of lifting a 463L

pallet from either direction. The aircraft can be directly loaded by this

vehicle or the equipment can be placed onto one of the loaders. One problem

that exists with the loaders and aircraft system is the non-standardization of

roller locations. Other equipment consists of docks made of rollers on a

metal framework used for storage allowing quick transfer to a loader. Flatbed

trucks with roller decks are also used to transfer loads to loaders and

aircraft as shown in figure 28.
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30.1.7.4 Pallets

30..1.7.4.1 Standard 463L pallet. The 463L pallet is built in accordance with

MIL-P-27443. Three pallet sizes are covered in MIL-P-27443, but only the

HCU-6/E [2.24 x 2.74 m (88 x 108 in.) unit] is used on the C-130, C-141, and

C-5 aircraft and is the size to be considered for design for these aircraft.

The HCU-6/E pallet is illustrated in figure 29 showing miscellaneous cargo or

troop baggage tiedown using HCU-15/C and HCU-7/E cargo nets. In this apendix,

all references to pallets apply to HCU-6/E. The pallet is constructed of a

corrosion-resistant aluminum surface with a balsa wood core. A lip forming an

outside frame with indents to match the aircraft rail system and a shape to

ride under the aircraft rail is shown in figure 26. This lip holds 22 tiedown

rings for securing the cargo nets. The tiedown rings are capable to 4.19 rad

(240”) of free movement in a vertical place that intersects the pallet edge at

a right angle. The tiedown ring capacity is 3402 kg (7500 lb) in any direc-

tion. Pallet dimensions are 2.74 x 2.24 m (108 x 88 in.) and the weight is

approximately 132 kg (290 lb) with a usable area of 2.64 x 2.13 m (104 x

84 in.) and a loaded height of 2.44 m (96 in.). The maximum allowable punc-

ture load for the pallet is 1.724 MPa (250 psi) up to the 4536-kg (10,000-lb)

maximum capacity. Loads that exceed the 1.724 MPa (250 psi) limit must be

shored to reduce the load per square surface unit to the maximum allowable.

Loads must be positioned symmetrically so that the center of gravity (CG) of

the load falls within 0.305 m (12 in.) of the lateral centerline and 0.355 m

(14 in.) of the longitudinal centerline of the pallet. If the load is con-

centrated on one side of the pallet, an equal weight must be placed on the

opposite side to permit the common CG of both loads to fall within the

0.609 x 0.711 m (24 x 28 in.) rectangle in the pallet center. The pad area of

all wheeled items must be measured to ensure that marginal wheel loads do not

exceed the 1.724 MPa (250 psi) limit. Shoring may be used to increase

contact-bearing surface and thereby reduce wheel pressure per square inch.

Shoring affects only loads positioned on the pallet surface and provides a

load spreading effect as defined in 30.1.3.1.1. (The pallet itself should

never be considered as shoring. The construction within the pallet does not

permit load spread.) Caution must be exercised in air transporting steel-

wheeled vehicles. Due to the thin ribbon line contact longitudinally, it is

recommended that protective shoring be used for all steel-wheeled loads.

The maximum contact area of a single bare steel wheel on the pallet will not

normally exceed one square inch and direct contact may damage the pallet in

flight.

30.1.7.4.2 Stacking height. The normal stacking height of cargo for a pallet

load is 2.44 m (96 in.). This can be exceeded to 2.54 in. (100 in.) for C-130

and C-141 aircraft when the maximum pallet cargo weight does not exceed

3629 kg (8000 lb).

For wersize single unit items to be secured to the cargo floor, the height

limitation is 102 inches above the floor.

For the C-5, a single unit item can exceed the 2.44-m (96-in.) limit to 2.74 m

(108 in.) for aft loading and 3.96 m (156 in.) for forward loading. Restraint

cannot be achieved using standard nets.
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30.1.7 .4.3 Pallet tiedown. Since the pallet is constructed of balsa wood it

cannot be used as a base for other equipment that must be secured to it.

Equipment can be permanently attached to the pallet through the use of the

existing pallet tiedown rings.

30.1.7.5 Aerial delivery platforma. Three platforms are currently available

for use on board USAF aircraft. These platforms are shown in figures 30, 31,

and 32. The platforms can be used for both logistics and aerial delivery.

These platforms also have the unique quality of being modular and are

assembled from components. The components can be effectively used in other

designs, such as bases for special equipment to be placed in aircraft rail

systems. In many applications, use of these components can result in cost

effective design. Use of proven hardware increases the chance for success.

The three platforms are described in the following paragraphs.

30.1.7,5.1 Type II modular platform. The Type 11 platform, figure 30, was

designed for use with the 463L system in the airdrop mode. The platform has

an overall width of 2.74 m (108 in.) and can be assembled under field con-

ditions into lengths of 2.44, 3.66, 4.88, 6.10, and 7.32 m (8, 12, 16, 20,

and 24 ft). The platforms consist of aluminum-balsa sandwich-constructed

panels, 1.22 m long, 2.64 mwide and 66.7 mm thick (48 in. long, 104 in. wide,

and 2 5/8 in. thick). The side rail is provided in 2.44-, 3.66-, 4.88-,
6.10-, and 7.32-m (8-, 12-, 16-, 20-, and 24-ft) lengths, to be able to form

o

the various length platforms. The side rails are riveted to the short sides

of the panel to assemble the airdrop platform. The side rail has a groove on

the lower inside for engaging the groove on the short side of the panel.

These are two rows of evenly spaced holes along the length of the side rail.

The holes in the l’owerrow are spaced to line Up with the holes in the short

side of the panel; they are used for riveting the side rails to the panels.

The upper row of spaced bolt holes is used for the mounting of the tiedown

clevises. The outer flange of the side rail is notched to provide compati-

bility with the restraint mechanism of the aircraft rail system.

30.1.7.5.2 A/E29H-l (lAPES) platform. The LAPES platform, figure 31,

consists of components that are made of extruded aluminum with some steel

hardware. The platform is used primarily for performing C-130 low altitude

parachute extraction system (LAPES) airdrop. This platform can be used for

standard heavy airdrop; however, for the C-141 aircraft, the four skids must

be removed from the platform due to the lower profile aircraft rollers. The

platform is 2.74 m (108 in.) wide and can be assembled for lengths of 2.44,

3.66, 4.88, 6.10, and 7.32 m (8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 ft). The following

components comprise the platform (refer to figure 31) for item numbers):

a. Clevis (1) and Bolt (2) Assembly. Same as used on the Type II

platform.

b. Skid set. The aluminum platform skid (3) is a trough-shaped aluminum

extrusion cut squarely on both ends. The forward end of the skid has five

holes drilled through it, of which the inner three are used to fasten the skid

a

.
end caps (4) to the skid, using three screws (5) and locknuts (6). The outer

two holes on the forward end of the skid are used to fasten the skid into

place. Running the length of the skid on the upper horizontal surfaces are

two rows of holes forming groupings of four holes on 0.610 m (24 in.) centers.
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These holes are used to fasten the skids to the panels when the skids are uti-

lized in assembling the IAPES configuration.

c. Pallet set. A pallet set consists of modular panel assemblies of

aluminum with interlocking groove fittings running the entire width of each

panel. Riveted on both ends of the panel are edge members with interlocking

dovetail grooves and drilled with floating nut assemblies which align with

matching holes and grooves in the side rail. Riveted on top of the panel are

three receesed tiedown ring subassemblies. Along the front and rear edges of

the panel are eight holes which are used to connect the panels to the skids

with bolts when in the heavy duty extraction configuration. Each pallet set

comes with eight bolts (8) and nuts (9) per panel. The overall panel assembly

dimensions are 2.62 m wide, 0.61 m long, 63.5 mm thick (103 in. wide, 24 in.

~ong, and 2 ~~ in. thick).

Side rail set. ‘he extruded aluminum side rails (10) come in 2.44-,

3.66:: 4.88-, 6.10-, and 7.32-m (8-, 12-, 16-, 20-, and 24-ft) lengths. The

outside surface of the side rail has a notched flange which is compatible with

the aircraft rail locks. The inside surface of the side rail has an inter-

locking groove which mates with the edge member of the panels. Drilled into

the side rail are two rows of holes. The upper row is for attaching tiedown

clevises and bridle plates and the lower row matches the side rail attachment

holes in the panel’s edge member and is used to fasten the side rail to the

panels using screws (11).

e. Bumper set. The extruded aluminum bumper (12), is common to all

lengths of low velocity airdrop extraction platforms. The bumper has a ver-

tical slot on the lower edge which mates with the forward edge of the first

panel of the platform. Along the rear edge of the bumper are eight holes

spaced so as to line up with the skid attachment holes on the first panel.

The bumper comes with eight bolts and nuts (no. 14 and 9) which are used to

fasten the bumper assembly to the platform.

f. Bridge plate set. The rectangular aluminum bridle plates (15) come in

three sizes which are 229, 509, and 584 mm (9, 20, and 23 in.) long. The

bridle plates are attached in pairs to the double holes in the upper row of

holes in the side rail. The plates are attached using eight bolts (16) and

nuts (17). The bridle plates are used only when the airdrop platform is to be

assembled in LAPES platform extraction configuration.

30.1,7.503 Type V platform. The Type V platform (figure 32), like the

A/E29H-l platfom, consists of components that are made of extruded aluminum

with some steel hardware. The platform is used primarily for performing low

velocity airdrop from the C-130 and C-141 aircraft and for performing IJiPES

from the C-130 aircraft. The platform is 2.74 m (108 in.) wide and can be

assemb’!.edfor lengths of 2.44, 3.66, 4.88, 6.10, 7.32 and 8.53m (8, 12, 16,

20, %$, and 28 ft.). As indicated in the rear end view in figure 32, the

platform side rail (3) is relatively flush with the top of the platform panel

(2), unlike, the Type II and A/E 29H-1 platforms. Another unique feature of

this platform is that the roller pads (4) ride on top of the aircraft and

cargo loader rollers. This results in the top of the panel (2) being 88.9 m

(3 1A in.) above the top of the aircraft rollers whereas the top of the panels

on the Type II and A/E29H-l platforms are only 63.5 mm (2 1/2 in.) above the top

of the aircraft rollers.
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30.1.7.5.3.1 Type V platform components. The type platform consists of four

major parts:

a. Panels (2). There are two types of panel assemblies, regular and

rear. Both are 2.56 m (101 in.) wide and 0.61 m (24 in.) long and designed to

interlock with one another. (See side view in figure 32.) The regular panel

has provisions for two panel tiedown rings and holes for fastening the nose

bumper. The rear panel has provisions for four tiedown rings and an extrac-

tion bracket assembly.

b. Side rails (3). Side rails are fixed in lengths of 2.44, 3.66, 4.88,

6.10, 7.32, and 8.53 m (8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 28 ft.). me outer flanges of

the side rails are notched to lock into the aerial delivery system (ADS) in

the cargo compartment. These notches are on 0.25-M (lO-in.) centers.

c. Roller pads (4). The roller pads, like the side rails, are fixed in

lengths from 2.44 m (8 ft) to 8.53 m (28 ft) in 1.22-m (4-ft) increments.

The pads are designed to provide a smooth , continuous interface with aircraft

roller systems and material handling systems, and are bolted to the underside

of the panels. (See figure 32 rear end view.)

d. Nose bumper (S). The nose bumper is affixed to the forward end of the

Type V platform (as loaded in the aircraft) for LAPES airdrop missions only.

o
(See figure 32 , nose bumper side view.)

30.1.7.5.3.2 Type V platform ancillary eqaip9e nt. Ancillary equipment
required for use mth the test Item are as follows:

a. Multi-purpose link (6). This link is a multi-functional item that is

used as (1) a suspension bracket to connect suspension slings to the four cor-

ners of the platform using a large suspension clives assembly (25), (2) tandem

platform connector, and (3) LAPES system extraction sling connector.

b. Extraction bracket assembly (14). This bracket allows the extraction

system, consisting of extraction bridle and extraction force transfer assembly

(EFTA) to be attached to the platform for low velocity airdrop. The bracket

consists of three main parts: a main operating bracket, a junction block, and

a load-distributing panel bar. Note, the load-distributing bar is centered

and secured inside the second to last cavity of the rear panel of the plat-

form. The main support bracket is connected to the rear panel through the

distributing bar with four 15.9-MM (0.63-in.) diameter bolts, washers and nuts

(22, 23, and 24). The junction block fits in the 2-inch wide cavity in the

support bracket and permits the attachment of the EFTA in a horizontal

orientation.

c. Panel tiedown rings.

for the rear panel which has

rating of 3629 kg (8000 lb).

There are two tiedown rings per panel, except

four tiedown rings. Each tiedown ring has a load
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d. Clives assembly (7). The clives assembly is designed for a load

rating of 4536 kg (10,000 lb). The clives assembly accommodates loading of

tiedown straps over a straight 22.2 mm (0.875 in.) in diameter spool. The

clives assemblies can be affixed to the platform side rails every 0.15 mm

(6 in.) and up to four assemblies can be attached to the multi-purpose link.

The clives assemblies when attached and not in use, can be positioned in the

recess

tively

30.1.8

formed by the side rail (3) and the panel assembly (2), so that a rela-

flush platform top is maintained.

Pallet/platform design

30.1,8.1 Aircraft interface. The interface with the aircraft system requires

special design considerations in pallet and platform design. Special vans and

shelters can also have built-in systems to allow direct loading into the

aircraft.

30.1.8.2 Pall&/platform bottom. The size and construction of a pallet is

related to these two factors: type of aircraft and size of cargo. The 463L

pallet is designed for use on a wide variety of aircraft and for movement of

general cargo. This unit should be used wherever possible. In some cases it

becomes necessary to design a unit to move a special item or make a pallet an

integral base of an item of equipment. The pallet can be designed in a manner

similar to the 463L or other materials may be used.

30.1.8.2.1 Size. For efficient use of the aircraft, the pallet should lock

into the ai~ft rail system. For use on the C-130, C-141, and C-5, the

width of the pallet should be 2.74 m (108 in.) with indents cut into the rail

as shown in figure 33. The pallet can be made into any length; this is

limited by equipment to load the aircraft and the aircraft length. Normally,

this wuld limit the length to 12.2 m (40 ft). Longer units have been built,

but require special loading/unloading procedures.

30.1.8.2.2 Construction. A flat pallet bottom is highly desirable, but is

required to be flat only in areas and directions where the pallet contacts

rollers or ball casters. Roller positions of commonly used Air Force loaders

and aircraft (C-130, C-141, and C-5A) are provided in figure 5. While a flat

pallet bottom is desirable, skids may be used in proper positions within the

pallet structure to fully contact rollers or loaders and aircraft. For

example, the Type V skid positions will meet all 463L roller systems. Pallet

flat bottoms must provide a continuous strength member in the direction of

roller movement. This continuous strength can be designed by use of I-beams

(over sheet metal) in the direction of roller movement. I-beams placed per-

pendicular to the direction of travel will result in hard and soft areas in

the direction of roller travel and cannot be used (see figure 33) because of

possible structural failure of the pallet. Structural failure can also occur

when the pallet is crested. The pallet can teeter on a single set of rollers

causing a high load at one point. Cresting the pallet causes longitudinal

beam stress and the pallet must be designed strong enough to fully carry this

kind of load. The pallet fully loaded cannot exceed roller limits and must

meet restraint and flight load requirements. For example, a 4536 kg

(10,000 lb) capacity unit would have to withstand a 41~ G downward force

[20,412 kg (45,000 lb)] without yield while resting on the aircraft rollers”
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30.1.8 .2.3 ~. The lip must be placed along the side of the pallet to

interface nth the aircraft system. This lip does not have to be placed cm

the fore and aft sides of the pallet unless it is to be used in the 2.24 m

(88 in.) configuration, which is used on a few aircraft. The lip must meet

the dimensions shown in figure 26 and figure 34.

30.1.8.3 Overall design. we design of a pallet is also dependent upon the

mission use. A general cargo unit should have a flat, smooth top; however, a

special purpose unit could be constructed using just skids and holding a

fixture for any item of equipment. In building these special pallets, load

distribution becomes critical. It cannot be assumed that any weight on a

pallet is evenly distributed over the pallet. The pallet acts to a certain

degree as a method of bridging rollers as shown in figure 35.

30.1.9 Shelter/van/container design

30.1.9.1 General. Shelters and cargo vans, including intermodel containers,

are designed primarily for surface movement and therefore are 2.43 m (96 in.)

wide. Whenever the unit is rarely transported by air, consider using the 463L

standard pallet or airdrop platforms as an auxiliary base. Whenever air

transport is a mission requirement, the unit can have design features to

reduce auxiliary equipment. Whenever the unit is to be primarily transported

by air, design the unit bott~ to interlock with the aircraft rail system.

● 30.1.9.2 Baae design. For the unit that can be placed on a pallet or plat-

form, the unit should not have any bottom projections. A uniform flat bottom

is not necessary;- however, the load placement should not exceed roller loads

as transmitted through the pallet. In the case of a van, the end walls could

develop an overload condition. It is possible to shore up the rest of the van

to prevent this end area from overloading the aircraft. AlSO, consider

this when designing an integral bottom on a shelter or van. The bottom does

not have to be built of uniform construction, but can have skids similar to

the airdrop platforms or a hat section construction (see figure 36). When a

van is 2.43 m (96 in.) wide, an adaptor extending to the rail and lock is

required. To accommodate the safety aisle on aircraft such as the C-130, the

unit must be offset. On aircraft with walkways, the unit can be centered.

This adaptor can be attached to the van/shelter or designed to fold or retract

into the container envelope. In either case, ensure that the vertical G loads

applied to the body of the shelter or van do not cause a failure at the hinge

point or a bowing that allows the unit to come out of the rail system. Two

possible designs are shown in figure 37. A.detachable unit can also be used;

however, experience has shown if an item can be easily removed it can be

easily lost. If a detachable side adaptor is the only alternative, provision

should be made to secure the rail to the unit by using a holder on the roof.

30.1.9.3 Auxiliary equipment. Most shelters and vans are designed to carry

auxiliary equipment or have built-in equipment for the mission of the unit.

For example, communications vans will have electronics equipment built in and

may have antenna stored in the unit during movement. The built-in equipment

●
must be secured to the frame of the shelter to meet restraint requirements.---
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Any equipment stored in the vans must alSO be secured to meet the restraint

requirements. This can be accomplished by placing tiedown rings within the

van and securing the equipment to these rings. Holding stanchions can also be

used for the equipnent. However, any restraining system must follow the same

general rules as outlined in 30.1.6.1.

30.1.9.4 Co9ercial vams. In many cases, commerical equipment such as

land-sea containers can be modified to use as snecial vans. The most common

land-sea vans are those built to meet the 1S0 s~andard within the US. These

units must meet ANSI ME 5.1, which is a general standard. The actual design

and construction of the container varies within the manufacturing industry.

These containers offer a high degree of transportability on land and sea.

For air transport, pallets must be used for ❑ovement due to the lack of a flat

bottom. An air transport container has been developed by industry and is

outlined in SAE AS 832. While this container has a flat bottom, it requiree

special land transport. A very limited number of these units is available.

Theee containers are shown in figures 38 and 39. The containers are 2.44 by

2.44111 (8 by 8 ft) cross section with a length of 3.05, 6.10, 9.14, and 12.2 m

(10, 20, 30, and 40 ft). The 6.10- and 12.2-m (20- and 40-ft) units are the

most predominant. All containers and capacity of container carrying equipment

are rated in twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU).

30.1.9.5 Container design details. The following descriptions correspond to

container parte as shown n figure 38. Figure 39 provides standard container

dimeneion6.

30.1.9.5.1 l$nd frames. End frames are provided at both the front (A) and

rear (B). These usually are welded assemblies of steel members with cast

corner fittings (C) with a standardized pattern of handling sockets. For use

aboard ship, the containers must meet a 6-high stacking requirement and

racking on deck. This leads to the use of 6.4 nmn (1/4 in.) material formed into

a box section as a common design solution. Figure 40 shows additional

details.

30.1.9.5.2 Side rails. Side rails (D, E) running longitudinally along the

top and bottom of the container join the end frames together and mount the

side panels (F). These members are usually aluminum; however, steel is also

used. Most of the rail-to-frame joints are bolted. Figure 40 shows details

of a typical extruded aluminum rail.

30.1.9.5.3 Side panels. The end frames and rails provide a support for the

attachment of panels (F), basically sheet material. In the case of aluminum

side panels, sheet-post ‘construction is used, with the posts being a hat

section type. Posts are spaced between 1 and 2 ft apart, and may be either

exterior or interior, depending on where the operator desires to have the

flush surface. Sheet material thickness of 0.062 in. is common, with the

weight being 0.89 psf. The weight of stiffeners is quite variable, but a

value of 0.92 lb per running foot has been computed for a representative

extruded section. With posts spaced 2 ft apart, the weight of panel material

iS 1.8 psf. Aluminum panels are often augmented by a plywood interior liner

which may be either half or full height. With a half-height liner, the

average panel weight is approximately 2.2 psf.
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30.1.9.5.4 Fiberglass reinforced plastic/plywood panels. Figergla8f3 rein-

forced plastic (FRP)/plywood panels consist of a plywood core with an FRP

overlay on each face of the panel. Most often, the fibers are in a woven,

roving form (untwisted in a fabric) within a polyester matrix. The common

thickness of plywood stock is 3/4 in. Total panel thickness is usually in the

range of 0.84 to 0.88 in. The weight of such a sandwich panel is in the range

of 3 to 3.2 psf, depending on ,the proportion of glass fiber in the overlay and

the thickness.

,.

30.1.9.5.5 Steel panels. Steel panels are primarily used on containers frun

foreign sources. Steel container sheet material is usually rigidized by

corrugation, and separate posts are not added. Welding is used as the joining

means. A typical design employs 18-gauge (0.0495-in.) sheet stock with corru-

gations of about 1.5 in. in depth. Such a panel fabrication weighs about

2.6 psf.

30.1.9,5.6 Roofs. The roof (G) is generally of the same material and

construction as the aide panels with only a few exceptions. Roof bows of

aluminum units are often joined with adhesives. One-piece sheet material is

preferred to maximize resistance to water entry from above. The roofs are

designed to support two men walking across. For air transport, the roof must

be reinforced or tiedown straps ❑ust be placed over the top.

30.1.9.5.7 Bottom stracture. The understructure and the flooring transfer

loads induced by dead weight and inertial reactions of the contents to the

side rails. The aluminum cross members (H) are formed channels or extruded

shapes with a depth on the order of 5 in. and a thickness of about 0.188 in.

Steel is also used for these ❑embers ~ generally ~en the side rails are steel~
The deck surface (I) is usually oak or softwood floorboard, shiplap jointed,

and between 1 1/8 and 1 3/8 in. thick. Plywood is also used for flooring, in

which case an FRP overlay with a silica sand finish may be applied. For air

transport, the bottom presents the major problem because it is not a flat

smooth surface. Thus the container cannot be moved in its present form by air

transport since all air cargo systems are based on roller conveyors. A few

containers have been built with flat bottoms but even these present problems.

The corner fittings (C) are hard in comparison to the container bottom,

resulting in damage to the roller conveyor during movement from soft bottom to

hard corner. Also, the standard container corner is 1/4 in. lower than the

bottom level. When a container is stacked (supported by the four corners),

the bottom will deflect; however, the 1/4 in. spacing prevents the container

from applying any pressure on another container other than through the corner

posts. It has been found that the actual surface difference between the con-

tainer and corner fitting bottom ranges from 1/4 to 3/4 in.

30.1.9.5.8 Doors. Doors (J) are most frequently made of heavy plywood bonded

with a ❑etal surface, referred to as plymetal. The thickness of the composite

is in the range of 0.75 to 1 in. with the face material being about 22 gauge

(0.031 in.) if steel and 0.040 in. if aluminum. Sandwich fabrications for

doors may also have an aluminum exterior and a steel interior if the steel is

not exposed to a highly corrosive atmosphere and at the same time resists the

forces and abrasion of cargo impacting the end wall. Doors are generously

proportioned for the further reason that when firmly engaged to the end frame,

they significantly contribute to the container’s resistance to racking forces.
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l’htm, locking bars, either one or two per door half, are securely anchored in

keeper8 on the door and in caroming locks on the end frame. In so-called anti-

rack hardware, these locks restrain the bar end from play in all directions.

Minges complete the assembly.

30.1.9.5.9 Madling provisiom. standardized corner fittings (C) have

elongated 8ockets on top to which are engaged connecting fittings of the

8preader of a crane or mobile handling unit.- ~t may be note-d in the-detail in

figure 40 that there are protective plates in proximity to the top corner

handling fittings to guard against damage when the spreader drops on a con-

tainer top misaligned with the fittings. Similar sockets are on the under-

surface of the bottom corner fittings to provide restraint when containers are

on deck or on a land vehicle. Locking is performed by twisting the bar latch

either manually or by remote actuation. The container’8 corner fittings also

have openings on their sides to enable hoisting by hooks and slings at both

the top and bottom corners. Additionally, forklift pockets (K) are provided

to permit handling from the bottom by the tines of lift trucks. This mode of

handling is loeing favor and , as a consequence, pockets in the understructure

of containers are becoming relatively rare. As illustrated in figure 38, four

pocket8 are provided in the typical design. Usually the outer pockets are

aligned with the forklift tines of a high capacity lift truck capable of

handling a loaded container. The two inner pockets are used by lift trucks

capable of handling only an empty container. Many containers with forklift

pockets are for empty lift only.

30.1.9.6 Air movement of containers. Air transport containers (igloo) used

in commerlcal alr transport are not compatible with the military air cargo

systern. However, these units can be placed on 463L pallets and moved on to

C-130, C-141, and C-5 aircraft. With increased dependence by commerical

transportation on intermodal containers, the Air Force has developed methods

to move these by air. The movement limits are provided in table III.

30.2 C-130 cargo design data

30.2.1 Aircraft ad equipmant

‘30.2.1.1 General. The C-130 series airplanes are four-engine, high-wing air-

craft withzily a tactical intratheater mission. The airplane is divided

into two pressurized and air-conditioned compartments consisting of a flight

etation and a cargo compartment. There is a crew door on the forward left-

hend side of the airplane; two paratroop doors aft, one on each side of the

airplane; and an aft cargo door and ramp that open from the rear of the

airplane. Foldup fabric seats are installed in the cargo compartment for use

in troop operations. These seats are provided for 92 ground troops or for 64

paratroopers. Removable litter stanchions are provided so the airplane may be

used for casualty evacuation. There are two arrangements for installing the

litters for maximum usage. One arrangement is for 70 litters and 6 attendants

and the other for 74 litters and 2 attendants.
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TABLE 111 Intermodal containers.

ITransported weight capaci

I

I
DESIRED AIRCRAIT

SIZE LIMIT

8x8x 10ft

I

22,400 lb

2.63 x 2.63 x 3.28 m 10,170 kg

8 X 8-1/2 X 10 ft I 22,400 lb

2.63 x 2.79 x 3.28 m 10,170 kg

8x8x 20ft 44,800 lb

2.63 x 2.63 x 6.1 m 20,380 kg

8 X 8-1/2 X 20 ft 44,800 lb

2.63 x 2.79 x 6.1 m 20,380 kg

8x8x30ft 56,000 lb

2.63 x 2.-79x 9.85 m 25,430 kg

8 X 8-1/2 X 30 ft 56,000 lb

2.63 x 2.79 x 9.85 m 25,430 kg

8x8x40ft 67,200 lb

2.63 X 2.63 X 13.13 m 30,530 kg
;!

8 X 8-1/2 X 40 ft 67,200 lb

2.63 x 2.79 x 13.13 m 30,530 kg
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30.2.1.2 Cargo c-partment. The cargo compartment provides a cargo space

normally 12.5 m long, 3.12 m wide, 2.74 m high (41 ft long, 123 in. wide, and

108 in. high). However, this full space is not available to the designer.

Insulation in the wheel-well area results in a width of 3.04 m (119.5 in.).

Further operational requirements restrict loading space as follows:

a. A 152 mm (6 in.) clearance must be maintained from the ceiling and

side walls for loading.

b. A safety aisle must be provided on the left-hand aide large enough to

allow a man wearing a parachute to get to the rear of the aircraft.

.
c. Figure 41 shows the general cross section of the aircraft at both the

rear door and wheel-well section. Figure 42 provides the allowable clear

loading diagram for design. The rail system is permanently installed,

reducing width at the base. Any item exceeding these dimensions may not be

acceptable for air transport. The load ❑ust also provide the safety aisle

area as shown in the diagram. The cargo compartment is divided into compart-

ments as indicated in figure 43. In the aircraft, these are marked by the

limiting fuselage stations. Figure 43 also provides the compartment strength

and load capacities. The C-130 is designed with high strength areas

(treadways) for loading vehicles into the aircraft. The location of the

treadways differs from the early c-130 to those currently in service. The

dimensions are provided for both; however, the designer should concentrate on

the more current locations as shown in figure 44. For aircraft serial numbers

AF53-3129 through 56-509 (early “A” models) the dimensions are 0.533 m

(21 in.) wide- and 0.737 m (29 in.) to each side of the aircraft centerline.

For all other aircraft serial numbers AF56-51O through current models, the

dimensions are 0.89 m (35 in.) wide and 0.38 m (15 in.) to each side of the

aircraft centerline.

30.2.1.3 Aft cargo door and ramp. The aft cargo door and ramp (figures 41

and 45) can be opened to almost the full size of the cargo compartment. The

exterior surfaces conform to the fuselage contour. They also form the under-

surface of the aft fuselage. The cargo door, or upper part of the closure, is

hinged at its aft end and opens upward and inward. It is hydraulic-cylinder

actuated. When closed, the aft cargo door is locked by two latches, each

engaging with a fitting on each side of the door. When open, the cargo door

is approximately parallel to the top of the fuselage. An uplock is provided

to hold the door in the open position. The ramp, or lower part of the

closure, is hinged at its forward end and opens downward and outward. It is

actuated by two hydraulic cylinders, one on each side, and can be stopped in

any position beween closed and open. The most frequently used positions will

be fully closed, horizontal, and open. When closed, the ramp is locked by

five hydraulically operated latches along each side. These latches engage

with the structural members of the fuselage to lock the ramp closed. During

airdrop, the ramp is supported in the horizontal position by two ramp supports

(aerial delivery extension arms). These supports are attached to the fuselage

structure at one end and to fittings on the sides of the ramp at the other.

The fully extended supports will not permit the ramp to lower beyond horizon-

tal. If the ramp is to be fully opened for ground loading, the ramp supports

must first be disconnected. The supports are provided with removable pins to

make it possible to detach the supports when necessary. In the ground loading
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position, the aft edge of the ramp is held firmly in contact with the ground

by two hydraulic cylinders to maintain cargo floor height. The ramp then pre-

sents an incline of about 0,244 rad (14a), up which vehicles can be driven.

Nonskid material is applied to the upper surface of the ramp to provide good

footing for personnel. In the horizontal position, the ramp is used for

loading cargo from material handling equipment.

Auxiliary truck-loading ramps and auxiliary ground-loading rampa are used

to bridge any gap between the ramp and the truck, platform, or ground.

Fittings are built into the aft edge of the ramp to provide means of attaching

the auxiliary ramps. It is possible and permiaaible to carry a load of up to

2268 kg (5000 lb) on the ramp during flight as long as the center of gravity

of the loaded airplane does not fall outside the permissible limits and does

not exceed the compartment strength limits. It is also permissible to place

a load of up to 2268 kg (5000 lb) on the ramp while it ia open, and then to

close the ramp. The permissible load on the ramp of 2268 kg (5000 lb) is the

total ramp load and includes the weight of the equipment that may also be

installed (such as pallets, nets, dual rail and roller components, etc).

Therefore, the weight of the allowable cargo load on the ramp is the 2268 kg

(5000 lb) permissible load reduced by the weight of the combination of these

items also carried on the ramp. The closed and locked ramp forms a 2.77 rad

(159”) angle with the cargo floor.

30.2.1,4 Auxiliary Cruck loading ramps. Two auxiliary truck loading ramps

[0.914m long by 0.66uI wide (36 in: long by 26 in. wide)] are furnished
with each airpla-ne (figure 46a). These au~iliary ramps are connected to the

ramp when it is in the horizontal position to bridge any gap between the ramp

and the truck or platform from which the airplane is being loaded. These

auxiliary truck loading ramps support the aft end of the airplane during

loading from a vehicle or platform. The ramps have four hooks on the under-

side; the two outside hooks have latches on them. The ramps are firmly

attached with these hooks to the fittings along the aft end of the ramp. The

distance between any two of these fittings is 197 mm (7 3/4 in.). The posi-

tions of the auxiliary truck ramps can be changed inboard and outboard in

increments of 197 mm (7 3/4 in.) each. The ramps should always be installed

so the distance between them will match, as closely aa possible, the width of

the tread of any vehicle which will be driven over them.

30.2.1.4.1 Allowable loada. Any authorized loads may be loaded across

auxiliary truck-loading ramps installed at equal distances from the ramp

centerline. If the ramps are installed at unequal distances from the center-

line, determine the allowable loads as shown in figure 47. The load limit for

one truck loading ramp is 5670 kg (12,500 lb); for two truck-loading ramps,

the limit is 11,340 kg (25,000 lb). When using only one truck-loading ramp,

place it on the ramp centerline.

30.2.1.5 Auxiliary ground-loading ramps. Two auxiliary ground-loading ramps

[1.68 m long by 0.533 mwide (66 in. long by 21 in. wide)] are furnished with

each airplane (figure 46b). The upper surface of these ramps is covered with

the same nonskid material that covers the ramp and cargo floor. When the

ramps are not in use, they are stowed on the aft cargo floor. These auxiliary
●
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ramps are hooked to the aft edge of the integral ramp when it is in the fully

open position to bridge the gap between the ground and the edge of the

integral ramp. The auxiliary ramps are hooked on the aft edge of the integral

ramp to the same fittings as are used for the auxiliary truck-loading ramps.

Since they are used only when the integral ramp is resting on the ground,

there are no positive latches for attaching them. The auxiliary ground-

Loading ramps should be installed so the distance between them matches, as

closely as possible, the width of the tread of any vehicle to be driven over

them . They. are installed an equal distance from the centerline of the

airplane. The maximum load that may be imposed on the auxiliary ground-

loading ramp is 2948 kg (6500 lb) per wheel or 5897 kg (13,000 lb) per axle.

3.0.2.1.6 R=p height. The height of the ramp in relation to the ground

varies from one aircraft model to another. Purther, it is dependent on the

aircraft load as the height will vary before and after fuel is placed on

board. The height variation of the ramp is provided for each C-130 model in

figure 48. If the aircraft is equipped with rollers, add 66.7 mm (2 5/8 in.)

to all heights.

30.2.1.7 FIOOr. The floor of the aircraft entails a large variety of charac-

teristics, such as treadway strength capability, tiedowns, and cargo handling

systems. Because of the complexity and overlap with other aircraft compo-

nents, these characteristics have been treated separately. Tiedown fitting

locations are shown in figure 49. D-ring cargo tiedown fittings are installed

on the cargo floor and the ramp.

30.2.1.8 10,000 ib capacity tiedown fittings. The tiedown fitting most

commonly used is the 10,000 lb capacity fitting (figure 50). There are 175 of

these D-ring type of fittings installed in cargo floor recesses in a pattern

approximately 0.508 m (20 in.) on centers. There are 25 rows, numbered from

1 at the forward end of the cargo floor through 25 at the aft end. There are

seven columns, lettered from A at the left side of the cargo floor through G

at the right aide. These markings are stenciled beside each fitting. Each

10,000 lb capacity fitting is capable of resisting a single load of 10,000 lb

exerted along any radius of a hemisphere, the flat side of which is the sur-

face of the cargo floor. It is also capable of resisting a combination of two

loads applied simultaneously, as long as the resulting vector quantity of the

two loads is less than 4536 kg (10,000 lb). When not in use, the rings fold

into recesses just deep enough to keep the folded fittings from sticking up,

The fittings are ccmmonly used with tiedown devices which do not exceed the

limite of the fittings. Some fittings are also used when seats are installed

along the centerline of the cargo compartment.

30.2.1.9 S000- end 25,000-lb capacity fittielgm. Seven columns of 5000 lb

capacity fittings lettered A through G are installed in the cargo ramp floor,

except for C-130 AP53-3129 which has five. (See figures 49 and 50). Twelve

sockets for 25,000-lb capacity fittings are installed in the cargo floor,

except for C-130 AF53-3129 which has eight. The fitting sockets are plugged

when not used. The fittings are stowed in a box aft of the paratroop door,

under the flight station floor, and on the cargo compartment bulkhead.
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30.2.1 .9.1 Tiedowm devices. Three types of tiedowns are supplied with the

C-130 for faetening cargo. The type and number of cargo tiedowns carried will

be determined by major air commands operating the aircraft. The following

devices are available on the C-130: CGU-1/B, MB-I, and MB-2. Details on

these devices are in 30.1.6.4.3.

30.2.1.10 Roller conveyor 6y0teme. All MAC C-130S have the A/A 32H4A cargo

handling system. This 463L-compatible system consists of rollers, guide

rails, and locks.

30.2.1.10.1 Daslw4A description. The A/A32H-4A cargo handling system

conaiets of eight outboard restraint guide rail assemblies and 20 intermediate

conveyor frame assemblies (See figure 51). The outboard restraint rails

provide vertical restraint and lateral guidance for the pallets or platforms,

while rollers in the conveyor frame assemblies give vertical support and

facilitate transfer fore and aft during loading and unloading. Forward and

aft restraint is provided by mechanical detent locks in the conveyor frame

assemblies. Two sets of controls actuate the locking and release mechanisms;

one set of controls actuates the left-hand mechanism ~d one set actuates the

right-hand mechanism.

30.2.1.10.2 Outboard restraint rail assemblies. The eight outboard rail

assemblies are zdent~fied bv section numbers. Sections 1. 3, and 5B are in-

stalled outboard left on th~ cargo floor; sections 2, 4, aud 6B are installed

outboard right. Sections 7 (left) and 8 (right) are mounted on the ramp deck

(see figure 51). When the system is used aboard the C-130 early A model,

section 5A is inserted between the rail sections 3 and 7; also section 6A ie

inserted between sections 4 and 8. The restraint rails are not removable for

air tranaport operations.

30.2.1.10.3 Conveyor frame assemblies. The system includes 2,0conveyors

which are located between the outboard rails. Sections 9 through 14 are

installed on the cargo floor, and sections 15 and 16 are installed on the ramp

floor. (See figure 51). The inboard side of the conveyor rail is U-shaped

for vertical restraint and horizontal guidance of pallets or platforms. To

facilitate loading and airdrop, the inboard top flange of the rail is cut off

on the aft portion of sections 3 and 4 and completely on eections 5, 6$ 7S

and 8. Two retractable flanges each on sectione 5 and 6 provide vertical

restraint when required.

30.2.1.10.4 Detent latch assemblies. The detent latch assemblies consist of

right-hand detent latches and left-hand detent latches (See figures 52 and

53). There are 11 variable restraint detent latches mounted outboard on the

right-hand rails, five on sections 2 and 4, and one on section 6. Each latch

provides a constant forward restraining force of 20,000 lb and a variable aft

restraining force of up to 4000 lb. An adjusting bolt and a load indicator

are provided on each latch to adjust for the desired spring tension. When the

aft force exerted against the detent exceeds the preset value, the detent will

disengage and remain disengaged. A lockout pin is provided to keep the detent

in the fully retracted and locked out position. There are 11 detent latches

mounted outboard on the left-hand rail sections, five each on sections 1

and 3, and one on section 5. Each left-hand detent latch provides a constant

restraining force of 20,000 lb forward and 10,000 lb aft.
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30.2.1.10.5 Ramp detent assemblies and retractable flanges. The retractable

flanges and ramp detent aesemliee are used when cargo is to be mounted aboard

indented pallets and restrained on the ramp deck. There are three retractable

flanges each in sections 7 and 8 (figure 51) to provide vertical restraint for

pallets loaded on the ramp. Also, there is one detent each in sections 7

and 8 to provide fore and aft restraint. Normally, these spring-loaded

devices stay retracted outboard to prevent them from being engaged inadver-

tently. For use, they are pushed into position manually and held by latches.

For release, the latches are removed simultaneously (in each section) by ramp

@haergency release handles, causing flanges and detents to retract.

30.2.1.10.6 Conveyor dimensions. The relative location of the rollers on

either side’ of the aircraft centerline is shown in section 30.1, figure 5.

The rollers are 57 mm (2 1/4 in.) in diameter by 121 mm (4 3/4 in.) wide.

The height of the roller is 66.7 mm (2.625 in.) above the floor. The rollers

are on 252 - (10 in.) centers fore and aft in the aircraft. The Dash-4A rail

configuration relative to the aircraft floor is shown in figures 54 and 55.

The roller load limitations are in figure 43.

30.2.1.11 Power source. Seven 10-amp DC, 28-v, Hubell part 7526, receptacles

are installed throughout the cargo compartment to provide power for heated

blankets, fans, and other DC equipment. A 200-amp DC, 28-v receptacle is

installed in the cargo compartment on the wall aft of the flight station to

permit operation of an air cargo winch. Two DC receptacles are installed in

the cargo compartment to provide power for iron lung operation. One of these

is located on the left-hand side of the aircraft between the two windows

forward of the paratroop door. The other receptacle is located on the right-

hand side of the aircraft near the first window aft of the flight station.

On C-130E aircraft only (AF61-2367 and up), three 115/200(208)-v, 400-cycle,

three-phase AC receptacles (?4S3102A18-1OS) are installed in the cargo compart-

ment to provide missile support power having a total load restriction of

5 KVA. One is located on the left side at FUS STA 427, and two are on the

right side at FUS STA 290 and FUS STA 627. On C-130EH aircraft (AF62-1784 and

up), a 115/200(208)-v, 400-cycle, three phase AC receptacle is installed in

the cargo compartment on the wall aft of the flight station for operation of

an air cargo winch. The AC receptacle is located next to the 200-amp DC

receptacle which is also provided for operation of the air cargo winch. See

figure 56.

30.2.1.12 Veatin~. The C-130 is equipped with one vent located on the left

side at FUS STA 642. This vent is the only vent on the aircraft and extreme

caution must be exercised when using it to vent liquid oxygen to ensure that

no petroleum residue exists. Provisions should be made for a purging kit when

liquid oxygen or similar oxidizing agents are to be vented. Venting hose

should have a 23.81-nmI (.0937-in.) ID (inside diameter) to be compatible with

all aircraft. Interface equipment for C-130 vent shall be provided by the

‘Air Force.
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30.2.2 Cargo requirements

30.2.2.1 Cargo loadi~. The loading method used for a specific item of cargo

will normally depend upon its size, weight, and physical characteristics. All

cargo carried in the airplane will be loaded by (1) straight-in loading wer

the horizontally positioned ramp from a truck or cargo loader, or (2) ground

ramp loading using the auxiliary loading ramps. In either case, use the

roller conveyors and restraint rails for palletized cargo. Palletized cargo,

bulk cargo, or vehicles can be winched into the airplane using the portable

electric winch or an external winch mounted on a vehicle. Self-propelled

vehicles can be driven directly Up the ramp and into loading position under

their own power or can be winched into position by their own winches. The

paragraphs on vehicles apply to all wheeled or tractor items of equipment.

30.2.2.1.1 Crated cargo projection limits. Some difficulty may be encoun-

tered when loading pallets of bulk cargo or vehicles up the inclined ramp, due

to the distance the item projects toward the overhead of the cargo compartment

(See figure 571. The allowable projection is determined by two factors:

(1) height of the load and (2) height of the cargo compartment floor at the

hinged line of the ramp. The allowable projection is measured from the

centerline of the aft line of rollers on the roller conveyors. The height of

the load is the total height including pallet or platform, if used.

30.2.2.2 Vehicle overhang and projection limits. Vehicle front and rear

overhang, ground clearance, wheelbase, and the height of the ramp crest are

the factors which must be considered to determine if a vehicle can be safely

loaded (see figure 58). Four charts are included in figure 58 to determine

clearances. The charts are:

a. Chart A - Ramp crest limits. Use to determine clearance between the

ramp crest and the underside of the vehicle at wheelbase midpoint.

b. Chart B - Parking overhang limits. Use to determine clearance between

aft end of vehicle after it is loaded and the ramp is closed.

c. Chart C - Loading overhang limits. Use to determine clearance at top

of cargo compartment when loading long, tall vehicles with overhang.

d. Chart D - Vehicle projection limits. Use to determine interference

between vehicle top and cargo compartment top (loading and unloading).

The height of the ramp affects most loading area limits. Under normal condi-

tions of (1) fuel and cargo loading and (2) strut and tire inflation, the

cargo floor at the ramp crest will vary in height from the ground. The hinge

on the ramp is used as a convenient point for measuring this distance.

“Ramp heights specified in figure 58 refer to the distances from the ground to

this hinge centerline. The field or loading area must be smooth and level.

30.2.2.2.1 Ramp crest limit9. Vehicles having long wheelbases and low

ground clearances may drag across the ramp when loading from the ground

(see figure 58, chart A). The clearance available will be determined by

(1) vehicle wheelbase, (2) vehicle ground clearance at its midpoint, and

(3) cargo compartment floor height at the ramp crest.
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30.2.2.2.2 Parkiag overhang limits. To make use of space available in the

cargo compartment, it is sometimes desirable to park a vehicle with its wheels

at the aft end of the cargo compartme~t floor (see figure 58, chart B).

This position requires a portion of the vehicle to project into the area above

the ramp. This projection is permissible if the overhang does not extend so

far aft that-it hits the ramp when the ramp is retracted. Figure 58, chart B,

shows the maximum overhang which will clear the ramp when the aft wheel of the

vehicle is placed at the hinge line of the ramp.

39.2.2.2.3 Loading overhand limits. Vehicles which have structures extending

long distancea past the front or rear axles may have difficulty in loading up

the inclined ramp from the ground (see figure 58, chart C). - This is espe~

cially critical on vehicles which have low ground clearance. Since vehicles

will often be backed into the cargo c~partment to facilitate offloading, the

location of the overhang in determining clearance limits is referred to as

being on the forward or on the aft end of a vehicle. Long overhang on the

forward end causes the vehicle to run into the ramp before the wheels lift it

up. Long overhang on the aft end causes the vehicle to drag the ground when

the forward end rises as it goes up the ramp.

30.2.2.2.4 Vehicle projection limits. A high vehicle may be difficult to

load up the inclined ramp if the maxim~ height is near the end of the vehicle

and is forward of the first wheel going up the ramp. If the point of maximum

height is behind the first wheel, then a full 2.59 m (102 in.) height can be

loaded. Where loading appears marginal, load the vehicle straight in over a

horizontal ramp. If this is not possible, load the end of the vehicle with

the shorter overhang first. Use the graph on figure 58, chart D, to determine

overhead clearance. When the combined values of vehicle height and vehicle

overhang fall under the curve for a given ramp height, the vehicle can be

loaded without interference at that ramp height. When the values fall above a

curve, the vehicle cannot be loaded at that height. Before using the chart D

graph, determine that the ground clearance, wheelbase, and overhang limita-

tions are satisfied.

30.2.2.2.5 Preferred Ioadiq. Whenever possible , vehicles should be backed

into the airplane so they may be driven forward to facilitate rapid

offloading. Vehicles must be driven or backed aboard with transmissions set

in the lowest gear and the transfer case or auxiliary transmission in low

range and the vehicle in four-wheel drive. Ibis results in better control and

smoother starts and stops.

30.2.2.3 Weight end balaaee. The maximum weight that can be carried on any

specific mission is limited by the maximum allowance gross weight, which in-

cludes the airplane’s empty ~ight, number of crewmen, and the amount of fuel

●nd oil aboard the airplane. ‘I’hecenter-of-gravity location is vitally

important to the airplane’s stability. The airplane must be flown only when

the center of gravity as determined by TO 1-lB-40 is within the limits pre-

scribed in the applicable TO lC-130-1 Flight Manual.
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30.2.2.4 Vehicle design. Special considerations must be given to vehicles to

insure air transportability on the C-130. These considerations are discussed

in the following paragraphs.

30.2.2.4.1 Floor load. In addition to meeting various requirements, such as

the compartment weight limits, other factors must be considered. These are

discuseed in the following paragraph.

30.2.2.4.2 Axle spacing. If vehicle axles are less than 1.2 m (4 ft) apart$

single axle limits will apply to the combined axles.

30.2.2.4.3 Tire loads. While it is permitted to load a vehicle with a tire

inflation pressure of 100 psi, certain types of lug tires can place concen-

trated loads on the aircraft floor. These would require shoring for air

transport or vehicle rolling movement. If a vehicle uses hard rubber wheels,

the tire load must be within the allowable range shown in figure 59 for load-

ing for flight. If any portion of a tire is not on the treadway, it is

considered that the entire load is off the treadway. If the contact width of

the tires exceeds 2.54 m (100 in.), use

treadway area.

30.2.2.5 Restraint. Design all cargo

factora:

Forward

Aft

Lateral

up

Down

30.2.2.6 ?Juclear cargo. Design this

30.2.2,5 except that the upward load is

shoring to transmit the load onto the

and equipment to the following load

3G

1-1/2 G

1-1/2 G

2G

4-1/2 G

cargo to meet the load fac~ors in

increased to 3.7 G.

30.2.2.7 Airdrop. The C-130 is the primary tactical airdrop mission

aircraft. While most of the design requirements for airdrop have been

discussed in Appendix A, the equipment onboard and the operational limits of

this aircraft must be considered. The aircraft is capable of airdrop in the

following modes: door bundles, low altitude parachute extraction system

(LAPES) , container delivery system (CDs), low velocity platform and high

altitude.

30.2.2.7.1 Load limitations. The maximum load that may be extracted over the

cargo ramp during the airdrop is 15,875 kg (35,000 lb) for C-130EH airplanes

AF62-1784 and up, and 11,340 kg (25,000 lb) for other C-130 airplanes. The

maximum weight of a door bundle exiting from the paratroop door is 227 kg

(500 lb). These weights include all equipment used to perform the drop, such

as platforms.
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30.2.2.7.2 Cargo dimensional Lkits. The item of equipment must meet all the

dimensional limits, such as the safety aisle, in its fully rigged configur-

ation. In addition, the load cannot exceed 2,74 m (108 in.) in width, and the

height is limited by the tipoff as the load exits the aircraft. This height

is shown in figure 60 and is measured from the bottom of the platform. The

aft end of the load is the part that first exits the aircraft.

30.2.2.8 C-130 range. The range and mission profile varies because of tem-

perature, winds, amount of cargo on board, etc. The following information is

a guide to aircraft capability: For the longest leg over a water route, the

cargo onboard is normally limited to 23,000 lb; however, under special con-

dition, this can be raised to 25,000 lb. For maximum cargo mission with

ehort range, the C-130A and B have an approximate cargo capability of

35,000 lb and the C-130E/H has an approximate capability of 45,000 lb.

Payload-range is shown in figure 61 and the curve represents the capability of

the C-130E/H.

30.3 C-141B cargo design data.

the Military Airlift Command does

38.3.1 Aircraft and equipment

C-141A aircraft data are not contained since

not operate any C-141A models.

30.3.1.1 C-141B description. The C-141B is a high-sweptback-wing jet

aircraft ~th an Lntertheater mission. This design allows loading from the

ground or at truckbed height through the aft fuselage. The cargo c-ompartment

can be equipped to accommodate general bulk and palletized cargo, vehicles,

troops, paratroops, or cargo rigged for airdrop. The wide range of cargo

which can be carried, coupled with many possible combinations of loads,

provides great flexibility in moving troops and equipment. During personnel

transportation, the aircraft can accommodate 200 ground troops, 133 ground

troops over water, 155 paratroop in side-facing seats, 103 litters and 14

attendants or troops, or 106 troops in aft-facing seats. Seating maximums do

not include seats required for aircrew members.

30.3.1.2 Cargo capartmant. The cargo compartment ia 28.4 m (93.33 ft) long

by 3.12 m (10 ft, In.) tide by 2.77 m (9 ft, 1 in.) high. The height and-

width are reduced by 51 nm (2 in.) across the upper outside corners of the

compartment at fuselage station (FUS STA) 1318 and FUS STA 1358 by the troop

door track8. When open, the troop doors extend into the cargo area and reduce

the clearance height at the upper left and right corners by 0.51 m (20 in.).

Mditional cargo can be placed on the ramp which is 3.38 m (11 ft, 1 1/4 in.)

long and 3.12 m (10 ft, 3 in.) wide. Further operational requirements

restrict loading as follows:

a. A 152-mm (6-in.) clearance must be maintained from ceiling, doors, and

8ide walls during loading and flight.

b. ‘ItteC-141 is equipped with catwalks (walkways). This area is used as

the safety aisle area and must be kept clear of all cargo.

c. The aircraft is equipped with a crew rest area that reduces part of

the cargo compartment. While this item of equipment can be removed, the

designer must assume it is in position. The crew rest facility extends from

FUS STA 292 to FUS STA 378.
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30.3.1.2.1 Fuselage cross section. Figure 62 provides the basic cross-

sectional dimensions of the aircraft and allowable loading limits. If an

oversized item is palletized on standard HCU-6/E pallets, the item can be a

maximum of 102 in. from the top of the pallet. Other operational requirements

may restrict the height to below 102 in. Other restrictions are as follows:

a. Palletized cargo under the crew rest is limited to 76 in. in height.

b. Single pallets using nets as restraint and stacked to 96 in. are not

to exceed 10,000 lb.

Single pallets using nets as restraint and stacked between 96 in. and

100 ~n. high are not to exceed 8000 lb.

For other equipment being loaded with the ramp down to the ground, the equip-

ment can have a height of 2,62 m (103 in.) provided it meets the other loading

interference requirements. The loading width is also 2.28 m (111 in.). After

the cargo is on the aircraft, the usable area is 3.12 m (123 in.) wide by

2.62 m (103 in.) high. This can allow aide by side placement of cargo, loaded

one unit at a time. The usable length shown in figure 2 is 28.4 m (93.33 ft),

less provisions for the crew rest area and the 152 urn (6 in.) clearance.

30.3.1.3 Fuselage compartments. The cargo compartment is divided into

compartments as indicated m figure 64. The size of these compartments is

designated by fuselage station (FUS STA) in inches. Figure 65 provides

general cargo, palletized cargo, and pneumatic tire allowable loads for each

compartment and figure 66 provides the allowable loads for hard rubber and

steel wheels in relation to wheel width.

30.3.1.4 Treadway. The C-141 is designed with a high-strengh area for

loading vehicles into the aircraft. The treadway location on the C-141 is

0.406 m (16 in.) on either side of the longitudinal centerline and is 0.864 m

(34 in.) wide. The area ouside the treadway is rated at the same capacity for

flight loads. This area differs only from the treadway during loading and

unloading. The 0.813-m (32-in.) wide inside area is significantly weaker.

The strength of the treadway varies from one compartment zone to another.

30.3.1.5 Aft cargo door and ramp, The aft end of the cargo compartment con-

tains a pressure door and ramp which seal the compartment during pressurized

flight. Two petal doors, in conjunction with the ramp and pressure door$ can

be operated for airdrops or on the ground to permit rapid straight-in loading

of the compartment. The ramp is 3.39 m (133 1/4 in.) long and 3.12 m

(123 in.) wide and is hinged to the aft end of the cargo compartment floor.

From this position, it may rotate down to (1) a horizontal position for

straight-in loading or an airdrop mission or (2) an inclined-down position

where it serves as a ground loading ramp, making a maximum angle of approx-

imately 0.262 rad (15°) with the ground. Ramp construction permits pressur-

ization loads in flight and heavy cargo loading and offloading on the ground.

The ramp in the horizontal position will support a 15,876-kg (35,000-lb),

7.32-m (24-ft) platform as it is loaded into the aircraft. Latches on the aft

end of the ramp mate with lugs on auxiliary ground-loading ramps for ground

loading, or with lugs on the pressure door when in flight. The height of the

ramp from the ground can vary from 1.22 to 1.47 m (48 to 58 in.). Fifty-eight
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inches should be used for design purposes. This height does not include the

38 mm (1 1/2 in.) height of the rollers if the rollers are turned up. The

pressure door is hinged at the aft end and rotates Up for loading. The

pressure door is 2.77 m (109 in.) above the ramp when it is fully retracted.

Aft of the ramp and pressure door are two petal doors. This area is un-

pressurized and is used to provide an aerodynamically clean afterbody. These

doors are hinged to allow opening to 1.40 rad (80”) for ground loading and

1.12 rad (65”) during flight for airdrop. See figure 62 station dimensions.

30.3.1.5.1 Ramp hinge. Vehicle axles must not be centered on the ramp hinge

(FS 1412) for flight. In addition, axles must be placed at least 8 in.

forward of the ramp hinge. When individual axle weight exceeds 11,400 kg

(25,000 lb) during loading, only one axle is allowed on the ramp at any time.

Vehicles that have a snubbed, chained down, or fixed suspension and exceeds

14,472 kg (31,800 lb) must be loaded “straight in.” The maximum practical

vehicle gross weight for loading is 19,958 kg (44,000 lb).

30.3.1.5.2 Auxiliary loading rampe. NO auxiliary loading ramps 2.59 m

(8-1/2 ft) long, 0.559 m (22 in.) wide, and ~ighing approximately 50 kg

(110 lb) each are furnished with each aircraft (see figure 6). The ramps are

used” to bridge the gap between the end of the ramp and the ground during

loading and offloadingof vehicles or palletized cargo. The auxiliary ground-

loading ramps till extend onto a truckbed for loading for a minimum distance

of 76 mm (3 in.). When properly installed, the two ramps will support a

14,742 kg (32,500 lb) single-axle rolling load. The upper surfaces of the
ramps are covered with nonskid material. Attached to the forward edge of each

auxiliary loading ramp are two pairs of locks on lZ7-mm (5-in.) centers.

These locks hook into latches which are on 254-ImxI(lO-in.) centers on the aft

edge of the integral ramp. It is only necessary to engage one lock on each

pair, so the auxiliary ramps can be positioned in increments of 127 mm (5 in.)

at any point across the integral ramp. The locks are engaged by holding the

auxiliary ramp above the integral ramp with the front of the auxiliary ramp

lowered. This permits latch locators on the locks to be inserted into the

desired ramp latches. Uwering the auxiliary ramp positions the locks around

the ramp latches to hold the auxiliary ramp secure. The auxiliary ramp must

be raised approximately 610 nmI (24 in.) above the level of the cargo ramp

floor to engage or release the locks. Auxiliary ramps need not be centered in

relation to the centerline of the aircraft, However, they should be aligned

with the treadway of the integral ramp to keep vehicle loads on the integral

ramp treadway whenever possible.

30.3.1.5.3 Cargo-1oading stabilizer struts. Two retractable cargo-loading

stabilizer struts are attached to the bottom of the fuselage just forward of

the ramp at FUS STA 1388 (see figure 68). They support and help stabilize the

aft end of the aircraft when extended during cargo loading or unloading. The

upper end of each strut is mounted on a track by a sliding trunnion which

permits the strut to be raised to a horizontal position and pushed back into

a tunnel beneath the cargo floor when not in use. The struts are capable of

accommodating simultaneous refueling and cargo loading. The struts are

capable of a 0.305-m (12-in.) stroke and maximum loading capacity of 8165 kg

(18,000 lb) each.
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30.3.1.5.4 Auxiliary loading ramp exteasioa. Auxiliary loading ramp exten-

sions may be used if physical characteristics of the carrier or dolly are such

that the- rear end of- the cargo will strike the ground or the aircraft when

going up the auxiliary loading ramps. Properly designed auxiliary loading

ramp extensions of any desired angle may be used. However, the use of these

ramps is limited, as the ramps must be provided at both the load and offload

points. In general, this approach should not be considered for military

equipment requiring airlift for tactical reasons. It is acceptable for cargo

such as a missile that is to be moved from fabrication facility to storage

depot.

30.3.1.5.5 Steel bridge plate. A steel plate as shown in figure 69 may be

used to bridge the gap between the aircraft ramp and truckbeds, flatbeds, and

K-loaders during loading/offloading of wheeled vehicles or skidded or palle-

tized cargo. The maximum capacity allowed is 3402 kg (7500 lb) per plate

u8ed.

30.3.1.6 Cargo compartment floor. This flush floor extends the full length

of the compartment from FUS STA 292 to FUS STA 1412. A typical section of the

floor is shown in figure 70. It is made of stiffened aiuminum panels which

interlock at the fore and aft joints to provide a continuous surface from the

front of the compartment to the back. Recessed seat and roller conveyor chan-

nels and recessed cargo tiedown receptacles run the length of the panels.

The seat tracks are capable of accommodating 4536 kg (10,000 lb) capacity

removable tiedown fittings at 0.508-m (20-in.) increments and seat fittings

at 25.4-mm (l-in.) increments. Individual receptacle for connecting 4536 kg

(10,000 lb) capacity cargo tiedown fittings are located at butt line (BL) O

and BL 40, left and right , on 0.508-m (20-in.) increments. The tiedown attach

points in the seat tracks and the individual tiedown receptacles provide for a

0.508-m (20-in.) grid pattern of 4536 kg (10,000 lb) capacity tiedown fittings

over the entire compartment floor. On the eeat tracks, only those attach

points identified by a yellow dot are to be used for tiedown loads. ‘f%ese

points are on the 0.508 m (20 in.) grid pattern of tiedown receptacles. Using

other tiedown locations may cause the track to fail. In addition, individual

receptacles for connecting 11,340 kg (25,000 lb) capacity tiedown fittings are

provided at BL 56, left and right, on 0.508-m (20-in.) spacings. The recep-

tacle locations at PUS STA 326 and FUS STA 734 are exceptions to this incre-

mental spacing. These receptacles are used ae either restraint rail tiedowns

or 11,340 kg (25,000 lb) capacity tiedown rings. At left and right BL 24 and

BL 47, a continuous line of stud8 is reCe68ed in the cargo floor to accom-

modate the troop seat supports. Four channels for the aluminum roller con-

veyors are recessed in the compartment floor on left and right BL 15 and BL 41

and from FUS STA 322 to FUS STA 1338. For vehicles and bulk loading, all

roller conveyor sections are turned over 130 the rollers extend down into

cutouts and the smooth bottom surfaces of the conveyors fit flush with the

cargo floor. The overall locations of tiedown receptacles and rollers are

shown in figure 71.

..

30.3.1.6.1 Cargo ramp floor. The cargo ramp floor cannot be loaded as

heavily as the cargo compartment floor; however, the construction is similar

except that seat track8 and floor stude are not provided.
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●
30.3.1.6.2 Nonskid safety walk. Pieces of nonskid safety-walk material are

cemented to the cargo compartment and ramp floor and on the side walkways at

frequent intervals to provide secure footing for personnel.

30.3.1.7 Floor tiedoue receptacles. A grid system is used to identify the

4536 kg (10,000 lb) capacity seat track and tiedown receptacles (see

figure-71). There are seven-rows of tiedown fitting receptacles across the

cargo compartment floor and 56 rows of receptacles from the front of the com-

partment to the aft end of cargo compartment floor. The rows across the width

are designated ‘~A” through “G” beginning at the left side. The rows down the

length are designated “l” through “56” beginning at the left side. The grid

system thus formed identifies each fitting by letter and number. The correct

letter and number combination is permanently etched into the floor adjacent to

each fitting. A yellow dot is cemented in the center hole of each tiedown

location in the continuous seat track to further identify the proper 0.51-m

(20-in.) tiedown grid. The 11,4000 kg (25,000 lb) capacity tiedown recep-

tacles are unmarked.

30.3.1.7.1 Ramp tiedoua receptacles. A grid system of etched numbers and

letters is used on the ramp floor to identify each of the 10,000 lb capacity

tiedown receptacles. The ~ows are “l” through “5” from front-to rear and “Ai’

through “G” from left to right.

30.3.1.7.2 Fittings. The C-141 has two types of fittings with capacities

●
of 4536 kg (10,000 lb) and 11,400 kg (25,000 lb). The fittings described in

the following paragraphs can be positioned at numerous locations (figure 71)

throughout the aircraft as shown in figure 72.

30.3.1 .7.2.1 10,000 pound capacity tiedowe fittings. A quantity of inter-

changeable quick-disconnect fittings for insertion in the 4536 kg (10,000 lb)

capacity tiedown receptacles and in the seat track tiedown attach points are

stowed in the cargo compartment. A epring-loaded pull ring on the fitting

must be turned a quarter turn to insert the fitting in the receptacle. After

insertion, rotate the spring a quarter turn, and then release the spring.

In this position the tiedown ring will swivel to facilitate connection to

the load. When the fitting is no longer needed, the pull ring is lifted and

turned to release the fitting from the floor. The fitting has a 4536 kg

(10,000 lb) capacity for cargo tiedown. All other uses, such as winching,

limits its capacity to 6667 pounds.

30.3.1.7.2.2 25,000 pared capacity tiedown fittings. (See figure 72.) A

quantity of interchangeable quick-disconnect fittings for insertion in the

11,400 kg (25,000 lb) capacity tiedown receptacles are stowed in the cargo

compartment. A spring-loaded pull ring on the fitting must be pulled up to

insert the fitting in the receptacle. After insertion, the fitting is shifted

to the side of the receptacle hole opposite the release ring to trap the step

of the fitting beneath the lip of the receptacle and the release ring is

released to fill the remainder of the hole and thus keep the step and lip

engaged. In this position, the heavy tiedown ring will swivel to facilitate

connection to the load. When the fitting is no longer needed, the release

ring is pulled up and the fitting is shifted to disengage the step of the

fitting from the lip of the receptacle. The fitting has a 11,400 kg

(25,000 lb) capacity for cargo tiedown. All other uses limit its capacity to

7560 kg (16,667 lb).
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30.3.1.8 Tiedown devices. The MB-1, MB-2 and CGU-1/B are devices used to

secure cargo. Tiedown devices are described in detail in 30.1.6.4.3.

30.3.1.9 Cargo handling system. The C-141 is equipped with a cargo handling

system that can be stored directly on the aircraft. The restraint rails can

be rotated up and stored under the-catwalks as shown in figure 70. Exceptions

are rail sections located at the troop door, aft cargo compartment, forward

ramp, and aft ramp which are separately stowed in and attached to the fuselage

over the ramp area.

30.3.1.9.1 Roller tracks. The aircraft has four longitudinal roller tracks

that can be placed with the rollers up or inverted to stow the rollers in the

floor, as shown in figure 73. When the roller conveyors are inverted and the

side restraint rails rotated to the stowed position, a perfectly smooth floor

surface is provided. The lateral locations of the roller conveyors are shown

in figure 5. The rollers have a diameter of 47.6 mm (1 7/8 in.) and are

3 3/4 in. wide. Since the rollers are seated in roller trays, they only pro-

ject 1 1/2 in. above the aircraft floor. The rollers are on 10-in. centers

fore and aft in the aircraft.

30.3.1.9.2 Rails. The rails are very similar to those on board the C-130

(see 30.2.l.~. The main difference is that these units can be stored

through easy fold up or even removal. The rails have 27 restraint mechanisms

(detents) on each side plus two on each side of the ramp. These detents are

permanently installed at l.01-m (40-in.) intervals with a total forward

restraint capability of 11,340 kg (25,000 lb) per lock. The aft restraint on

the right side of the aircraft can be varied to the desired amount of

restraint to hold airdrop loads in place until the extraction force level is

reached. When this force level is attained, the detent is disengaged and

remains in this condition to allow load extraction. The detents on the right

side of the ramp provide no aft restraint. The detents can be operated

individually or in sequence and can be operated by remote control. Two

restraint rail end bumpers are provided for attachment at PUS STA 328 to

prevent overtravel of pallets or platforms.

30.3.1.9.3 Cargo compartment vents. Four vents are located in the side wall

of the cargo compartment for connection to items of cargo carried in the

aircraft which require an overboard exhaust (see figure 74.) Vents are

located at FUS STA 368 (left and right) and FUS STA 1048 (left and right).

The two vents on the left side of the compartment are for use in venting low

temperature oxygen and nitrogen type equipment. The vents on the right aide

are for connection of exhausts from vehicles or other internal combustion

engines which may be operating in the cargo compartment. The forward vent on

the right side is used for connection of the comfort pallet vent. To gain

access to both right and left aft vents, remove the liners at FUS STA 1048.

Do not connect the exhaust from low temperature materials to the right side

vents or the exhausts from operating engines to the left side vents.

Connection of low temperature exhaust to a vent contaminated with oil or

grease may cause an explosion. Each vent consists of a tube extending through

the side wall of the cargo compartment with a coupling on its inboard end.

In use, the coupling will secure an exhaust pipe to the vent tube. When not

in use, the coupling will secure a plug over the vent tube to prevent air loss
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during pressurized flight. The plug is connected to a chain at each vent for

eaey accessibility. A short nozzle which can be inserted through the two

right vent tubes is stowed on each of the right side vents. These nozzles are

used to direct the exhaust of the engines into the airstream away from the

side of the fuselage. A rivet head on the flange of each right vent nozzle

fits into a recess in the mating flange of the vent to ensure that the

0.785 rad (45°) angle faces aft.

30.3.1.10 Electrical service receptacles. (See figure 75.) There are eleven

115/200-vAc, 20 amp, three-phase electrical receptacles in the cargo compart-

ment: one on each aide near fuselage stations 1278 and 1118, one on the left

side near fuselage station 958, one on the right side near fuselage

station 858 one on the left side near fuselage station 698, one on each side

near fuselage station 498, and one on the right side near fuselage station 361

(for comfort pallet installation). Two aeromedical electrical receptacles are

located at right fuselage stations 818 and 1270. There are two 28-VDC

electrical receptacles in the cargo compartment: one on the right aide near

fuselage station 328 and one on the right side near fuselage station 498.

The 115/200-VAC receptacles provide 20 amperes per phase, and the 28-VDC

receptacles provide 70 amperes.

30.3,2 Cargo requiremeat8

a 30.3.2.1 Loading. Loading and problems that can be encountered are described

in 30.2.2. Although the determinations are for the C-130, the same problems
are encountered on the C-141. Loading limit charts for the C-141 aircraft are

provided in figures 76 through 79. While many of the charts show the limits

over the ramps, straight-in loading can accommodate 2.62 m (103 in.) high

unite without any problems. However, the capability to load/unload vehicles

from the straight-in loading configuration (ramp horizontal) can be very

limited. At some locations, K-loaders or similar equipment may not be

available to remove the item from a level load position. The designer should

assume a drive-up ramp loading capability for both wheeled and tracked

vehicles.

30.3.2.1.1 Vehicle ●nd height locding cle~ramce. Figure 79 shows the maximum

vehicle height loadable with various amounts of vehicle overhang and compart-

ment floor heights. If the point of maximum height is behind the first wheel,

then a full 2.62 m (103 in.) height can be loaded.

30.3.2.1.2 Weight med balance. The maximum weight that can be carried on any

specific mission is limited by the maximum allowable gross weight which

includes the empty weight of the aircraft, the number of crewman, and the

amount of fuel and oil aboard the aircraft. The maximum allowable cabin load

during normal operations is about 31,706 kg (69,900 lb). During a contin-

gency or wartime, the maximum allowable cabin load is about 41,000 kg

(90,200 lb). Range is limited at the above weights. The CG location is

vitally important to the stability of the aircraft. The aircraft must be

●
flown only when the CG, as determined by TO-1-lB-40, is within the limits

prescribed in TO-lC-141A-1.
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30.3.2.1.2.1 Center of gravity. The CG is the point around which the

aircraft will balance. The flight performance of the aircraft depends on the

location of this point. If th~ CG-is too far out of position, the aircraft

will be unable to fly. As fuel, oil, cargo, and other weights are added,

removed, or relocated within the aircraft, the CG of the aircraft changes.

The aircraft is designed to permit such CG changes, provided the CG location

remains within certain specified limits. Instructions for calculating the CC

of individual items of cargo are contained in 30.1.2.10. Refer to TO-1-lB-40

and TO-lC-141A-5 for aircraft CG calculations.

30.3.2.1.2.2 Loading envelope. Figure 80 provides a typical cargo loading

envelope considering the most critical flight conditions. The cargo loading

envelope can become an important factor in designing a large item such as a

missile or loading a series of equipment items on an aircraft.

30.3.2.2 Vehicle design. Special considerations must be given to ensure air

transportability on the C-141. In addition to the floor load restrictions

provided in 30.3.1.3.2, consider the following limitations in the design of

any equipment:

a. Vehicle axles cannot be positioned with 0.2 m (8 in.) of FUS STA422,

and FUS STA 1423, and 02 m (8 in.) forward of PUS STA 1292.

b. Equipment should not be designed to roll or be stowed over the roller

channels in the stowed position. If the vehicles must be stowed over these

positions, then parking shoring will be required.

c. No wheels may be parked outboard of the treadways between FUS STA 1320

and FUS STA 1356. This also applies to highly concentrated loads. This

restriction is necessary because the toop door at this location has part of

the standard floor support removed.

d. Allowable tire inflation pressure is limited to 100 psi. If a vehicle

requires a tire that exceeds 100 psi, it is considered that the tire is rated

as a hard rubber wheel. (See figure 66 for allowable rubber wheel and steel

wheel loads.)

e. If any portion of a tire is not on the

the entire tire is off the treadway.

f. Tracked vehicles should have rubber

steel track, so that no portion of the metal

treadway, it is considered that

pads that protrude beyond the

track contacts the cargo floor.

..

If the metal track makes any contact, protective shoring must be used.

Compute the pressure area to determine if the vehicle can be placed on the

aircraft without parking shoring. When determining the contact area for a

tracked vehicle, use only that area of the tracks or lugs which lies under the

supporting wheels of the vehicle.
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g* Tracked vehicles may require parking shoring depending upon the track

condition and axle weights. The following requirements exist.

(1) Maximum

(5500 lb) requires a

(2) Maximum

1.5 in. shoring.

(3) thximum

(7900 lb) requires a

(4) Maximum

(10,000 lb) requires

axle weight between 2268 kg (5000 lb) and 2494 kg

minimum 1 in. shoring.

axle weight between 2494 kg (5500 lb) requires a minimum
..

axle weight between 2989 kg (96,500 lb) and 3583 kg

minimum 2 in. shoring.

axle weigh t between 3583 kg (7900 lb) and 4536 kg

a minimum 3 in. shoring.

h. Vehicles having unusual suspensions may require special analysis and

loading/shipping procedures.

30.3.2.3 6eneral cargo. The prime aircraft consideration in the design and

placement of genetal cargo is the pounds per square inch weight distribution

to prevent puncture of the cargo floor surface.

30.3.2.3.1 RestrdmtzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAcriteria . Design all cargo and equipment to the

●
following load factors:

Forward 3G

Aft l-1/2G

Lateral l-1/2G

up 2G

Down 4-1/2G

30.3.2.3.2 Bwlear cargo. Design nuclear cargo to meet the load factors in

30.3.2.3.1 except that the upward load is increased to 3.7 G.

30.3.2.4 A~rdro~. The C-141 is capable of strategic airdrop missions.

Airdrop design requirements are di8cuesed in 4.4. In addition, the type of

airdrop, load limitations, and dimensional limits must be considered for the

C-141 .

30.S.2.4.1 mm ● of airdrop. The aircraft is capable of airdrop in the

following modes: door bundles, container delivery system, low velocity

airdrop, and high altitude. LAPES is not operationally practical from the

C-141 . In the airdrop configuration the petal door to the bottom of the

landing gear wheels is 0.46 m (18 in.).

30.3.2.4.2 Dimensional Iimita. The load should not exceed 2.74 m (108 in.)

in width, and a height limlted by the tipoff as the load leaves the aircraft.

The tipoff curve is shown in figure 81. This height is from the bottom of the

platform. The forward end of the load is that part which first exits the

●
aircraft. Eowever, the lateral projected area of the rigged platform is not

to exceed 259.08 m2 (10,200 in.2).
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30.3.2.4.3 Load limitations. The maximum load that may be extracted wer the

cargo ramp during airdrop is 15,876 kg (35,000 lb) on a 7.32 m (24 ft) plat-

form with auxiliary equipment available with the aircraft. For loads

15,876 kg (25,000 lb) and under , no special kits are required. Further weight

and CG limits are dependent on pallet/load size as illustrated in figure 82

and roller load allowable. Verification by test over instrumented rollers ia

required to ensure that aircraft structural limits are not exceeded. The

maximum weight of a door bundle exiting from the aircraft is 227 kg (S00 lb).

30.3.2.5 Range. The range and mission profile varies because of temperature,

winds, amount of cargo onboard, etc. Figure 83 provides some data concerning

the tradeoff involved and is not meant to provide the absolute answer.

30.4 C-5 cargo design data

30.4.1 Aircraft and equipment

30.4.1.1 General. The C-5 airplane is a high speed, high capacity, long

range airplane for transportation of cargo and troops. Special features of

this airplane are its front and aft end loading capability provided by hinged

visor door, aft cargo door, and forward and aft ramps. The floor is designed

for full width load bearing. The airplane has the ability to kneel to various

loading heights for both fore and aft ramps. Cargo can be loaded from

loaders, trucks, or driven onloff. The aircraft has an upper deck for flight

crew and an upper rear compartment containing 73 passenger seats for troops.

An aerial delivery kit is available to convert the aircraft to perform

airdropa through the aft door.

30.4.1.2 Cargo compartment. Figure 84 shows detail views and dimensions of

the cargo compartment. The cargo compartment, including the forward and aft

cargo ramps, extends from fuselage ‘station (FUS STA) 395 to 2131. The

compartment, excluding the forward and aft cargo ramps, is a constant

cross-sectional shape extending from FUS STA 511 to 1976. In the forward and

aft ramp areas, FUS STA 395 to 511 and 1976 to 2131, respectively, the com-

partment height is reduced by the upward inclination of the ramps when they

are closed. Some dimensions may be critical for loading. For instance, there

are reductions in the aft cargo loading opening depending on the kneeled posi-

tion of the airplane. For example, when the pressure door, the cargo ramp,

and the cargo doors are positioned for truck loading, the height of the cargo

compartment opening is reduced to 2.89 m (114 in.). Further operational

requirements restrict loading space as follows:

a. A 6-in. clearance must be maintained from ceiling and side walls.

b. The outboard walkway must be kept clear of cargo.

c. When cargo is placed on both logistics rail systems the 0.36-m

(14-in.) center walkway must be kept clear of cargo.
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30.4.1.2.1 Cargo compartments amd facilities. The cargo compartment is

divided into compartments as shown in figure 84. The compartment designation

is for location performance and to indicate strength loads. The cargo

compartment floor consists of a series of flush fitting, interlocking, stif-

fening aluminum panels that extend from FUS STA 511 to 1976. The usable floor

is 36.9 m (121 ft 2 in.) long and 5.79 m (19 ft) wide and is a full-width

load-bearing structure, extending from FUS STA 517 to 1971. Recessed cover,

for the support and stowage of the roller conveyors and the inboard logistics

rails, runs the entire length of the floor. Individual 11,400 kg

(25,000 lb) capacity tiedowns are recessed into the floor panels at a regular

spacing of 1.01 m (40 in.) between FUS STA 664 and 1064, and between

FUS STA 1724 and 1964. The tiedowns between FUS STA 1064 and 1724 follow an

irregular pattern of between 0.96 m and 1.27 m (30 in. and 50 in.). The

tiedowns between FUS STA 524 and 604 also follow an irregular pattern of

1.370 m to 0.86 m (54 in. to 34 in.). A continuous line of ball studs is

recessed into the cargo floor for installation of the aerial delivery system

rails. The ball studs are located at left and right butt lines 55.9 and

follow the same spacing as the cargo tiedowns. The floor between FUS STA 511

and 724 and between 1884 and 1971, is capable of supporting loads of

(20,000 lb) in any (40 in.) longitudinal length of floor. The remainder of

the floor between FUS STA 724 and 1884 is capable of supporting 16,329 kg

(36,000 lb) in any 1.01 m (40 in.) longitudinal length of the floor, except

for the applicable restrictions discussed within this appendix.

30.4.1.2.2 Treadway. The C-5 does not have a specific treadway; the entire

floor of the axrcraft has a uniform strength cross-section.

30.4.1.2.3 Cargo doore. The C-5 has a unique ability to vary its loading

height called kneeling. Xneeling can change loading angles and door opening

heights. Figure 85 provides the basic dimensions under the different factors,

for the aft doors, and figure 86 for the forward door. Remember to leave a

6-in. clearance.

30.4.1.3 Kmeeling. The kneeling capability varies the ramp angles for

loading and deck height. Figure 87 provides the various deck heights and

angles.

30.4.1.3.1 Forward kneel-on/off loading position. The forward kneel posi-

tion enables cargo loading through the forward and aft ends of the airplane,

using the truck or drive-in loading position. For on/off loading using the

forward-kneel truck-loading position, open the visor, the pressure door, and

the aft cargo doors, then place the forward ramp and extension, and/or the aft

ramp in the truck-loading position. In this position, the forward ramp exten-

sion is supported by its support jacks and the forward ramp by its actuators,

and the loading height of the extension can be varied by adjustment from a

minimum of 0.91 m (36 in.) to a maximum of 1.35 m (53 in.). At the minimum

height, the forward ramp and extension floors are at an angle of 0.078 rad

(4.5”) to the cargo compartment floor. In the truck loading position, the aft

●
ramp is supported by its actuators and the loading height of the ramp is

2.36 m (93 in.) maximum. For on/off loading using the forward kneel drive-in

loading position, open the visor and/or the aft cargo doors, then place the

forward ramp and extension and/or the aft ramp and pressure door in the drive-
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in loading position. In this position, ehe forward ramp extension rests on

the ground and is supported by its support jack pads. The forward ramp is

supported by its ground support pads. The forward ramp floor is at an angle

of 0.174 rad (10”) to the cargo compartment floor and the ramp extension floor

is at an angle of 0.017 rad (1.0”) (crest) to the ramp floor. In the drive-in

position, the aft ramp is supported by its actuators and the pressure door

(used as the aft ramp extension) toes rest on the ground supporting the door.

In this position, the aft ramp floor is at an angle of 0.236 rad (13.5°) to

the cargo compartment floor and the pressure door is at an angle of 0.122 rad

(7.7°) (crest) to the ramp floor. The cargo compartment floor height from

ground level in the forward kneel position is 1.45 m (57 in.) at FUS STA 517

and 2.29 m (90 in.) at FUS STA 1976, with the cargo compartment floor sloping

down towards the forward end of the airplane at an angle of 0.0227 rad (1.30).

30.4.1.3.2 Level kmtel--on/off loading position. The level-kneel position

enables cargo loadlng through the forward and aft ends of the airplane using

the truck or drive-in loading positions. For on/off loading using the

truck-loading position, open the visor, the pressure door, and the aft cargo

doors, then place the forward ramp and extension, and/or the aft ramp in the

truck-loading position. In this position, the forward ramp extension is sup-

ported by its support jacks and the forward ramp by its actuators, and the

loading height of the ramp extension is 1.78 m (70 in.). In this position,

the aft ramp is supported by it actuators and the loading height of the ramp

is 2.03 m (80 in.). For on/off loading using the level-kneel drive-in loading

position, the visor and/or the aft cargo doors are opened then the forward

ramp and extension and/or the aft ramp and the pressure door are placed in the

drive-in loading position. In the drive-in loading position, the forward ramp

extension toes rest on the ground and the extension is supported by its

actuators. In this position, the forward ramp floor is at an angle of

0.236 rad (13.5”) to the cargo compartment floor and the forward ramp exten-

sion floor is at an angle of 0.035 rad (1.9°) to the ramp floor. The aft ramp

is supported by its actuators and the pressure door Eoes rest on the ground

supporting the door. In this position, the aft ramp floor is at an angle of

0.236 rad (13.5°) to the cargo compartment floor and the pressure door is at

an angle of 0.014 rad (0.8e) (crest) to the ramp floor. ‘fhecargo compartment

floor height from the ground in the level kneel position is 1.80 m (71.0 in.)

at FUS STA 517 and 2.01 m (79 in.) at FUS STA 1976, with the cargo compartment

floor sloping down towards the forward end of the airplane at an angle of

0.0052 rad (0.30).

30.4.1.3.3 Aft kneel--on/off loading position. With the airplane in the aft

kneel-loading position, cargo can only be on/off loaded through the aft end of

the airplane ‘using the t~uck or drive-in loading positio&. For on/off

loading in this position, the aft cargo doors and the pressure door are opened

and the aft cargo ramp is placed in the truck-loading position. In this posi-

tion, the loading height of the aft ramp floor can be adjusted from a minimum

of 0.914 m (36 in.) to a miximum of 1.45 m (57 in.). For on/off loading using

the aft kneel drive-in loading position, open the aft cargo doors then place

the aft ramp and pressure door in the drive-in loading position. In this

position, the aft ramp is supported by its support pads and the pressure door

toes (used as the ramp extension) rest on the ground supporting the door. In

this position, the aft ramp floor is at an angle of 0.138 rad (7.9°) (crest)
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to the compartment floor and the pressure door is at an angle of 0.014 rad

.

.

(0.8”) (creet) to the ramp floor. The compartment floor height from the ground

in the aft kneel position is 2.92 m (115 in.) at FUS STA 517 and 1.58 m

(62 in.) at FUS STA 1976 with the floor sloping down towards the aft end of

the airplane at an angle of 0.037 rad (2.10).

30.4.1.4 Tiedowm rings. A total of 304 tiedown rings are provided- in the

cargo compartment floor and on the forward and aft ramp, as shown in

figure 88. Each tiedown ring is mounted in a pan recessed in the cargo floor.

The tiedowns are capable of withstanding a 11,340 kg (25,000 lb) ultimate load

within the hemisphere above the cargo floor. Figure 88 also shows the two

types of tiedown rings.

30.4.1.5 Tiedoum devices. The following tiedown devices are used on the

c-5: MB-1, MB-2, and CGU-1/B. See figures 20 and 21 and 30.1.6.4.3 for

details on tiedown devices.

30.4.1.6 Roller conveyor systems. The C-5 is equipped with a dual set of

logistics roller conveyor systems capable of securing 463L pallet loads.

Figure 89 shows this rail system. While similar in operation to systems used

in the C-130 and the C-141, it has features that are significantly different.

The rail has a capacity of 13,608 kg (30,000 lb) of forward restraint for the

463L pallet position, which is equivalent to 6804 kg (15,000 lb) forward

restraint per detent. The other restraint factors are the same as for the

C-130 and the C-141. The rails and rollers can be stowed in the aircraft

floor, providing a flat floor. The two in-board rails could be stowed

allowing centerline loading of a platform up to 5.84 m (230 in.) wide. This

allows a great deal of flexibility. For example, an extra wide or heavy load

can be rolled into the aircraft down the center, utilizing four or all eight

roller conveyors across the entire floor. If the load does not move within a

rail system, direct tiedown to the floor is used to secure the load. The

airplane is also equipped with an aerial delivery system (ADS). This entails

a kit of a rail system that can be mounted on the aircraft floor for loading

aerial delivery loads and pallets down the aircraft centerline. The ADS

system is shown in figure 90. However, the designer should not rely on the

availability of this kit for logistics movement. The ADS system is used for

all airdrop loads.

30.4.1.7 Cargo compartment electrical outlets ●nd w pply. (See

fijture 91.> Seven 28-volt DC service receptacles and fo;~te~~ 115/200-volt

AC; 400 Hz, 3-phase service receptacles are ‘provided in the cargo compartment

for operation of equipment that may be needed in the airplane. The Monitor 2

bus provides AC, 70-ampere power to the forward cargo winch compartment outlet

and two forward buffet/lav unit outlets on the right side of the cargo com-

partment. In addition, this bus provides AC, 35-ampere power to four service

outlets on the left side of the cargo compartment. The Monitor 3 bus provides

AC, 70-ampere power to two aft buffet/lav unit outlets on the right side of

the cargo compartment. In addition, this bus provides AC, 50-ampere power to

the aft winch canpartment and four service outlets on the right side of the

cargo compartment. The main DC bus No. 1 provides DC, 35-ampere power to four

service outlets on the left

No. 2 provides DC, 35-ampere

of the cargo compartment.

side of the cargo compartment. The main DC bus

power to three service outlets on the right side
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30.4.1.8 Cargo compartment vents. (See figure 92.) Seven overboard vents

are provided In the cargo compartment for overboard venting of fumes and

vapors. Ten vents are for connection to comfort pallets (when installed) or

to items of cargo carried in the airplane requiring cryogenic venting or to

exhaust of vehicles or internal combustion engines that may be operating in

the cargo compartment. The cryogenic vents are on the left side of the cargo

compartment at FUS STA 734, 1219, and 1779, all at WL 200. The exhaust vents

are on the right side of the cargo compartment at F1.JSSTA 5949 734, 1219, and

1779 all at WL 200. Each vent consists of a tube extending through the

sidewall of the cargo compartment, a sealing plug, and a coupling. In use,

the sealing plug is removed from the vent tube and the coupling is u8ed to

secure an exhaust pipe to the vent tube. When not in use, the coupling

secures the sealing plug inside the vent tube to prevent loss of air during

pressurized flight. The sealing plug is attached to a chain at each vent

for easy acceaibility. A short nozzle, which can be inserted through the

right aide vent tube is stowed at each of the right side vents. When

installed, the nozzles direct the exhaust of engines into the airstream away

from the side of the fuselage.

30.4.2 Loadim&

3Q.4.2,1 6eneral. The size of the C-5 affords the opportunity to load large

cargo items necessary to meet military objectives. It also provides the

ability to move large items that would be restricted in surface movement.

Due to the various loading positions, the data required to determine loading

is extensive. Attempt to design the equipment to allow loading under various

conditions; for example, placing a vehicle on board from either front or rear

doors of the aircraft.

30,4.2.2 Roller loads. The allowable roller loads are provided in table IV.

Note that the roller limits exceed the structural capability of some current

pallets and platforms: take care not to overload the pallets or platforms.

The loads in column one can be used if the loads are confirmed by instrumented

tests. Tests can be accomplished by instrumenting one set of lateral rollers

and recording the load~ as the pallet/platform is moved over at an interval

for each type of roller system.

TAELE IV. Allowable roller loads.

MAXIMUM ROLLERCONVEYORSYSTEM CAPACITY (FLIGHT)

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4
MAXIMUM ROLLER MAXIMUM LOAD 2 TO TOTAL LOAD TOTAL LOAD

LOAD 4 LATERAL ROLLERS 10R 2 CONVEYORS 30R4CONVEYORS
(lb) (w (lb) (w (lb/lin ft) (k) (lb/lin ft) (w

LOGISTIC SYSTEM 1000 454 2000 907 1125 510 2250 1021

ADS 3000 1361 6000 2722 1800 817 3600 1633

1. Uhen pallet/platform roller loads are known (loads previously determined

by instrumented tests) only column 1 will apply.

2. Overall cargo limits as shown in Figure 11 must not be exceeded.
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30.4.2.3 Compartment loads. Compartment load limits are provided in

figure 93.

30.4.2.3.1 Axle loads. Axle loads and spacing requirements between axles are

given in figure 94.

30.4.2.3.2 Loading Iinita. The aircraft can be loaded with the ramp in a

variety of position6. Figure 95 provides the limits for each of these psi-

tions for the forward ramp and figure 96, the aft ramp.

30.4.2.3.3 Lateral loading limits. Due to the large width of the aircraft,

it is important that heavy loads be Dlaced about the centerline of the

aircraft. - The allowable literal shift-of the CG, from the center of the

aircraft is provided in figure 97. Butt line zero is the aircraft longi-

tudinal center line. An item may require loading on the center of the ramp

but can be placed to one side after loading on the aircraft.

30.4.2.3.4 Concentrated floor loads. Figure 98 provides the allowable

concentrated load. Where a load exceeds the allowable limit, use shoring to

achieve this limit. This category of cargo includes boxes, crates, skidded

loads, and any other cargo which makes direct contact with the aircraft floor.

30.4.2.3.5 Tire limitations. Figure 99 provides the floor load limits for

●
steel or hard rubber tires. A pneumatic tire with a load up to 2258 kg

(5000 lb) can be placed anywhere on the cargo floor, except over tiedown

ring pans or restrictekl areaa as shown in figure 100. Shoring may be required

for these wheel loads to be placed on the aircraft. Determine the shoring

required from figures 100 and 101 by finding the allowable width and length

for a particular load. This width and length should be as close as possible

to the actual tire size, less dimension of tiedown ring pan. The required

shoring pad size is one-half of the larger difference of the length or width.

Use standard shoring rules to determine thickness; however, minimum thickness

of 1/2 in. is required even if the tire is less than required length and

width.

30.4.2.4 Tracked vehicles. The procedures used to determine if tank treads

can be placed on the aircraft are provided in figures 101 and 102. These are

similar to those used for pneumatic tires. If track pads are not covered with

rubber, or wear of the rubber pads results in possible contact of the steel

grousers with the aircraft floor, wood shoring is required.

30.4.2.5 Steel bridge plates. Bridge plates are used for truckbed, flatbed,

or loading-dock loading and off-loading. (For construction, see 30.3.1.5.5,

figure 69.) Locally manufactured steel bridge plates are used to bridge

the gap between fLatbeds/K-loaders and the airplane forward ramp extension or

the aft ramp during loading or off-loading of wheeled cargo. The steel bridge

plates allow the cargo to make a smooth transition from the loading vehicle to

the airplane and vice versa. Each plate is designed to support a maximum

weight of 3402 kg (7500 lb).
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30.4.2.6 Portable loading ramp extension. (See figure 103.) A portable

loading ramp exteneion is provided to assist with the on/off loading of over-

size vehicular load8. It is used as an extension of the forward ramp exten-

sion on the airplane. With the airplane in the forward kneeled position and

the forward ramp and extension in the truck loading position [with the forward

end of the ramp extension at a loading height of 50.5 in. (+1/2 in.)], the

ramp extension provides a shallow on/off loading angle for the—cargo as it is

driven into or out of the airplane. The portable loading ramp extension can

be disassembled for air transport as part of the cargo load.

30.4.2.7 Center of gravity. In view of the size of the aircraft, the CG of

an individual item of equipment usually does not affect the aircraft mission.

However, combination of cargo must be within the CG limits as shown in

figure 104. Use this figure for planning purposes only. Make final checks in

accordance with TO 1-lB-40.

30.4.3 Cargo design requirements

30.4.3.1 Cargo design considerations. This section presents cargo design

considerations not covered elsewhere in this chapter.

39.4.3.2 Cargo loadi~. The loading of cargo on this aircraft varies due to

the kneeled position and door (forward or aft) used. The following paragraphs

provide limits for cargo loading:

a. Figure 105 presents loading limits and clearance data for palletized

crated cargo loaded from both the forward and aft cargo doors of the C-5 in

various kneeled positions.

b. Figure 106 presents vehicle projection limits for loading the C-5 from

both the forward and aft cargo doors in various kneeled positions.

c* Figure 107 presents vehicle overhang limits for loading from the

forward or aft cargo doors in various kneeled positions.

d. Figure 108 presents vehicle crest limits for loading from the forward

or aft cargo doors with the C-5 in various kneeled positions.

e. Figure 109 presents parking and overhang limits for forward and aft

ramp closed positions.

30.4.3.3 Floor loading. Floor loads cannot exceed those indicated in 30.4.2.

In addition, side by side or multiple wheeled vehicle axles loaded between

FUS STA 1458 and FUS STA 1518 are limited to a combined maximum weight of

11,400 kg (25,000 lb).

30.4.3.4 Restraint criteria. Design all cargo to the following load factors:

(1) forward, 3 G; (2) aft, 1 1/2 G; (3) lateral, 1 1/2 G; (4) up, 2 G; and

(5) down, 4 1/2 G.
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30.4.3.5 Rail

(30,0c)olb~” ‘e a:rcraft ‘a” “:% :::::::.d:3f83~of restraint on 80-inch centers.

restraints for a 4536 kg (10,000 lb) capacity 463L pallet. Where equipment

requires restraint at a higher load factor than rail system capacity, the load

can be reduced or tied down to the floor to achieve higher restraint. Floor

tiedown can only be accomplished in the fore and aft direction, with the

logi8tic rail system in use.

30.4.3.6 Tiedowns. Tiedowns developed for use on the C-130 and C-141 may not

be acceptable for use on the C-5. The C-130 and the C-141 have tiedowns on

0.51-m (20-in.) centers with most having a 4536-kg (10,000-lb) capacity.

The C-5 is on 1.02-m (40-in.) centers with a 11,400-kg (25,000-lb) capacity.

Any item that can be carried on the C-130 and the C-141 can be moved on the

C-5 but may require a different tiedown pattern.

30.4.3.7 Range. The C-5 is capable of in-flight refueling_ t? provide

extended range. The payload-distance curve, figure 110, shows typical range

performance. The mission profile is determined on payload. For a mission

with 59,790 kg (220,000 lb) of cargo the airplane can

2750 nautical miles, while at 45,359 kg (100,000 lb) the

mately 5500 nautical miles.

30.5 Civil Reserve Air Fleet

fly approximately

range is approxi-

30.5.1 General. The Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAP) consists of a number of

aircraft models operated by US commercial carriers. These commercial concerns

have committed their resources by contract to provide aircraft, support equip-

ment, operations, and support personnel to the Military Airlift Command (MAC).

The CRAP represents approximately one half of the MAC total strategic wartime

airlift capability.

CRAF aircraft, in contrast to the MAC-owned and operated prime mission cargo

aircraft, are not standardized. Variations exist, even among the same type,

model , and series of aircraft due to loading door options and placement of

facilities, compartment stations, and furnishings suited to the needs of the

individual carrier. The design data in this section reflects the basic

dimensional constraints for loading CRAP aircraft, that is, the maximum cargo

package size that can be loaded through the doors and into the cargo compart-

ment of various commercial aircraft models. This guidance should not be used

for purposes of load planning the aircraft. Actual load planning is subject

to the approval of the commercial carrier.

30.5.1.1 Responsibilities. The carrier is responsible for the safe loading

of the aircraft in accordance with Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) and

individual aircraft loading specifications. The carrier representative will

provide the MAC traffic representative a form showing specific aircraft cap-

ability to include Allowable Cabin Load (ACL) by compartment for the planned

trip to assure a weight and balance CG within aircraft limitations. The

aircraft commander (or designated cremember) is responsible for visually

checking the cargo load, its security, and tiedown so that FAA requirements

are met.
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The government will load the aircraft according to the planned load breakdown

requirements provided by the carrier and is responsible for the accuracy of

the actual on-load weights provided to the carrier and entered on the local

station load summary form.

30.5.1.2 Cargo compartment. (general). CRAP cargo compartments provide a

cargo floor space normally referred to as pallet positions, based on the size

of the ECU-6/E (463L standard military) cargo pallet. The height dimension

for pallets varies with each aircraft configuration. In all cases, a

clearance of 51 mu (2 in.) from the ceiling and sidewalls is maintained.

The non-structural nature of commercial aircraft floor surface8 requires cargo

to be palletized or loaded upon a palletized or wood-shored subfloor.

Normally, the HCU-6/E pallet is used in military airlift operations.

Palletized cargo should be designed such that it can be restrained directly to

the pallet rings when a standard 463L pallet net assembly cannot be used.

Wheeled cargo can be loaded directly aboard the aircraft when a subfloor is

installed. Shoring, when used as a subfloor, consists of wood at least 51 mu

(2 in.) thick.

The following sections provide generalized cargo loading capabilities of the

CRAP carriers. Variations within series and models exist and are noted when

possible.

30.S.2 Boeing 747. The Boeing 747 aircraft is contracted to carry

180,000 lbs of cargo, or from 364 to 482 passengers with baggage. The

B747-100B/200B and the shorter B747SP are primarily passenger craft.

B747-1OOF and -200F are freighter models. The B747-200C is a convertible

capable of being configured for either all-passenger or all-cargo missions.

This section addresses designing for air transportability aboard B747-100F/

-200F/ and -200C. Charts included provide dimensional limitations of cargo

designed for loading individual items of cargo aboard these aircraft. Load

planning is subject to the approval of the individual carrier at the time of

aircraft loading.

The B747 has two levels designed to accept cargo loading; the main deck and

the lower lobe compartments. Figure 111 illustrates the available cargo

compartments and loading door locations. The following paragraphs detail the

cargo capabilitee of these levels.

30.5.2.1 Main deck. The B747 main deck can be configured in a 33 or 37

pallet configuration. The 33 pallet configuration affords more access to

vertical restraint locks, allowing pallet weights up to 4696 kg (10,354 lb)

4536 kg (10,000 lb) of cargo plus pallet and nets). Allowable pallet

weights are restricted to lesser values

cabin. Figure 112 shows the 33 pallet

loads.

at various pallet positions within the

configuration and the allowable pallet
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Various models are configured with either.a nose (visor) door or a side cargo

door as standard equipment for main deck loading. Optional doors are

available on the B747 and many may have both types, depending on the carr”ier’s

needs. Table V indicates the availability of main deck doors on the B747.

TABLE V. Nose/side doors.

-

AIRCRAFT SERIES NOSE(VISOR)DOOR SIDECARGODOOR
1

B747-IOOF NA STANDARD

B747-200C STANDARD OPTIONAL
B747-200F STANDARD OPTIONAL1

1 THE B747-200F NORMALLY WILL HAVE THESIDECARGODOOR OPTION.

30.5.2.1.1 B747 nose (visor) door. The nose door entrance dimensions are

nominally 2.64 m (104 in,) wide by 2.49 m (98 in.) high. A two-inch height

margin ~or clearance and the use- of a pallet subfloor reduce the maximu

allowable cargo height to 2.39 (94 in.). Figure 113 depicts the cross

section of the nose door in more detail. A minimum of 57 mm (2 in.) of

clearance ❑ust be maintained between the cargo and the aircraft on all sides.

30.5.2.1.2 B747 side door. The side cargo door (when available) is located

aft of the wing on the left side of the aircraft. It provides an opening

nominally 3.90 m (134 in,) wide by 3.16 m (123 in.) high. A portion of the

upper corner areas [1.52 IMI (6 in.) by 7.6 mm (3 in.)] is obstructed by the

door hinges.

The maximum allowable cargo height above the pallet surface is 3.02 m

(118 3/4 in.). This dimension allows for the rollers, pallet, and 51 uuu

(2 in.) of top clearance. Pallets to be carried forward of PUS STA 903 are

further restricted to 2.39 m (94 in.) above the pallet due to the overhead

crew/passenger compartment. Longer cargo items loaded through the side door

must be rotated in the doorway area prior to being moved to a forward/aft

flight position. Therefore, maximum length, width, and height are inter-

related. Use the maximum package chart (figure 115) for general planning

purposes.

NOTE : The Boeing Aircraft Co. has modified a

(B747 Mod C) to convertible air freighters for

purposes, the maximum cargo height is the same

2.39 m (94 in.).

number of passenger aircraft

some carriers. For planning

as the nose door limitations:
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30.5.2.2 Lover lobe. The B747 lower lobe has three sections (see

figure 111). The forward lower lobe (FLL) and center lower lobe (CLL) can

carry five and four pallets, respectively. Cargo carried in either of these

two sections is restricted to 1.57 m (62 in.) in height measured from the top

of the pallet. Doors for loading the lower lobe measure 2.64 m (104 in.) wide

by 1.68 m (66 in.) high. As with the main deck side door loading operation,

longer cargo can be loaded if it can be turned in the doorway. Figure 115

provides a package size relationship that can be used for planning purposes.

The aft bulk compartment (ABC) has a solid subfloor that slants Up toward the

tail of the fuselage. It is normally used for baggage or small bulk cargo and

can carry 22.7 m3 (800 ft3).

30.5.3 McDonnell Douglas DC-10. The DC-10 is a wide-body tri-jet flown by

United States and foreign airlines in both the passenger and cargo configura-

tions. The DC-10 can carry 236 to 380 passengers or 69,383 kg (152,964 lb) of

cargo. The actual passenger/cargo capability will vary by aircraft series and

configuration. The DC-10-10/30/40 are passenger aircraft, while the

DC-10-10CF/30CF are convertible aircraft which can be configured for either

all passenger or all cargo configurations.

This section will address designing for air transportability aboard DC-10-1OCF

and DC-10-3OCF. ,$harts in this section provide dimensional limitations of

cargo designed for loading aboard these aircraft. As in the case of all CRAP

missions, load planning is subject to the approval of the individual carrier.

The DC-10 has two levels for cargo loading: the main deck and the lower lobe

compartments. The following paragraphs detail the cargo capabilities of these

levels, and relative door locations for the N-10 are shown in figure 116.

30.5.3.1 14ain deck. The main deck can be configured to accommodate 30 pallet

positions. Pallets up to a maximum weight of 4536 kg (10,000 lb) (including

pallet and nets) may be carried in certain sections of the aircraft subject to

weight and balance, concentrated loads, and pallet position loading restrict-

ions. Figure 117 depicts the 30 pallet configuration and details specific

loading limitations for the main deck.

The DC-10-1OCF main deck is loaded through the side door located on the

forward left $ide of the aircraft (FUS STA 625 - FUS STA 765) at a height of

approximately 4.88 m (16 ft) above the ground. Although. the door itself is

3.57 m (140 ‘in.) wide by 2.59 m (102 in:) high, the iniide

only 2.41 m (95 in.). Thus the maximum cargo height is

(89 in.) after allowance for roller and pallet height and

clearance. Cargo carried forward of PUS STA 625 or aft

further restricted to a height of 2.08 m (82 in.) above the

ceiling height is

limited to 2.26 m

51 mm (2 in.) top

of FUS STA 774 is

pallet surface.

..

Longer cargo loads must be turned 1.57 rad (90”) in order to be moved either

forward or aft in the aircraft. Due to the circular cross-section of the

fuselage, allowable cargo length is a function of both width and height.

Figure 118 provides design guidance in terms of package dimensions for loading

cargo into the aircraft through the main deck door.
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.

●

30.5.3.2 Lower lobe compartments. The DC-10 has three lower lobe compart-

ments: forward lower lobe (FLL), center lower lobe (CLL), and aft bulk

compartment (ABC). There is a wide variation in the length of these three

compartments and in their access doors.

a. Front lower lobe. The FLL of the DC-10 has a solid floor. With an

upper galley configuration, 8.62 cubic meters (3045 cubic feet) are available.

The lower galley, configuration makes 36.8 cubic meters (1300 cubic feet)

available. Most upper galley models have the large 3.69 m 104 in.) wide by

1.67 m (66 in.) high cargo door. However, due to lack of vertical restraint

capability, 463L pallets cannot be loaded in the FLL. All cargo must be bulk

loaded by hand. There is a large variation with the location of the galley

and the size of the FLL door.

b. Center lower lobe. The CLL of the DC-10 has a solid floor. Most

DC-1OS have the standard 43.9 m3 (1550 ft3) capability and the 1.11 m (44 in.)

by 1.22 m (70 in.) by 1.67 m (66 in.) door. Some mo~els have an extended CLL

of 54.8 m3 (1,935 ft3) but retain the 1.78 m (7O in.) by 1.67 m (66 in.) door.

c. Aft bulk compartment. The ABC has a solid floor. Most DC-1OS have

the standard 22.7 m~ (805 ft3) capability and the 1.11 m (44 in.) by 1.22 m

(48 in.) door. This door is located on the left side of the aircraft.. If the

CLL is extended,

●
the ABC will be 14.4 m3 (510 ft3), with a 0.76 m (30 in.) by

0.91 m (36 in.) door. The ABC and CLL would then be separated by only a

curtain as opposed to the wall found in the standard configuration.

30.5.4 Lockheed L-1011. The Lockheed L-1011 is a wide-body, long-range,

tri-jet passenger aircraft. The L-1011 can carry 238 to 293 passengers

depending on the specific configuration, furnishings, galley location, etc.

The cargo capability is limited to bulk (non-palletized) cargo and, at the

time of this publication, there is no cargo variation available for military

use.

30.5.5 Boeing 707. The narrow-body B707 aircraft can carry from 27,125 kg

(59,800 lb) to 33,112 kg (73,000 lb), depending on aircraft series, interior

configuration, and contract agreements. The convertible and freighter

versions can accept to thirteen 463L pallets. At a payload of 27,125 kg

(59,800 lb) an average of 2087 kg (46,000 lb) per pallet position, the

aircraft will fly a 2300 NM leg.

30.5.S.1 Main deck. Cargo is loaded onto the main deck of the B707 through a

cargo door on the forward left side of the fuselage. The door is 3.40 m

(134 in.) wide by 2.31 m (91 in.) high, limiting the-maximum cargo height to

2.16 m (85 in.) above the top of the pallet. Maximum individual pallet loads

are given in figure 119. It is possible to load packages longer than the door

length provided the pallet train can be turned in the doorway. Figure 120

provides generalized maximum package size guidance for planning purposes.

30.5.5.2 Lo=r lobe compartments. Two lower compartments are available for

cargo loadlng. Due to the contoured floor, these compartments will accom-

modate bend-loadable bulk cargo only.
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30.5.6 DC-8. The narrow-body DC-8 aircraft can carry 23,587 to 40,823 kg

(528,000~90,000 lb) of cargo or 165 to 252 passengers, depending on indivi-

dual aircraft configurations and contract requirements. The DC-8-30 and -50

series have 13 pallet positions, the DC-8-62CF has 14 pallet positions and the

Stretch DC-8-61F/63F/CF and 71CF/73F/73CF each have 18 pallet positions. For

planning purposes, with the exception of the DC-8-33F and DC-8-61CF, each

variation will carry its maximum number of pallets, at an average pallet

weight of 2086 kg (4600 lb), a distance of 2300 H. The DC-8-33F and

DC-8-61CF are limited in the weight they are able to carry for 2300 ~.

30.5.6.1 Main deck. The main cargo deck is loaded through a side door on the

forward left side of the fuselage. The door is 3.56 m (140 in.) wide by 216m

(85 in.) high, limiting cargo to 2.02 m (79.5 in.) above the top surface of

the pallet. Packages longer than the width of the door must’ be rotated

1.57 rad (90”) upon entering the aircraft and moved rearward. Charts indi-

cating the maximum package size Ioadable through the side cargo door are given

in figure 121. Maximum individual pallet loads for the 13, 14, and 18 pallet

configuration are given in figure 122. Rolling stock, within the envelope

limitations of the cargo compartment, may be loaded directly onto the main
deck provided a palleti.zedor shored subfloor is in place.

30.5.6.2 Lower lobe compartmeate. The DC-8 has two large lower lobe

compartments. Due to the door size restrictions and contoured floor, only

hand-loaded cargo can be carried.
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I I

PLATFORl DIMENSION

LENGTH (L) A

8 feet 18.0 inches

12 feet 19.5 inches

16 feet 21.0 inches

20 feet 22.5 inches

24 feet 24.0 inches

28 feet 48.0 inches*

32 feet 72.0 inches*

* The center of gravity cannot

exceed 190 and 209 inches from

the forward end of the airdrop

platform for the C-130 and

C-141 respectively.

— me
Iu

FIGURE 1. Center of gravity limits.
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CARGO DESIGN

METRIC EQUIVALENTS

INCHES METERS

108 2.74

144 3.66

156 3.96

216 5.49

228 5.79

LIMITS
A

156 m.

v

RBL 114

L

!L6L 114

CARGO COMPARTMENT OUTBOARD

LOGISTICS RAIL FACE (REF)

NOTE: Cargo dimensional design Iirnltsshown

above are the maximum allowable dimen-

sions to be used In the destgn of cargo items

to be transported m the C-5A Aircraft.

FIGURE 2. C-5A cargo dimensional deeign limit.
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GROUND CX)NTACTLIMITATION RAMP CONTACT LIMITATION

.,,.

CARGO

%fi!#RmNTcy~T‘p
,

OvE+=izJ-=
RAMP HINGE

FIGURE 3. Ramp crest.
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.
CRITICAL

DIMENSION —

1
GROUND CLEARANCE

(MEASURED AT WHEELBASE
MIDPOINT)

FRONT OVERHANG

WHEELBASE -—-—

-PROJECTIO

1

*

II ~
HEIGHT

II

1

CHASSIS END
CLEARANCE

!

t

REAR OVERHANG

* Provided lSO articulation in bogie, dimensions can be

measured from center of bogie in lieu of center of

rear most axle.

FIGURE 4. Standard dimensional terms.
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a

A/S32H-5 CARGO10AOER (25K)

201 AX5-I’8
3- NOMINAL

—,b,~,[

1.
B1

—.
~ 0.625

II f

0.0 2016 38.84 5425

1
A/S32H- 19 IAC 10AOER (25K)

,L
3 - NOMINAL

------- 19 OIA X 475 WIOE

& ,

-1°”62’

-3-.
I

—lOJ 2 62; ‘A’’EO—L t

)0.0 1412 4056 /25

!0.0 175 – 405 5425

I A/S32N-6ACAR(iOLOAO[R{40K)

3- NOMINAl~
~201A X5-1/8

h
t -~bj++[nf~

~i;i

175 455 5425

C-130 TYPE A/A32H-4A

T 2-1/sOIAX4-3I4 WIDE

I
2625

I0.0 14”15 ? 4008

I
8 C-5 AIROROP

1-78 DIA X 3-3’4 WIOf
~2.048

@ m h
* I * 1

19.7 TYP ON RAMP t 46.5 TYP 54.O’TYP

18.74 TYP ON FLOOR

BL 0.0 is centerline of aircraft floor or loader. Rollers are on 10-in. centers fore and aft.

Dimensions in inches.

FIGURE 5. Aircraft and loader roller locations.
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I 1.68 OIA X 1.85 WIOE

C-5 LOGISTICS

jq

I I I t I I
0.0 ?.0

I
10.74 46.5 74.26 102.02 115.125

i
aL 610.0 IScenterline of aircraft floor. Rollers are on 5.285 in. centers fore and aft.

Otmensions in inches.

METRIC EQUIVALENTS

INCHES

0.625

1.5

1.68
1.85

1.88

2.0
2.048

2.25

2.625

3.75
4.75

5.13

5.285
7.0

14.12

14.15
14.8

17.5

18.74

19.7
20.0

20.16

38.84
40.08

40.56

45.5

46.5

50.178

50.8

us
74.26

102.02
115.125

METERS

15.9mm

38.1 mm
42.7mm
47.0mm

47.8 mm

50.8 mm

52.0 mm
57.2 mm

66.7mm

95.3 mm

120.7 mm

130.3mm

134.2mm
177.8mm
358.7 mm

359.4 mm
375.9mm
444.5rnm
476.0 mm

500.4 mm

508.0mm

512.1 mm
486.5mm

1.02m
1.03m
1.16m
1.18m
1.28m
1.29m
1.37m
1.38m
1.89m
2.59m
2.92m

FIGURE 5. Aircraft and loader roller locations. (continued)
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MARKLENGTHHERE

STEP 1

PMK THE VEHICLE ON A FLAT SURFACE.

STEP 2 \

tiRK WIDTH HERE

STEP 5

THE WHEEL LOAD MUST BE KNOWN TO DETERMINE
THE Psi EXERTED BY THE TIRE ON THE PAD AREA.
THE FORMULA FOR WHEEL LOAD IS:

AXLE WEIGHT = WHEEL LOAD

NUMBER OF WHEELf

PUCE MARKS ON THE SURFACE AS ILLUSTRATED.

STEP 3

&~;El~E VEHICLE. THE MARKS SHOULD APPEAR

STEP 4

SINCE THE ACTUAL PAD PATTERN IS ELLIPTICAL
IN SHAPE, USE THE FOLLOWING FORMULA TO
DETERMINE PAD AREA:

EXAMPLE PROBLEM:

ASSUME THE AXLE WEIGHT IS ~ OW FOUNDS AND
THAT THERE ARE TWO WHEELS.

2, Dw
= ‘1,DW POUNDS

2 WHEEL LOAD

USING THE PAD AREA DETERMINED IN STEP 4 AND
THE WHEEL LOAD ABOVE, USE THE FOLLOWING
FORMULA TO DETERMINE THE HI FLOOR LOADING:

A= AREA
A=.7BSLW L . LENGTH

w= wIDTH

EXAMPLE PROBLEM:

ASSUME THE VEHICLE WHEEL’PAD IS 12 INCHES
LONG AND 6 INCHES WlbE.

=.785X12X6
i = 56.5 SQUARE INCHES

METRIC EQUIVALENTS

6 in. = 152 mm

12 in. ❑ 305 mm

56in.z = 0.0361 mf

1000 Ibs = 454 kg

2000 Ibs = 907 kg

17.7 psi = 124 kPa

WHEEL LOAD .

PAD AREA
FLOOR LOAD (PSl)

I,DDD
17.7 Psl

56.5 SQUARE INCHE< =

FIGURE 6. ~.
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LGENERALCARGO

B. TO DETERMINE CENTER OF GRAVITY

A. TO DETERMINE WEIGHT

1
I I !31

I 1’

CENTER
WEIGHT UNIT
ON SCALES OF

BALANCE

POSITION UNIT
ON PIPE UNTIL
IT BALANCES

U. LARGE, OR SKID MOUNTED CARGO

A. TO DETERMINE MIGHT

I . IF SCALES CANNOT ACCOMMODA&E
ENTIRE UNIT, DETERMINE MIGHT OF
EACH END, USING ANGLE IRONS AS

2.

B, TO DETERMINE CENTER OF GRAVITY

l------Ll

WHERE 1 I

x= DISTANCE FROM FULCRUM POINT TO CENTER OF GRAVITY

L, DISTANCE BETWEEN FULCRUM POINTS

w, WEIGHT OF ONE END OF UNIT
FULCRUMS;

m

W2 = WEIGHT OF OTHER END OF UNIT

MARK FULCRUM LOCATIONS ON BOTH w
SIDES OF UNIT WHEN WEIGHING ONE
END. LINE UP FULCRUMS WITH MARKS
WHEN WflGHING OPPOSITE END. 1.

DETERMINE UNIT WEIGHT BY ADDING
END WEIGHTS.

2.

~ TRACK-TVPE VEHICLES

A.

1.

2.

3.

TO DETERMINE WEIGHT

J ToTAL UNIT WEIGHT (w I + W2)

DETERMINE MOMENT AT FULCRUM POINT W2 BY MULTIPLYING
DISTANCE BETWEEN FULCRUM POINTS (L) BY UNIT WEIGHT AT
FULCRUM POINT W1.

DETERMINE X, THE CENTER OF GRAVITY DISTANCE FROM FULCRUM
POINT W BY DWIDING MoMENT AT FULCRUM POINT W2 (FROM
STEP 1) 6? TOTAL UNIT WEIGHT (W).

B. TO DETERMINE CENTER OF GRAVITY

DRIVE VEHICLE

IF SCALES CANNOT ACCOMMODATE EITHER FULL TRACK LENGTH OR
ONTO tiOtiDEN

WEIGHT OF VEHICLE, RUN HALFWAY ONTO SCALES AND WEIGH.
BEAM UNTIL
IT BALANCES —.

MARK BOTH SIDES OF VEHICLE AT POiNTS COINCIDING WITH
EDGE OF SCALES. DRIVE OTHER ENDIOF VEHICLE ONTO SCALES
TO MARKS ON SIDES OF VEHICLE AND WEIGH.

DETERMINE UNIT WEIGHT BY ADDING WEIGHTS OF BOTH ENDS
OF VEHICLE.

m
THIS FIGWE ILLUSTRATES METHODS OF DETERMINING THE WEIGHT AND CENTER4F-
GRAVITY LOCATION OF TYPICAL CARGO UNITS. THESE CARGO UNITS INCLUDE GENERAL
CARGO, LARGE OR SK lD-MOiJNTED CARGO, AND TRACK-TYPE VEHICLES.

FIGURE 7. Cargo unit weight and CG.
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.!’

I CENTER OFGRAVITY LOCATION

~’~

k’+ I
[

x=- ‘1
w

WHERE

X =DISTANCE FROM FQONT AXLE TO
UNITCENTLROF GR4VITYLOCATICX

L =WHEEL6ASE
-.

WI = FRONT AXLE LOAD

w2 = REAR AXLE LOAD

W = TOTAL WEIGHT OF UNIT

‘1 ‘2

~ STEPS IN DETERMINING CENTER OF GRAVITY 10 CATION

Q

*
1. DETERMINE AXLE 10ADS BY WEIGHING ALL AXLES

(WI AND W+.

‘@I

ma
VEHICLE MUST BE LEVEL WHEN WEIGHING.

2. DETERMINE TOTAL WEIGHT OF UNIT (W) BY ADDING
AXLE LOADS (WI AND W2).

3. DETERMINE WHEEL9ASE (L).

‘2

w

FIGURE 8. CG location - vehicle.
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4. DE TfRMlrJE REA? AXLE hlOMf NT A90UT FRONT AXLE 3Y
MULTIPLYING ?fAR AXLE LOAD (’:42) B’{ .V~E[LBA5[ (l).

5. D[lfRMINE CENT EROFGRhVITY D15TAt:CF FRO\i F’:ONT
AXLE (X) BY DP:IDIINCI REAR AXLE MO~~~Nl 8Y TOTAL
WEIGHT t,v).

w

REAR AXLE MOMENT

mSAMPLE PRo8LEM

DITERMINE TtIE LOCATION Cr THf C[NT:Q OF GRAvITY OF .4
VEHICLE V:HOSE V.’[IGHT ANCI Dlh![N\lQNS AR[ AS ShOS3/fJ
BELOW.

(w 1) (w
4,2COLB 13,460 LB

~ . .–.– -— 164 IN. (L) -––
I

L___ . x .__. __..-+ I

TAL

SOLUTION:

USING THE FORMULA X = L W?

w

X ~ 164 IN. X 13.460LB
~.

I METRIC EQUIVALENTS I

125 In. = 3.18 m

164 m. = 4.17 m

4200 lb = 1905.0 kg

6730 lb = 3052.7 kg

13460 lb = 6105.3 kg

17660 lb = 8010,4 kg

WEIGHT (W) =
LB

FIGURE 8. CG location - vehicle. (continued)
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I.CENTEROFGRAVITY LOCATION

WERE

:, x = DISTANCE FROM FRONT AXLE TO UNIT
CENTER-OF-GRAVITY LOCATION

W, = FRONT AXLE LOAD

i,: %;% ~iEk~;LOAD
12 = TRAILER WHEELBASE
W3 = TRAILER AXLE LOAD
L = TOTAL WHEELEASE OF UNIT
W = TOTAL WEIGHT OF UNIT

t- L d

x
LI

-1 L2
e

e

WI W2 W3

TO LOCATE CARGO UNIT CENTER OF GRAVITY, DETERMINE X

Il. STEPS IN DETERMINING CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATION (X).

1. DETERMINE AXLE LOADS BY WEIGHING ALL AXL[S SEPARATELY

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a

(WI, W2, ond W3).

VEHICLE MUST BE LEVEL WHEN WEIGHING.

DETERMINE TOTAl \VEIGHT OF UNIT (W) BY ADDING
ALL AXLE LOADS.

DETERMINE TRACTOR V4HEELBASE (Ll) AND TRAILER
WHEELBASE (L2).

DETERMINE TOTAL wHEELBASE OF UNIT (L).

DETERMINE TRACTOR REAR AXLE MOMENT ABOLTI FRONT
AXLE BY MuLTIPLYING TRAcToR WHEELBASE (L, ) BY
TRACTOR ?EAR AXLE LOAD (W2).

DETERMINE TRAILER AXLE MOMENT BY MULTIPLYING
TOTAL WHEELR4SE (L) BY TRAILER AXLE LOAD (W3).

DETERMINE TOTAL h;OMENT ABOUT FRONT AXLE BY ADD-
ING TRAILER AXLE MCt,4ENT AND TRACTOR REAR AXLE
MOMENT.

DETERMINE CENT[Q-OF-GRAVITY L)ISTANCE FROM FRONT
AXLE (X) BY DIVIDING TOTAL AIOME,NT 6Y TO;AL

WEIGHT (W).

FIGURE 9 CG location - multiple unit vehicle,
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111.SAMPIEPROBLEhf:

DfTERF.41NE THE LOCATIOPI Or THE CENTER OF GPAVllY

OF A VEHICLE WHOSE wEIGHT AND Dlh’~NSloNS ARE
AS $HOWN 8ELOW.

F%E=R%
(b

W=44, 160 LB

@@f

w, 4 “2 4“3

9,580 LB 20,850 LB 13,73018

SOLUTION:
LI W2+LW3

USING IHEFORMULAX= w

(1851N. X 20,859 LB) + (4101N. X 13,7301S)

44, 160 LB

~

METRIC EQUIVALENTS

185.0 m. - 4.7 m

225.0 m. -5.72 m

214.8 m. - 5.456 m

9580 lb -4545 kg

13730 lb -6228 kg

20850 lb - 9457 kg

‘,

FIGURE 9 CG location - multiple unit vehicle. (continued)
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SAMPLE PROBLEM :

C4TERMINE THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF A TOTAL LOAD CONSISTING OF THREE VEHICLES HAVING THE FOLLOW-
INGCHARACTERISTICS, AND LOCATED WTTHINTHE AIRCRAFT AS SHOWN.

m
FOR PURPOSES OF THIS EXAMPLE IT IS ASSUJWD THAT
THE D4STANCE BETWENTHE TANDEM AXLES OF THE
TRUCK IS 49 INCHES.

VEHICLE NO. I
GROSS WEIGHT
FRONT AXLE LC14D
REAR AXLE LOAD (TOTAL)
CENTER OF GRAVITY

VEHICLE NO. 2
GROSS WEIGHT
FRONT AXLE LOAD
REAR AXLE LOAD
CENTER OF GRAVITY

VEHICLE NO. 3
GROSS WEIGHT
FRONT AXLE LOAD
RUR AxLE LOAD (TOTAI.)
CENTER OF GRAVITY

17,660 POUNDS
4,200 POUNDS

13,460 POUNDS
125 INCHES AFT
OF FRONT AXLE

}8, 000 POUNDS
4,400 POUNDS

13,600 POUNOS
123.9 INCHES AFT OF

FRONT AXLE

16,000 POUNOS
4,000 POUNDS

12, @lCI POUNDS
123 INCHES AFT OF

FRONT AXLE

FUS
51A

932.1

Fus
s TA
1157

,1 FuSFUS Fus FuS FLA

STA STA S1A s TA s TA

502 642 em I W2 I290
FUS Flk FuS Fk
STA STA STA STA
690 876 1016 1140

SOLWON:

1. FIR5T CHECK THE AXLE ANO WIEEL L~OS OF EACH VEHICLE AGAINST THE FIGURE ON LOADING DATA
TO ASSURE THAT THE CARGO FLOOR WTLL NOT BE OVERLOADED.

VEHKLE NO. 1
EACH RLAR AXLE LOAD OF 6,730 POUNDS AND EACH
WIEEL LOAD (6, 730/2=3,365 POUNDS) AT FUSEIAGE
STATIONS ti2 AND 690 ARE WTHIN LIMITS. THE FRONT
AXLE LOAD OF 4,200 ~NOS AND FRONT WIEEL LOAD
H fi~l#OUNOS AT FUSEIAGE STATION 502 ARE WITH-

.

FIGURE 10. Total load CG
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VEHICLE NO. 2
EACH REAR AXLE LOAD (13, 6002 6,800 POUNDS)
AND WHEEL LOAD (6, 800 2 3,400 POUNDS) AT FUSE-

LAGE STATIONS 828 AND 876 ARE wITHIN LIMITS. THE
FRONT AXLE LOAD OF 4,400 POUNDS AND FRONT
wHEEL LOAD OF 2, 200 POUNDS AT FUSELAGE STATION
I016AREALS0 WITHIN LIMITS.

VEHICLE NO. 3
EACH REAR AXLE LOAD GF 6,000 POUNDS AND EACH
WHEEL LOAD (6, 000; 2 3, 000 POUNDS) AT FUSELAGE
STATIONS 1092 AND I140ARE WITHIN LIMITS. THE
FRONT AXLE LOAD OF 4,000 POUNDS AND FRONT wHEEL
LOAD (4, 000, 2 2,000 POUNDS) AT FUSEL4GE STATION
1280 ARE ALSO wITHIN LIMITS.

2. THE CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATION FOR THE TOTAL LOAD IS EQuAL TO THE TOTAL MOMENT OF THE
LOAD DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL wEIGHT OF THE LOAD. CG OF TOTAL LOAD = TOTAL MOMENT

TOTAL WEIGHT

3. CALCULATE THE TOTAL MOMENT OF THE LOAD BY MULTIPLYING THE FUSELAGE STATION wHERE THE
CENTER OF GRAVITY OF EACH VEHICLE IS POSITIONED BY THE MIGHT OF THE VEHICLE. ADD THESE
THREE FIGuRES TO OBTAIN THE TOTAL LOAD MOMENT IN INCH-POUNDS.

VEHICLE NO. I 627 x 17,660 = 11,072,820
VEHICLE NO. 2 992.1 X 18,000 = 17,857,800
VEHICLE NO. 3 1157x 16,000 - 18,512,000

TOTAL LOAD MOMENT 47,442,620

4. ADD THE wEIGHTS OF THE THREE VEHICLES TO OBTAIN THE TOTAL LOAD wEIGHT.

VEHICLE NO. I = 17,660 POUNDS
VEHICLE NO. 2 = 18, ~ POUNDS
VEHICLE NO. 3 = 16,000 POUNDS

TOTAL LOAD wEIGHT 51,660 POUNDS

5. DIVIDE THE TOTAL LOAD MOMENT BY THE TOTAL LOAD MIGHT TO OBTAIN THE FUSELAGE STATION AT
wHICH THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF THE TOTAL LOAD IS LOCATED.

CG (TOTAL LOAD) - 47,442,620

51,660

I CG (TOTAL LOAD) - FUS STA 918.4 I

THE ABOVE CALCULATIONS DO NOT INCLUDE THE
wEIGHT OF A CREW FOR THE VEHICLES OR ANY OTHER

CARGO WHICH MY BE CARRIED CONCURRENTLY.

FIGURE 10. Total load CG. (continued)
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A

FIGURE 11. Weijzhtfor vertical CG.
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=EsL
SPREADING EFFECT OF SHORING-

CRATEDCARGO

45° = 0,j85r~d

FIGURE 12 Load shoring effect.
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FIGURE 13. Parking shoring.

w1 2
s

,“::”!\ j! ~
“ /“1’!;,

. -. -<: , --
“/ :

/

--- <-.

>--: =---
—--:. -

L.. _.—

=-:.

--= - ---
.—-. —. .

f

IT

FIGURE 14. Bridge-type shorin~.
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2

3

4

5

A

1. FORWARD RAMP

2. FORWARD RAMP EXTENSION

3. FORWARD RAMPEXTENSIONTOES

4. STEP-UPSHORING

5. APPROACH SHORING

FIGURE 15. Step-up and approach 8~ori~&.zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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ANCHORED CABLE

BIRD DEFLECTS CABLE OR SUPPORTS

10thtaUluatrstbm, a very lightloadappliedat90
degreestothedirectim.c#the cable will deflect it.
However, if the“weightisappliedin the direction of
the cable, thecablewillsupxIrt a weight equal to
tts 8trsr@h.

CABLE HOLDS
WEIGHT EQuAL
TO STRENGTH
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As shown by the bird on the wire, a small load

applied vertically to strelchedcable tillinducealar!?.e
load lengthwise in the cable. Shown belcw arc calcula-

tions illustrating the magnitude of the loads in a
stretched cable and a slack cable.

a 100of

m
II 100D lb

II

Cable Load =57, 143 lb

1000 lb
Coble Lood = ~.

10DCIlb
Cable Load = ~

Coble Lood = 2,0&J lb

Hence, the closer the tiedown can lie in the direction of
the load the better the tiedown. Suspension bridges
apply the same principle.

THIS

THIS CABLE WOULD BREAK BEFORE
BRIDGE WAS COMPLETED

I

NOT THIS

NOTE 1000 lb = 453.6 kg

2000 lb = 907.2 kg

FIGURE 16. Tiedown basic minci Dies.
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In tying down cargo, the following type of ticdown is
sat isfactory for upward restraint, but not for sideward
or forward restraint.

However, ifthetiedowns are too long across the top
d. tbe 10s4a severeupward force will permit the
cargo to moveae shown:

I
I

A I I A

BOXES LIFI UP CORNERS CRUSH

\ \

)!ence, thelcngth oflicsacross thetopof aloatf should
be kept short. For forwrdor aftrestraint, the type of
tkdownbclowulll notprcvcnt thecargoshifting except
forihefrmionfmces introduced.

I I
A

I I
I I A

I I
1 I

4 FWD I I

Neglecting friction, the thrdowncannot begtn to
restrain the Ioad until it has shtfted so U@ the tkdowns
begtn to go in the same direction as the force. The cor-
rect method of tying * such a load fOf forw ard

movement is as fcmowm:

‘1 II I I

FIGURE 16. Tiedown basic principles. (continued)
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Ties made solelyfor one load direction cannot
be ●xpected to restrain cargo against a load applied
simultaneously from anothrr d rcetmn. This apphcs
to tiedouna that arc passed around @ over the top of

the cargo and notdirectly attached” to it. CaIgo

Pvrly restrained for all load dmections is ss shown.
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When a tiedown devtce isattacheddirectly
to a cargo unit and not merely passed over or
around it,restraint can be applied for more than
one toad direction, depending on the strength of the
device and the angle of pultoff from the t.iedovn fit-
ting. By varying the angle of attachment, a tl~wn
device can be attached to the cargo so that restralat
is available simuttanaoualy tn three dtrect iona. Ao

example 02 such ● tletim la illustrated,

The point of attachment of a tiedown devtce to When tiedown devices are attached to cargo,
a cargo unit must bc.substantial ehough to withstand the lines of action of the tiedown devices should, if
the loads for which the cargo unit is being restrained. possible, intersect above the cargo center of gravity
A ticdou% device must not be attached to any convenient as shown. Such a tiedown reduces the tendency of
protrusion on a cargo unit without due considerateiou of cargo to overturn when sub] ●cted to combined up-
the protrusion’s strength. ward and side loads.

A
/\

/ \
\/’ \

I

FIGURE 16. Tiedown basic principles . (centinued)
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I
VIRI!CAL

Vltw I

+vWIKA,

—
Vliw 2

&

A

VILW 3

d&
LONGITUDINAL

A,

Vltw 4

I
t.10IE 30” = 0524 rad

60° = 105 rad

FIGURE 17. Cargo restraint.

A A

2
?

B

4

0

6

0

;G

8

10

k

FIGURE 18. General rules for applying tiedowns.
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AROUND FRA@k, AFT Of6U*ER

u

w-’---,

--

t-’
s 1 3 ~

AROUND RLAR LIFTING CLEVISE5

FIGURE

U+p=

AROUND FRA~

OVER FltAK AND UNOER CROSS ~MMR

19. Vehicle tiedown points.
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AROUND EQUALIZER TRUNNION 6AR AND OVER SPRING

AROUND AXIE

FIGURE 19. Vehicle tiedown points. (continued)
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CGU-1/B TIEDOWN DEVICE, 2268 kg (5000 Ibs)

n
o

RATCHET RELEASE /zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

TYPE CGU-l@

TIEDOWN OEVICE

\ RATCHET

THE TYPE CGU-l\B TIEDOWN
DEVICE IS USED TO TIEDOWN
LIGHT WEIGHT CARGC) UNITS,

FIGURE 20. CGU-1/B tiedown device.

5

MB-I OR MB-2
TYPE II

1. TENSION GRIP

2. ADJUSTABLE HOOK

3. QUICK RELEASE LEVER

4. CHAIN LOCK

5. CHAIN POCKET

FIGURE 21. “MB-1 or MB-2 tiedown device.
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D-6 Trufor

1 r 1

G ‘-
1“2 364 5“6 7“8 9“10 II 14131.$4 15 7~@19B”21~”23242s&27 282930

s ~~
f ● *O.**.**. -

E ● 00....
<“ 4

TIEDOWN
FITTING

● a.ea

..* a

. ..-.D ● o*m **o.
--
:0

c .. 9..0.0.

,L

. *~F?::-: :: ; w

,4eb!a89
.............

B ● o ● ● ● ● m ● ● 0 ““’”’’”’””

A v-

. . . ● ● .
4

I ● 1000Olb Fittings
!

I I
Fs H s FS

242 + 250001 bFittings 477 617 m

TIEDOWN INSTRUCTIONS ●

8C
8E

10C

10E
13C
13E
15C

15E
16C

16E
17C
17E

18C
18E
21C
21E
22A/25

22G/25

*

QUANTITY

1

1
1

1
1

;
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

EDOWN DEVI(

+

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

4536

11340
11340

10000
10000
10000

10000
10000
10000

10000
10000
10000

10000
10000
10000

10000
10000
10000
10000
25000

25000

ATTACH TO VEHICLE AT

Drive Sprocket, L.H. Side
Drive Sprocket R. H. Sie

Drive Sprocket, R.H. Side
Drive Sprocket, L.H. Side
Towbar, R. H. Side
Towbar, L.H. Side
Bridle Around Track Body Frame, R. H. Side

Bridle Around Track My Frame, L. H. Side
Top Roller Wheel Arm, R.H. Side

Top Roller Wheel Arm, L.H. Side

Blade Assy Plate, Rt Track
Blade Assy Plate, Lt Track
Guide Wheel, Rt Track
Guide Wheel, Lt Track

Llpper Blade Support Arm, L.H. Side

Upper Blade Support Arm, R.H. Sie
Upper Blade Support Arm, R.H. Sie
Upper Blade Supwrt Arm, L.H. Side

FIGURE 22. Tiedown Dattern.
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FIGURE 23. I’ACloader.
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FIGURE 24. Ball transfer Dad.
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l—- 122 d

I +61 —4

F==l’ ~TOP0FfL0013

VIEW LOOKING FORWARD

INCHES METERS

32.75

36.0

44.1

55.5

61.0

82.1

122.0

0.83

0.91

1.12

1.41

1.55

2.09

3.1

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN IN INCHES

FIGURE 25. Loading profile for typical commercial system.

82.1
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METRIC EQUIVALENTS

IN. MN

1/32 0.8

1/8 3.2

15/32 11.9

1,0 25.4
11,8 28.6

1 + 31.8

2.115 53.7

2 ‘,, 57.2
4 j 114.3

54 13720

88 22350

0 The standardHCU-6/E palletIS 57.2 mm (21, m) thick
● * The l]4,3mm (4t21n.) dimensionappkesorriy totype HCU-10IE pallet 1372 “ 2235

Forkhft entries are prowdedon the longsde of the pallet.
x 114.3 mm thick (54 x 88 x 4!/2 m. thick).

FIGURE 26. Rail and pallet mating.
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51
.

-.

PRESSURE MASTER CONTROL

El

@

.?
. ...

@●

POSITIVE DETENT LATCH ASSEMBLY

POSITIVE MASTER CONTROL

PRESSURE OEIEN1 LATCH ASSEMSLY RETRACTABLE FLANOE

FIGURE 27. Rail system for C-130 (AA32H-4 with automatic restraint controls).
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\
.

...
:.

FIGURE 28. Flatbed truck roller Ioadine.

o
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FIGURE 29. HCU-6/E pallet.
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TIEDOWN
CLEVISES

{...

TYPE II MODULAR PLATFORM

SIDE RAIL
(TYPE II)

~~ a

m

TIEDOWN CLEVISES ON SIDE RAIL

FIGURE 30. Type 11 modular platform.
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.

..

FIGURE 31. A/E29H-l (LAPES) Dlatform.
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.. .

SANDWICH
~

CORRECT METHOD

MOVEMENT INTO AIRCRA~ *

INCORRECT METHOD

FIGURE 33. Longitudinal rigidity.
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[

[

1
[

1
[ 2.24 m

)

(88 in.)

[

1
[

1
[

k-.:,.:----:‘ 3’”2’
(108 m.)

——_ .— _ _

Plan view of 4536 kg (10 OOOlb) capacity pallet (HCU-6/E)

I

Detail of Pallet Indent

.

FIGURE 34. 4536 kg (10,000 lb) pallet.
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L\L~//
LENGTHWISE

/

(LONGITUDINAL)
P DIRECTION

L x.-z

.,

FIGURE 35. Cradle.
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FIGURE 36. Hat 8ection base.

●
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.

Possible Design for Pop-Out System

/
. .

/...

Fold Up System

FIGURE 37. Shelter/van base design.
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AIR -—-
FLAT BOTTOM

(NOT AVAILABLE

IN MILITARY

AIRLIFT)

I

NOTE : Refer to text for explanation of letters.

FIGURE 38. Container structural features.
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S = La@lsMwccrrc enterso fapcrtumsi ncomerfitlings

P = Width lretwc.errccrrtersofapcrturcs incomcrfrttings

C, =C~erfitti~ m~ummnt 4$#,, imhes(101.5f?,~ mn)

~ =Comcrfitting rncasurement 3%T$,, inchcs(89!?.. mm)

L = External krsgth of container

W = External width of container

D = DiswIcc txtwccn centers of apertures of diagonally opposilc comer fittings resulting in 6

nscasurwtrcnts. D,, D~ D% D+ D$ and D,

K, = Difference between D, and 2)* or bctwccrsf)~ and f),; i.e.. K, = D, - D, or A’, = D, - D, W

K,= 11, -D, aK, =D, -D,

K, = Differencebetween D, and D,; i.e.. K, = D, - D, or D, - D.

H = Overall height

Nominal Length Ove~l(L) s P
Length

Feet mm Ft. 1ss. mm FI 1ss. mm Ft. In.

40 12190:1 400.$, 1198$ 39 3-7/8 2259 7 4-31/32

30 912S?f* 29 I 1-1/4:3, 8918 29 3-1/8 2259 7 4-31/32

20 60ss!] 19 l(L1/2q,4 5853 19 2-7/16 2259 74-3 1/32

10 ZFRu 9 %3/4?!,,, 2787 9 1-23/32 2259 74-3 1/32

Width Overall (W): 8 Ft. 02~,@ in., 24352\ mm

Height overall (H): 8 Il. 02$,, in.. 2435!/ mm or 8 FI. 6- I/2tg4 in., 2M10f~Cmm

K, Max. I K* Max.

mm

19

16

13

10 IT
In. mm In.

3/4 10 31ti

Snj 10 31X

1/2 to 318

W8 to 3/8

NOTE: Ihsscrrsions S and P arc refcrencc dimensions only. _fhc tolerance 10 tss applied to S

d P arc governed by & totc~es shown for t~c oven}] Icngth (L) and overall width (W)

FIGURE 39. Assembled corner fitting.
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Formed Box-Section Of
Postln End Frame

Welded J
Corner Fi

LOWER CORNER DETAIL DETAILOFTOP RAIL CONNECTIONS

ion
Oak Flooring of
Longitudinal Alignment

Typical Lower Rai
Aluminum Extrusi

Cross Member

\

Bolted Join

Panel

DETAIL OF LOWER FtAIL/CROSS MEMBER DETAIL OF LOWER RAIL TO PANEL CONNECTION

FIGURE 40. Container design details.
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.

C-130A

Entrance withzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBARamp

Horizontal

erial Delivery

xtension Arms

selage Structure

p Curbs

1
Fuselage Station 737

METRIC EQUIVALENTS

INCHES

12.0

108.0
108.2

lo9.oto.5
115.0

117.3

119.0
120.0

Area between

METERS

0.305

2.74

2.75
2,77t13 mm
2.92

2.98
3.02
3.05 I

Wing Center Section

T Lower Surface

uare

at Fus. Sta. 522and 583

Fuselage Stations 477 to 617

FIGURE 41. Compartment cross section.
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C-130

METRIC EQUIVALENTS

INCHES METERS

1.0 0025
5.5 0140
36.0 0.914
83.0 211
99.0 252
102.0 2.59
105.0 261
107.0 272
486,0 1234

T_

SAFEIY AISLE OPTIONS

DIMENSIONSGIWN IN INCHES A SIOEAISLEO.355by l.83m(14by72m.)min

B TOP AISIEO.762by 1.22 m(30by48m.)min

/ \

——-— —— -- ——-— ,—

I
I

I I

I 107 -~

60 lllJX I

1.0-1 k

J

,0, ~;

7’102

Design length 486 inches

VIEWS LOOKING FORWARD

INTO AIRCRAFT

NOTE: For vehicles with tracks or non-sensitive steering, 6 inches of rolling

shoring is required when the clearances between the side rails and the

vehicle is critical. Vehicles with clearances of leas than 2 1/2 inches

on each side require ATTLA review and approval.

FIGURE 42. Dimensional design limits.
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E F G H I J K 1 M

.

A

I flnebl!ssmm 2t5 281 331 601 457 517 391 637 632 731 803 6$9

2 Canwtmlm c D [ r G HI I N t M

3 mu Am 18611rM) a n 31 64 35 68 51 60126 :7 47 % %

e uMt6! Vokw4 II ft 23U 430 493 434 WI 610 I 235 I an 4m 4s4 ma

fWMSATKllRSS-lMPSl M63 TIRSPRSS$JRS-FC4)RF[UMIN S5S13MC3M7WKMAJ1[SA

8 3 7~ * ~ mm 13 Om 13 mn 13all 13 D2a Ilom 130s0 Kan 2$X 33m

3 $ i ~- , ~ 3ml 3930 lam 5am m mm w saw Im 1203

Tca$w Lti &

k IMmurl Id m m w w212m mm 22VI Zmo 2201 m m—. — ..-

Pl&ld s+130.mJ81

4 Rd#s KM?nn

nfu SfrMl WM n m 33m 2200 S2m m ma S2m m m Isa lam
—. .— -

PIm2ud blsO.cwl

—.-

6 Mwsamllsm w

mws+lR=f m4cl 2333 2332 isbl %7 ns7 36s7 ml %7 3333 833 833

l-m
MO w s@w 76 1MIS3

l!,
, —Idwdd

~cwur! m mom SSIOQ2aom 4olm am 60s02 37Om 40SWI SOsal am 36sm

i
—

.—— , .- I I I I I I I I I I

I -i+lw mfilmo]nnol mmlsnmlsm[mp ~

IMLM61C7ms - Im w MU Tfns fnsssw - WJURKu MN S4S16MZ m3fflN Uifs A 1
ii s f.udw a m 13000 13aa 13m 13 ma 13 ml 13-W” 1l-oil 13W” Iiom 130m Ii&-

3 e : - I
~ ~ r~ 8 m ma m 52120m YJm ,XaO m $030 Slm
s I-M*

- [Iwdwws b~

- -:. ‘-1

mm m mm 2020 m mm 2000 2m93fm - non
—.

RMnd bqAM —-

4 w16kc2mls4n

w *I m,h H Moo S4m mm 4490 Sml Smo m S4M4031 4m
— -.. — — —A=

?Ikbnd 2AI@ld

U7a 3?s-1

FIGURE 43. Floor loading capacity--concentrated or pneumatic tire loads

(AF53-3129 through 57-509; 57-525 and up; CG-1339 and up).
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NOTE:

~ Treadway load must be symmetrical about the awplane ~ Load hmlts for umform Ioadmg over entwe cargo flool

centerline. Treadway and Nontreadway areas must not be “(compartments C-K only) are 3.0Pst and 4300 Ibshr ft.

loadedsimultaneously to max!mum values shown, Load Ilmlts

between treadways may extend over entire cargo floor width.

Shoring may be requred for rolling loads outside treadways. ~ SuPPOrf aft end of ramp.

~ Not to exceed 50 PSI
A

Concentrated load IS defined as a load m which the wetght IS

concentrated at a point on the cargo area floor and the

contact surface between the load and the floor is very small
when compared to the size and weight of the total package,

~ This chart IS used as a reference to determme the avadable

area and volume of cargo area compartments Thechartls

also used as a reference Iodetermme the%tructural hmtts

(fhght and ground operations) of each compartment for

various types of cargo. Loading of cargo must take mlo

consideration airplane gross weight and center of grawty

calculated for fhght purposes. Forany type of load, do not

exceed the maximum compartment capacltyhmlf, pounds
hmlt, pst hint, or the pounds per hnear feef hmlt.

4. Anexample foruwof thechart for fllghtloadlng lsasfollows

a. Determme dtmenslons of cargo.

b. Determme weight of cargo

(1) Gross weight.

(2) Axleand fongues loads (!f wheeled cargo),

(3] PSlandpounds/hnea rfootlfbulkcargo.

c. Determme desired loadmgpmtlonmawplane(welght

and balance dafa must beconsldered),

d. Check charfto determme If floor foadmgcapac~ty IS

adequate forseiected loading area. Ifanyhmif lsexceeded,

check shoring requirements to spread load over greater floor

a. To determme if an obfect IS suitable for loading,
computethe roller loadsby usingcontact length on the pallet.

For each additional 10 m. contact length, one additional

roller station wdl recontacted.

The roller station load can be computed by dividing the

weight of the cargo by the number of roller stations

contacted.

For example an 8000 lb object IS uniformfy distributed on

two contact stations of 25 m. each. The roller stat!on load rs

found by dlwdmg 8000 by 4 (the number of roller stations

contacted,).

b. lftheresultlng ftgure(roller load) lslessthan thatgiven

mtheroller loads column (Ioading orunicrading limits) the

object may be foaded. The resuffmg figure (roller load) must

be less than that gnr n m the roller loadscolumn (flight limits)

[for fhghtrequlreme ts,lfthecalculated figure isgreaterthan

that m the roller loads column the oblect may not be loaded
without shoring. Erfher bridge type or simple shoring may be

used to satisfy roller load crtteria. If bridge type shoring is

used, d should be placed longitudinally on the paflet and the

mmlmumdistanceshould be20 m. ff simple shoring is used

the contact length bearing surface on the pallet at each

contact point must be a mmimum of 20m. utilizing the

prmclple of shoring effect.

A If vehicle axles are less that four feet apart, smgfe axle limits

area or select area havmggreater capacdy WIII apply

CONTACTLENGTHPER NO. OF ROLLER
CONTACTSTATION STATfONSCONTACTED

Lessthan 20 m. 1

Greater than or equal to 20 m. 2

but less than 30 m

Greater than or equal to 30 m. 3

but less than 40 m

NOTE

50 PSI restnchon on Ireadway does not apply to
pneumatlcflresthat have 100pstor less internal

twe pressure prowded axle weight and d!slance

between axles restrlchons are not exceeded

FIGURE 43. Floor loading capacity --concentrated or pneumatic tire loads

(AF53-3129 through 57-509; 57-525 and up; CG-1339 and up).

(continued)
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C-130

24.50 0.622
;-: 23.40 0.594
4-6 23.86 0.606
6-8 24.08 0.611
8-10 24.08 0.611

FUS FUS FUS FUS FuS FUS FuS FUS FUS

S 1A STA STA
FUS FUS Fu5

STA 51A STA STA STA STA
245 281 337 401

STA STA S 1A
457 517 597 627 682

l’
D

I
E F

I
I J K 77 ‘r yr

I G H I ,/Ml

BL 50.OR —

BL 29.OR —
I

t

BL29.OL —

BL 50.~ —

BLW.OR—

M 15.0R—

BL 15.0L—

BL50.0L—zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

(Airpbn.s AFS3-3 129through WW) \
– RMP RAMP

STA 5TA

o.— 10

I 1 r I 1

J I

I I 1 I

FUS :U ~-RA#P R4!P
STA
24s

STA STA STA
737 0 10

(Airplanes AM6-51O through 57-SGP, 57-525 and Up ond CG-1339 and Up)

FIGURE 44. Treadways.
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—

w(?) 1. PARATROOP DOOR
2. PARATROOP DOOR LADDER
3. RAMP

4. AUXILIARYGROUND LOADING RAMP

5. AFTCARGODOOR

FIGURE 45. Aft cargo door and ramp.

‘ -------

/

FIGURE 46a. Auxiliary truck loading FIGURE 46b. Auxiliary ground
ramps installed. loading ramps installed.
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WXILLARY
TRUCK LOADING

RAMP\ RAMP$

~s-
m
m

AUXILIARY

FWD TRUCK LOADING

RAMPS

o 10 20 s 40 so
DISTANCE “A” (INCHES)

To determine distance “A”, measure from the ramp centerline to a point midway between the installed

ramps. Find distance “A” on the horizontal scale. Extend a line vertically from this point to the allowable

load line. Extend a line horizontally until it intersects the vertical scale. Read the allowable load.

EXAMPLE: Distance “A’ is 0.965 m (3&1in.). Allowable load on the ramps is 4536 kg (10 000 lb).

FIGURE 47. Auxiliarv truck loading ramD loads.

AIRCRAFT

RAMP C-130A C-130B
HEIGHT

C-130D C-130D C-130E

SKIS UP SKIS DOWN C-130H

Minimum 40 40 40 44 39

Maximum 45 42 42 49 41

Add 2% in. to all dimensionsfor aircraft to be loadedwith rollers installed. I

METRIC EQUIVALENTS

lb u in. m “ in. m

10 4.54 258 0.067 41 1.04

20 9.07 10 0.254 42 1.07

30 13.61 20 0.508 44 1.12 ‘

40 18.14 30 0.762 45 1.14

10000 4536.0 38 0.965 49 1.24

39 0.991
40 1.02

FIGURE 48. Ramp height.
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. . . .
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FS FS FS FS FS

397 477 557 637
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737

FS 257

0 SEAT AND LITTER Fl”fTINGS
~mNEs AF53-3129THR0uGH 56-509. FOR

V 5, 000-POUND FITTINGS ARE

24”.5 INCHES A80VE THE CARGO
AIRPLANE AF 53-3139 SEE PARAGRAPH 9.

FLOOR AND ON THE RAMP.
~ AIRPIANES AF56-510 AND UP.

● 10, 000-POUND FITTINGS

+ 25. 000-POUND FITTINGS
~ AIRPLANES AF62-1784 AND “P.

FIGURE 49. Tiedown, seat, and litter fittings locations.

● 10,000-lb capacity fittings form a 20-in.

grid pattern over theentire floor area.
+ 25,000-lb capacity fittings are located

along the edges of the compartment floor.

,

FIGURE 50. Aircraft tiedowns.
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MIL-STD-1 791, dated31 October 1985 containsfigure51,71,84,87,88,89,90,93 and

103 thatarefoldoutsand cannot be suppliedas partofthisdigitalfile at thistime. If you

requireit please fax thisinformationsheet withyour completemailingaddressand we
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Figure71,page269

Figure84,page282

Figure87,page285
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Figure89,page287

Figure90,page288
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AIA32H-4A

2

0
~d 1

1. RETRACTABLE FLANGE

b 2. RAtiP DETENT ASSEMBLY

3. FLANGE LOCK ASSEMBLY

5. EMERGENCY RELEASE HANDLE

6.STOWAGEPIN

FIGURE 52. A/A32H-4A dual rail cargo handling system.

la SEOUINTIAL OPERATION OF LN 081CNT LAYCNRS

H

f

1

MltACYYD POSIYICN .

atiSCNCEOfVSUO# ZONflNDiaYKStAYOIIS fUUV Lamoo

MSYRAINT’A5M Wlln Sawcwiiim
LOCKEDPOSTION

1. DRAWBAR 6. DETENT BDDYISTYPICMF ORBOTH
2. ADJUSTINGSCREW RIGHT-ANDLEFT-HANDEDSIOES
3. RAIL 7, RESTRAINT PIN
4. BELL CRANK 8. DETENT HOOK
5. PALLET

FIGURE 53. A/A32H-4A left-hand detent latch po8ition8.
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ADDITIONAL 10,000 L6TlE~RlN&
2W’SPACING

\

0.L. CLEAR SPACE AVAILABLE
WITH ROLLERCONVEVORS

I

REMOVED

%k’”” [ -(I
,$G!!!JWA &,l\

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

I
I

I

1

\

\ /’

‘v
/

),

I OF 2112 TON TRUCK I
B.L,
w. 70

B:L

40

ALL 10,000 LB RINGS AVAILABLE FOR TIEDOUN

ON A/A32H-4A SYSTEM SETWSN RAILS

FIGURE 54. Rail mounted cargo rings (-4A).
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.-

.

SIDE TROOP

SEAT

EXISTING

.“X”’ INCHES

LOGISTIC PALLE?

—

c

,.

MINuS ONE
lMcn

I

RAIL MOUNTE(I SEAT STUOS I EXISTIW”SEAT LOCATION

FOR USE WITH PALLETIZED CARGO B.L.

40.all

FIGURE 55. Rail mounted seat studs (-4A).
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TKL
d ‘k

h’
BOX

> , , >> s , ,’,

n avLm “i- ~

J ‘:J

,,8, .,-, DSd

111 [

ml
~ AIRPLANES AF61-23SS AND UP.

A A,IIPLANESAF62-,7S4 AND UP.

~ AIRPLANES PRIOR TO AF61-235S.

FIGURE 56. Power outlets.
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1
I

I/

‘“JEcrIoN_j10s” h/-
1,

l\ r
I
1-... _

)( )-

/

HINGE POINT’ +

s

g

=

6
c
u

:

50 6U 70 80 w 100 110

IIEIGHT(INCHES)

METRIC[

INCHES

20
3a
40
42
44
46
50
60

1
90
99

100
103
110
120
140
160

130

191
2M
220
240
2Kl
2W

To calculate the maximum cargo projection into the airplane, extend a line to the

left scale from a point on the chart curve directly above the cargo height on the

bottom scale, Read the allowable projection.

EXAMPLE Cargo height is2.29m (90in.). Maximum proj~tion k2.52m(99 in.).

IIVALENTS

METERS

0s00
0.965
1.02
1.07
1.12
1.17
1.27
1.52
1.78
2.03
2.29
2.52
2.54
2.74
2.79
3.05
3s6
4.57
4.57
4.85
5.59
5.59
6.10
6.60
7.11

FIGURE 57. Overhang and projection limits (cargo).
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●

When vehicle wheelbase is greater than (2 x ramp length),

minimum ground ciearance occurs

forward of rear wheels.

The vehicie design shali be based

approximately 191 inches

upon a 45-inch ramp height.

28
/ 46

44 FIOORHEIGHT

26

24

22zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

20 -- -“ - ““-’- - --’

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

0 I

0 50 100 150200 250 300 350 400450 500 550 600

VEHICIE WHEELBASE - INCHES

/

/ \
CARGO RAMP RAMP

COMPARTMENT CREST
FLOOR

CHARTA - RAMP CREST LIMITS

FIGURE 58. Overhang and projection limits (vehicle).

= CRITICAIPOIN1
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?

r
/

/
K

b

o eo m 100 110

~l;ERH~NG &x.~pAs;wM~HIN;E IN lfuctm
WGO RAW HINGE
ROOR

WHEN VEHICLE IS LOADED AND RAMP IS IN CLOSED POSITION.

CHART $- PARKINO OVC@MANO UMfBS

MAXIMUM OVERMANG
RATIO FOR ENTRY IS 4.0

W

a ~,,,

f

.

g ,—-

n

o UB :/“::...::::.:::.::.%..,,,..,,..,,,,,0 /\ o 0 “:.::::,:$:R\Mp,.., RAMP
,.

CREST CREST

GROUNO CONTACT LIMITATION RAMP CONTACT lIMSTATION

.:,.,,’.,. CRITICAL POINT,....,.:.’.:.:.

CNART B - PARKING OVERNANG LIMITS

.

FIGURE 58. Overhang and projection limits (vehicle). (centinued)
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AzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA~evehicle design shall be based upon a45Anchramphdght.

.

FIGUU 58.

9.0

8,8 / ,’ 38

8.6
r

/1 i

40 FLOOR HEIGHT
8.4 ~

Il.

AT RAMP HINGE

8.2
(INCHES)

8.0

7.8

7.6 ●

7.4 ‘

7.2

7,0‘

6.8

6.6

“. I I

4, 8 ~
I 1 1 , 1 1

I
1

1

4.2
t I u I I

I

4. 0
I Id I

2 5.2
=

5.0‘
t

4.4
9

w
,

0 50 100150200250300350400450500

VEHICLE WHEELBASE - INCHES

CHARTC - LOAOING OVERHANGLIMITS

Overhang and projection limits (vehicle). (Col

A

~tinued)
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A ~evehicle detignshallbe ba~edupon a45<nchramphtight.

145

135

125

115

105

wg 95
u
x
1 85

w
z
u
x 75
a

>
0
w

65

w
z 55
>

45

35

25

15

5

I I I I 1

L4A I m

I I

80 85 90 95 100 105 110

MAXIMUM VEHICLE HEIGHT - INCHES

OVERHANG

RAMP HINiE ,::,:;,,,:,,
=

.:::::::,,.

CHARTD - VEHICLE PROJECTION LINITS

FIGURE 58. Overhang and projection limits (vehicle).

CRITICALPOINT

(continued)
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1
10

/

8

—. 6

IIR[

- /

20 30

TIRE DIAMETER (INCHES)

HARD RUBBER TIRE AL1OWABLES - FLIGHT

WIOIH

-MAX 10AO, NON

TREADWAY AREA

COMPARIMENTSC

IHRU K

5

-MAX 10AO, NON

lREADWAY AREA

COMPARTMENISl

&M

FIGURE 59. Flight loading capacity (stowed-solid tires).
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G
g

I I I I I I I I 1

110 –

100
w

*

90 -

80
/ C-130B,~

70 —

60

50 –

40

30 –

20

10 -

4 I 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1

180 160 140 120 I00 80 60 40 20 0

OISTANCE FROM LOAD C.G. TO FORWARO END OF LOAD (t NCHES)

FIGURE 60. Tipoff curve.

METRIC EQUIVALENTS

INCHES METER!

10 0.254
20 0.508
30 0.762
40 1.02

1.27
: 1.52
70 1.78
80 2.03
90 2.29

100 2.54
110 2.79
120 3.05
140 3.56
160 4.06
180 4.57
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. . . . . . . ,,. _ RANGE

50

J . ...4..-. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..++ --- --

... ,

40

. . . . \

. . . . . . . . . . .

3(J .--. .<... . . . . . . , --+ -A-., --—

. . ; ...,....+ . . . .. . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

,.

. . . . . . ., ,. .,... . . . .. . . .

0 100IJ 2000 3000 4000 5000

NAUTICAL MILES

.,

Ibs

10000
20000
30000
40000

44679

50000
75000

155000

175000

METRIC EQUIVALENTS
1 m

k
4536

9072

13608

18144

20266

22680

34019

70307

79379

nmi

1000
2000
3000
4000

5000

km

1852

3704

5556

7408

9260

FIGURE 61. Payload-range.
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FUSEIAGECONSTANTSECTION AFT END OPENING

\

F 1“ Insulation I N ,“9--- Ill.

i!!!i!!!itiUi ‘r ‘k [1//

Typical for Fuselage Constant

Section Except at Main Frame

Forgings. Walkway Ends at

Station 1298. *

Opening (80°) Opening (65°)

for 4631 for Aerial

Loader Delivery

MAIN FRAMEFORGINGS

F=+!

Typical at Mam Frame Forgings,

Fuselage StatIons 734, 958, 998, & 1058,

FIGURE 62. Station dimensions.
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AFTENDoPEwmG

I—--hf%:m+i::;m+
lbeml w) Opening (65”)

for 4631 fa Aanal

Oahvery

In Flight

LENGTH 1114 fNCHES

C-141 CARGO DIMENSIONAL DESIGfULIMITS

METRfC EQUIVALENTS

f NC HES METERS DEGREES RADfANS

28.0 0.711 65 1.13

74.5 1.89 80 1.40

101.5 2.59

103.0 2.62

109.0 2.77

111.0 2.82

1114.0 28.29
1

FIGURE 62. Station dimensions. (continued)
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C-141RAMP IN FULLY LOWERED POSITION

BROKEN LINE IS PATH Of UPPER TRAILING EDGE OF CONTAINER

DIMENSIONS SHOWN HEREIN ARE NOMINAL SUBTRACT 6 INCHES FROM

THESE DIMENSIONS FOR ALLOWABLE CLEAR LOAOINGzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

--. ~Ramp Angle to Ground

Stations 292 I 1412

Stabilizing jacks

FIGURE 63. C-141 ramp in fully 1owe red position.

LOADINGCOMPARTMENTS

FIGURE 64. Cargo restrictions.
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REFERENCE DATA’ V.OFh”lNG CO NIAICT AR[A PRISS~JO[j
FOP C-EN EI(AL CARGO LOAC$ING (PSI;

5

-1

TREADti AYS B[TW[EN OUTBOARD OF

: FLOOR
TREADwAYS TR[ADt’.AY:

;
AREA VOLUME

CENTROID (sQuARE
FORWARD AFT

(C LIBIC
LOAD-

LIMIT
LOAD- LOAD-

LIMIT OFF- FLIGHT OFF- FLIGHT oFt -

~ FEET) FEET) STATION

iLIG!{l

STATION LOAD LOAD LOAD

1 2 3 4 5 6 i“ , 9A 10
“A

CA

D 360 64.9 590 322 398 125 50

E

&~ 25 I 25

428 51,2 465 398
50

i
F

458
1

488 51.2 465 458 516

G 548 51.2 465 518 578
H 628 85.3 775 57B 678
I 707 48.5 440 678 735 I

J 777 71.0 645 735 BIB
K 858 68.5 621 81B 898

L 928 51.2 465 898 958
M 978 34.2 310 958 998

I02e 51.2 465 998 105B

: 1118 102.5 931 1058 1178
P 1218 68.5 62 I ))78 1258
Q 1298 68.5 621 I 25e 1338
R 1375 63.4 575 133e 1412

s 1445 56.4 481 }412 i47e
A, I f A A

T 1511~ 34.2 255 & 1478 1543 125 50 63 25 125 50

NOTE

~ Cargo is not to be loaded in compartment C. This is to allow access to the right

side of the cargo compartment and to the toiletfacilities.

Q Cargo should be loaded so that the cargo or pallets in compartment T-do not

prevent inspection of the pressure door lock indicators in flight.

/$J For any item that has a contact area of 9 square inches or less, the following

puncture/crushing psi limits are allowed.

inches between contact point centers.

Outboard of treadways and treadways -

Between treadways - 70 psi (flight)

~ The follonfing restrictions apply to loads

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

There must be a minimum spacing of 20

104 psi ( flight)

placed on the cargo ramp:

The ramp must be resting on the ground or be in a horizontal position with

the ramp support links connected during loading and offloading maximum

loads. Maximum loads may also be loaded/ offloaded with the ramp at an

intermediate position with the ramp support links disconnected provided ramp

pedestal shoring is used.

The total ramp load when it is supported only by the ramp actuators is

limited to 7,500 pounds.

The maximum load allowable on the aft end of the ramp, including a

teetering load, when the ramp is supported only by the ramp actuators is

4,000 pounds whose CG lies within 15 inches of the aircraft centerline.

The maximum palletized load to be carried is 7,500 pounds.

The total ramp cargo center of gravity shall not be aft of FUS STA 1473.

FIGURE 65. Loading data.
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A

A

A
A

A

10

The
psi.

COMPARTMENT Lll

PALLETIZEl)/AIRDROP

CARGO

MAXIMUM lNDIVIDIJAL
ROLLER LOAD

A(POUND/ROLLER) 5

LOADI NG
OFF-

LOAD I NC

12

3555

I

3555

FLIGHT

13

1580

15 Ui)

LIMITATIONS

1NTENTI0NALL%

LEFT

BLANK

.

addition of shoring increases contact surfaces area only; it does not increase

If the crest angle of the ramp Is greater than the bogie-action angle of a tandem

axle vehicle, the total bogie wheel load will shift onto the wheels of a single axle

when the bogie reaches the ramp crest at FUS STA 1412. This single axle and Its

wheels must conform to the limits set by this chart.

See figure for aft most allowable axle location.

A 5,000 to 7,000 pound wheel can be carried in flight if shoring is used.

Shoring requirements are as follows: thickness - 3 inches minimum; length - 1.0

x outside diameter of tire; width - 2.0 maximum tire width. When sleeper

shoring is required under a vehicle, parking shoring under the wheels of a vehicle

is not required.

20 percent increase in max wheel loadings for flight in D through R compartments

between treadways can be obtained by using 2-inch thick minimum shoring. The

minimum shoring length and width should be 1.0 x the outside diameter of the

tire, and 2.0 x the maximum tire width. Pneumatic tire pressure is not to

exceed 100 psi . When sleeper shoring is required under a vehicle, parking shoring

under the wheels of a vehicle is not required.

Maximum allowable ramp hinge load is 32,500 pounds. When individual axle weight

exceeds 25,000 pounds, only one axle is allowed on the ramp at ●ny time during

the loading/offloading.

FIGURE 65. Loading data. (continued)
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!IAXIMUM AXLE AND XL WEIGHTS FOR VFNIC1.t7S WITH PNEIIMATIC TIRES

BETWEEN I OUTBOARD OF

TRI

LOAD INC./

)WAYS TRE DWAYS I TRE

LOAD INC/ LOAD IKC/

)WAYS

FLIGHT

%

MAx HAX

AXLE WHEFI

,4 A,5

FLICHT

T

MAX MAX~

AXLE WHEEl

“ &

10000 54
A

IL
10000
20000

II
20000

OFF!

F

AXLI

14

L
3250(

4

●

32500

OFF

7ziT
AXLE

18

}AD I NC

MAX

WHEEL

19

lADINC

q
WNEEL

fi23

++
7 10 10 1 3

H

D 5000 A1250 32500

IJj ‘
5000 1250
4400 1100

I I
4400 1100

3700 925

1 I

3700

7 10000” 5000

1?
i OOOOA

2Of?oo

I
20000
10000

I
10000

27500 q

7500450004

I 0000

II
I0000

k7500 f

7500a5000

iooo

;(3002000

I

A Wheel loads are maximum individual wheel loads.

A

Do not stow any wheels on the outboard of treadway areas adjacent to the troop

A

doors .

The total weight of payload in compartments D through Ii shall not exceed

45,000 pounds.

Does not apply to wide based tires size 14 x 17.5.A4

A To determine

●ctual contact

Discussion:

individual roller load when an Item is palletlzed, use the Itemls

length per contact point on the pallet.

Maximum individual roller capacities established by columns 14and 15

must not be exceeded when loading palletized cargo. These limits

are established engineering capacities based on structural

limitations.

Method for determining rolier loads for skid mounted paiietized cargo:

a. Count the number of points contacting the pallet.

b. Measure the longitudinal iength of each contact point. Contact length is iess

than 20 inches, rolier contacted -1, contact iength js 20 inches or more,

but iess than 30 inches, roiiers contact -2, etc.

Note: if the distance between two longitudinal contact points is 10 inches or

more, each point wiii be computed separately. if the distance between

two longitudinal contact points is iess than 10 inches, combine the totai

contact iength, then divide by 10. This wiii equai the number of roiiers

contacted.

c. Divide load weight by the number of contact points.

d. Divide contact point weight by number of roliers contacted by that point.

This weight mu$t be equaj to or iess than weights shown In coiumn 15.

(continued)FIGURE 65. Loading data.
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LOADINGRWtiOUND
m’lM Doa2 NOT mom)

9

AMEWIPSWeEUAISEDMtNCMES
MmEmELEvtL ffTnE~uAw
F1- 10 EUWAGE a ~ TM 1=X2.

1. PRESSURE - LATCM RECEPTACLE
2. SLIDE SIRIP
3. RAW TOE
4. LATCH LOCATOR
S. LOCK
6: la-STRAP
7. CARGO W
8. AUXILIMY LOADING RAW

FIGURE 67. Auxiliary loading ramps.
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CARGO FLOOR

FIGURE 68. Cargo loading stabilizer struts.
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.

SEE DETAILA

cizzcl

PLATEIS}WILL NOTBE INSTALLED UNTIL
AFTER VEHICLE IS IN POSITION FOR
ON LOAD OR OFF LOAD

DETAIL A

(TYP. 10 PLCS. . . . . . . . ~
%

CARGO LOADING/OF F LOADING

ta.rl-alc]
BRIDGE PIATE

(VIEW LOOKING UP AT UNDERSIDE OF PLATE I

NOTES
1 MAXIMUM LOAD ALLOWED IS 7500 POUNOS PER PLATE

2 PLATES LOCALLY MANUFACTURED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH AF DWG NO. 7231030 (WRAMA)

FIGURE 69. Steel bridge plate.
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B1 240 Bt 148
0(00

B1 200

I--
I I

: seatslrrds i I Rder Stowed

IzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I

I

I
1
1_-

Cadrmrw sWI 10,000-lb C@udy

Irxh fore& M Tdmrr Mrngs

1O.OOO-Wca9acrtT 20- SgDclng

hdlrun Frtlrrr@m Fae LAn

20-s(raOna Frlre &
All awr Fbm
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. et%.0

\!)lI m50.8
*

el 40.0

WL1460 “o l-w I

\\
seal9*

ss#E8set n.o

esu@cow ed 2s,mo-lb CsoudY ~ OrrpParr lo.m-al-
wlum resIranf Wan frltrn~ - Rdu Pwrtmed Mawr frtlmg

radrsdawrr ~ StruJW b 46X Losdrq = Spaong

fme t AR @ertis fore t AH

,

FIGURE 70. Cargo floor cross section.
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Q
0

0
0

%

0

●
0 D

0

0C Inrhvrdusl 10,000-lb Receptacleat Flar Sphce

Flow Stnrctsrs with rolkr tmys hftsd

clear. Rolkr drip pm kelp keep

urrderfioorzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAstrw turche hoardebris

Sndw e

FIGURE 72. Fittings and receptacle.
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FIGURE 73. Integral cargo ramp.
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\ ~::z

]7& J! “. ‘b

\m. / \ ,/++’,/

,,
# “> FUSSTA

95/

.,

“ ./)>. . “’” “

km
.

24540 -’ICK3

COUPLING

El
LEFT VENT

1048

I WARNING I
~

DO NOT CONNECT EXHAUSTS FROM LOW TEMPERATuRE

MATERIALS TO THE RIGHT SIDE VENTS OR EXHAU5TS

FROM OPERATING ENGINES TO THE LEFT SIDE VENTS.

CONNECTION OF A LOW TEMPERATURE EXHAUST TO A

VENT CONTAMINATED WITH OIL OR GREASE MAY CAUSE

AN EXPLOSION.

NOZZLE

RIVET

RIGHT VENT

DATA FOR MAKING FLARE TO MATE WITH AIRCRAF? VENT SYSTEM

H

LEFT VENT SECTION VIEW;

PLUG AND COUPLING NOT SHOWN.
SECTION VIEW; PLUG AND

COUPLING NOT SHOWN.

1.6 IN. LEFT VENT

2.4 IN. RIGHT VENT1 IN. LEFT VENT 1.5 IN. LEFT VENT
1.75 IN. RIGHT VENT 2.3 IN. RIGHT VENT

“-W1
+ ~3/4 INCH

&

FIGURE 74. Cargo compartment vents.
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SYMBOU

@Jl15/200-v,KREwwcLE

@ 28-V, DC RECEPTACLE

w 28-V, DC RECEPTACLE (AEROMEDICAL)

F US

STA

292

STA

1412

TYPICAL AC RECEPTACLE

FIGURE 75. Cargo compartment electrical receptacles.
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0 100 200 300 400 500 a

Note:

Vehicle Wheeibose - Idws

This does not C#pp!y to

stmight-in I+ng

(romp Iwrizontol].

FIGURE 76. Wheeled vehicle underside clearance.
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Exit limitation

1.

2.

Cl&once RompCrest

If overhang rotio is less

then 3.68 there is no

entry Iimitotion onto

the rap.

The ~ph on the right

Sk& exit Iimitotion of

the overlrong striking

the ground 0s the

vehicle comes dovm

the romp.

NO*. This*G not qlply b

stroifit-in lodi~ with

~ horizontal.

3.6

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

2
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Entry Limitation

( 1

I

50 ICKJ

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

4~
—

C Ieoronce Romp Crest

F1- Hfwht 50
at Ramp Hinge

-lrrches- 52.

T 54

56

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

150 200 250300 350 400 450 500

Vehicle Wheelbose - Inches

FIGURE 77. Vehicle overhang clearance.
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1

2!

2(

lC

5

0

109 Inches

— Fwd. Ramp Hinge Line Aft. _

(FUS STA 1294)

o 20 40 60 80 Im 120

Overhang past FUS STA 1412 - inches.

This chart also allows for 1 -In remalnmg clearance under

Slatlc load conditions after the ramp has closed

FIGURE 78. Ramp overhang vehicle clearance.

-.
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MAXIMUM VEHICLE HEIGHT

-lNCHES-

.::.:,.

OVERHANG

U!WJU+J
/

RAMP

HINGE

FIGURE

11

:
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f

IE

79. Vehicle projection limits.

. CRITICAL

POINT
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CARGO10ADING LIMITS pJ

+

—

1.

2.

The C .G. of the corgo l~d should foil ~ l.oodin~ kxword of this line my result in higher then norrno! stick

within the limits thown in the chort. Final force grodient during aerial refuoloprotimsmtil tk fuel is redit-

Iwdingmust rechecked for the porticulor tributed to normol sequence.

oircroft using the wei?ht ond bcrlonce doto,

T.o. 1-lB-40.

Detoihconcerning the Ioodingofcorgo ore ~ Forword limit for the of+ end of the most forword polletized Id

contained in “Corgo Looding Monuol” ?.0. to be airdropped - FWeloge Stotion 696.

lC-141B-9.

---

-.

m m m Boo Im Uoo MOO 1600

CARGO CG-FUSSTA-INCHES

FIGURE 80. Cargo loading limits.
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I

.-— -

I

II

Iu

~-j

f

PLATFOIU4 DIMENSION

LENGTH (L) A

8 feet 18.0 inches

12 feet 19.5 inches

16 feet 21.0 inches

20 feet 22.5 inches

24 feet 24.0 inches

28 feet 48.0 inches*

7

I 32 feet I 72.0 inches* I
* The center of gravity cannot

exceed 190 and 209 inches from

the forward end of the airdrop

platform for the C-130 and

C-141 respectively.

FIGURE 82. Aerial deliverv svstem Dlatform CG limits.
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EXAMPLE:

DOVER - MILDENHALL

DISTANCE: 3295 NM

. “ . NO WIND PAnOAD: 51,700 LB

1. ~ ~wAmR R&ERv’E3 Am A 30 MINIJTE .4LTER~

REQUIREMENTS FOR C-141 .

M IL-sTD-l791 (usAF)

APPENDIX B

31 October 1985

NO-WI ND RANGE NM X 1,000

10

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

a

S. NO WIMD RANGE = GROU~ DISTAIWE X TAS
TAS+w

TAS = 42S XTS FOR C-141B.

4. C-141B PROFILE:

?An.oAo

NORNAL ~
0-s3 ,000

S3,001-69,92S

CONTI14GEPKY m
0-72,900

72,901-90,200

ITE ARE W4CLUOE0IN FUEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I
.,11 ... ,[, ,,,1 ... ,., ,:

Quo
2. C-141~ Fu~ LOAD INCLUDES A 1W PERFORMANCE AOIUS7MENT,

323,000
314,200

70

60

MAXIMUM FLT WT

343,000

334, Soo

C-141B

- RADIUS MISSION

FIGURE 83. Aircraft performance data payload-range.
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(OPEN)

iCLCXED)

D
ADS POSITION

IzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

153.0 INCHES Ml KNEEL.

iu~Yj y

(LOWERED)

Ill fOPtN) DRIVE IN LOADING POSITION

N)

N)

(

wIRIDI

El
TRUCK LOADING POSITION

FIGURE 85. Aft cargo opening dimensions.
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1

2 4

TRUCK LOADING POSITION

228.0
INCHES -

,7,,,,,,K:

DRIVE IN LOADING POSITION

1. FORWARD RAMP

2. FORWARD RAMP EXTENSION

3. VISOR

4. FORWARD RAMP EXTENSION

SUPPORT JACKS

5. FORWARD RAMP EXTENSION

TOES

FIGURE 86. Forward cargo opening dimensions.
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C-5A

!!

WALK-WAY

n
BuFFET UNIT

FUS STA 619- Wl Ifi
FUS 51A ~9 - ~ Is

FUSSTAMO-W 155 -

w

SERVICE ouIlfl
FUSSTA#O-Wtl X
FUSSTAIWB-WL 155
FUS 51A 13Z8-WL 155
FUSSTA1820-WL 155

FIGURE 91. Cargo compartment electrical outlets.
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/“’

m “%
SERVICE OUTLET

FUSSTA 1328-WL 155
FUS STA 1608- WL 155

WL ts4

I
FUS STA
)8s4

%H
SERVICE OUTLET

FUS STA 1819- WL 155

FUS STA
1342

II El
\\

PARATROOP STATIC LINE RETRIEVER f’ARATROOP STATtC
SY?JEM CONTROL ELECTRICAL OUTLET LINE RETRIEvER Wlwli

OUTLET

FIGURE.91. Cargo compartment electrical outlets. (continued)
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El
CRYOGENlc VENT AT
FUSSTA 734LH

AIRPLANE

P

OUTER SKIN

“%-f
0.953
‘3. %3 ;%

~1

SECTION VIEW THROUGH LH VENT
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c

TYPICAL CRYOG~NIC vENT AT

FIJS 51A 1219LH AND 17791.H

FIGURE 92. Cargo compartment vents.
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xi EXHAUST VENTAT
FUSSTA 734RH

AIRPMNE

OUTER SKIN
2.075
2.065
INCHES

4

\—L>”z&

Z.ns
2.255
INCHES

‘Fz

I :5M
INCHES

SECTION VIEW THROUGH Rll VEN1

E

IIt
lYPICALEXHALJS1 VENT AT FUSsTA

594RH 1219 RHAN0 1779RH

AIRPLANE
OUTER SKIN

Y

SECTION VIEW WOWING

NOZZLE INSTALLED IN RH VENT

SECTION VIEW OF NOZZLE

.

FIGURE 92. Cargo compartment vents. (continued)
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I ON OF FLOADING LIMIIAIIONSACKOSS
FOR WAKD WMP AND ltAMP kXIENSION

I
TRUCK LOADING POSITION.

R~P ACTUATOR SUPPORTED

A.

c!.
El.
E.

F.

G.

ONE 50, COOPOUND PbATFOPAl
TWO 40, ~ POUND PLATFORMS SIDE BY sIDE .
TwO 25, 000 POUND AXLES IN TANDEM.
MAXIMUM TRACKED VEHICLE WEIGHT B5, OW POUNDS.
TRACKED VEHICLES EXCEEDING 62. OIM POUNDS SHALL
BE LOADED w
ONE 36,000 P’
AXLES EXCEE[
WITH cGAT BL O +. 7-INCHES.

flTH CG AT EL O * 7-INCHES.

‘OUND AXLE.
DING 25, WO POUNDS SHALL BE LOADED

ON/OFF LOADING LIMITATIONS ACROss
FORWARD RAMP AND RAMP EXTENSION

DRIvE IN LOADING POSITION,

RAMP ACTUATOR SUPPORTED

A. rwo 25,1300 pOUND AXLES IN TANDEM.

8. TWO IO, DCO POUND PALLETS SIDE -8 Y- SID[.

C. MAXIMUM TRACKED vEHICLE WEIGHT 85, C00

PGu ND$.

D. TRACKED VEHICLES EXCEEDING 62,000 POUNDS

SHALL BE LOADED WITH CG Ar BL o ~ 7 INCHES.

E. ONE 26, CO0 POUND AXLE.

F. AXLES EXCEEDING 25,000 POUNDS SHALL 6[

LOAOED WITH CG AT 61 0 , 7 INCHES.

ON, OFF LOADING LIMITATIONS ACROSS
FORWARD RAMP AND RAMP EXTENSION

DRIvE IN LOADING POSITION

RwP GROUND 5UPPOR1[D

A. TwO 25, OW POUND AXLES IN TANDEM.
B. TwO 10,000 POUND PALLETS SIDE -BY-SIDt.

C. MAxIwM TRACKED VEHICLE WEIGHT I m, m p0uND5.
D. TWCKED VEHICLES ExCEEDING I 12, OW POUNDS SHALL

SE LOADEO WITH CG AT BL O i 7-INCHES.

E. NO LOADING OF AIRDRop p~TFo~s IN
GROUND SUPPORTED CONFIGUIIATION.

F. ONE 34, C@ POUND AXLE.

G. AXLES EXCEEDING ~, 000 POUNDS SHALL

BE L~DED WITH CG AT BL o i 7-l NcHEs.

1. VISOR

MIL-STD-1791 (USAF)

APPENDIX B
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i

I

5 I

4

3

TRUCK LOADING POSITION

RAMP ACTUATOR SUPPORTED

—-- “
--

1

&
DRIVE IN LOADING POSITION

RAMP ACTUATOR SUPPORTED

3’ DRIVE IN LOADINGPOSITION

2: RAM-P ACTUATOR
3. FORWARD RAMP EXTENSION JACKS

RAMP GRC)UND SUPPOR T[D

4. FORWARD RAMP EXTENSION

5. FORWARD RAMP
6. ExTENSION TOES
7. FORWARD ~MP GROUND SUPPORT PADS

FIGURE 95. Forward cargo on/off loading limitations.
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8

8

k-
---------

‘-.
-.

.. —..=
____a c.

L==&
TRUCK LOADING POSITION

RAMP ACTUATOR SUPPORTED

TRUCK LOADWG POSITtON

RAMP ACTUATOR SUPPORTED

8. PRESSURE DOOR (OVERHEAD POSITION)

9. CENTER CARGO DOOR (OVERHEAD POSITION)

10. RAMP ACTUATOR

Il. AFT RAMP

ON/OFF LOADING LIMITATIONS ACROSS

AFT CARGO RAMP

TRuCK LOADING POSITION

RAMP ACTUATOR SLPPORTED

A. ONE S0,000 POUND PLATFORM

B. TWO 40,000 POUND PIATFORM$ SIDE-BY-SIDE

C. TwO 25,000 POlR4D AXLES IN TANDEM

D. MAXIMM TRACKED VEHICLE WEIGHT 8S,000 POUNDS

E . TRACKED VEHICLES EXCEEDING 62,000 POUNDS

SHALL BE LOADED WITH CG AT BL O * 7-INCHES

F. ONE 36,000 POUND AXLE

G. AXLES EXCEEDING 25,000 POUNDS SHALL BE

LOADED WITH CG AT BL O ● 7-INCHES

FIGURE 96. Aft cargo ramp on/off loading limitations.
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.

-.

ON;OFF LOADING LIMITATIONS ACROSS AFT
CARGO RAMP AND PRESSUREDOOR

DRIVE IN LOADING POSITION:

RWP ACTUATOR SUPPORTED

A. TWO 2S, 000 POUND AXLES IN TANDEM

B. TwO 10, ~ POUND PALLETS SIDE -8Y+IDE

C. MAXIMUM TRACKED VEHICLE WEIGHT 85,000 POUNDS

D. TRACKED VEHICLES EXCEEDING 62,000 POUNDS

SHALL BE LOADED WITH CG AT BLO + 7-INCHES

E. ONE 36, WO POUND AXLE

F. AXLES EXCEEDING 25,000 POUNDS SHALL BE

L@DED WITH CG AT BL O * 7-INCHES

---- ____ ---
----

10
c=

11

DRIVE IN LOADING POSITION

RAMP GROUND SUPPORTED

9.

10.

Il.

CENTER CARGO DOOR (OVERHEAD

POSITION)

RAMP ACTUATOR

AFT RAMP

f )

1-—-—_______ J’
9

DRIVE IN LOADING POSITION

RAMP ACTUATOR S~PORTED

ON\OFF LOADING LIMITATIONS ACROSS AFT CARGO

RAMP AND PRESSLStEDOOR (IN RAMP EXTENSION

POSITION) ~

DRIVE IN LOADING POSITION:

RAMP GROUND SUPPORTED

A. TWO 25,000 POUND AXLES IN TANDEM

8. WO Io,ooo POUND PALLETS SIDE BY SIDE

C. MAXIMUM TRACKED VEHICLE WEIGHT

I 12,000 POUNDS

D. NO LOADING OF AIRDROP PIATFORMS IN

GROUND SUPPORTED CONFIGURATION

E. ONE 36, W0 POUND AXLE

F. AXLE EXCEEDING 25,000 POUNDS SHALL BE

LOADED WITH CG AT BL O t 7 INCHES.

l?. PRESSURE DOOR (RAMP EX TENSIO-N

POSITION)

13. PRESSURE DOOR TOES

!4. AFT RAMP SUPPORT PADS

FIGURE 96. Aft cargo ramp on/off loading limitations. (centinued)
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I 1 T 1 I I
LATEUAL L-DING LIMITS

a
\

% ‘
\

34 I \

\
/ FUS STA 724 TO Fus STAIw .

g:

\ A

i:

\

31 \ \

.30
\ -

= \ b

~m FUSSTA517TOFUSSTA 31

!E
- \ / FUS STA IW TO FUS STA 19A

Y

8
617’

s

$

4
- -

FWD ANO M RAW’S

3’

2’

I

IATERAL C.G. 10~TION (~ LINE)

FIGURE 97. Lateral loading limitations.
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.

o 5 10 15 20 2s 30 3s 40 45 50

CAROOLOAD-I,W POUNOS

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

CAROO LOAD. 1,000 POUNOS

AIRPLANES MODIFIED BY 1.0.1 C-5A- 1831

FIGURE 98. Calculation of shoring required for concentrated cargo loads.
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1. AR’;sc”Ll~ RL.36fR ‘;,HEEL THLT CAP. BE lh’FLIGHTcARRIE~ ON TH[ CARGCFLOCR I’;ITHCUT

SHCTlhG, CAN BE ~h ~FF LcA~EDv! lTHCUTs H~Rl~GACRQsS ALL THE CARGc FLOOR.

2. RJB3ER TIRES ~RE DEFlr’JE~ As scLl~ RUBBER TIRES AND RL:B9ER h’HEELS.

32

28zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

24

16

12

e

4

,-
U

0 2 .4 6 8 10 12

ALLOWABLE LOAD - I ,000 POUNDS

AIRPLANES MODIFIED BY 1.0. lC.5A.1831
~\

FI(XJRE 99. Steel and hard rubber tire wheel al lowable floor load 1imitations.————..—..———

.-
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IF A CONCENTRATED CARGO LOAD 1S TO

BE PARTIALLY SUPPORTED BY FLOOR DISCON-

TINUITIES SUCH AS STOWED INBOARD LOGISTIS-

TIC RAILS, ROLLER CONVEYORS, AND TIE-

DOWN RING PANS, THE PROCEDURE IN THIS

FIGURE SHALL BE FOLLOWED TO DETERMINE

IF SHORING WILL BE REQuIRED. VEHICLES

WITH OVER-THE-ROAD PNEUMATIC TIRES

WITH A WHEEL LOAD UP TO 5,000 POUNDS

CAN BE LOADED ANYWHERE ON THE CARGO

FLOOR, EXCEPT OVER THE TIEDOWN RING

●
PANS, WITHOUT THE USE OF SHORING. FOR

VEHICLES WITH PNEUMATIC TIRE LOAD THAT

EXCEED 2,000POUNDS PER WHEEL THAT ARE

TO BE PARKED DIRECTLY OVER TIEDOWN

RING PANS, THE PROCEDURES IN FIGuRE

4D-18 SHALL BE FOLLOWED,

CODE

ROLLERCONVEYCRS STOWED

(ROLLERSFACING DOWN)

INDOARD RESTRAINT

RAILS STOWED (RETRACTED)

.

.
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LFORWARD CARGO RAMP
EXTENSION

I
—FUSSTA395

t

FORWARD CARGO

RAMP

J—FUSSTA511

\ CARGO COMPART-

/ “NT

— FUS 51A 1976

An CARGO RAMP

— FUS 51A 2131

FIGURE 100. Restricted areas for concentrated cargo loads.
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GRAPH 3

RUBBER CONTACT SURFACE

o 2 4 6’ 8
,..

12 14 16

ALLOWABLE LOAD- 1,000 POUNDS

FIGURE 101. Pneumatic tire formula.
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EFFECTIVE WIDTH (~ OR REQUIRED WIDTH (WR) * INCHES ALLOWADLE ON-wF ROLLINO 10ADdm POUNDS

OR ACTUAl WMEEL 10AD

FIGURE 102. On/off loading and shoring requirements.
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ATTENTION CUSTOMER

MIL-STD- 1791, dated31 October 1985 contains figure 51, 71, 84, 87, 88, 89, 90,93 and

103 that are foldouts and cannot be supplied as part of this digital file at this time. If you

require it please fax this information sheet with your complete mailing address and we

will mail them to you. Our fax number is (215) 697-1462.

Mailing Address:

Please circle the foIdout figure you require below:

Figure51, page 245

Figure 71, page 269

Figure 84, page 282

Figure 87, page 285

Figure 88, page 286

Figure 89, page 287

Figure 90, page 288

Figure 93, page293,

Figure 103, page 304
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FIGURE 104. TYPical cargo weight loading envelope.
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TOP OF CARGO
cOMPARTMENT

CRITICAL POINT
TOP AFT CORNER

OF CRATED CARGO

CRATED CARGO

1

k
IV4MP HINGE

FORWARD END ON/OFF LOADING

L(
Pf

CRITICAL POINT
TOP FORWARD
CORNER OF CRATED
CARGO

‘cT’”N_-ql-- ..:’ —-- —- - —...-,:
....,::.- - -..

-,

/
- -~

---

/ ----

I

~

I

I f

I IG I

L I
---

--- ---

tTED CARGO

G
RAMP HINGE

AFT END ON/OFF LOADING

FIGURE 105. Crated cargo projection limits (forward and

aft end loading-palletized).
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0

Omrrl ZOM
CAaeo FamscnoN4McNas

L-M* MTHoo

FIGURE 105. Crated cargo projection 1bits (forward and

aft end loading-palletized). (continued)
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GRAPH

150

140

120

90

I

+

ao

~ONE f]

250
C&#OPRO;E?TION-lNC%ES

3a

ZONE LOADINGMETHOD

ZONE A

ZONE B
ZONE C
ZONE o

ZONE E
ANY KNEELEDPOSITION.

DOOR LIMITATIONS WtEN PRESSURE DOOR IS IN OVEOiEADPOSITION.

FIGURE 105. Crated cargo projection limits (forward and

aft end loading-palletized). (continued)
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TOP OF CARGO

COMPARTMENT

.—. __ —.—

CARGO

D
FLOOR

1

CRITICAL
~lMENSloN L

HINGE

FORWARD LOADING

TOP OF CARGO
COMPMTMENT

CRITKAL
AREA

FLOOR

I
I 1

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading).
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CAICUIATION PROCEDURES~R OWOFF LOADINGOF VEHICLES

1. SEE SHEET 1 FOR VEHICLE DIMENSIONS AND CARGO FLOOR LOADING HEIGHTS THAT CAN ARECT WHICLE
LOADING.

2. THE CALCULATION PROCEDURES ARE ~E SAME REGARDLESS OF THE TYPE OF VEHICLE (SINGLE AXLE. BOGEY

AXLE OR, TRACTOR TRAILER) THAT IS TO BE LOADED.

3. USE GRAPHS NO. 1 TtIROUGH 5 FOR mRWARD END LOADING CALCUIJtTIONS.

4. USE GRAPHS NO. 6 THROUGH 12 FORNf END LOADINGCMCWATIONS.

THE GRAPHSIN THIS flGURE PROVIDEA QUICK MEANS OF DETERMINING IF A VEHICLE CAN BE SAFELY ONlOFF

LOADED WITH THE FORWARO OR AFl END OF THE AIRPLANE CONflGIJRED FOR DRIVE IN LOADINS AND THE

AIRPIANE, AS APPLICABLE, IN THE FDRWARO, LEVEL OR, ~ KNEELED POSITION.

CALCINATION PIWCEDURES U21UG WlAPN2 MO. 1 ANO NO. 6

TO USE GRAPHS NO. 1 AND NO. 6 TO DETERMINE IF A VEHICLE WITH A CRITICAL DIMENSION OF LESS THAN

27%INCHES (FOR FORWARD LOADING) OR, LESS THAN 320-INCHES (FOR An END LOADING), ~ AS

FOLLOWS:

1. LOCATE KNOWN VEHICLE HEIGHT ON LEFT SCALE (VEHICLE HEIGHT-INCHES) OF GRAPH.

2. LOCATE VEHICLE KNOWN nOJECTION ON BOTTOM SCALE (VFHICLE PROJECTION-INCHES) OF GRAPH.

3. SIMULTANEOUSLY MOVE RIGHT ACROSS GRAPH FROM LEFT SCALE (VEHICLE HEIGHT/lNCHES) ANO UP DN

GRAPH FROM BOTTOMSCALE{VEHICLEPRWECTION-INCHES)TO THE INTERSECTIONPOINT KIR BOTHTHESE

VALUES.

4. LOADVEHICLEAS INDICATEDBYTHE POSITIONOFTHE INTERSECTIONPOINTSON GRAPHSAND THE REIATED

LOADINGINSTRUCTIONNOTESON GRAPH.

cALculATlm PROCEDURESustaGGRAPHSno.2THROWN 5Am 6RAPHSlm.77HRtnmN12.

TO USE GRAPHS NO. 2 THROUGH 5 ANO GRAPHS NO. 7 THROUGH 12 TO DETERMINE IF A VEHICLE WITH A CRITICAL

DIMENSION GREATER THAN 27%INCHES (FOR FORWARD LOAOING) OR, GREATER THAN 32LMNCHES (FOR ~

LOADING) CAN BE SAFELY ON/OFF LOADEO, PROCEED AS FOLLOWS:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

LOCATEVEHICLEKNOWNPROJECTION ON LEFT SCALE (VEHICLE PRWECTION4NCHES)OFGRAPH.

LOCATE VEHICLE KNOWN CRITICAL DIMENSION ON BOTTOM SCALE (VEHICLE CRITICAL DIMENSN)N-INCHES) OF

GRAPH.

SIMULTANEOUSLY MOVE RIGHT ACROSS GRAPH FROM LEFl SCALE (VEHICLE PRWECTION-INCHES) AND UP ON

GRAPH FROM BOTTOM SCALE (VEHICLE CRITICAL DIMENSION-INCHES) TO THE INTERSECTION POINT FOR BOTH

THESE VALUES.

IF THE VEHICLE KNOWN HEIGHT IS THE SAMEAS, ORLESS THANTHE CURVE(VEHICLEHEIGHT-INCHES)ON,OR

ABOVETHE INTERSECTIONPOINT(OBTAINEDINSTEP 3), THE VEHICLECANBE SAJ+LYON/OFFLONXDWITH THE
AIRPLANEIN THE CONFIGURATIONREPRESENTELI BY THE PARTICULARGRAPH(S).

IF THE VEHICLEHEIGHTIS GREATERTHANTHE CURVE(VEHICLEHEIGHT-INCHES)ON,ORABOVETHE lNTERSEC-
TloN pOINT(OBTAINEDINsTw3), THE VEHICLEMUST BEON/OFFLOAOEDWITH mE cARGORAMPINTwTRucK
LOADINGPOSITION.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (continued)
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VCHlCL8PROJSCl10N LIMllS. CRlllCAt DIMSNSION LESSlHAN27S INCHES

GRAPH ZONE

A LOAD WITH RAMP AND EXTENSION IN TRUCK LOADING POSITION OR, WE

IF THE VEHICLE KNOWN HEIGHT IS GREATERTHAN
SPECIAL HANDLING FROCEDLRES.

112 INCHES AND THE CRITICAL DIMENSION IS
B LOAD SEIWEEN 8L 78 LEFT AND BL 7S RIGHT WITH AIRPLANE FORWMD

GREATR THAN 275 lNCttES, SEEGRAPHS2 ANDzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA4.
KNEELED.

c Lom BETWEEN BL 78 LEFT AND BL n aml WITH AIRPLANE FoawARo
OR LEVEL KNEELEO.

D LOAD AT ANY POINT ACROSS CARGO FLOOR BETWEEN BL 114 LEFT AND

hL 114 RIGHT WITH AIRPUNE FORWARD KNEELED, OR BEIWEEN BL 7S
LEFT AND SL 78 RIGHT WITH AIRPIANE IN ANY KNEELED ~SITION,

E LOAD AT ANY POINT ACROSS CARGO FLOOR BETWEEN *L 114 LEFT AND
BL 114RIGHT WITH A~PiANE FORWARD OR LEVEL KNEELED.

GRAPH NO. 1 FORWARD RAMP

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (centinued)
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VE04KLEPROJECTION LIMITS - CWTKA1 DIMENSIONGREATER TMAN 27S INCHES

2DD I I I
GRAPH NO. 2 FORWARDKAMP

. FORWARDKNEELED
BU8 LEFTTO M.72 RIGHT

Im 1

m
: 140

w
~

* 0’

:1301 r

z
u
m ~

Gm 100
*
n
d 4
w

z
mlao

d

>

.
40

. -

40
I1154”= ~

~ -

Isa
20

NO 10AOtNGW THISAm
o

fmnmm”==a’+’m VEMICLE CRtTtCAL DIMENSION - INCHES
1.

2.

3.

_.. .———
IF THEVEHICLE KNOW HEIGiTISGRUTiiTHAN THE HEIGtfT RE~ESENTED OY THECIXVE (VEHtCLEHEIGHT.
INCHES) ON OR -E THEINTERSKTIONK)NT (OFVEHICLEMOJKTION AND CRITICALDIMENSICM4),
THEVEHKIE CANNOT M SAFELYON/OFF LOADEDWTH THEA~E IN THECONFIGUATIW REMESENT-
EDW THIS~, UUO W5T U ON/OFF LOADEDUSING SPECLALHANDLING FROCEWRES.

IF THEVEHICLEKNOW HEIGMTIS Tt lESAMEASOR, LESSTHAN THEWIGHT RE~ESENTEDBYTMECIRVE
(VEHICLEHEIGHT-INCHES)ON OR MOVE THEINTERSKTIONFOINT (OF VE14KLE~OJKTl~ AND
CWTKALDUAENMON),TMEVEHICLECAN SESAFELYON/OFF LOAWD WTH TIK AIRPLANEIN THE
CONFIGWATION ~EFRESENTEDW TIM GRA#H~ IN THEC@4 F lGUATt@4 RE~ESWTEO BY GRAFw
NO. 3 ~ GtAF$iNO. 4.

IF THEVEHICLEHEIGHTIS 140 INCHESa G@EATEU,THEVEHICLEMST E ON/OFF LOADEDUSING
SFKIAL HANDLING FROCEOUSES.

.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (centinued)
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VEHICLEPROJECTIONLIMITS - CRSTSCALDIMENSIONGREATERTHAN 27Ti INCNES

.-.

GRAPH NO. 3FORWARD RAMP
-FORWARD KNEELED

BL114 LEFT To BL114 RIGHT

Im

M() — — —
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/

#

Bo
.

/ ‘ , ,t32”‘
/

/
/

/ -
e

m / - “ 104‘ ~
d
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/ -

d -
+

-
.106’-

-
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/ -

. loe~
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m, , 110 — — — - -

0
360 300 349 m 4’20 440 Soo

VEMICIC CQITICA1 DtMENSION - INCHES

1. If the vehicle known height Is greater than the height represented by the

curve (vehicle height-inches ) on or above the intersection point (of vehicle

projection and critical dimension ), the vehicle cannot be safely on/off

loaded with the airplane In the configuration represented by this graph, and

must be on on/off loaded with the airplane in the configuration represented

by graph No. 2 or, graph No. 4 or by using special handling procedures.

2. If the vehicle known height Is the same as or, less than the height

represented by the curve (vehicle height-inches) on or above the intersection

point (of vehicle projection and critlcai dimenslan), the vehicle can be

safely on/off loaded with the airplane in the configuration represented by

this graph or, in the configuration represented by graph No. 2 or, graph

No. 4.

3. If the vehicle eight Is 112 inches or greater, thi vehicle must be on/off

loaded using special handling procedures.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (continued)
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VEHICLE PROJECTION LIMITS - CRITICAL DIMENSIONzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAGREATER THAN 275 INCHES
m. 7

I I I I I I 1

GRAPH NO. 4 FORWARD RAMP
- LEVEL KNEELED

# ‘

BL78 LEFT TO BL78 RIGHT / ‘

“H=FF13B
1 I I I

20 I

i, 1 E . m

:DIFJG IN THl>,~RE&i
T I r11111~ 1NO LO~l

—

m 02”’”0 3“ w 4“ m mVEHICLE CRITICAL DIMENSION - INCHES

1. IF THE VEHICLE KNOWN HEIGHT IS GREATER THAN THE HEIGHT REHEESENTED BY THE CLRVE (VEHICLE HEIGHT-
INCHES) ON OR ABOVE THE INTERSECTION POINT (OF vEHICLE PROJECTION AND CRITICAL DIMENSION),
THE VEHICLE CANNOT BE SAFELY ON/OFF LOADED WTTH THE AIRPIANE IN THE CONFIGURATION REPRESENT-
ED BY THIS GRAPH, AND MUST BE ON/OFF LOADED WITH THE AIRPLANE IN THE CONFIGURATION REPRESENT-
ED BY GRAPH NO. 2 OR, USING SPECIAL HANDLING PROCtDURtS.

2. IF THE VEHICLE KNOW HEIGHT IS THE SAhiE AS OR, LESS THAN THE HEIGHT REmESENTED BY THE CLRVE
fvEHICLE HEIGHT-INCHES) ON OR ABOVE THE INTERSECTION POINT (OF VEHICLE PROJECTION AND
CRITICAL DIMENSION), THE VEHICLE CAN BE SAFELY ON/OFF LOADED WITH THE AIRPLANE IN THE
CONFIGURATION REPRESENTED BY THIS GRAPH OR, IN THE COF4 F IGURATION REPRESENTED BY GRAPH
NO. 2.

3. IF THE VEHICLE HEIGHT IS MD INCHES OR @EATER, THE VEHICLE MUST BE ON/OFF LOADED USING
SPECIAL HANDLING FUOCEDURES.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (centinued)
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JECTION LIMITS - CRITICAL DIMENSION GREATER THAN 275 INCHES

% 1 r , , ,

RARi NO. 5 FORWARD RAMP
VEL KNEELED ~ ~ pf’yq ~

I
- z.- -----

61114 LEFT,TO 61114 RIGHT

w?’ ~ 2 ; ? ~ ‘

1 I 1A I
01 I

lx I I I

—+-H—H+’’+H—H—H—

!

m ‘“ “ “ ““ “VEHICLE CRITICAL DIMENSION - INCHES
1.

2.

2.

IF THEVEHICLEKNOW HEIGHTIS GREATERTHAN THEHEIGHTRE~ESH’4TEDBY THECUVE (vEHICLE HEIGHT.
INCHES) ON OR ABC7VETHE INTERSKTION POINT (OF VEHICLE ~JKTION #4D CRITICALDIMENSION),
TFIEVEHKLECANNOT BESAFELYON@FF 10ADEDWITHTHEAIRPIANEIN W CONFIGURATION RE~ESENT.
ED BY THISGRAPH,AND MUSTBEON~F LOADEDWITHTHEAIR?W4E 04 THECONFIGURATION REPRESENT-
EDBY GRAPHNO. 2 OR, GRAPHNO. 4 OR, USING SPECIALHANDLING FBOCEDIRES.

IF THE VEHICLE KNOW HEIGHT IS THE SAME AS OR, LESSTHAN THE w lGHT RE~ESENTED BY THE CWE
fVEHICLE HEIGHT-INCHES) ON OR ABOVETHEINTERSECTIONPOINT @F VEHICLEMOJECTIU4 AND
CRITKALDIMENSION), THEVEHICLECAN BESAFELYON/OfF LOADEDWTH THEAIRPIN4EIN THE
CONFIGURATIONR~ESENTED BY THISGRAM+OR, IN THECON f IGUAT#ON RE~ES84TE0BY GRAPH
NO. 2 OR, GRAPHNO. 4.

IF THEVEHICLEMIGHT IS la INCHESOR GREATER,THEVEHICLEUT BEON/OFF LOADEDUSING
SPK IAL HANDLING ~OCEDURES.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (continued)
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VEHICLEPROJECTION LIMITS - CRITICALDIMENSION LESSTHAN 320 INCHES

GRAPHZONE

A.

B.

c.

D

E

F

m
IF M vEHICLE KNOWN HEIGH1 IS GREATER THAN
112 INCHES AND THE CQITICAL DIMf NSION 1$ GnEAKQ
lHAN 320 lNc HtS, SEE GRAPHS 8, 9, AND 10,

GRAPH NO. 6 AFT RAMP

LOAD USING SPECIAL HANDLING PROCEDURES.

LOAD BETWEEN BL 78 LEFT AND BL 78 RIGHT WITH

AIRPIANE AFT KNEELED.

LOAD BETWEEN BL 78 LEFT AND BL 78 RIGHT WITH

AIRPLANE FORWARD OR LEVEL KNEELED.

LOAD BETWEEN & 78 LEFT AND & 78 RIGHT WITH

AI RPLACE IN ANY KNEELED POSITION.

LOAD AT ANY POINT ACROSS CARGO FLOOR BETWEEN

BL 114 LEFT AM) BL 114 RIGHT WITH AIRPIJ4NE AFT

KNEELED, OR BETWEEN BL 78 LEFT AND BL 78 RIGHT

WITH AIRPIANE IN ANY KNEELED POSITION.

LOAD ANY POINT ACROSS CARGO FLOOR BETWEEN

BL 114 LEFT Ahll BL 114 RIGHT WITH AIRPLANE IN ANY

KNEELED POSITION.

ONE B

INE E

60: 1 1 I 1 I I I 1 I
20 40 60 m I(m I 20 140 160 180 zoo

●

VEHICLEPROJECTION - INCMES

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (centinued)
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VEMKLEPROJECTIONUMITS CRtTICAt 01MEN510N GREATERTMAN 320 INCHES

Im ?
I I i I I

ORAPH NO. 7 AFT RAMP
_ FCX!WARD KNEELED

SL114 LEFT TO BL114 RIGHT
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NOTE

1. If the vehicie known height is greater than the height represented by the

curve (vehicie height-inches) on or above the intersection point (of vehicle

projection and crit icai dimension) , the vehicle cannot be safeiy on/off
ioaded with the airpiane in the configuration represented by this graph,

and
may be onloff ioaded with the airpiane In the configuration represented by

either graph No. 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12
or using speciai handiing

procedures.
#

2. if the vehicle known height Is the same as or, iess than the height

represented by the curve (vehicie height-inches) on or above the intersection

point (of vehicie projection and critical dimension), the vehicle can be
safely on/off ioaded with the airpiane in the configuration represented by

this graph or, In the configuration represented by either graph No. 8, 9,

10, 11, or 12.

3. If the vehicie height is 112 inches or greater, the vehicie must be

on/off .ioaded using special handling procedures.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (continued)
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VEHI CLE PROJECTION LIMITS - CRITICAL DIMENSION GREATER THAN 320 INCHES

m

GRAPH NO. 8 AFT RAMP

- FORWARD KNEELED

BL78 LEFT TO BL78 RIGHT

la

la

120

Im ~

80 -
A

@ y + ‘-

40 ,

20

NO LOADING IN THIS AREA
o

340380 420 480s00

VEHICLE CRITICAL DIMENSION - INCHES

, IF THE vE1-llcLE KNOWN HEIGHT IS GREATER THAN TNE IiEIGWT RE%SENTEO W THE ~ ~E =1~-

INCHESI ON OR ABOVE THE INTERSECTION POINT (OF VEHICLE PROJECTION AND CRITICAL 01~. T=

vEHICLE CANNOT BE SAFELY ON/OFF LOAOEO WITH THE AIRPLANE IN THE CONFIGURATIONFE=SE-O~T*

GRAPH AND MAV BE ON/OFF LOADED WITH THE AIRPLANE INTNE C~FIGURATl(Xd REPfUESENTEOEIV ~Nf19

OR, GRAPH NO 12 OR. USING SPECIAL HANOLING PROCEDURES

z IF THE VEHICLE KNOWN HEIGHT IS THE SAME AS OR. LESS TNAN THE FEIGHT REPRESENTED BY TNE CtMW

\vEHICLE HEIGHT-INCHES) ON OR ABOVE THE INTERSECTION POINT (OF VEHICLE PROJECTION ANO CFTITNXL

OIMENSION) THE VEHICLE CAN BE SAFELV ON/OFF LOAOEO WITH THE AIRPLANE IN TNE CONFIGURATION
HEPRESENTED BY THIS GRAPH OFI IN THE CONFIGURATION REPRESENTED BY GRAPH NO s OR. GRAPN NO 12

} IF TbIE VEHICLE HEIGHT IS 160 INCHES OR GREATER. THE VEHICLE MUST = mmF LOAUD W*. =C~

NANOLING PROCEDURES.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (continued)
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1. IF TMFVF141CIFKNmW HFIC.H1 15 CXEATFRTHAN THE 14ElGHT REPRESENTEDBY THEC~VE NfEHICLEHEIGHT-.. ...- -------- .------- . ... .. ... .. . .... ... . .------- --. .-. —
INCHES)ON OR A60VE THEINTERSECTIONPOINT (OF VEHICLEPROJECTION-t iO CI iI~~CA(Oit iENSION),

----

THEVEHKLECANNOT BESAFELYON/OFF LOADEDWITHTHEAIRPIANEIN THECONFIGURATIONREPRESENT-
ED BY THISGRAPH,AND MAY BEON/OFF LOADEDWITHTHEAIRPLANEIN THECONFIGURATION REPRESENT-
60 EY GRAPHNO. 12 OR, USING SPECIALHANDLING PROCEDURES.

2.

3.

FIGURE

VEHKLE project ion LIMITS - CRITICAL DIMENSION GREATER THAN 320 INCHES

ZolJ I I 1 I

GRAPH NO. 9 AfT RAMP

. LEVELKNEELED I
K7B LEFT100176 RIGHT

1s0 I

la L

/ ‘

a
m

VEHICLE CRITICAL DIMENSION - INCHES

IF THEVEHICLEKNOW HEIGHTIS THESME ASOR, LESSTHAN THE HEIGHT REFltESENTED BY THE CURVE
(VEHICLE HEIGHT-lNCHfl) ON OR AOOVE THE INTERSECTION POINT (OF VEHICLE PROJECTION AND
CRITICAL DIMENSION), THE VEHICLE CAN BE SAJELY ON/OFF LOADED WITH THE AIRPIANE IN THE
CONFIG~TION REPRESENTED BY THIS GRAPH OR, IN THE CON F IGMATION REPRESENTED 8Y GRAPH
NO.12

IF THEVEHICLEHEIGHTIS I@ INCHESOR GREATER,THEVEHICLEMUSTBEON/OFF LOADEDUSING
SKCIAL HANDLING PROCEDURES.

106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (continued)

I
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VEMICU~PROJECTIONLIMITS- CRITICALDIMENSION OREATERTHAN 320

200 1 [ I I I
GRAPHNO. IOAFTRAMP
lEVELKNEELED

1/

BL114LEFTTO BL114RIGHT

180
I 1

160

140

m
w
x
v

z 120

z
o
z
u 100
w

;

1!

!?EIO
v

z
w
> / 4

40

40 ~ — ~ ~
- lrx~

— — ~ = : 108

x) ~ - - - 110 I

NO LO”ADING IN THIS AREA
o

340 2s0 420 4s0’ 500

VENICLE CRtTICAL DIM ENSIOM - INCHES

INCHES

1. If the vehicie known hei$ht is greater than the heitht represented by the

curve (vehicie height-inches) on or above the intersection point .(of vehicle

projection and criticai dimension), the vehic ie cannot be safe iy on/of f

loaded with the ●irplane in the configuration represented by this graph, and

may be on/off ioaded with the airplane in the configuration represented by

either graph No. 8, 9, 10, 11 j or 12, or usin6 sPeciai handiin6

procedures.

2. If the vehicie known height is the same as or, iOSS than the height

represented by the curve ( vehicle height-inches) on or above the intersection

point (of vehicie projection ●nd critical dimension) , the vehicie can be

safeiy on/off ioaded with the airplane in the configuration represented by

this graph or, in the configuration represented by either graph NO. 8, 9,

10,.11, or 12.

3. if the vehicie height is 112 inches or greater, the vehicie must be

on/off loaded us!ng special handling procedures.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (continued)
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1.

2.

VEHIC:LEPROJECTION IIMITS. CRITICAL DIMENSION GMATSITHAN3
1

zoo I I I I I I
GRAPHNO. 1I AFTRAMP

- #l KNEELED
aL114 LEFT TOBL114 RIGHT

IImr
I I I

--w-l--l47’&#-+j
J--L-LLjN’9’r [#

NO LOADING IN THIS AREA I
o

w 3s0 420 460 Soo

VEHICLE CRITICAL DIM ENStON - INCHES

120 $NCME5

If the vehicle known height Is greater than the height represented by the

curve (vehicle height-inches ) on or ●bove the intersection point (of vehicle

projection and critical dimension), the vehicle cannot be safely on/off

loaded with the ~irplane In the configuration represented by this graph, ●nd

may be on/off ioaded with the airplane In the configuration represented by

either graph No. 8, 9, 11, or 12, or by ushtg speclai handiing procedures.

if the vehicle known height is the same as or less than the height

represented by the curve ( vehjcie height-inches ) on or ●bove the intersection

point (of vehicle projection and critical dimension ) , the vehicie can be

safeiy on/off loaded with the ●lrpiane in the configuration represented by

this graph or, in the configuration represented by either graph No. 8, 9,

11, or 12.

3. If the vehicie known height is 112 inches or greater, the vehicle must be

onloff loaded using special handllng procedures.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (continued)
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VEHICLE PROJECTION LIMITS - CRITICAL DIMENSION GREATER THAN

“~

180

I&l

140

20

0

NOTE

—~,
xio” 420 ’460 Sgo

VEHICLE CRITICAL DIMENSION - INCHES

320 ICHES

1.

2.

3.

If the vehicle known height is greater than the height represented by the

curve ( vehicle height-inches) on or above the Intersection point (of the

vehicle projection and criticai dimension) , the ‘ vehicle cannot be safeiy

on/off loaded with the ●irpiane in the configuration represented by this

graph , ●nd must be on/off loaded with the airplane in the configuration

represented by either graph No. 8, 9, or 11 or by using speciai handihsg

procedures.

If the vehicie known height is the same as or, less than the height

represented by the curve (vehicle height-inches) on or ●bove the intersection

point (of vehicie projection ●nd critical dimension), the vehicie can be

safely on?off loaded with the airpiane in the configuration ~epresented by

either graph No. 8, 9, or 11.

if the vehicie projection/critical dimension intersection falls in the shaded

area, the vehicle must be on/off ioaded using special handiing procedures.

FIGURE 106. Vehicle projection limits (forward and aft loading). (continued)
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FORWARDAND AFT END LOADING
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- --—.-. - --- I
I
I
I
t
t

\
CRITKAl AREASETMEN
GROWD AND VEHICLE

FIGURE 107. Cargo ramp vehicle overhang limits (forward and aft).
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i. THE VEHlcLE CAN BEsAFELYC)N/OFF LOADED WTTH THE AIRPLANE lNTHEcONFIGmTlm REmE$ENwo WmY
ZONE, IF THE INTERSECTION POINT FALLS WITHIN IHAT ZONE OR BELW.

2. IF THE lNTERSECllON POINT FALLS ABCP/E THE FORWARD KNEELED ZOM, THE VEHICLE MJ5T BE ON/OFF 10ADED
wITH THE RAW AND EXTENSION IN THE TRIJCK LOADING POSITION, ~ USINGzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBASECIAL MAMX.lNG ~ED@ES.

FOUWARD EL4ti OVER”WNG” LIMIT5
7.0

/

6.8

6.6 T

6.4

6.2
HANDLING
ZONE

6.0

;5.8
/

5.6 ‘“

5.4 f

5.2
/

5.0
/

4.8
/

4.6

/ J

i

A I4.4 —

4.2 ‘
I

FCMWARD
4.0 ‘ KNEELED

Z ONE
,, i

3“n—Hl—t—
1

\ 1 I
3.6

3.4

79 I Iv I I I
“. .

0 Im 200 ‘& 400 500

.

●

VSWCIECRITICAL OIMENStON - INCHES

FmJRE 107. cargo ramp vehicle overhang limits (forward and aft).

(centinued )
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I

I
.,

I

m
1. THE VwKLECAN BE SAFELY ON/OFF LmDEDWITH THE AlwUNEIN THE CONFIGUMTlmREPRSENTED BY ANY

ZONE, lFTHEINTERSECTION POINT FALLS WITHIN TmTZONEm BELow.

2. IF THE INTERsEcTION POINT FALLSABOVE THEAFT KNEELEDZONE, THE VEHKLE wsl BEON/OFF LOADED WITH
THE U* AND PRESSURE DOOR IN THE TRUCK LOADING POSITION OR, USING SPECIAL HANDLING PROCEDURES.

7.0
I I I I I I

AFT RAMP LOADING OVERHANG LIMITS
6.8 ,

6.6

~
m

i%

~ 6.2
SPECIAL

z f

a HANDLING
u 6.0

&

o- .
~
4 ~ 5.6 ‘

~ ~
:

r

2$ ~ 5.4

s

I

a

● g g 50’
~e ~“ r

z
~ 4.8

I

:U

4.4

4.2

4.0

3.8‘

3.6

KNEELED
3.4

0 100 m m 400 500

VSNtCLS CRITICAL DIMENSION -IN CM ES

FIGURE 107. Cargo ram p vehicle overhang limits (forward and aft).

(centinued)
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RAMP CREST \
HEIGHT

I ---------- ,.-.

/ ‘,

t

\ /zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

DRIVE IN LOADING FORWARD RAMP CREST HEIGHT

FORWARD KNEEL 57.0 INCHES MAX

LEVEL KN[EL 71.0 INCHES MAX

I
RAtbiP-:+lNGf
CENTERLINE

FORWARD END ON/OFF LOADING

)----7a!r
DRIVE IN LOADING AFT RAMP CREST HEIGHT

FORWARD KNEEL WT.O INCHES MAX
LEVEL KNEEL 79.0 INCHES MAX

AFT KNEEL 62.0 INCHES ~x

CRITICAL AKA
8E1WEN RAMP
CREST AND LOWST
POINT ON VEHECLE

------ ----- - ------ -----,,------
*

RAW hlN~
CENTERLINE

AFT END 10ADING

.

FIGURE 108. Forward and aft ramp crest limits.
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FORWARD CAROO RAMP CREST LIMITS
32

30

28

KNEELED

zONE

SPECIAL

o 100 m m m Soo
,

VCMICLS CRITKAL DIMENSION - INCHES I

m

1.

2.

THE VWKLE CAN BESAFELYON/OFF LOADED, IF TtlE lNl~ION FOINl FAUS

WITHIN OR A60VE THEAIRPLANE COWIGUATION ZONE.

IF TW INTERsECTION POINT FALU EELOW THE FoRmRD K~ ZONE T* ~~ ~
BEON@FF LOADED Wlltl W RAW AND EXTENSION IN THE -K L~l~ ~~ ~
USING S~CIAL tLANDLING PROCE-S.

,., -

FIGURX 108. Fomrd ad ●f t rampcrest lkith * (comtimu.d)~

:..

.,’
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AFT CARGO RAMP CREST LIMITS

NE

38

36 ‘

34
w

r z{
w
x
~ 32

)

z 30
z
z

; 28

E

=

z~ 24 L
FORWARD AFT

o KNEELED KNEELED

~ 22 ‘ ZONE ZONE

w

g
=Zo I

/ ‘ /

w
>
w 18 “

/ Y

g

2 ‘6

/

w

G

o ‘4
/‘ /

z
3
g 12

0

g 10 ‘
A

1

s

SPECIAL

) HANDLING
~8 ‘

*
ZONE —

z

6 f
f

4

2
0 100 m 300 400 500

VEHICLE CRITICAL DIMENS1ON -INCHES

1. THEVEHKLE CAN 8E SAFELY ON/OFF LOADED, IF THE INTERSECTION

POINT FALLS IN OR ABOVE THE AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION ZONE.

2. IF THE INTERSECTION POINT FALLS BELOW THE AFT KNEELED ZONE, THE
VEHICLE MUST 8E ON/OFF LOADED WITH THE RAMP AND PitESSURE DOOR

IN THE TRUCK LOADING POSITION OR, USING SPECIAL HANDLING PROCEDIJtES.

FIGURE 108. Forward and aft ramp crest limits. (centinued)
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OVfRMNG

~ 7-”-:4,!!d=~F
OVESMANG

——— ___ __ ----- —-—- ____
--

-----

—

ql
$1
,1

::
-1

----- -0 0 0 0
----

----.--— ______ ___ -—-—- ___ -
w

I -iPMT SAAw

sAw — (CLOSED)

nlffif RAw
H4N05

Fu5 $IA 517 I

FORWARD SNO LOADING AFI END 10 ADLWD

FIGURE 109. Parking area overhang 1imits.
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400

300

zoo

100

0

0 z 4 6 8 10

DE9TANCE(lWOa. m-)

FIGURE 110. Payload distance.
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8747 LOWER LOBE (DOORS ON RIGHT SIDE)

STA STA

228 615

\/

iTA

1865

h 134”

7
le122° +

nl

TT’
I 120”

fi 23”

-1

SIDE CARGO DOOR

FIGURE 111. B747 lower lobe.
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flaxlmum package c;,art for 0747 side door (Example--A package

118” high and 70” widecan be up to 259” long and stillfit
Intothe main deck.

UIDTH INCHES

(Measured from Bottom of Pallet)

[ 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 134

LENGTH INCHES

HEIGHT

INCHES

120 470 412 367 331 302 280 259 239 219 198 179 161 --- ---

118 470 412 367 331 302 280 259 239 219 198 179 161 144 137

114 536 458 h04 361 326 299 277 256 237 217 196 177 158 153

108 600 509 441 391 350 318 293 271 251 231 212 192 173 165

102 600 561 481 418 373 338 309 284 2h3 243 22/i204 185 180

0-96 600 600 517 447 395 355 323 297 275 254 232 213 186 192

----- ----- ----

SIDECARGODOOR

(-)

(-)

Side cargo door

max cargo height

calculation:

Door height 123”

Plt ht 2-1/4”

ToP c1
2,,

Uax Ht 118 3/4”

TTI 29”

1 123(’

L TC)P OF CONVEYOR SYSTEM

2“ROLLERH EIGHT

FIGURE 114. B747 side door dimension8/restrictions.
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B747 LOWER LOBE, MAXIMUM LENGTH CHART

(Exception:B747SP, B747-1OO American/United Airlines)

This chart can be used to determine the maximum package size which will

fit through the 104 by 66-inch door found in the lower lobe of the B747.

Example: A package which is 90 inches wide and 60 inches high can be as

long aa 135 inches and still fit into the cargo compartment through the

cargo door. Or,if the package is 80 inches wide and 195 inches long, it—
can be up to 40 inches high and still fit into the cargo area.

these charts are for approximate measurements only.

ERiiT
[NCHES

Tir
60

55

50
45
40

35

30

25

20
15

10

5

Y?wR%P280 245 220 195 170 155 125 125 125 125 125

330 285 240 220 196 175 160 145 135 125
385 325
440 360
440 430

440 440
440 440

440 440

440 440

440 440
440 640

440 440
440 440

280 245

305 265
360 300
410 345
440 380

440 420
440 440

440 440
440 440

440 440
440,440

215

230
260
290

330

345

360

385
415

440
440—

I915
210
225

255
270

285

300

315
330

360
440

175
185
200

220

235

245
255

265
280

295

320— 1
155 145 135
165 150 145
170 155 150

195 175 160
205 180 160

210 190 165

220 190 165

225 195 170
235 200 175

245 210 180
265 225 185

125

135

140

140

155

155

160

160

160

160

165

170—

L
PMXAGE

MEIGMT

‘r--––––q
I
I u I

I !
L-.---d

‘ -i’’’’GEt-
Thia chart Is for the bulk cargo compartment. loadinR through the 104-

by 66-inch door of the aft car~o compartment; but pu;hing tie package

in the aft direction into the bulk cargo compartment.

NOTE: A remvable curtain separates the two cargo compartments.

10

661N

CLEAFI

DOOR
OPEtutt.JG

FIGURE 115. B747 lower lobe, maximum length chart.
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T
iEIGHT 10

[NCHES

47 140

43 155

39 180

36 200

32 230

24-28 235

4-20 240

WIDTH INCHES

20 130 140 !50 160 170 180 [90 I1OO

LENGTH INCHES

140 140 140 140 140 140 140 135 120

155 155 155 155 155 155 145 135 120

180 180 180 180 175 155 145 135 120

200 200 200 180 175 160 145 135 120

230 230 230 205 180 160 145 135 120

235 235 235 215 180 160 145 135 120

240 240 240 215 180 160 145 135 120

PAc”AGt

“E(G”l

T
“--

--- - - - - 1

28132126140144

TH INCHES

126 121 117 114 110 108 108

140 135 130 125 120 115,110 ,
140 135 130 125 120 ~ 120

145 135 130 125 120 120 120

150 140 135 13Q 125 120 120

155 145 135 130 125 120 120

155 145 135 130 125 120 120

155m & ,130 125 120 120

160 150 140 135 125 120 120

165 155 145 135 130 125 120

175 160 150 130 125 120

This chart is for the aft bulk carEo comDartme”t. loading through the

44 by 47-inch door, pushing the pa;kage ~n-the f&ward d;rection into
_.._

the aft cargo compartment.

NOTE: The block area indicates pushing the package toward the aft section

of the aft bulk cargo compartment.

wIq

kEIGHT 4 18 112 116

INCHES LEN(

47 140 140 140 132

43 160 160 155 145

39 180 165 155 150

36 185 170 160 150

32 190 175 165 155

28 200 185 170 160

24 220 190 175 165

20 220 195 180 170

16 230 203 190 175

12 235 220 200 180

8 235 235 215 195

4 235 235 !225 210

T
41 IN

1 WL 132

FIGURE 115. B747 lower lobe~ ~ximum length chart” (continued)
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DC-10 Side Door Dimensions/Cargo Restrictions

Cargo Door

DC-10

.

Sta Left Side of DC-10 Sta

626 764

Cargo door max cargo ht calculation:

Door height 95”

(-) Rollerht 1 3/4”

(-) Plt ht 2 1/4”

(-) Top clearance 2“

Max ht 89” (1)

(1) Max ht only between Sta 624 & Sta 774.

Maximum package chartfor~C-10side doorforcargopushed tow ardaft

ofacft .(Example: A package60inches highand48inches w idecanbeup

to4a2incheslon~ and fit intocargo area.) Ixmgervehiclea can beloaded

duetothevariable shape.& eparagraph 6-9forsamplecargo capability.

I PACKAGE UIDTN - INCHES

LENGTH 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 132

12 1323 1000 730 578 478 402 350 311 280 252 229

1323 992 730 578 478 402 350 311 280 252 229

36 1323 982 725 572 472 400 349 308 277 250 228
g

~ 48 1266 900 675 542 652 390 341 303 275 247 225
u

= 60 1016 750 582 482 410 359 318 284 261 242 221

72 I 800 610 500 425 366 326 288 261 243 224 204

84 I 620 500 420 363 324 283 256 241 227 202 184

I

FIGURE 118. DC-10 side door dimensione/cargo restrictions.
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\

,

B707-300c/F

FIGURE 119. B707 main deck.
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